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CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES IN THE
NORTHEAST

MONDAY, JULY 25. 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,

YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
New York, N. Y.

The select committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:20 a.m., at God-
dard-Riverside Center, 593 Columbus Avenue, New York, N.Y., the
Hon. George Miller (chairman of the select committee) presiding.

Members present: Repreeentativea Miller, Boggs, McHugh, MI-
kulski, Weiss, Morrison, Rowland, and Fish.

Staff present Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann
Rosewater, deputy staff director, Judy Weiss, research assistant;
George Elser, minority counsel; Don Kline, senior professional
staff.

Chairman Msusa. The Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families will come to order.

I am delighted to call this hearing to order. This is the first in a
series of regional hearing:, that this committee will hold in various
locations around the country.

It will be the purpose of these hearings to try to make an assess-
ment of the status of our children, youth, and families.

Our early hearings in Washington have convinced me, and I
think other members of this committee, more than ever of the im-
portance of bringing to national attention the pressures on today's
families.

The response to today's hearing has been very strong. We are
graciously hosted today by one of our senior members, Hon. Ted
Weiss. Because more witnesses have requested to testify than time
permits, we will hold the record open for 1 month for those individ-
uals that have contacted the committee to submit their te.timony.

It is rather appropriate that we begin the regional hearings in
this center, a center that is dedicated to the comprehensive and in-
tergenerational community services.

At this time I would like to introduce Congressman Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me welcome you and our other colleagues to these hearings

and to indicate how pleased we are that the first of these regional
hearings are being held in New York City.

You have already noted that we have both the worst of the prob-
lems and the best approach to eliminating some of the problems in
New York.

(1)
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The witnesses you will hear from today will, in fact, give the full
scope of our concerns and our involvement. We have in the audi-
ence people who have worked in the various fields that we have ju-
risdiction over for many years.

I want to mention one of my legislative colleagues, Ruth Mes-
singer, who is on the city council and holds the seat I used to
occupy before I was promoted to Washington.

Let me express my appreciation to the Goddard-Riverside Com-
munity Center and its staff and its sponsors for making this mar-
velous new facility available to us. I understand we are inaugurat-
ing this building.

Mr. WEiss. I would like to call on Bernie Wohl, the executive di-
rector, to tell us about the range of programs that they have. Mr.
Wohl is a typical New Yorker. He doesn't come from New York.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD J. WOHL, DIRECTOR, GODDARD-
RIVERSIDE CENTER, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. WOHL. Thank you, Ted. We would like to welcome all the
members of the committee for coning to New York at the hottest
time of the year. As you can see this building has just been com-
pleted and yours is the first meeting held in the auditorium

It is appropriate that you are here because if you know anything
about settlement houses, you know that we work with people from
birth to death, from preschool programs to delinquency prevention
programs, senior citizen programs, employment programs, the arts
and many others.

So that the opportunity to be the host to the House Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families is especially appropriate
for our center.

Settlement houses, I think, like the select committee are distin-
guished by a comprehensive approach to the problems facing chil-
dren, youth, and families. Going back to the end of the last centu-
ry, settlement houses have been havens for youth, people, and their
families, offering a full array of children and family services.

Settlement workers have also brought their programs out into
the community building on the natural strengths of neighborhoods.
Second, settlement houses are world-famous examples of how pri-
vate, voluntary efforts combined with Government programs can
serve children and families.

One of the main goals of the select committee is to study how
governmental and private programs working together can help and
encourage all American children and youth to reach their full po-
tential.

The New York City system represented by United Neighborhood
Houses and its 35 member agencies looks forward to your close col-
laboration with the select committee in pursuit of our shared goals
on behalf of children, youth, and families.

We hope we get a great deal out of today's hearings and the ones
that are going to ensue, and welcome you back anytime to meet
with some of the people from our community who are faced with
the kind of problems that you are concerned with.

Again, welcome.
Chairman MILLER Thank you very much, Mr. Wohl.
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We are happy to hold what I'm certain will be the first of many
meetings in this room over the next few years.

I, too, would like to thank my colleagues on the committee, Con -
gresswoman Mikulski and Congressman Rowland for their attend-
ance.

We have been blessed with remarkable attendance at all our
Washington hearings as we are at this one. We will try our best to
meet the 5-minute rule for the purposes of questioning the wit-
nesses, so that everyone will get a turn.

We will allow a second round of . . necessary. In addi_
tion, we are going to try to impose . = 10-minute rule on our Wit-
MIMS for the of presenting testimimy. Written state-
ments will be in the record in their entirety. To the extent
each of you can summarize will be very helyd'ul.

As you can see, we have a rather long witness list. First, the
committee will hear from a panel made up of Joseph Comma, the
executive director of New York State Council on Children and
Families; Donna O'Hare, director, Maternal and Infant
CareFamily Planning Medical Health Research Associa-
tion of New York City, Inc.; Bee Block, director, State-
wide Youth Advocacy, Inc.; and Georgia McM , deputy general
director, Community Service Society, New York e .

Welcome to the cmirmittee. Please identify yourself for the re-
r, and proceed in the manner in which you are most conforta-

ffer.te

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. 4:W0M, EXECU'llYE DIRECTOR,
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON CHILD= AND FAMILIES

Mr. Cocostr. I am Joe Comma.
Mr. Mune. We are joined by Congressman Morrison frau Con-

necticut.
Dr. O'HARE. Donna O'Hare.
Ms. McMunsm. I am Georgia McMurray.
Ms. Siam. I am Eve Block.
Mr. COCOZZA. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Select Commit-

tee on Children, Youth, and Families, good morning. My name.
again, is Joe Cocozza, and I am the executive director of the New
York State Council on Children and Families.

I would like to thank the members of the select committee for
the opportunity to present testimony today. The topic of this hear-
ins, the status and needs of children and families, is basic to the
mission of the council.

Mr. Musa. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Joseph Cocoa follows:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPH J. Cocom, PH.D., EXECUTIVE MEEcF011, NEW YORK
Srxre Couwcn. ox CHILD me Fannin

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee on Children, Ymithi and
Families. Good morning. My name is Joseph Cocossa and I am the Executive Weis-
tor of the New York State Council on Children and Families. I want to thank the
members of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families for the opportu-
nity to present testimony today.

nu. topic of this hearingthe status and needs of children and familiesis basic
to the musion of the Council on Children and Families. New York State's commit-
ment to the family is, by now, well-known, particularly as expressed by Governor
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Mario Cuomo. In his State of the State Message, Governor Cuomo said, "The real
challenge before us is to balance our books the way a family would without aban-
doning our weak, without sacrificing the future of our young and without destroying
the environment that supporta us."

I hope that this opportunity to share our assessment of those critical policy issues
which affect children and families will he the begineing of frequent communication
between New York State and the Select Committee and will help to foster the com-
mitment to children and families reflected in Governor Cuomo's words.

Before proceeding with my comments, 1 would like to take a minute to tell you
about the Council on Children and Families. I believe that an understanding of its
function and structure is e to your investigation of ways to better serve the
needs of children and

The Council is an executive , comprised of the commissioners and directors
of eleven =Or state agencies that together constitute New York's human services
sub-cabinet. The Council was established in 1977, in response to frustration in the
child care community cr. e the fact that there was no e point of contact to ad-
dress multiple agency issues or any single body e for bringing a compre-
hensive arta integrated pe rspective to children's issues. all agencies
with child caring responsibilities including health, mental ene, social services,
and education were acting independently, often resulting in plication and some-
times contradictory outcomes. As such, the Council was established with a statutory,
mandate to "develop more efficient organization and operation of the state /local,
public/voluntary system of social, educational, mental health, and other supportive
and rehabilitative services to children and families". (New York State Executive
Law, Section 444 For the most part, the Council undertakes activities aimed at re-
ducing fragmentation and improving coordination within an extremely complex
service delivery system.

Unlike most state agencies, the Council is not directly responsible for ongoing pro-
gram operations or service delivery. With few exceptions, Council involvement fo-
cuses on issues which could benefit from coordinated policy planning and analysis.

Just as is true for the Select Committee, the Council emphasizes a comprehensive
approach to serving children and familiesan approach which supports joint prob.
lem solving involving the participation and cooperation of both the public and pri-
vate sectors.

My testimony today is focused on a selection of issues which are relevant to both
state and national policymaking. The topics tem including are also concerns of my
colleagues within the health, mental hygiAre, social services, juvenile justice and
education systems. Therefore, I urge you to contact these commissioners and their
agencist as I believe they would prove a useful rest. arce to your deliberations.

Those of you who have talked with New York State officials in the past will not
be unfaiiiliar with my first point. But, nonetheless, I feel it warrants repeating. The
massive reductions in federal funding for social programs are having s -rious nega-
tive eon Jequencea for families, particularly for the poor and the near [...al,. Our flies
are overflowing with reports and articles documenting the adverse effects of cut-
backs. Children and families, for whom these supports once offered a chance of
breaking away from poverty and poor health, are finding their access to needed pro-
grams blocked by changes in eligibility and/or the elimination of some services all
together.

Without discounting the importance of bringing the entire federal budget under
better control. we must ask you to increase allocations to support essential human
service programs such as AFDC, food stamps, Medicaid. school lunch and breakfast
programs, and day care. Specifically, we urge an increased authorisation for Title
)(X in the coming Fiscal Year. We fail to see the fiscal logic of dismantling basic
health and welfare programs in order to meet immediate budget objectives. This
only invites an increase in the populaton of children and families who develop
chronic problems and who, as a result, will require even more costly government
intervention and support over time.

My second major point has to do with meeting the challenges presented by the
dramatic changes that have occurred in family composition and lifestyle over the
past decade. For example, over half the children under 18 living in New York State
have a mother in a labor force. Fifty-fore percent of all married couple families
with children are two-wage earner families. One out of every five children in New
York State lives in a single parent family. This figure is even more dramatic for
New York City were one out of every three children were living with a single
parent in 1980 In fact, between 1970 and 1980 there was a forty-eight percent in-
crease in female-headed families with children in New York City.

9
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made available at least at the $70 million level contained in the Buftet Resolution.
However, we feel it is vital to include more specific language in JJDPA that will
provide stronger legislative protections to ensure a balance between services for the
already seriously troubled youth and needed preventive services, such as the county
demonstration project I just described.

Additionally, 'Title lU of the JJDPA, which is the Federal Runaway and Homeless
Youth Act, is also under the budgetary axe. At the very least, the authorization
should be maintained at the 1983 level. New York is I believe the only state in the
nation with its own Runaway and Homeless Youth Act. Its basis for support comes
from the partnership that has been made available to us through Title M.

We are not prepared to relinquish our commitment to these youths, and we urge
that Congress assure that money is made available to protect state-funded services
for homeless and runaway youth.

Finally, in the area of prevention. New York State continues to maintain as a top
&,:iillokrity the prevention of child abuse and neglect. A recently reconvened Citizen's

on Child Abuse and Neglect_co-chaired by Mrs. Machaired and Mr.
Cosier Penile'. Commissioner of the Department of Social Services, is focusing
heavily on parent education and training ler prospective parents as a strategy to
substantially reduce the incidence of abuse and neglect. It is alarming to note that
local social service districts have begun to identify a relationshi between increased
stress on families due to the pressures of unemployment *rid support
services, and an increase in the incidence of child abuse and neglect muses e mustkeep in mind this relationship between child abuse and family stream as budget deci-Wons are made.

As I said in my opening remarks, New York State has a commitment to govern-
ment with compassion and favors decisonmaking that supporta the needs of the
family. One particular concern in the area of available supports to Wailes is the
inadequate assistance available for families attempting to provide care for a dis-abled member at home. Partly as a result of the trend in recent years towards dein-
stitutionalization, many families are finding themselves ill-prepared to deal with thestress involved in for a disabled child or frail elderly member at home. In
response to this issue, Council has initiated a series of studies aimed at deter-
mining which supports are most effective in enabling families to provide care in the
home rather than placing the individual in an institution. For example, with a
grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, we are currentlyassisting with a demonstration project testing the cone*pt of low cost, informal
"home-bamed respite care" for families with disabled members. We endorse further
efforts to develop a stronger system of formal and informal supports to families with
disabled members.

Additionally, we are involved in a number of efforts designed to identify and
track significant populations for which little or no planning has occurred and where
inadequate service levels exist. Much of the focus is on emerging populations suchas:

The young. chronic mentally ill person, often a product of the counter-culture of
the 60's and 70's;

The "aging out" youngster who has no adult program alternatives upon leaving
the child care system; and,

The infant under five for whom early intervention services might avert the need
for more costly intervention at a later age.

I appreciate this opportunity to alert you to the major issues which, from New
York's perspective, are the critical issues for your committee's deliberations. If the
Council on Children and Families may be helpful to you in reaching your goal of
developing a more coordinated and comprehensive response to the needs of our na-
tion's children, youth and families, please do not hesitate to call on us. Thank you.

Chairman Musa. Dr. O'Hare?

STATEMENT OF DONNA O'HARE, M.D., PROJECT DIRECTOR, MA-
TERNAL AND INFANT CAREFAMILY PLANNING PROJECTS,
MEDICAL HEALTH RESEARCH ASSOCIATION OF NEW YORK
CITY, INC.

Dr. O'HARE. I would like to thank the Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth, and Families for the opportunity afforded me today to
come before you with at least a summary of some remarks I would
like to make within the 5 minutes allocated according to the letter.

11
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Chairman MILLER. You can have 10 minutes. As chairman, I can
afford to be generous.

First, let me welcome Congressman McHugh from New York,
who has joined us, and Congressman Fish, who will be here in a
moment.

Dr. O'HARE. As determined by the 1980 census, New York State's
population exceeds 17.5 million, of which 3.8 million are children
under 15 years of age, and 5 million are females between the ages
of 15 and 44.

Therefore, the total population in need of priority health services
in this State approaches 8.8 million people, or almost 50 percent of
the population.

The unique demography, I think, is of great import as you go
over your constraints and programs that you feel are needed. The
demography has been described in a publication called Trends, Jan-
uary 1983.

I think this helps to set the stage and see how important it is to
note that 76 percent of the minority population under 21 years of
age live in New York City, and more children are living in poverty
in 1980 than in 1970. A total of 876,900 in 1980 with two-thirds in
New York City living in poverty.

However, the total number of children under 21 decreased from
1970 to 1980, but the number of children living in poverty in-
creased by over 100,000, thereby, increasing in need of services a
very special group.

The maternal and child health priority areas ipclude low-birth-
weight prevention to decrease mental retardation and handicap-
ping conditions by increasing access and availability of prenatal
and family planning care and appropriate health maintenance for
all children with continuity of care for proper growth and develop-
ment.

The national infant mortality rate, provisional, for 1982 is 11.2
per 1,000 live births which is lower than for New York State, 12.1,
and New York City, which was 15.3 for that year.

Five districts in New York City had infant mortality rates of 20
or higher in 1982. The unique diversity of New York City is reflect-
ed in the wide range of infant mortality rates which varied from
27.7 to 5.8 per 1,000 live births.

The important factor that does not receive adequate attention is
the magnitude of infants affected; 15.3 per 1,000 live births in New
York City represents an alarming figure of 1,706 infant deaths.

Although this is an improvement from an average of 19.9 infant
deaths per 1,000 live births in the early 1970's, we still have an
enormous gap to catch up with the rest of the Nation.

In 1981 only 46.2 percent of women in New York City received
care early in the first trimester, versus 82.2 upstate. There were
41.6 percent live births to women under 18 in New York City,
versus 10.7 percent to women in upstate New York.

The neonatal and infant mortality rates were higher in the city,
versus upstate. This data indicates a need statewide with greatest
emphasis in the city.

In 1981, early or first trimester prenatal care for all whites in
New York State was 73.9 percent, Ni* for nonwhites was 44 per-
cent. Prenatal care in the first trimester among whites under 20

12
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years of age was 45.5 percent and for nonwhites it was 28.9 per-
cent, indicating that efforts to make care accessible must be con-
centrated on minority areas.

Although there is an MIC-FP program, which is one of the
projects of title V in New York City, serving almost 10 percent of

t womt.n, it has had a waiting list without any outreach ef-fort
Funding for this program has not kept pace with inflation. It is

located in areas like Buahwick, Brownsville. This would be like
Park Avenue in comparison to those areas.

A hot dog man was shot from the steps of that building where we
provide prenatal services to women. Nurse midwives and physi-
cians have both been accosted by people in that area.

So we are talking about providing personal health services in
areas of extremely high risk to needy people that cannot receive
them elsewhere.

In 1980, at MIC it was estimated that almost $2 million was
saved in hospital costs alone by providing prenatal care and de-
creasing low birth weight. The long-term cost savings would be far
in excess of this.

In 1981, about 23,000 women were reported to receive late or no
prenatal care-75 percent or approximately 18,000 of these women
wer.1 from New York City. If services were to be made available to
these women, approximately $25 million would be necessary, but
many more dollars would have been saved in the long term in in-
stitutional maintenance of these children.

Only 20 percent of women in New York City are breastfeeding
when they leave the hospital. The percent of MIC-FP patients who
are breastfeeding at the time of their postpartum visit is 27 per-
cent, much higher for a much higher risk population in the mater-
nity/infant t;ar, program.

Addition n,ublems caused by current fiscal constraints has
been the retrial of doctors to accept medicaid patients due to the
inadequate fees over the past 10 years$13 or $14 for a first visit
and hospitals refusing to accept transfers of patients without cover-
age for labor and delivery or for infants needing tertiary care.

An income of 47,000 is not even the medicaid level for a family of
four. How would you feel ifyou were making $7,000 a year and had
two children to clothe, and a husband to feed, house, and clothe,
and you were to set aside between $1,200 to $2,000 just for prenatal
care and postpartum care?

This certainly would provide you with some anxiety and also
some decisionmaking that would be extremely difficult.

The genetic program in New York State and the prenatal diagno-
sis laboratory have provided important counseling and laboratory
services. These programs are currently in jeopardy.

The annual cost of about $2 million for operating these programs
has saved over $160 million, estimated, for hospitalization and in-
stitutional care. An average cost for maintaining a child through
adulthood with a genetic defect can be from $100,000 to $1.6 mil-
lion. This has been documented in literature.

The most self-evident measure of need for family planning serv-
ices is given by the number and relative incidence of terminations
of pregnancies to live births in New York State; that is, one termi-
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nation to two live births. However, in New York City it is one to
one.

It has been estimated in a study, which we can make available to
you, by the New York State Office of Family Planning that a pro-
gram to meet the unmet needs of sexually active adolescents would
be approximately $20 million. The cost to provide family planning
services to all women in need with no access to these services is
difficult to estimate, but the need must be obvious to all of you.

The women infant children feeding program, WIC, is currently
serving 225,000 participants in New York State. There are approxi-
mately 400,000 participants who are eligible for services but are
not currently participating.

The jobs bill money, which ends September 30, 1983, allows New
York State to serve an additional 43,000 participants. However, as
of October 1, 1983, what happens to those participants that have
been enrolled, what happens to the "yoyoing" that goes on as the
case load goes up and down?

What do you tell to people seeking these services and how do you
administer a program that has no stability and no fiscal eligibility
that remains the same?

Every $1 spent in WIC saves $3 in neonatal care costs because of
the associated benefits of nutrition plus health care. Women served
by WIC receive earlier prenatal care and keep their revisit appoint-
ments as well as improving nutrition.

However, is money adequately being funded in order to pay for
that prenatal and maternity care that we talk about associated
with WIC? Those programs have been cut.

The number of children under care is difficult to assess. In New
York State there are 973,969 children ages 0 to 20 who are eligible
for CHAP services. There are 358,759 children under 6 years of age.

The number receiving CHAP services is approximately 4,610 per
month, or 60,000 children per year, less than 10 percent annually
of those eligible.

The child health stations in New York City under great con-
straints continue to serve a considerable proportion of the low
income, minority and new immigrant young child population; one-
fifth of the entire city's newborn and one-sixth of the city's pre-
schoolers by 1982 figures. About 100,000 children are served by
these programs.

The major problem that continues to plague this vulnerable pop-
ulation is lack of continuity of medical servicespreventive and
acute care, as well as primary and more specialized care and
problems of nutrition and quality child care.

The Children and Youth ProjectsMal programshave demon-
strated their ability to be cost effective and reduce hospitalization
and drug costs. These programs are barely surviving with their
current cuts.

These comprehensive programs serve over 50,000 children in
New York City and include growth and development, nutritional
assessment, dental care, immunization, lead screening, educational
counseling for parenting and accident and poison prevention pro-
grams.

Children in youth programs have shown through a study that :30-
percwit less children get. hospitalized that are cared for under
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these programs and that costs for sper'al appliances is one-fourth
the cost than for those being cared for under other medicaid pro-
grams.

The New York State evaluation of hospitalization of children 0 to
1 with preven le conditionsotitis media and gastroenteritis
pointed out tha these two conditions outpatient programs could
prevent expense hospitalizations that last for over a week.

Local providers, ambulatory care clinics and community health
centers also provide services to a varying degree. Through special
efforts of immunization programs in 1981 through 1982, about 97
percent of more than 71,000 new entrants to schools in New York
City met all the immunization requirements for diphtheria, teta-
nus, polio, measles, rubella and mumps, but this does not assess the
d of care that children receive.

tion is adequate to cover the health of school children in
New York State with the exception of the large cities representing
approximately 1 million children and 600 schools. There is approxi-
mately 1 nurse to 6,000 to 7,000 students in New York City.

The school health demonstration projects have underway pro-
grams to link health providers to schools in selected high risk com-
munities. Problems have been encountered within these demon-
stration programs trying to pay for services through medicaid and
other third party payors.

Habilitation services for the handicapped and evaluation of chil-
dren with special needs are served through tertiary centers and the
medical rehabilitation program, previously the crippled children's
program under title V.

The number of children =served is not known, but efforts are
underway in the New York State Department of Health program
to track these children.

A study by the Committee on the Handicapped, legislated
through 94-142 lead us to believe that there are many children un-
served, and there are many problems currently existing in other
countries.

In 5 minutes it is not possible to describe in depth the complex
services and needs of children and their families in the United
States. A major commitment is needed by the United States to pro-
vide at least preventive services known to be cost effective to moth-
ers and children.

Current medicaid programs and inadequately funded maternal
and child health programs continually struggle to provide these
services. Through the change to the MCH block grant, New York
State lost $5 million in their base and about $3 million in
SPRANS, which the $7.6 million in the jobs bill will barely cover
these programs for one year.

The $7.6 million in the jobs bill that came to New York State
through maternal and child health care efforts does not even cover
these programs for 1 year and as of October 1, 1983, we still do not
know what will happen with this money missing.

The extent of the gap and the level of funding is still not known.
Maternal and infant care programs were analyzed and evaluated
very carefully by Congress in 1974 and mandated in each State as
exemplary services.
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The funding in New York State for these programs is currently
below the level of the seventies and after adding inflation costs
leaves them funded at an inadequate level.

One C&Y has already been discontinued in New York City. Re-
imbursement mechanisms alone do not do the job. There must be a
system that stresses the coordinated delivery of personal health
care.

It takes years to build the staff systems and facilities for pro-
grams. The constant up and down of the budget keeps everybody
guessing, spinning their wheels instead of providing services as to
where and when services will be available.

Now, programs just for the sake of newness should not be insti-
tuted. Seed money which we continue to hear about to start pro-
grams with the fantasy that they will become self-sufficient is not
real when the program is aimed to serve those not covered or the
working poor.

An expanded ambulatory care system should be supported more
generously than a hospital system that has proven to be more cost
effective over and over again with this population.

We look forward to your leadership on this committee in develop-
ing a meaningful program, particularly in health care for mothers
and children in the United States and offer any support, informa-
tion or assistance that may be helpful.

Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Donna O'Hare follows:

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONNA 0' H A RE, M.D., F.A.A.P.

I would like to thank the Select Committee of Children Youth and Families for
the opportunity to appear before you.

As determined by the 1980 census, New York State's population exceeds 17.5 mil-
lion people, which 3.8 million are children under 15 years of age, and 5 million are
females between the ages of 15 and 44. Therefore, the total population in need of
priority health services in this state approaches 8,8 million people, or almost 50 per-
cent of the population.

The unique demography of New York State, including New York City, has been
described in the publication "Trends" from the New York State Council on Children
and Families, January 198.3. It is important to note that 76 percent of the minority
population under 21 years of age live in New York City, and more children are
living in poverty in 1980 than in 1970. (A total of 876,900 in 1980 with 2/3 in New
York City, 551,53 representing one out of every three children in New York City is
living in poverty. Although the total number of children under 21 decreased from
1970 to 1980, the number of children living in poverty actually increased by over
190,000 thereby, increasing the need for subsidized services.

The maternal and child health priority areas include low-birth weight prevention
to decrease mental retardation and handicapping condition by increasing access and
availability of prenatal and family planning care and appropriate health mainte-
nance for all children with continuity of care.

The national infant mortality rate (provisional) for 1982 la 11.2/1000 live births
which is lower than for New York State 12.1 and New York City which was 15.3
that year. Five districts in New York City had infant mortality rates of 20.0 or
higher in 1982. The unique diversity of New York city is reflected in the wide range
of infant mortality rates which varied from 27.6 to 5.8/1000 live births. The impor-
tant factor that does not receive adequate attention is the magnitude of infants af-
fected, a rate of 15.3/1000 live births in New York City represents an alarming
figure of 1,706 infant deaths. Although this is an improvement from an average of
19 9 infant deaths/1000 live births in the early 1970's. we still have an enormous
gap to catch up with the rest of the nation. In 1981 only 46.2 percent of women in
New York City received care early in the first trimester, versus 82.2 percent up-
Ntat There were .1 1 (i percent live births to women under 18 in New York City.
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versus 10.7 percent to women in upstate New York. The neonatal and infant mortal-
ity rates were higher in the City, versus upstate. This data indicates a need state-
wide with guest emphaets in the City. In 1 1, early or first trimester prenatal
care for all whites in New York State was 73.9 percent but for non-whites was 44
percent.. Prenatal care in the first trimester among whites under 20 years of age
was 45.5 percent and for non-whites it was 28.9 percent, indicating that efforts to
make care accessible must be concentrated in minority areas.

Although there is an MIC-FP Program in New York City serving almost 10 pm,-
cent of pregnant women, it has had a waiting list without any outreach efforts. MIC
outcomes of pregnancy are dramatically better than districts where the patients
reside. Funding for this Program has not kept pace with inflation. In a study done
in 1980 at MIC it was estimated that almost 2 million dollars was saved in hospital
costs alone by providing prenatal care and d low-birth weft. T1re long
term cost savings would be far in excess of this. In 1 1 about 23,000 women were
reported to receive late or no prenatal care (75 percent or approximately 18,000 of
these women were from New York Qty). If services ware to be made available to
these women approximately 25 million dollars would be necessary to provide mater-
nity services.

Only 20 percent of women in New York City are bniastfeeding when they leave
the hospital, however, the percentage of MIC-FP patients who are breastfeeding at
the time of their postpartum is 27 percentdemonstrating that even in a high- risk

riovfaulation,
education and support can promote good health habits 6 weeks after de-

Additional problems have been caused by current fiscal constraints such as the
refusal of doctors to accept medicaid patients due to the inadequate fees over the
past ten years; and hospitals refusing to transfers of patients without cover-
age for labor and delivery or for patients tertiary care.

The Genetic Program in New York State the Prenatal Diagnosis Laboratory
have provided important counseling and laboratory services. These programs are
currently in jeopardy. The annual coot of about 2 million dolls= for operating these
programs has saved over 160 million dollars for hospitalization and institutional
care. An average cost for maintaining a person born with a congenital defect can
range from $500,000 to $1,650,000 for a lifetime.

most self-evident measure of the need for family planning services is given by
the number and relative incidence of terminations of pregnancies to live births in
New York State; i.e., 1 termination reported to 2 live births. However, in New York
City the ratio is 1 to I. It has been estimated in a study by the New York State
Office of Family Planning that a program to meet the unmet needs of sexually
active adolescents would cost approximately 20 million dollars. The cost to provide
family planning services to all women in need with no access to these services is
difficult to estimate. The need is obvious.

The Women, Infant, Children Program (WIC) is currently serving 225,000 partici-
pants in New York State. There are approximately 400,000 participants who are eli-
gible for services but are not currently participating. The Joke Hill money, which
ends September 30, 1983, allows New York State to serve an additional 48 ,000 par
ticipants. As of October 1, 1983 what will happen to these participants? Funding in-
creases and decreases cause havoc. Every $1 spent in WIC saves $3 in neonatal care
costs because of the associated benefits of nutrition plus health care. Women served
by WIC receive earlier prenatal care and keep their revisit appointments in addi-
tion to improving their nutritional status.

The number of children in New York State under care is difficult to mess. In
New York State there are 973,969 children ages 0-20 who are eligible for EPSDT
called "CHAP" services. There are 358,759 children under 6 years of age. The
number of children receiving CHAP services is approximately 4,610 per month or
60,000, less than 10 percent of the population in need annually. The child health
stations in New York City continue to serve a considerable proportion of the low-
income, minority and new immigrant young child population; Ye of the entire City's
newborn and Ye of the City's preschoolers by 1982 figures over 100,000 children.

The major problem that continues to plague this vulnerable population study is
lack of continuity of medical services (preventive and acute health care, as well as
primary and more specialized care) and problems of nutrition and quality child care.
The Children and Youth Projects (MCI Programs) have demonstrated their ability
to be cost effective and reduce hospitalization and drug carts. These programs are
barely zerviving with their current cuts. These comprehensive Programs serve over
55,000 children in New York City and include growth and development, nutritional
assessment, dental care, immunization, lead screening, educational counseling for
parenting and accident and poison prevention programs.
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An evaluation, done by the New York State Department of Health, of hospitaliza-
tion of children one year of age for selected preventable conditions, otitis media and
gastroenteritis, p Etta out again that improved out-patient care could prevent costly
hospitalization. I ,hildren and Youth evaluation study has demonstrated that chil-
dren enrolled in comprehensive C&Y Programs had a 30 percent lower hospitaliza-
tion rate in a comparable population. The coat of drugs were also evaluated and
demonstrated that children enrolled in these programs incurred V. of the cost of
drugs than for those in Medicaid Programs. Local providers, ambulatory care clinics
and community health centers also provide services to a varying degree. Through
special efforts of immunization programs in 81-82, about 97 percent of more than
71,000 new entrants to schools in New York City met all the immunization require-
ments for diphtheria, tetanus, polio, measles, rubella and mumps, but this does not
sissess the degree of care that children receive.

Legislation is adequate to cover the health of school children in New York State
with the exception of the 3 large cities representing approximately one million chil-
dren and 600 schools. There is approximately one nurse to 6,000-7,000 students in
New York City. The School Health Demonstration Projects have underway pro
grams to link health providers to schools in selected high-risk communities. Prob-
lems have been encountered in these demonstrations trying to pay for services
through Medicaid and other third party payers.

Habilitation services for the handicapped and evaluation of children with special
needs are 3erved through tertiary centers and the Medical Rehabilitation program
(Crippled Children Program). The number of children unserved is not known, but
efforts are underway to track these children. Special efforts must be made to contin-
ue to develop and monitor standards of care for these children. A study of the Com-
mittees on the Handicapped, legislated through 94-142 lead us to believe that there
are many children unserved or inappropriately served.

In five minutes, it is not possible to describe in depth the complex services and
needs of children and their families. A major commitment is needed by the United
States to provide at least preventive services known to be cost effective to mothers
and children. Current medicaid programs and inadequately funded maternal and
child health programs continually struggle to provide these services. It should be
noted that the medicaid eligibility level remains below the poverty level in New
York State

Through the change to the MCH block grant, New York State lost five million
dollars in their base and about 3 million dollars in SPRANS in 1983. The $7.6 mil-
lion in the Jobs Bill does not cover these programs for even one year. As of October
1. 1983 the level of funding, and the extent of the gap it will create in services, is
unknown. Maternal, Infant, Child and Children and Youth Projects were anlyzed
and evaluated by Congress in 1974 and were felt to be of such value that they were
mandated in each state as an exemplary service. The funding in New York State for
these Programs is currently below the level of the 70's and after adding inflationary
costs leaves them funded below adequate levels. One C&Y has already been discon-
tinued providing comprehensive children and youth services in New York City. Re-
imbursement mechanisms alone do not do the job. There must be a system that
stresses the coordinated delivery of personal health care. It takes years to build a
staff. system a facilities for programs. The constant yo-yoing of the budget keeps ev-
eryone guessing as to when, services will be available tomorrow. "New programs
Just Ica the sake of "newness" should not be instituted in competition with proven
effective services

Seed money to start programs, with the fantasy that they will become' self-suffi-
cient, is not real where the programs aim to service those not c vered or the "work-
ing poor''

An expanded accessible ambulatory care system should be supported more gener-
ously fur this population

We look forward to the leadership of this Committee developing a meaningful pro-
gram for the health care of children in the United States. I would like to offer any
.aipport, information or assistance that may be helpful to provide our nation with
services that enable children to be born alive and healthy

STATEMENT OF EVE BLOCK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, STATEWIDE
YOUTH ADVOCACY. INC.. NEW YORK

Ms Buck, Chairman Miller, members of the select committee,
ladies, and gentlemen, I am Eve Block, the executive director of
Statewide Youth Advocacy, a not-for-profit organization based in
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Rochester, N.Y., whose primary mission is to monitor public policy
issues affecting the well-being of the children of New York State.

According to the 1980 census, 20 percent of New York State's
children live in poverty; 1 in 8 in 1970; 1 in 5 in 1980.

In New York City, families crowd abominable welfare hotels and
shelters or camp in abandoned buildings. In upstate rural areas,
families live in poorly heated, dirt-floor shacks and barns.

Too many families are forced daily to choose between food, shel-
ter, and clothing for their children. For many, the only choice that
will insure their children's survival is to give them up to the foster
care system.

These conditions are the consequences not only of depressed eco-
nomic conditions, but also of deliberate actions taken by Federal
and State policymakers. The children of the poor and near poor
have suffered under Federal cutbacks in income support programs.

Since 1981 in New York State: 75,000 to 82,000 children have lost
or now receive reduced AFDC benefits; 10,000 families have been
dropped from the program; 29,000 families have lost food stamps;
10 percent of children in school breakfast and lunch programs have
lost free and reduced-price meals.

At the State level, public assistance has been raised only once
since 1972; a mere 15 percent in 1981, and the shelter allowance
stands at the 1974 level.

It is the poor children of this State and others across the Nation
who have been forced to bear a disproportionate burden as Federal,
State, and local governments have attempted to balance their
budgets.

Rather than acting the way a family wouldprotecting our
young firstwe have chosen to invest our scarce resources in arms
and prisons. Each year we are told that the poor must again defer
their needs.

The entire spectrum of programs designed to serve children is
today threatened by these inhumane priorities.

Child care, an essential support to the growing single7went pop-
ulation, has been drastically cut. Our recent report, "Vi%ere Have
All the Children Gone?" conducted jointly with the NYS Child
Care Coordinating Council, found that in the past 2 years, between
8,400 and 12,000 New York State children have lost day care pur-
chased for them with public funds.

The decrease in purchased day care is particularly grave outside
New York City, where 46 percent of all children in government-
subsidized day care slots have lost all or part of their subsidy.
Today, 35 counties provide no day care for the working poor.

Even though the State did act to protect the counties from the
full extent of the $60 million cut in the social service block grant,
upstate counties which, after adjustment, have collectively lost
only $2 million in Federal funds, still cut an estimated $10 million
from purchase of service day care.

It is the absence of a Federal child care policy and the absence of
funds targeted and restricted to child care which have made this
essential service so vulnerable to local cuts.

The day care losses have directly hurt the working poor. Over 90
percent of persons who receive subsidized day care are single par-
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ents. For these families, quality day care provides security, stabili-
ty, and important child development assistance.

The study's survey of seected families indicates that the loss of
subsidy has resulted in increased numbers of children left alone. A
State study of Westchester County concluded that the loss of day
care increased risk of maltreatment or neglect.

While some parents chose to leave work altogether and to go on
welfare rather than to neglect their children, many struggled to
pay the fees of centersoften unsuccessfully. Still others placed
children into the care of older siblings, or were forced into merely
custodial arrangements which offer little or no opportunity for in-
tellectual and emotional growthTV becomes the teacher of these
children, and junk foods their nutrition.

The recent national focus on educational policy has alerted deci-
sionmakers and the public to a crisis in eur schools. The majority
of children are, in fact, ill-served by the schools they attend.

No less than 45 percent of all New York City children, and over
35 percent of children in Rochester, who enter ninth grade fail to
graduate. The number of black and Hispanic youth in New York
State who do not complete high school is over 50 percentdouble
the statewide dropout rate.

Many of these youths are driven out of school by academic fail-
ure or exclusionary discipline policies. In Rochester, not atypical of
other urban districts, 23 percent of all secondary school students
were suspended at least once in 1981-82.

The Reagan administration's attempts to abandon its responsibil-
ity for education have only exacerbated the crisis we face. We have
seen effective programs to end racial isolation, provide alternatives
to suspension, and assist disadvantaged youth, drastically reduced
or terminated as school districts have been unable to replace lost
Federal dollars.

Of major concern, too, is New York's abandonment of a 100-year
commitment to treat juveniles rather than to punish them. Our
State's laws on juvenile crime are among the harshest in the
Nation.

The State's penal code is one of only four which defines adult-
hood as beginning at age 16. Federal legislation to prohibit place-
ment of juveniles in adult lockups and jails will do nothing for the
3,000 New York State youth in jails and prisonsunless it has an
age, as well as a categorical, restriction.

But even the protections afforded juveniles are, today, undercut
by the State's juvenile offender law, which tries 13-, 14-, and 15-
year -olds accused of serious crimes in the criminal courts. The law
provides for lengthened sentences in secure settings for youth con-
victed of those crimes.

For the State, it has meant a tremendously increased demand for
secure beds. This year alone, New York is spending $32 million in
construction of secure facilities.

New York's deficit and this huge investment in a few serious of-
fenders is creating an enormous imbalance in budgeting for the ju-
venile justice system. Juvenile delinquents institutionalized for
lesser offenses are increasingly denied appropriate education and
treatment in State facilities, and the State is out of compliance
with Public Law 94-142 for children in those institutions. The
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basics we have to provide, education for those who have been in
trouble, we don't provide adequately.

Our most troubled children are being asked to balance the
State's budgeta budget made more tenuous by Federal reduc-
tions.

We are alarmed that other States are ado their own juve-
nile offender laws, and that the emphasis of ce of Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention is on serious juvenile crime.
We fear that this may signal an abandonment of important preven-
tive and deinstitutionalization initiatives.

Young persons without homes, especially those over 16 when the
status offense category ends, are rarely placed by the child welfare
system and are dumped out at age 18 if they have been in at all.

Despite recent increases, both State and Federal funding for run-
away and homeless youth is still inadequate to meet the long-term
needs of older adolescents who have nowhere to go.

Adult homeless legislation does not address this need. The RID
away and Homeless Youth Act must be expanded to provide for ex-
tended independent group living arrangements for the many young

Thee
who need supportive 'services to ction on their own.
Federal Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act of 1980,

and New York's Child Welfare Reform Act of 1979, offered a prom-
ise for change, and indeed, positive changes have taken place. The
foster care population has been reduced to 32,000 children-64 per-
cent of the 19'75 level.

Service providers, guided by a new philosophy, now work to keep
families together when at all possible. But the effort has not been
easy.

Federal funding levels have remained far lower than promised
and the lack of adequate Federal support for services to keep chil-
dren at home has undercut our State's genuine effort to help fami-
lies at serious risk.

The select committee has ahead a huge, but essential, task. From
across the Nation, we who care about children look to you for help
to assure that the United States reasserts and reestablishes its
commitment to children.

Thank you, again; for the opportunity to address you today.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Block follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Eve Exact/rive DIRECTOR, STATEWIDE YOUTH
CT, INC.

Chairman Miller, members of the Select mittee, ladies and gentlemen. My
name is Eve Block. I serve as Executive Director of Statewide Youth Advocacy, a
not-for-profit organization based in Rochester, New York, whose mission is
tc monitor public policy issues affecting the well-being of the dren New York
State. In the past sevenyea rs, we have worked primarily on state policy matters
relating to disadvantaged children who are served by the state's child care, child
welfare, juvenile justice, and eduction systems. I also serve on the Child Welfare
Standards Advisory Council and the State Block Grant Advisory Committee to the
HEAP and Social Service Block Grants.

According to the 1980 census, 20 percent of New York State's children live in pov-
erty. In New York City, families crowd abominable welfare hotels and shelters or
camp in abandoned buildings. In upstate rural areas, families live in poorly-heated,
dirt-floor shacks and barns. Too many families are forced daily to choose between
food, shelter and clothing for their children. For many, the only choice that will
ensure their childrens' survival is to give them up to the foster care system.
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These conditions are the consequences not only of depressed economic conditions
but also of deliberate actions taken by federal and state policy-makers. The children
of the poor and near poor have suffered under federal cutbacks in income support
programs. Since 1981 in New York State: 75.000 to 82,000 children have lost or now
receive reduced AFDC benefits; 10.000 families have ueen dropped from the pro-
gram; 29,000 families have Lost food stamps; 10 percent of children in school break-
fast and lunch programs have lost free and reduced-price meals.

At the state level, public assistance has been raised only once since 1972; a mere
15 percent in 1981 and the shelter allowance stands at the 1974 level.

It is the poor children of this state and others across the nation who have been
forced to bear a disproportionate burden as federal, state and local governments
have attempted to balance their budgets. Rather than acting the way a family
wouldprotecting our young firstwe have chosen to invest our scarce resources in
arms and prisons. Each year we are told that the poor must again defer their needs.
The entire spectrum of programs designed to serve children is today threatened by
these inhumane priorities.

Child care, an essential support to the growing single-parent population, has been
drastically cut.. Our recent report," Where Have All The Children Gone?." conduct-
ed jointly with the NYS Child Care Coordinating Council, found that in the past two
years, between 8,400 and 12,000 New York State children have loot day care pur-
chased for them with public funds. The decrease in purchased day care is particular-
ly grave outside New York City, where 46 percent of all children in government-
subsidized day care slots have lost all or part of their subsidy. Today, 35 counties
provide no day care for the working poor.

Even though the state did act to protect the counties from the full extent of the
$60 million cut in the social service block grant, upstate counties which, after ad-
justment, have collectively lost only $2 million in federal funds, still cut an estimat-
ed $10 million from purchase of service day care. It is the absence of a federal child
care policy and the absence of funds targeted and restricted to child care which
have made this essential service so vulnerable to local cuts.

The day care losses have directly hurt the working= Over 90% of persons who
receive subsidized day care are single parents. For families, quality day care
provides security, stability, and important child development assistance. Tlw study's
survey of selected families indicates that the loss of subsidy has resulted in in-
creased numbers of children left alone. A state study of Westchester County con-
cluded that the loss of day care increased risk of maltreatment or neglect. While
some parents chose to leave work altogether and to go on welfare rather than to
neglect their children, many struggled to pay the fees of centersoften unsuccess-
fully. Still others placed children into the care of older siblings, or were forced into
merely custodial arrangements which offer little or no opportunity for intellectual
and emotional growth--TV becomes the teacher of these children, and junk foods
their nutrition

EDUCATION

The recent national focus on educational policy has altered decisionmakers and
the public to a crisis in our schools. The majority of children are, in fact, Ill-served
by the schools they attend. The failure of our educational system to adequately re-
spond to the diverse needs of today's school populationthe needs of Black and His-
panic children, poor children with handicaps, migrant children, and children from
single-parent homesresults in alienation, exclusion, and illiteracy.

No less than 45 percent of all New York City children, and over 35 percent of
children in Rochester, who enter ninth grade fail to graduate. The number of Black
and hispanic youth in New York State who do not complete high school is over 50
percentdouble the statewide dropout rate. Many of these youths are driven out of
school by academic failure or exclusionary discipline policies. In Rochester. not
atypical of other urban districts. 23 percent of all secondary school students were
suspended at least once in 1981-82.

We cannot resolve this crisis by harking back to some idealized memory of what
our schools may have once been. We agree with the National Commission on Excel-
lence in Education that it is the federal government's responsibility to assist in re-
sponding to the needs of those students. The Reagan Administration's attempts to
abandon this responsibility have only exacerbated the crisis we face. We have seen
effective programs to end racial isolation, provide alternatives to suspension, and
assist disadvantaged youth, drastically reduced or terminated as school districts
have been unable to replace lost federal dollars
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JUVXMLE JUSTICE

Of major concern, too, is New York's abandonment of a hundred-year commit-
ment to treat juveniles rather than to punish them. Our state's laws on juvenile
crime are among the harshest in the nation. The state's penal code is one of only
four which defines adulthood as beginning at age 16. Federal legislation to prohibit
placement of juveniles in adult lockups and jails will do nothing for the 8,000 New
York State youth in jails and prisonsunless it has an age, as well as a categorical,
restriction.

But even the protections afforded juveniles are, today, undercut by the state's Ju-
venile Offender law, which tries 13-, 14-, and 15-year-olds accused of serious crimes
in the criminal courts. The law provides for lengthened sentences in secure settings
for youth convicted of those crimes. For most of the youth involved, the JO law has
brought Amble processing (first in criminal court, and then in family court) and
long waits in detention. For the state, it has meant a tre.my increased
demand for secure beds: this year alone, New York is spending $32 million in con-
struction of secure facilities.

New York's deficit and this huge investment in a few serious offenders is creating
an enormous imbalance in budgeting for the juvenile justice system. Juvenile delin-
quents institutionalized for lesser offers are increasingly denied appropriate edu-
caion and treatment in state facilities. Currently, only WO of the approadroU
2,700 residents of DFY facilities are labeled as educationally handi, al
at least 50 percent are. The lack of appropriate education substanUay violates both
federal and state laws protecting the education of the handicapped. To make mat-
ters worse, a staffing freeze imposed by the Governor has left most of the facilities
serving juvenile delinquents with a 10 percent loss of staff, over and above the staff
cuts made in the 1983 budget Morale is low, treatment and education training have
been reduced: special programs are reduced or eliminated, and staff vacations are
being deferred. The situation is dangerous. Our most troubled children are being
asked to balance the state's budgeta budget made more tenuous by federal reduc-
tions.

We are alarmed that other states are adopting their own juvenile offender laws,
and that the emphasis of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention
is on serious juvenile crime. We fear that this may signal an abandonment of impor-
tant preventive and deinstitutionalization initiatives.

Inadequate. too, is the state's care of the thousands of young people who have
committed no crime but to be born into dysfunctional families or families which
reject or abuse them. Our 1981 examination of PINS jurisdiction revealed that the
family court, to whom these youngsters are referred, can do little but label them
and send them to the same voluntary services or Department of Social Services' ar-
ranged placement they could have received without a judgment of guilt. Indeed, we
could find no basic difference between PINS and older child welfare cases: neither
the presenting problems, nor the service* they needed to keep them with their fami-
lies, nor the help to secure alternative living arrangements, were different from
child welfare cases of the same age. We recommend that the category be eliminated
and the social service system be given primary responsibility.

Young persons without homes especially those over 16 when the status offense
category ends, are rarely placed by the child welfare system and are dumped out at
age lg, if they have been in at all. Despite recent increases, both state and federal
funding for runaway and homeless youth is still inadequate to meet the long-term
needs of older adolescents who have nowhere to go. Adult homeless legislation does
not address this need. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act must be expanded to
provide for extended independent group living arrangements for the many young
people who need supportive services to Nnction on their own.

New York State's child welfare system is the largest in the country. In 1915 while
seeking to help, it provided impermanence and insecurity to 50,000 children whose
average length of stay in faster care was four years. Far too many grew up without
the permanent adoptive families they needed; and far too many families, who with
support services and adequate shelter could have provided for their own children,
were forced through circumstances and coercion to turn their children over to the
custody of the state.

The federal Child Welfare and Adoption Assistance Act of 1980, and New York's
Child Welfare Reform Act of 1979, offered a promise for c , and indeed, positive
changes have taken place. The foster care population. has been reduced to 32,000

,"PINS Jurisdiction in New York State Today: Critique and Recommendations.- Statewide
Youth Advocacy. Inc 191,43
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children -414 percent of the 1975 level Service providers, guided by a new philoso-
phy, now work to keep families together when at all possible. But the effort has not
been easy. Federal funding levels have remained far lower than promised and the
lack of adequate federal support for services to keep children at home has undercut
our state's genuine effort to help families at serious risk.

In the past, both the state and federal reaction was to "rescue" the children of
those families by placing them in foster care. We fear that funding cuts may mean
that rescue comes not at allneither through placement, nor through servicethat
the reversals of state and federal policy, combined with a lack of funds, may lead
simply to de facto neglect of children already neglected or abused by their parents.

The Select Committee has ahead a huge, but essential, task. From across the
nation, we who care about children look to you for help to assure that the United
States reasserts and reestablishes its commitment to children.

Thank you, again, for the opportunity to address you today.

Chairman MILLXR. Next we will hear from Georgia McMurray.
I would like to say for members of the committee who aren't

aware of it that Ms. McMurray, when we were drafting the Child
Welfare Act, probably had more to do with that than any single
individual in the country.

When we first began floating the idea of a Select Committee she
was very encouraging, making it clear that in her mind it was es-
sential that such a panel be created.

Georgia, welcome to the committee. It is fitting that you should
be among our first witnesses.

STATEMENT OF GEORGIA MCMURRAY, DEPUTY GENERAL
DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY, NEW YORK CITY
Ms. MCMURRAY. Thank you. Chairman Miller, members of the

House Select Committee, my name is Georgia McMurray.
I am now deputy general director of the Community Services So-

ciety, one of the oldest, largest, not-for-profit, private, social welfare
agencies in the United States.

Our programs of direct services and technical assistance reach
tens of thousands of New York City residents and our reputation is
enhanced by our extensive policy research and social advocacy,
through which we seek to promote social reform at all levels of
government.

I would like to praise the House Select. Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families for its auspicious undertaking to document
what is happening to children in the United States. I am particu-
larly honored by your invitation to appear before you today.

To most of the United States, New York City, with a population
of 7,071,000, is a thriving metropolis, a city of infinite charm and
endless opportunities. But those of us who live here are aware that,
behind the glittering facade, are neighborhoods of despair, people
with lost hopes and unremitting poverty.

I invite you to walk north on Park Avenue from 96th Street to
see that reality.

CSS, in its concern for the poor, believes it is important to know
about that reality. Our preliminary analyses show that New York
City has a greater proportion of persons 19 and under-28.2 per-
centcompared to the Nation as a whole-24.7 percent.

It also has relatively more poor people, even when compared
with New York State as a whole. Forty percent of the people now
living in New York City were born outside of the mainland United
States, if you include those born in Puerto Rico.
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The city's poor increased from 14.8 percent of the population in
1969 to 20 percent by the 1980 census. We project that as of the
end of 1982, this had risen to 24 percent.

In contrast, the national poverty rate during that period had re-
mained more or less the same. Elsewhere in New York State about
18 percent of the households lived below the poverty line.

According to the census, 40 percent of the city's 1.4 million poor
are concentrated in 25 percent of its census tracts, meetly in the
South Bronx, Central and East Harlem and Central and East
Brooklyn.

These rty neighborhoods have mcre children-10 percent
corn is; 1.1 to 6.6 percent citywide. Of the city's 1.4 million poor,
552," are children aged 17 and underone -thiM of all New York
City children.

What is life like for these poor, mostly minority children in New
York City today? Most of them live in single-parent, femaleheaded
families, the single most telling indicator of poverty that we now
have.

About 53 percent of these single- parent, female-headed families
receive Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The welfare
grant is expected to cover all family needs, both obligatory and dis-
cretionary.

It barely does. For example, about 63 percent of these families
are now paying rents above the shelter allowance.

According to a recent report by the East Harlem Interfaith Wel-
fare Committee, two-thirds of the households with children who
came to them in food emergencies were or had recently been on
welfare.

One-third had had their benefits cut off. In most cases, the rea-
sons for the loss of benefits were administrativea product
of the churning process by which numbers of welfare families
are regularly removed from the ro Is for a reason unrelated to
their economic needs and are forced thereby to repeat the tedious
and discouraging application procedures.

Chief among the cutoff factors is some delay or error on the part
of the client or worker in carrying out the recertification process.

The Department of Social Services requires a recipient household
to undergo recertification several times annually. There are ap-
pointments to be scheduled and kept, multiple documents to be ob-
tained and filed, lengthy forms to be filled out, precise procedures
to be followedall of which must be done to insure uninterrupted
receipt of the family's benefits.

The possibilities of human and bureaucratic errors and delays at
every step of the way make the recertification process a moneysav-
er for the Department, but a horror for the poor families who
depend on welfare benefits for their daily food.

Many of our families are dependent upon AFDC because of the
unique character of the New York City labor market which, by and
large, does not provide sufficient jobs for people now seeking em-
ployment.

The State Department of Social Services reports that our home
relief for families on assistance programs went up 20 percent from
1981 to 1982, reflecting some of the impact of inflation and unem-
ployment in this city.
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From 1977 to 1981, job opportunities increased by 167,000 posi-
tion., primarily because of new high-growth industries, but city
residents benefited by position gain of only 39,000. Since most of
the growth occurred in the higher paying employment sectors for
which training was required, the city's poor residents benefited
even less.

And we cannot ignore the continuing racism in hiring practices
and promotion policies.

Teenage unemployment remains a crisis in New York City.
Given the economic changes just it is not surprising that the
overall rate of teenage unemployment for the city is higher than
that of the Nation as a whole.

According to Bureau of Labor Statistics, the unemployment rate
for all youth 16 to 19 years of age was 31 percent in New York City
in 1982, compared to 23.2 percent for the Nation. The unemploy-
ment rate for black youth-48.2 percent in New York Citywas
nearly double that of whites.

The plight of poor children and youth in single-parent families
cannot be dealt with separate and apart from the family's need for
adequate income and jobs. I would ask that the select committee
consider ways in which a national policy of income security for all
children might be developed which would insure that each child
would have access to a certain level of income, nationally defined,
which would be available through a continuum &Income or em-
ployment, so that children would not be subjected to the vagaries
of cyclical unemployment or the mean-spiritedness of means-tested
public assistance programs.

Two years ago CSS released a study on the homeless in New
York City, pointing out the consequences of poorly executed plans
to discharge mentally ill persons from State hospitals. The image
of homeless, possibly disturbed persons, sleeping on the sidewalks
of New York City, has become a part of the New York scene. Are
we ready now to have the street house young children as well?

The city's Human Resources Administration reports that as of
June 1983, 2,000 homeless familiesup from 950 last yearwere in
hotels or family shelters.

This included about 3,000 children. These are only families
known to the city agency. Beyond these estimates, no one knows
how many more homeless families there are.

The major reason given for this shocking increase is overcrowd-
ing. Many of these families had been doubling up with others and,
when the landlord found out, they were evicted.

According to the New York Times, the New York City Housing
Authority reports about 17 percent of their units are illegally hous-
ing more than one family.

I invite you to visit hotels where these children and their parents
reside. Three or four persons crowded in one room; no recreation;
no day care; children out of school; no cooking facilities. Their
mealsfast food restaurant. fare, pizzas, soda pop. Only three of
these hotels have social services.

In years past, I suggest that some of these families would have
placed their children in foster care or given the precarious living
arrangements, the city agency would have taken such an initiative.
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Nowadays, the public emphasis is upon maintaining children with
their own parents, and rightly so.

But the foster care system in New York City is particularly trou-
blesome: 60 percent of the 19,000 children now under care are
black. An astounding figure when only 25 percent of the city's pop-
ulation is black.

Next year, the Congress will be called upon to review the recent
legislation on child welfare and foster care, Public Law 96-272. I
would ask that the select committee look closely at that part of the
legislation which established a cap on foster care expenditures.

About two-thirds of these children in foster care come from very
poor families and are eligible for Federal aid. Title IV-E Federal
contributions amounted to one-third of the $350 million New York
spent last year on foster care.

Contrast this with the $53 million expended for preventive serv-
ices to enable struggling families to care for their children at
home, more than 80 percent of which came from State and local
coffers, and you will begin to see that the pattern of Feral spend-
ing has not followed the path marked by the major polty goals of
the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act.

In part, the goals of the Chair and other members of this select
committee who worked hard for the passage of the legislation have
been thwarted by the major reductions in the social services block
grant; and by the failure of the Congress to appropriate the full en-
titlement amounts under IV-B.

We ask that you consider carefully during the coming year the
experience we have had under Public Law 96-272, so that Congress
can make its best determination for meeting the intent of the legis-
lation: to enable families to care for their children at home.

But improved child welfare services are not enough. Parents who
wish to work need to know their children are safe while they are
away at work.

Most attention is given to preschool services, but services for
school-age children are needed as well. Latchkey children are not a
new phenomenon, but their numbers are multiplied now as more
and more women move into the marketplace.

In a recent CSS study on day care, we found that, not only were
children being left alone, but, in some instances, older siblings
were being pressed into service to look after their younger brothers
and sisters. We found a similar situation occurring in a study that
we did on youth employment.

Few studies document the consequences of long periods of unsu-
pervised care by adults upon children or the sometimes heroic de-
mands placed upon these youngsters to make decisions when their
parents are not available.

Unsupervited children is but one manifestation of the growing
isolation that children experience in this society. Some of the fami-
lies in the CSS day care study spoke tellingly of the isolation they,
along with their children, experienced in their day-to-day lives.

Contrary to widely held beliefs, few or no relatives and friends
were nearby, either to socialize with or to help. Many of these had
become parents as teenagers and had moved out on their own to
start a new family.
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The increase in pregnancy among teenagers has been well docu-
mented, and its existence is now acknowledged among all classes in
society. In New York City in 1980, 57 percent of the young women
ages 10 through 19 who became pregnant chose abortion; most of
the remainder gave birth, 77 percent of which occurred out of wed-
lock.

Black teenagers are nearly twice as likely to give birth as white
teenagers. The black adolescent mother is triply handicappedshe
and her child are subject to the increased risks associated with
being black, with being poor, as well as the increased risks associat-
ed with adolescent pregnancy.

Sexual freedom is one of the few basic human rights poor adoles-
cents have. It can be exercised without intervention by authorities
or outside control.

Adolescents are bein&ikked to negotiate the adult world on their
own, without adult guidance or supervision. Adolescents, particu-
larly if they are black or poor, recognize that opportunities for
work and upward mobility are increasingly limited.

It is within this context I believe that teenage parenthood should
be viewed. Specific measures have to be taken to open up educa-
tional opportunities for young people, particularly women.

With all the attention now on education and the changes some of
us sought to liberalize school policies for pregnant teenagers, we
find still that female students are trapped by attitude or design
into traditional modes of behavior at a very early age.

Despite the women's movement, pregnancy is still a valid reason
for dropping out from school and from work.

Second, to assist young families, the delivery of health and social
services within neighborhoods needs to be radically altered. I would
suggest that child and family centers be established which would
provide continuity of care from the prenatal period through the
first 3 years of life, with routine home visiting by a specially
trained person to every family with a newborn in a neighborhood.

Besides conducting health assessments, staff would determine
the social circumstances of a child and family and refer them, as
needed, to the appropriate income, employment or child care re-
sources, or other specialized ,agg:1,-z

While such a scheme may s the need for massive new infu-
sions of public funds, I would ...nt t that with the various funds
now available for maternal and c heal t h, preventive services in
child welfare, and social services generally, such a redirection
could be implemented.

Certainly, in view of the alarming changes taking place among
the poor, piecemeal approaches in social planning will no longer

4 suffice.
In summary, New York City today, despite the cultural renais-

sance in Manhattan, is becoming a bleak place to live for far too
many children. They are growing up in neighborhoods of despair
with a dim prospect of securing jobs to support their families when
they grow up unless they are adequately trained and educated, and
the barriers to employment, including racism, which persist in
locking out their parents from any form of economic mobility, are
removed.
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One-third of New York City's children are poor by the Govern-
ment's own standards. Their parents are either on public assist-
ance or have low-paying jobs. Increasingly, they are hungry and
homeless.

We hope that the work of the select committee will provide the
basis for redefining the national responsibility toward this Nation's
children.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Georgia McMurray follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGIA L. MC.MURRAY, DEPUTY GENERAL DIRECTOR,

COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY

My name is Georgia L. McMurray. I am Deputy General Director of the Commu-
nity Service Society, one of the oldest, largest, not-for-profit social welfare agencies
in the United States. For over 130 years (SS, as we are commonly known, has
worked to improve the lives and conditions of the urban poor.

- Today our programs reach tens of thousands of New York City residents. We pro-
vide direct services to children and families, adolescents and older adults; through
our technical assistance efforts, we enable community-based organizations in pover-
ty areas throughout the City to operate much needed services in their communities,
such as preventive health, basic literacy, housing renovation and management, and
employment and training. Our reputation is enhanced by our extensive policy re-
search and social advocacy, through which we seek to promote social reform at all

of government. It is from these varied experiences that I bear witness today
to the plight of children particularly poor children, in New York City.

Before I move to the heart of my testimony, I would like to praise the House
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families for its auspicious undertaking to
document what is happening to children in the United States. Many of us who have
been child advocates over the years have been saddened by the eclipse of children's
issues at the national level during the last few years. We welcome the opportunity
that this Committee brings to challenge the philosophical and policy direction of the
current Administration on matters of concern to children and their parents who
must care for them. And I am particularly honored by your invitation to appear
before you today.

To most of the United States, New York City, with a population of 7,071,000, is a
thriving metropolis, a city of infinite charm and endless opportunities. But those of
us who live here are aware that, behind the glittering famde, are neighborhoods of
despair, people with lost hopes and unremitting poverty. I invite you to walk north
on Park Avenue from 96th street to see that reality.

CSS, in its concern for the poor, believes it is important to know about that reali-
ty. To accomplish this, we have set up. with New York University, a social and eco-
nomic monitoring and forecasting project to analyze various census data and infor-
mation from such agencies as the New York City Human Resources Administration,
the Department of Health and the Board of Education, and to project future popula-
tion trends. We plan to publish repirts on the condition of the poor in New York
City. The first will be available in the late fall. (See attached tables.)

Our preliminary analyses show that New York City has a greater proportion of
persons 19 and under (28.2 percent) compared to the nation as a whole (24.7 per-
cent). It also has relatively more poor people, even when compared with New York
State as a whole.

The City's .r increased from 14.8 percent of the population in 1969 to 20 per-
cent by the 1'' census, and we project that by the end of 1982 this had risen to 24
percent. In contrast, the national poverty rate during that period had remained
more or less the same. Elsewhere in New York State about 18 percent of the house-
holds lived below the poverty line. With 20.6 percent of the incomes between $7,500
and $15,000 compared to 23.1 percent for a similar income group in New York City.
Only 13.9 percent of the households here have incomes between $25,000 and $35,000,
compare to 1 6 7 percent for the rest of the state.

According to the Census, 40 percent of the City's 1.4 million poor are concentrated
in 25 percent of its census tracts, mostly in the South Bronx. Central and East
Harlem and Central and East Brooklyn. Further, 123 of these tracts have popula-
tions with 50 percent or more poor. These poverty neighborhoods, as we call them,
have more children (10 percent compared a 6.6 percent citywide) and relatively
fewer elderly persons
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Clearly, New York City is becoming an increasingly poor place, at least so far as
the economic status of its residents is concerned. Even thouei some citizens of New
York City are making it big, many more are not, and incteaaingly these many more
are children. Of the 1.4 million poor persons in New York City, 552,000 are children
aged 17 and under. These poor children constitute almost one third of all children
in the city.

What is life like for these poor, mostly minority children in New York City today?
Most of them, as elsewhere in the United States, live in single-parent, female-
headed families, the single moat telling indicator of poverty that we now have. Of
458,000 single-parent, female-headed families in New York CIty, 53 percent receive
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, with a basic cash grant of $297 a month
for a family of four, plus food stamps at $150 a month. The maximum monthly shel-
ter allowance is $218. About 63 percent of these families receiving public assistance
are now paying rents above the shelter allowance. The Community Council of
Greater New York City estimates that three-person recipient households in New
York City will experience a deficit of $117 for the month of July 1983. Roughly
three -fifths of the deficit is pp ted by inadequate shelter allowances.'

With the Bureau of Labor Unties Lower Living Standard for a family of four at
$15,323, a quick calculation will show that public aid falls far below a minimum
standard of living. The welfare grant is expected to cover all family needs, both
obligatory and discretionary, such as trips to the doctor and recreation, schools sup-
plies and clothing, as well as an occasional night out It barely does.

According to a recent report by the East Harlem Interfaith Welfare Committee,
two-thirds of the houeeholds

po
with children who came to them in food emergencies

(defined as a situation in which a household is in imminent danger of; or has al-
ready run out of food and money for food) were or had recently been on welfare. Of
those welfare households, one-third were in the food emsrge y because their bene-
fits had been cut off.2 In most cases, the reasons for the loss of benelks, which led to
the food emergencies and hungry children among these families, were paretY ad-
ministrativea product of the "churning" process by which large numbers of wel-
fare families are regularly removed from the rolls for a reason unrelated to their
economic needs and are forced thereby to repeat the tedious and di ng appli-
cation procedures. Chief among the cut-off Teeters is some delay or error on the part
of the client or worker in carrying out the recertification process. This is a Depart-
ment of Social Services requirement which a recipient household must undergo at
regular intervals several times annually. There are appointments to be scheduled
and kept, multiple documents to be obtained and filed, lengthy forms to be filled
out, precise procedures to be followed--all of which must be done within specified
time frames in order to insure uninterrupted receipt of the family's benefits. The
possibilities of human and bureaucratic errors and de yyss at every step of the way
make the recertification process a money-saver for theDepartment, because of the
churning effect on the caseload, and a horror for the poor families who depend on
welfare benefits for their daily food. A life on welfare then is not easy living.

Contrary to public myths. many poor parents work. Their wages are so meager,
however, that they find it difficult to buy food and clothing, much less pay the rent
or afford decent child care.

There has been amply documentation of the characteristics of poor working and
non-working families over the years so that I do not need to dwell on this. But in
New York City many of our families are dependent upon AFDC because of the
unique character of the New York City labor market which, by and large, does not
provide sufficient jobs for people now seeking employment.

a During the 1977 to 1981 period, citywide payroll employment grew 5.2 percent to
total 3.4 million, but employment of city residents grew only 1.4 percent to 2.8 mil-
lion. That is, job opportunities in the City increased by 167,000 positions over the
period, primarily because of new high-growth industries, but City residents benefit-
ed by only a 39,000 position gain, despite the pervasiveness of unemployment.

Many reasons have been cited for the seeming failure of City residents to benefit
from new employment opportunities. The most persuasive involves the mismatch
between the qualifications demanded for the new positions, the skills of the City's
unemployed, and continuing racism in hiring practices and promotion policies. The
largest volume of new ,job opportunities during the 1977 to 1981 period was generat-
ed by the City's secunties industry (approximately 23,500 new positions), business
services (20,000 new positions), personnel (17,700 new positions), and banking (17,000

' "Research Note." Community Council of Greater New York. No 49, February 1983
Anna Lou Dehavenon, "'The 'Tyranny of Indifference and the Myth of a Caring Society" IThe

East Harlem Interfaith Welfare Committee, May 1983)
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new positions). During the same period, manufacturing employment in the City
dropped over 55,000 positions. On balance, the City has been gaining white-collar
positions and losing blue-collar jobs.

Acirldiflacations necessary to obtain
d New Yorkers lack the educational or techni-

cal kinds of jobs proliferating in the City. This
conclude that unemployed

mismatch is not expected to ease in the near future. In fact, manpower planners
expect that employment growth in the eighties will accelerate in banking, finance,
and business services. At the same time, shrinkage is expected to continue in the
City's manufacturing sector. As a result, the mismatch between job requirements
and the skills of the City's unemployed will persist unless effective action is taken.3

Teenage unemployment remains at a crisis in New York City. Tesnaprs, part=
larly minorities, face several problems which exacerbate their plight. The first has
been the increased competition for lower-paying jobs by adults. As noted earlier in
the testimony, the City is increasingly comprised of lower-income families, and kbs
at the lower end of the scale are in demand by a large number of persons. The
second, also cited, has been the nature of job growth in the Cl . Unfortunately, for
many youth and minorities, the growth is occurring in the . paying employ-
ment sectors for which training is required. Very little of = City's economic
growth has benefited the youth who need it most.

Given these problems and economic changes, it is not surprising that the overall
rate of teenage unemployment for the City was higher than that of the nation as a
whole in 1982. According to the B.113, the unemployment rates for all youth 16-19
years of age was 31 percent in New York City in 1982, nom to 2&2 percent for
the nation. In both of the racial categories, the rates were r than the national
rates. For White youth. the rate in New York City was 27 percent, compared to
20.4 percent for the nation. The unemployment rate for Black youth was nearly
double that of Whites in New York City. In 1982, the official BLS rate was 4&2 per-
cent for Black youth in New York City. Even with nearly half of the City's Black
teenagers unemployed, we surmise that this rate is even higher. BLS officials have
noted that the standard error is extremely large in their survey of Black youth. Be-
cruse of this, we would feel comfortable in assuming that the unemployment rate
for Black youth is over 60 percent.

The plight of poor children and youth in single-parent families cannot be dealt
with separate and apart from the family's need for adequate income and jobs. Con-
sider for a moment that, even if a parent worked full time at minimum wage, he or
she would only earn around $7,200 a year. If there are four persons t on
that salary, then the family income is below the poverty level established d by the

FuUnited States government. Further, that family might be eligible for food stamps or
other nutrition assistance programs, but not for medical assistance in New York
State because our eligibility for non-public assistance recipients is limited to those
with a maximum income of $6,600 for a family of four.

It is these families, women rearing their children alone, or two parents living on
the edge of employment, that make up the neighborhoods of despair which are in-
creasing in New York City.

The deprivation these families experience creates a legacy for their children, a
legacy of lost hopes and unremitting poverty. I would ask that the Select Committee
consider ways in which a national policy of income security for all children might
be developed which would insure that each child would have access to a certain
level of income, nationally defined, which would be available through a continuum
of income or employmentan incomes policyso that children would not be sub-
jected to the vagaries of cyclical unemployment, or the mean "tedness of means-
tested public assistance programs. Other nations have such social policies
for children. The time has come for the United States to do so as well.

I hope that this Committee will embark upon such studies as necessary to define
the parameters of such a policy and particularly weigh various measures for reve-
nue generation to support these. Certainly the taxation system of the United States
warrants a great deal of scrutiny and a more equitable system might yield the nec-
essary revenues to provide for the basic support of children in the society as part of
our social contract with the young.

Absent such a viable economic security p for children, I speculate that the
specter of growing numbers of homeless families with children, now increasingly a
part of the New York City scene, may become more visible in other areas of the
country as well.

'Unpublished document, prepared for the Community Service Society by the Marine Midland
Sank of New York, September 1982
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Two years ago CSS released a study on the homeless in New York City, pointing
out the consequences of poorly-executed plans to dischargementally ill persons from
state hospitals.' The image of homeless, possibly disturbed persons, sleeping on the
sidewalks of New York City, has become a part of the New York scene. Are we
ready now to have the street house young children as well?

A social worker from a settlement house on the West Side told me the other day
that, when looking for homeless persons in abandoned rail yards on the mid -West
Side, he came upon women and children living in tunnels, and there was no place to
send them.

The City's Human Resources Administration reports that as of June 1983, 2,000
homeless families were in hotels or family shelters, paid for by the City. This in-
eludes about 3,000 children. Last year there were 950 families and, mind you, these
are only families known to the City agency. Beyond the MIA estimates, no one
knows how many more homeless families there are in New York City.

The major reason given for this shocking increase is overcrowding. Many of these
families had been doubling up with others and, when the landlord found out, they
were evicted. According to The New Times, the New York City Housing Authority
reports about 17 percent of their units are ille0115 housing more than one family.

Most recently we have been reading about the ftft war" between New Jersey
and New York because of the of homeless families from New York City
into Newark, New Jersey. These as children and families are our "urban ref .
ugees", bereft of home and belongings, fttft the outcast in "tbe affluent society."

I invite you to visit hotels where these and their parent reside. Three or
four persons are crowded in one room, with no .wW&g _fiscilitiss. There is usually 110
recreation or proviaice for day care. Many of the children are out of school. And
their meals! Fast food restaurant fare, pima, soda pop, according to workers who
have visited them. Social gra vies. are available in only thiv, of Um hotels now. A
Brooklyn community worker relates that at least four families show up each day
seeking food packages either because they are homeless or because they have ex-
hausted their meager resources for food.

In years past, I suspect that some of these families would have placed their chil-
dren in foster care, or, given the precarious living arrangmenta, the City Agency
would have taken such an initiative. Nowadays, the public emphasis is on maintain-
ing children with their own parents, and rightly so. -r, most parents want to
keep their children and do right by them. But the almost complete failure at the
public systems set up to amid families belies the intent, No system is in
whereby children rases public assistance are routinely seen or inquired

income . The provision of preventive set,-
"cePticoo recent state federal tion has not proceeded in a plank'
manner so that families in need of such p receive it usually by happenstance.

The provision of foster care in Nov York City is particularly troublesome too be-
cause 60 percent of the children now under care are Black. An astounding
when one considers that the Black in New York City is 25 percent.

rue
the current ftsm. dmi.m of the I care system is a clear example of how

poverty and racism severely damiw young lives.
Next year, the Centress will be called upor to review the recent legislation on

child welfare and foster care (P.L. 96472). I would ask that the Select Committee
look closely at that part of the legislation which established a cap on foster care
ex urea.

oday over 32,000 children live in foster care in New York State, of which 19,000
live in New York City. About two-thirds of these children come from very poor !anti-

s lire and are eligible for federal aid. Federal contributions under Title IV-E amount-
ed to one-third of the 3360 million New York spent last year to care for children
away from their homes. Contrast this figure with the $53 million expended for pre-
ventive services to enable struggling families to care for their children at home,
more than 80 percent of which came from state and local coffers, and you will beg:
to see that the pattern of federal spending has not followed the path marked by
major policy goals of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act.

In part, the goals of the Chair and the other members of this Select Committee,
who worked hard for the passage of the legislation, have been thwarted by the
major reductions in the Social Services Block Grant; and by the failure of the Con-
gress to appropriate the full entitlement amounts under Pi-B. For this, and for
other reasons which you will need to explore, the preventive service programs, that
you correctly saw were needed to support families through periods of extreme stress

Ellen Bar er and Kim Hopper, "Private Lives/Public Spaces" Community Service Society of
New York, Fa lruary 1981).
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and to reduce the time that children spend away from their homes, have not devel-
oped. Although state and local governments in New York and elsewhere have com-
mitted additional resources to preventive services, no real will be made so
to lithe rogram has no sound footing in the federal bu . Good programs will
be found andp their successes trumpeted; but no real system able to respond to the
very serious problems of poor families twill develop.

We
had
ask that

under
yo
Pui consider

so
carefully during the coming year the experience we

have . 96-272, that Congrem can
tots

best determination fur
meeting the latent of Um legislation: to enable families to care for their children at
home.

We should all recognize that mends have needs other than income. They need
social supports, as they struggle to balance work and I responeibilitisa Cer-
tainly, the parents who seek to support their families working need assur-
ance of a safe and relatively low-cost place to leave their the day.
Most attention is given to ',reechoed services, but services ftir achool-agedur21dren are
needed as well. Latchkey children are not a new phenomenon, but their numbers
have multiplied now as more and more woman move into the marketplace.

Last year (SS published a study which described the efforts poor families made to
secure day care for their children, Despite many most of the families
sought to maintain themselves with only a modicum of aid. From them, we
learned that about 29 percent were leaving their children alone part or all of the
day while they worked, or they stretched their income to the breaking point to pay
for private child care. Ty were often late to work or alment, which they could ill
afford. "Even so, they struggled to meet the demands of home and work, with less
money than most and, frequently, with no support from a spouse, families or
friends." The median income of the 211 respondents was 67,880 and over 29 per-
cent were on public assistance average family size was 2.9 persons.

In the study, we found that, not only were children being left alone, but also, in
some instances, older siblings were being pressed into service to look after their
younger brothers and sisters. In effect, theme children were providing an inkind sub-
sidy to the family. Few studies document the consequences of long periods of unsu-
pervised care by adults upon children or the sometimes heroic demands plated upon
these youngsters to make decisions when their parents are not available. Certainly,
we can speculate about the risk of emotional problems substance abuse, delinquen-
cy, or premature sexual involvement of school-age children left alone. Compared to
the potential costs of these risks, increasing afterechool services is a small price to
pay indeed.

Unsupervised children is but one manifestation of the isolation that chil-
dren experience in this society. I am certain that other witness ve testified about
how lonely many children in the United States actually are. Consider for a moment,
if their parents are working and away from the home for much of the day, their
most usual contacts are within their own age group or with authority figures such
as teachers. Most expand their knowledge of adult relationships through the televi-
sion screen.

Some of the families in the CBS Day Care study spoke tellingly of the isolation
they, along with their children, experienced in their day-today lives. Contrary to
widely-held beliefs, few or no relatives and friends were nearby, either to socialize
with or to help. Many of these had become parents as teenagers and had moved out
on their own to start a new family.

The increase in pregnancy among rs has been well-documented, and its ex-
istence is now acknowledged among all in society. Years ago, marriage was
the likely solution for teenagers p t out of wedlock, and the mores of the soci-
ety were such that the couple usually stayed together whether they wanted to or
not. Desertion or abandonment happened only to poor women, or so we were told.
For teenagers who become pregnant today, other options are available_ In New York
City in 1980, for instance, 57 percent of the young women ages 10 through 19 who
became pregnant chose abortion , most of the remainder gave birth, 77 of
wt ich occurred out of wedlock. Black teenagers are nearly twice as lik to give
bi as White teenagers. The Black adolescent mother is likely to be trip y handl-
r ,ciishe and her child are subject to the increased risks associated with being
Black, with being poor, and with adolescent pregnancy.

Academicians, social policy planners, community and religious leaders alike are
stymied as to how to deal with this rising incidence of teenage parenthood and its

*Georgia G McMurray and Dolores P. Kazaniian. "they Care and the Working Poor" (Com-
munity Service Society of New York. April 1982).
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consequences. I know that you have already held hearings so I will try not to repeat
what you have already heard.

One observation though. For many young and women, sexual freedom is one of
the few basic human rights they have. It can be exercised without intervention by
authorities or outside control. Adolescents are being asked to negotiate the adult
world on their own, without adult guidance or supervision. (Remember our latchkey
children?,

For adolescents who live in poverty, the adult world appears hostile and alien;
certainly these adolescents, particularly if they are Black, recognize full well that
opportunities for work and upward mobility are increasingly limited. It is within
this context I believe that teenage parenthood should be viewed.

The implications for public policy are many. First of all, specific measures have to
be taken to open up educational opportunities for young people, particularly women.
With all the attention now on education and the changes some of us caught to liber-
alise school policies for pregnant teenagers, we find still that female students are
trapped, by attitude or design, into traditional modes of behavior at a very early
age. Despite the women's movement, pregnancy is still a valid reason for dropping
outfrom school and from work. In a study CSS conducted on youth employment
several years ago, we discovered a group of such young women whom we called "the
homebound".7 Their school absenteeism had accelerated upon reaching adolescence,
initiated by the need to stay at home to care for younger siblings, and there they
languished, waiting for an appropriate suitor. As a consequence, some became preg-
nant.

Secondly, to assist young families now, the delivery of health and social services
within neighborhoods needs to be radically altered. I would suggest that child and
family centers be established which would provide continuity of care from the pre-
natal period through the first three years of life, with routine home visiting by a
public health nurse to every family with a newborn in a neighborhood. Besides con-
ducting health assessments, the nurse or other specially trained staff would deter-
mine the social circumstances of a child and family and refer them, as needed, to
the appropriate income, employment, or child care resource in the neighborhood. If
specialized services were needed because of a particular health problem or family
dysfunctioning, then those services would be arranged for as well.

Once the child reached three years of age, the family would be connected to a
preschool center with adequate child care arrangement, e.g. family day care as a
backup. The health records of the child would be automatically transferred to
assure continuity. and so the process could continue until the chile entered regular
school.

While such a scheme may suggest the need for massive new infusions of public
funds, I would point out that with the various funds now available for maternal and
child health, preventive services in child welfare, and social services generally, such
a redirection could be implemented. Certainly, in view of the alarming increase in
the numbers of poor chie-lren, the numbers of teenage parents, and the numbers of
single-parent, female-headed families, piecemeal approaches toward the problems
associated with these population changes will no longer suffice.

In summary, New York City today, despite the cultural renaissance in Manhat-
tan, is becoming a bleak place to live for far too many children. They are growing
up in neighborhoods of despair with a dim prospect of securing jobs to support their
families when they grow up unless they are adequately trained and educated, and
the barriers to employment, including racism, which persist in locking out their par-
ents from any form of economic mobility, are removed. One third of New York
City's children are poor by the government's own standards. Their parents are
either on public assistance or have low-paying jobs. Increasingly, they are hungry
and homeless.

We hope that the work of the Select Committee will provide the basis for redefin-
ing the national responsibility towards this nation's children

Ikilr Mann. ( tutrong thr Amt.:wilt) Dream. it'otnintinttv Service Stirts. of Nett" York. No
remher P.4st
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Chairman Mazza. Thank you very much, and we want to thank
all the members of the panel for their testimony.

So much of your powerful testimony concentrates on the extent
of problems faced by those who are poor, near poor, or the working
poor. It would be difficult for any Member of Congress to sit here
and still believe there exists a safety net. To continue to suggest
there is a safety net for these people is to perpetuate a hoax.

Interestingly enough, most of your testimony centers on those
who are still being served with little discussion about those who no
longer are being served but remain eligible, for maternal health
programs, etc. I am concerned as well for those children and t:. air
families that are no longer served. Only 57 percent are reached.
Your panel has clearly established the extent to which changing
budget priorities have hurt families and children.

I would like now to call on Congressman Weiss. Again, it is the
intention of the Chair to enforce the 5 minute rule.

Mr. Weiss. Dr. COCOS2a, you have spoken about the cutbacks in
the Federal budget and the impact that they have had. Do you
have any general, if not specific, breakdown as to the percentages
of funds that the Federal, State and local government have provid-
ed for services to children and families prior to fiscal year 1981,
compared to those percentages today, and whether, in fact, any of
the cutbacks have been restored and to what extent by the State
and the localities?

Then, if you would, tie it in with Ms. Block's statement that the
block grant approkich has not only not worked, but that the coun-
ties and the localities, and I guess perhaps even the State, have cut
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back further in the provision of assistance than the cutback in the
Federal funding itself.

Mr. Cocozz*. I am not at this point prepared to supply you with
specific percentages, although if that is something which the com-
mittee is interested in, I can certainly provide you with it.

Mr. Weiss. Maybe you can submit that for the record, if you
would.

Mr. COCOZZA- Certainly. Let me try to respond to your question
in general.

Clearly, New York State is, and has been, committed to provid-
ing services to children and families. One of the things that the
State has tried to do, at least in certain areas, is to begin to com-
pensate over the past several years for some of the serious Federal
cutbacks affecting children and families. At the same time, and I
think in agreement with what I have said, this has not been
enough, nor do I think the State or the localities can do enough to
compensate for the drastic cuts which have been made. Thus, while
there has been an attempt by the State, particularly in certain
areas, to compensate, this clearly has not been sufficient.

With regard to the issue of further cutbacks, and the response of
localities, I think what you are seeing herewhich is probably re-
flected in what is happening throughout the countryis the lack of
certainty as to how to deal with the block grants. As a result of the
uncertainty and the difficulty experienced in establishing prior-
ities, certain areas are being cut even more severely in attempts on
the part of localities or States to define other areas as higher prior-
ities and, therefore, to shift additional funds into those areas. In
general, the State has attempted to provide additional supports,
but those have not been enough.

Mr. Weiss. Dr. O'Hare, you have touched on the tremendous
needs that are not being met, indicating the percentage or the
numbers of people who are eligible for programs as compared to
the numbers who are actually served.

How would you respond to the argument that we get from the
administration which takes a starting position 10 to 20 years back
and says these programs have gone totally out of control, with a
10,000-percent increase in WIC, for example, over its level 1i years
ago?

Dr. O'HARE. If you look at the numbers, you will see that there
has not been a 10,000-percent increase over 10 years ago. One pro-
gram, the maternal child health program, that appropriation in
1974, when Congress deemed it necessary to have one of those pro-
grams in each State, you will see that that has been cut and if you
add inflation, which from 1975 to 1983, might represent as high as
a 35 percent minimal inflationary rate, you will see that those pro-
grams have been slashed way below that.

Look at the CHAP program. You know you are serving 60,000.
You know you have children unserved.

I think there is enough evidence on the other side of the coin,
and we have the numbers to show you that. You made a comment
about children that are not served.

That study in New York State showed children who were not
served by ambulatory care services and ended up being hospital-
ized, and hospitalization represents a huge out-pouring of dollars
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rather than having put those dollars into preventive care pro-
gram.

Mr. WEIBEL Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Mn'. za Congressman Fish.
Mr. FISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Block, on page 4 of your testimony you discuss education and

the subject of discipline in schools. A popular conception of the
problems with those schools is the lack of discipline.

You say here that many of our youth are driven out of schools by
academic failure or exclusionary discipline policies. In the next
paragraph you refer to alternatives to suspension.

Would you care to elaborate on that, particularly alternatives to
suspension?

Ms. BLocx. I think we have to look at the schools as not serving
number of people who have handicapping conditions, and

adjustment-poverty related problems et cetera. They are still
reaching out to the middle class and hying to serve only that aver -
ace _youngster and the result is that if a diild brings to school the
kinds of problems we have been talking about in terms of poverty,
they are ill-served and the schools are not in a position to respond.

The schools have not been able to res they do not have the
social work or counseling assistance. cannot duplicate the
services that private and public agencies o er outside and most of
the schools have not opened up to a variety of community-based
support programs that help children to grow emotionally. So that
when children have problems learning, have problems at home and
they bring them into the school, frequently the teachers are
unable, and frequently also unwilling to respond to help fully and
appropriately to some acting out behavior.

We think from all that we have seen that the frequency of seri-
ous disciplinary problems in terms of violence is misrepresented by
the media. We are talking rather of activities which disturb class-
room learning, and for those activities we have noted over the
years a tremendous amount of suspension, which affects the learn-
ing of those children. This means that they are being pushed out
entirely, failing in that one institution, in which they test them-
selves as members of our society.

We also have seen a variety of very positive programs estab-
lished across the country, particularly a few years ago, where there
was some money and some emphasis on integration, et cetera.

We had as a result a number of programs which were very effec-
tive in giving children alternatives to suspension, keeping children
in the classroom, and keeping children in the school and reaching
them emotionally and helping them emotionally.

We see a lessening of such efforts in the past few years, as a
result of the Federal cuts, the Federal deemphasis on civil rights,
and the inactivity of the Office of Civil Rights. Today these suspen-
sions, which are disproportionately affecting the minority popula-
tions, are not seen as a problem by OCR.

Mr. FISH. Is there an alternative punishment like washing win-
dows after school or cutting the lawn?

Ms. BLOCK. There are some schools that have developed very ef-
fective disciplinary alternatives. Another alternative is to start to
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relate to the children in a more specialized way to review whether,
in fact, the kids have a handicapping condition or need a special-
ized remedial program that they might not be getting.

Some alternatives are punitive, because setting limits is to some
extent a way that we help people grow, but I think there are other
more creative approaches.

Mr. FISH. Ms. McMurray, you say there are ways in which a na-
tional policy of income security for all children might be developed
which would insure that each child would have access to a certain
level of income nationally defined, which would be available
through continuing income or employment

I wonder if you would care to elaborate?
Ms. MCMURRAY. Certainly. We should all recognize that the

United States now is the only industrial nation in this world that
does not have a children's allowance. That may be a bad term to
some, but what I am s is that the time has come to look
at ways in which we can provi e, if you will, a true safety net for
children and society by providing some level of income which
would say that each child, living in this country, as a matter of
right would have an allotment, whether it be $6, $9, or $12 a
month, that would have to be set by the Congress. For those fami-
lies who have income sufficient through employment to care for
their children, the allotment could be recouped through the tax-
ation system.

Several countries, particularly England, France, have a system
whereby, through a pattern of unemployment insurance which is
much more extended than what we have in this country, or
through children's allowances, families are not subjected to shifts
in the economy as in this country. Such allotments would require a
major overhaul of our current family programs, though.

AFDC is an idea whose time has long passed. I think it is time to
bury it, and to come up with something else.

Mr. FISH. Do you know where the committee might get a break-
down as to these practices carried on in other countries?

Ms. MCMURRAY. Drs. Alfred Kahn and Sheila Kamerman at Co-
lumbia University have done extensive analyses of these programs.
I am sure they would provide the information to you.

Mr. FISH. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Boggs.
Mrs. Boos. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I say to the panel, thank you all for your expert testimony. I sup-

pose the recurring theme among your testimony is that we need
continuity of care and, therefore, continuity of funding. We are
very pleased to have your specific suggestions about legislation that
is before us and about legislation that we should consider in the
future.

I was very interested, Dr. Cocozza, about the foster care facilities
that you emphasized and I noticed in this morning's press that
Governor Cuomo has signed a bill that would allow inspection of
foster care agencies.

Would you like to comment on that, please?
Mr. Ccx-ozzA. I think one of the general comments coming

through all of the presenters today, and I suspect one that you will
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continue to hear, is the importance of prevention and preventive
services.

I think for many of us it is not a question of paying now or not
, but rather a question of do we pay now or do we pay later.
er you are talking about teenage pregnancy, or any of

the many issues that you have about this morning, it comes
down to the fact that we can do a lot to avoid the problems, to de-
velop independence for people, so that we don't end up with very
costly services down the road, and with people who are dependent
upon

areas in New York which has been very important
has been the foster care population. In New York, as you are prob-
ably aware, we have had an extremely significant number of chil-
dren placed in foster care in the past.

As a result of the Child Welfare Reform Act, which I mentioned,
we are attempting to reduce that population. In fact, it appears
such a reduction is already beginning to happen.

I think, in general, one of the concerns that has existed with
regard to preventive services is that, by virtue of their nature, it is
extremely difficult to measure what is being accomplished. So I
suspect on the Federal level as on the State level, when you say
savings must be taken from somewhere, you look at those pro-
grams for which it is difficult to document their effectiveness.

In instituting the Child Welfare Reform Act within New York
State, we were committed to also doing a very careful, high quality
assessment and evaluation of those services. This was so that we
would not only be putting our money there to try to avoid foster
care placement, but also be learning what we need to know to im-
prove the system to be sure that the dollars flow in the right direc-
tions.

As a result of that, a contract was let to a private foundation to
do a very systematic and very comprehensive evaluation of the
system.

The legislation which you refer to, which was described in some
of the media this morning, has to do with the access of the
contract firm to the remards. As a result of this ort, we will be in
a better position to assess the Child Welfare Reform Act as a whole
within the State, and to insure that whatever we learn from that
assessment can be put back into the system in order that the State
can continue to improve preventive services.

Mrs. BOGGS. I assume, Ms. Block, that you are very interested in
the fact that legislation seems to protect the privacy of the young
people.

Ms. BLOCK. Yes; I think that that particular piece of legislation
may be important at this point simply to make a good assessment
of the State's child welfare law.

We are particularly concerned that the lack of Federal commit-
ment, although the legislation the Child Welfare and Adoption As-
sistance Act of 1980 is there, the fun ling is nottitle IV(b) and
IV(e). This has meant that the State's commitment to preventive
services, which is a 75-percent reimbursement to the counties, has
been consistently reduced. That the category for whom services are
mandated has been consistently redefined until it now reaches only
those at such high risk that they are almost in foster care already.
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We are getting concerned about our ability, with the limited
State dollars, to really be effective in helping the families. We do
think that the figures which also show some population shifts and
reductions, may mean that in some of the upstate counties, that
have a tradition of not serving people, children are denied entry
into the system so that the county can avoid the complex data col-
lection and information.

So we are very concerned that the lack of Federal support has
meant that the State's deep commitment to reduced use of foster
care has been undermined. Children at risk may be receiving nei-
ther care nor supportive services.

Mrs. BOGGS. Dr. O'Hare, do you have any suggestions of what we
could do to plan for the removal of 43,000 children from the WIC
program when the jobs bill finishes on the September 30?

Dr. O'HARE. It behooves all of us to see that Congress acts to con-
tinue that level of funding. It bothers me that we try and keep
people away from the system that are needy, that we try to keep
them away from receiving WIC child health services, prenatal care,
when we know in the end these cost us more money.

I think a semblance of sanity has to come up where we find a
realistic figure that we call, a poverty level, and we can say we are
willing to say that everybody should have access, particularly to
preventive care, to this level of funding.

We say for housing it is this level, for WIC, this level, for health,
this level, and the levels shift all over the board across the United
States.

They have to shift to a certain extent because the cost of care in
New York City and Brooklyn is higher than in Owego County or
Iowa. But we have statistics to help us know what that level of pov-
erty is.

In the city, we have high paying jobs that offset the many low-
payinF jobs that bring our poverty level in a funny place that
doesn t always serve children.

If we could start by broadening the eligibility to children, why
are we shutting them out?

Mrs. BOGGS. Ms. McMurray, I feel I am talking to the patron
saint of everything I have ever done in community life in address-
ing you.

The recertification process you have said is unduly difficult, is
one of the greatest problems in my district, not only for families,
but for people trying to work with the program.

Do you have any suggestions of what we can do to reauthorize
and make certain that the recertification isn't so difficult?

Ms. MCMURRAY. Congresswoman Boggs, I think we are saddled
now with a perception about public assistance that translates into
the kind of bureaucratic nightmare that all of us are aware of.

The means tested programs presume that a person or family who
applies may be lying in order to get public aid, and as long as we
give public aid begrudgingly, then we are going to set up all kinds
of roadblocks to prevent people whe Life unworthy from getting
help.

I think the time has come for us to break through that kind of
public perception and talk about the fact that these programs are
to provide help for underprivileged children.
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Mrs. B000s. I understand that, in my area, starting the first of
October, food stamp recertification is going to have to take place on
a monthly basis.

Is that your understanding as well?
MIL MCMURRAY. Yes.
Mrs. Bocos. Thank you very much.
Chairman Mnixa. woman Mikulski.
Ms. Mini s= Thank you very much, members of the panel. I

would like to coma t you on your crisp tear to us.
I would like to for a few minutes on the moue of the home-

lees. Ms. McMurray, you invited us to go and tour some of the
hotels, which Congressman Miller and I d d last night.

We went to visit a hotel that serves 300 families in the lower end
of Manhattan. I would like to ask a question about these hotels.
Acne on the panel should feel free to answer them.

testimony on page 5 describes quite completely the condi-
tions them In my own estimation, those conditions are really both
the incubator and breeding ground of a future underclass in New
York City.

I was shocked not only by the fact that families live in hotels,
but I was somewhat taken aback that the rent for a family that
lived in a hotel was approximately $2,000 a month, with an addi-
tional $500 a month supplement to eat in those fast food chains
and pizza parlors that you have talked about.

That came out in my mind to be $25,000 a year for shelter, an-
other $5,000 for inadequate food, and at the rate of 300 families, I
estimated that it cost anywhere from $5 million to $7 million to
house people at this particular hotel.

I don't think that that is a particularly wise use of government
funds, and it would seem to me that for $7 million or the equiva-
lent of $25,000, those families could find better housing.

Gauld you explain to me what are the public policy decisions in-
volved that would pay $7 million for 300 families to live in a situa-
tion that guarantees that no matter how wonderful the mother,
how super a father, how terrific the kids, they are never going to
go anywhere and get out of this?

Ms. MCMURRAY. Again, I think we are dealing with antiquated
public assistance laws. Those families would not be eligible for that
kind of routine shelter allowance if they were living in private
rental situation.

It is a peculiarity of the law that permits that rate be paid to
hotels ostensibly on a temporary basis, but as some , tem-
porary sometimes becomes permanent, particularly in ew York
Cit , given the nature of the housing market in New York.

Mium. We visited, one family, a woman and her six
children living in three rooms, who had been there 18 months.

Ms. McMuaaay. That is right It is virtually impossible to find
decent rentable housing in New York City if you don't have any
money. Even if you do, it is almost virtually impossible.

If you travel to some of these neighborhoods, you will see burned-
out blocks and there is no incentive, as I understand it, for the pri-
vate housing market to generate low cost h .

Ms. MIRUIJORI. Ms. McMurray, or any of the er panelists, four
children and a female-headed household, would seem to be the pre-
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dominant profile that we saw. What would be the housing allow-
ance allowed under regular public assistance standards?

Ms. McMuitsAY. $218 a month for a family of four. That is the
maximum shelter allowance for New York City.

There is a difference for various counties, but in New York City,
that is it.

Ms. MIKULSKI. So it would be $200 a month, and therefore, no
one really does that, so when you are talking about low income
housing, with an allowance of $200, there is no incentive for the
private sector but there is incentive for the private sector to buy a
hotel and charge $7 million, when, in fact, for $7 million it seems
you could put up some pretty solid housing that would have a
neighborhood and a school.

You are saying that the public policies reward the squandering
of money and the squandering of resources, is that essentially it?

Ms. MCMURRAY. That is correct.
Ms. MIKUIISHI. If I may, Mr. Chairman, another issue, because we

hear a lot about the way programs are funded in agencies rather
than people. We hear about title IV's and runaways and Public
Law 92 and 94.

Mr. Cocozza, what are we doing really to coordinate the agencies
in a way that would make them focus on people at the point of de-
livery of the service rather than a bureaucratic turf warfare where
everybody is fighting all kinds of titles?

Mr. CocozzA. That is a very important question. I am going to
describe, to some extent, what we do at the council. I would like to
highlight these activities for the committee because my hope is
that you will, in fact, begin to do a lot of monitoring of the trends
affecting children and families

Chairman MILLER. We are going to give you about 2 minutes to
do that.

Mr. Cocozz*. What we are learning through the council and
other bodies that work with us is that, in fact, you can improve
services, and provide more effective services. It is possible to get in-
dividuals and groups to not pay attention (or as much attentioe) to
their own turf issues and their own agency's concerns, and scatter,
to be concerned with the needs of children and families if this is
done in a neutral and open forum and frame work. This is very
much what the council tries to accomplish.

We have seen over the 5 years we have been in existence some
very exciting things beginning to happen in New York City as well
as in the rest of the State.

I mentioned in my testimony that a particular council project fo-
cuses on status offenders.

We were able to establish a work team on the State level consist-
ing of all the State agencies involved in providing service to status
offenders and juvenile delinquents. This team was able to work
with local communities and the counties to establish human serv-
ice subcabinets on the local level. These subcabinets resulted, for
the first time, in people from various agencies coming into the
same room to meet with one another to discuss common issues.
They have been dealing with the same population, providing funds
for the same populations. The key to this project has been bringing
the State group together with the local groups to sit down and try
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to maximize the resources available, identify priority needs, and
begin developing the programs that are needed.

Our experience is that it is, that interagency coordination is pos-
sible, I look forward to something more in the way of interagency
coordination happening on the Federal level as a result of your
particular committee.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Congressman Rowland.
Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Dr. O'Hare, what per-

centage of teenage pregnancies are repeaters?
Dr. O'HARE. There are varying figures. We have a high group of

repeat offenders, particularly those not receiving counseling or sup-
portive care after the pregnancy.

It has been as high as 20 to 30 percent We are not taking into
consideration those with terminations of pregnancy along the way.

If you look at those statistics, and go underneath them, you will
find it probably is high. Certainly because of housing, because of
the lack of continuity of following through. We don't have nurses
that visit all the homes.

We did in the 1920's in New York City. There was a visit to your
home every time you had a baby. You had milk delivered, but we
don't today.

Mr. ROWLAND. Of those that go to term, what type of family
planning is given to these teenage mothers?

Dr. O'HARE. In many programs, if they are enrolled in a pro-
gram, if they have sought early prenatal care, many of the pro-
grams in New York State have special counseling efforts, not only
vocational, but rehabilitative plans for afterward.

There are high risk areas where the family planning counselor is
at the bedside asking the mothers where are you planning to take
your baby, do you have an appointment for the fourth week, and
what type of contraception are you planning to use.

This is translated to the people within the hospital and then a
follow-up appointment is set at 4 to 6 weeks after delivery.

There is an effort and in the programs where there is an effort,
we certainly see a decrease in repeaters.

Mr. ROWLAND. You feel the programs are effective?
Dr. O'HARE. Yes. There are many other programs. There has

been a program funded in which we are training community lead-
ers, church people, parents, teaching them communication skills
and asking them to run workshops within their communities and
teaching them about discussing family planning, sexual reproduc-
tion with their children.

We feel if we can start this early enough and have a feeling in
the community where people can go and ask questionsit is dis-
turbing to find out the lack of knowledge if you talk about the
teenagers.

There are two groups, those who know well what is going to go
on and those who don't.. Sometimes the lack of knowing where you
will be in 10 years, knowing that at the end of the road it doesn't
look much brighter, having a child of your own to this teenager is
something important.
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Mr. ROWLAND. Do you have any thought about teenage pregnan-
cies and what might be done to reduce the number, Ms. McMur-
ray?

Ms. MCMURRAY. As I indicated in the testimony, if you are going
to start at adolescence, that is too late. I have been very much con-
cerned about the way our public education system operates. Young
girls, particularly poor girls, are trapped into motherhood from ele-
mentary school on.

Those of us who have worked in the schools have discovered they
think if you get sick or are pregnant, it is all right to drop out of
school. Young girls need information on how women can have op-
tions and to make that concrete by making the opportunities avail-
able.

I don't think there are any easy answers in a free society.
Dr. O'HARE. I think we need some role models. The role models

we have, we read the newspapers every day and watch television
and look at what happens in the world. I think we need better role
models than we have had over the past decade.

Mr. ROWLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. I would like to thank all the panelists for what I

think has been very effective and dramatic testimony.
In Washington these days there is much too much of a tendency

to say that we can't afford the social expenditures that we are al-
ready making. I think your testimony says dramatically that we
can't afford not to solve these problems, that the costs of ignoring
them is so much higher.

Along that line, Dr. O'Hare, you spoke about dramatic cost sav-
ings, in fact, that are really available by prevention strategies.

I wonder if you could give us any guidance on how to enlist the
different elements of the service systems in working toward those
cost savings.

One of the things that occurs to me in listening to your testimo-
ny is that there are different elements or different institutions
that, perhaps to use the wrong word, profit from the expenditures.
Crisis care occurs in hospitals, preventive care occurs in clinics,
and there are different elements and different driving forces.

Are there any ways that we can get at the problem to try to
make the cost saving everybody's business?

Dr. O'HARE. One of them is to look at what we are funding and
what we are funding without asking many questioas. That is the
first place I suggest starting, perhaps to look at funding adequately
ambulatory care.

Instead of having fiscal eligibility for each program. I suggest we
implement one that is more realistic. I think ambulatory care
should fit into an overall pattern to tertiary care.

Isolating small units sometimes leads to care that is not neces-
sary, where if it is part of a satellite area, so that we don't repeat
tests. In the MIC program here, when we register a patient for pre-
natal care, that first visit they register at the hospital that they
are going to deliver at.

They know that hospital, if there are antinatal complications,
they have a copy of the patient record there. You don't need to du-
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plicate the tests, thereby making that a less expensive hospitaliza-
tion.

They are aware of the patient's needs already. That kind of a
networking system. I don't think we should pay for any prenatal
care where the physician in charge doesn't say, yes, I am going to
take care of you from the time you come in to 6 weeks after you
delivery to insure that your infant is being taken care of

I think these of steps certainly could be outlined and I
think handica - children's care, certainly, needs to have a terti-
ary center, at east, looking at it and looking at the 9uality of care.

I think one of the 'lest moves ever made in the United States was
that of congenital heart disease. Our congenital heart dis-
ease started in crippled chit 's programs across the
United

These are models that work. This is what we expect the outcome
to be, and they monitored the hospitals. The hospitals that had
higher death or complication rates were viewed careflilly, and
someone would say unless you improve on your performance this is
not going to be acceptable or paid for.

So I think we have many avenues to approach this system in a
more meaningful way.

Mr. MORRISON. MS. McMurray, one of the claims made in resist-
ance to Federal funding and other funding for appropriate social
welfare programs is a charge somehow that the social welfare

tn:has created the problem that we are looking at the system
the problem rather than a system trying to solve the prob-

lem.
It is certainly the case that we have a much bigger social welfare

budget and social welfare system measured in any terms now than
we ever had before. Yet, we seem to be falling further and further
behind.

Could you give us any perspective on what the changes are out
there in the world that are most important that we have to under-
stand in order to explain why it is that our social expenditures are
so much higher than they have been historically?

Ms. MCMURR AY. I think it is commented upon frequently now
the rising number of families headed by women rearing their chil-
dren alone. The fact that women earn less usually than men, about
60 cents to a dollar, means that we are burdened with caring for
children with a very low income.

Again, there is no humane income support program that offsets
the impact of these low wages. Women on public assistance that I
know want to work. Many of them, however, started bearing their
children when they were young. They did not complete their educa-
tion.

They have not been trained. In a place like New York, if you are
not trained, you cannot get a job.

So these women find themselves having to rear their children on
public assistance. So if we are concerned at what is taking place in
our social welfare programs today, and I believe we all have to be
concerned about that, we must that there is a growing
number of women rearing their chi dren alone. Without support
from the fathers.
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In minority families, many men cannot support their families be-
cause in New York City, again, most minority men cannot compete
sucessfully in the labor market. So we fiend these families totally
dependent on the public aid system. That is cumbersome and inad-
equate.

Chairman MILLER. Congressman McHugh?
Mr. Mc Mimi. I want to join with my colleagues in thanking you

for your testimony.
Ma. Block, you spoke about day care. This is one of the areas

that has been hurt by the budget cuts.
We have heard from many of you that the impact of budget cuts

and the degree of the problem is greater in New York City than
upstate and across the country in many instances.

Strikingly to me as an upstate New Yorker, with respect to day
care, you have indicated that really the loss of day care is much
greater um:tate percentage-wise than it is in New York City.

I would like to ask parochially if you can tell us why that is so.
Ms. BLOCK. We have a different tradition, unfortunately, in up-

state New York, and that tradition is more punative toward gng%
parent families. In addition, it is generally less giving of local tax
dollars.

The one area in our State social service budget which potentially
takes a lot of social service dollars, but is not mandated under
State or Federal law is day care, so that, in effect, if the local dis-
texts wished not to expend or wished to hold down their own ex-
penditures, as Monroe County did, to the level that they were
spending 2 years ago, they could do so by simply cutting out day
care and the State would say nothing.

There was no policy that said that counties had to provide a cer-
tain level of day care for the working poor or for children who are
having children to assure that they go through high school.

So a result of this lack of policy and the result of the lack of
block grant targets on child care has meant that the upstate dis-
tricts have been able to cut it out. Monroe County was able to cut
$1.2 million in day care support.

They had a sizable program of income eligible day care and now
have nothing. They did that when they had only a $400,000 cut in
title XX, and they were able to say they were cutting because of
the Federal title XX cutbacks and get away with it because the
State had not created a requirement for day care.

Moreover, even when new monies come into the Statefor exam-
ple, in the instance of the Federal monies that came through under
the Emergency Jobs Act, where Congress had said we want you to
spend the $13 million within it on social services targeted for New
York Statewe could not, after battling for months, get the State
to target that money as Congress seemed to intend, for child care.

We lost that battle because the many strong constituencies in
the State fight for a variety of other things, and children simply
don't vote; so that when you end up fighting for child care, you
cannot create as potent a constituency today as we would like to.

Mr. McHuGH. One of the other areas you spoke about was treat-
ment of juvenile offenders. Apparently, according to your testimo-
ny, in New York State 16-year-olds can be locked up and, in fact,
are locked up with adult offenders.
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Ms. BLOCK. We have 3,000 in our State. They always have been.
Four States do this.

When we adopted a harsh lawthe juvenile offender lawwe
became very, very harsh indeed.

Mr. Mc HucH. This is an area where you s ted some change
in the Federal law. There is a law which proagiet: youthful offend-
erswhat is the term in the law?

Ms. BLOCK. It is the co-mingling of juveniles with adults in
prison, but because we define juveniles as only to 16, it doesn't help
us much here in New York State.

Mr. McHuGH. So the Federal law should be changed to specify
the age, not the category?

Ms. 13LocKe;ctele, as well as category. If they said age, yes, we
would be aff , and it would mean that we would have to have a
juvenile system that affected people up to 18.

Emotionally, most of these people are juveniles.
Mr. McHucH. On the WIC program, which you indicated, Dr.

O'Hare, is a very important and cost-effective program, and one
which the administration has tried to cut back on, we, in our
House appropriations bill, which has now passed the House, have
attempted to set the level of funding to maintain current services,
including the jobs bill money which is available in 1983. That has
to be worked out with the Senate i ,2 the administration is quar-
reling with us, so it is not firm and final yet, but I think that there
is a real bipartisan commitment on the House side, at least, to try
to maintain current services and participation.

Chairman MILLER. Congress is slowly coming to the understand-
ing that pregnancies don t have fiscal years. We've come to under-
stand that people don't just get pregnant 9 months before October
1.

Dr. O'HARE. They don't stop it.
Chairman MILLER If we keep this un, maybe people will change

their habits.
Dr. O'HARE. I am concerned about the jobs bill money. I would

like to share with you my concern.
The jobs bill money was given to the States in perhapsit was

needed, but in such a manner that it makes it difficult if you are
going to continue the level of funding at the level at which you are
serving people when you start the new budget.

I say that because that money was given to the States maybe 5
months before the end of the fiscal year, but not given to the pro-
viders until much later and some of the providers have been reluc-
tant to accept that because it meant so far you couldn't carry it
over and there would not be this level of service in the following
year, which does nothing except confuse the people who are using
these services even more.

Why am I suddenly on it, then off it, then on it. They have
enough things to worry about besides WIC, housing, health care on
or on.

It is very important, and I urge you, if you have an opportunity,
that whatever level you decide, carryover money should be permit-
ted and not just base it on numbers that people like to stop there.

I also urge you to put through the increased maternal and child
health appropriation while you are at it.
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Chairman Musa. What do we look like, Santa Claus?
Dr. O'HARE. I hope so.
Chairman MILLER. I think Congresswoman Boggs wants to say

something, since the child care amendment to the jobs bill was
hers. She will tell you what was intended.

Mrs. Bocce. The big problem with the original jobs bill was that
it didn't seem to contain anything for women and children, but we
were able to amend the bill in order to make certain that social
services were included.

So we were unfortunately late in the calendar year and in the
fiscal year in being able to pass an emergency bill. Of course, that
is why the funds are coming so late to the local areas.

I would hope that we would be ableMr. McHugh and I are both
on the Appropriations Committeeto make certain that any
carryover funds can, indeed, be used.

Also, that they will not be counted against your appropriation
for next year.

Dr. O'HARE. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER Thank you very much for all of your testi-

mony.
If I could just ask you, What percentage of the eligible children

within New York are rot being served by one or more programs?
Dr. O'HARE. We would all give a guess. None of us have exact

numbers, and that is why we are very careful.
The only numbers we have are the programs that do mandate

some number counting. if you look at CHAP, you get one number.
Chairman MILLER. Could you give this committee the numbers

for the programs where counting is done?
Dr. 0 HARE. I did in some of my testimony.
Chairman MILLER. Obviously, WIC is one where there seems to

be eligibility data available for most States, because many of the
eligible have signed up even though they are not being served.

I think that would be very helpful to us. We should be equally
concerned for those individuals and families that are not being
served by federally mandated programs.

Also, I think it would be very helpful, since we did make this site
visit last night, if the committee could be told exactly what the
rules and regulations are that require us to engage in the kind of
financial gimmickry that Congresswoman Mikulski outlined.

According to testimony, we are talking about using up almost 10
years of housing allowance for these families in 1 year. We would
like to, again, see where the responsibility lies for that decision.

Already this morning we've seen the value of this committee
having members from different committees. You have raised for
Congressman McHugh and Congresswoman Boggs many issues to
take back to the Appropriations Committee. The maternal and
child health issues you raise touch the Commerce Committee. The
questions of who is in lockup facilities will obviously touch the
members of the Judiciary Committee as well as members of the
Ways and Means Committee.

Thank you very much.
We will now hear panel No. 3. I would appreciate it if Mrs. Car-

lisle. the chair of the Maine Juvenile Justice Advisory Board,
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would join this panel. We will take a 5-minute break here to give
the committee a chance to stretch.

[Recess.]
Chairman Mriami. The committee will come back to order.

Please take your seats.
The next panel we will hear from will deal with families, chil-

dren, and youth in crisis.
I would first of all like to welcome members of this panel. Again,

your statements will be placed in the record in their entirety. The
extent to which you can summarize them and keep your state-
ments to 10 minutes would be deeply appreciated by the commit-
tee.

We will start with Kathy Goldman. Please identify yourselves for
the reporter. We will hold our questions until the panel is finished.
Thank you very much.

STATEMENT OF KATHY GOLDMAN, DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY
FOOD RESOURCE CENTER, NEW YORK CITY

Ms. GOLDMAN. My name is Kathy Goldman. I am director of the
Community Food Resource Center in New York City, which is a
small advocacy organization that concentrates on hunger issues in
New York City. We have been asked to provide some data and in-
sight into a specific aspect of the current economic and social crisis;
the issue of hunger.

In discussing this testimony with my colleagues who I work with,
the staff of the Food and Hunger Hotline and others, we boiled it
down to two main points. Hunger in New York City has reached
crisis proportions for two basic reasons. One is the failure of Feder-
al food and other assistance programs to reach the number of
people in need, and, two, the failure of Federal and/or local pro-
grams to provide adequate benefits even for those people who are
receiving them.

I would like to give a couple of specific examples. The WIC pro-
gram, a program to provide supplemental nutrition for women, in-
fants, and children, while it is true it is reaching a lot of people,
just the concept of pregnant women being on a waiting list is so
ridiculous, the fact is that we are reaching 115,000 of the approxi-
mately 300,000 people eligible in New York City. It is ludicrous to
say that pregnant women should be on a waiting list or infants. If
they do not receive the proper nutrition, the damage that will be
done in the first 2 yeah' is irreversible. How can they be on a wait-
ing list? It is absolutely_unconscionable that this exists, even
though we say that is betteT than most of the programs in terms of
who they reach.

If I may comment at this point, Congressman McHugh men-
tioned that there is considerable effort on the part of Congress,
which we welcome and applaud to try to keep this program at the
level that it is, but the fact is that the USDA, which runs the pro-
gram, is busy proposing regulations which we just saw last week
which are going to really undermine what Congress wants to do,
and essentially is setting up a situation where those States which
have not used WIC as well as other States are going to be receiving
more funding, so for example this looks good. for California, but
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New York will lose money, about $20 million is our estimate, so it
is great for California, mise e for New York, and in the long
run the money that used to be located, if there was money that
was not used and it was return' it was reallocated to States in
some equitable fashion. Now the posal is that it would be reallo-
cated again to those States to try to hieve equity.

The idea is that it should be an e 'dement program and any
people who are eligible based on income d nutritional need, any
pregnant women, any women who are breast feeding who need the
help should get the help wherever they 1

rt
, it is irrelevant, and

not start pitting up against each other. This is the kind of way that
USDA very often through regulation goes and the will of Con-
gress.

The issue of food stamps, which is the basic program in addition
to welfare that is available to the majority of peopleit is estimat-
ed that we have lost 750,000 people who have had their benefits re-
duced in this city, and 50,000 households who have been receiving
food stamp benefits prior to the Reagan administration cuts, that is
half the number of families who are cut of the program. These are
families who are not also receiving public assistance. And again, I
will tell you, in all honesty, when I was preparing the testimony
for this hearing, it sounds ridiculous because I wrote half the
things I was looking at again and I looked again at figures from
the East Harlem Interfaith Council, which is a group of churches
and agenciesyou start looking at these figures and for some
reason it began to hit, the kind of questions that Congresswoman
Mikulski was asking, there is something so wrong that when you
start talking about fixing it a little bit or putting it back to the
level that it was before the administration cut it even further, but
that level was no good either.

The fact is that the majority of people who have every possible
income support, who cannot find work and who have every possible
income support, the most that they could possibly put .: they if
they got everything is somewhere between $7,000 and $8,111 annu-
ally. You cannotfor a family of fouryou cannot live in this city
on $9,000 a year, and the fact is that even if you could for 1 ym-,
what I guess I am trying to get at is if you could make it for a
month on the food stamp allocation or for a month or two or a
year, it is not that that year is over and something better is going
to happen. It is just going to get worse. There is just no hope for so
many hundreds of thousands of people in this city, not a few, hun-
dreds of thousands of people who are faced with this kind of hope-
less situation, and you cannot possibly purchase on a regular basis
nutritional meals for a family of four in this city on an income of
under $9,000. It is impossible.

And the result is that you know, in thinking about it and talking
to people about it, yes, we have wonderful churches and agencies
that have responded to this need. We now have 54 soup kitchens,
large ones that are functioning in New York City that are regis-
tered with the Food and Hunger Hotline and other places they can
send people. We have over 100 emergency food pantries where

ple have to go when they completely run out of food, and that
appens very often to families. They just do not have enough to

last them. It is not even our agencies that really rr ake the differ-
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ence. The difference is made by people's families, friends, neigh-
bors, people that are not willing to see each other starve to death.

Attached to my testimony are a few pages from the Interfaith
report which I refer to because it is so devastating and so welkloc-
umentedwhen they saythis is a situati= where they document
the people who actually show up someplace, not those people who
never get there. We are talking about the people who come to a
church because they have run out of food, who come to an
became they have nothing left. When you read that 28.7 percent ---I
must say that used to keep figures an that came in,
but they stopped - figures on indi on single people -
They only now keep ,1 on families, families that are coning to
them in desperation. the social worker sits there and sa3rs did
you eat yesterday or the day before or the day before that? And
some e will say no, or I had to drink but ,hin to
eat, and ,e4 .7 percent of people sit at that desk and admit that

ed or stole in the previous month.
t are we coming to with this kind of situation? herd up feel-

ing that for me to say to you, put back the food stamps to
werethey were or that 40,000 children were dropped out of the school

meals program, are no longer eligible for free meals in New York
City, that is more people than you have in a lot of cities in this
country, and I start thinking of all ofithese thinfs that I am saying
to you, from my point of view, I watch a 81X missile going off, and
if you used just the money from one of them you could probably

a lot of these problems. I suddenly found myself overwhelmed
with the entire situation, and I realize I am supposed to be rela-
tively dispassionate and give you a bunch of figures, but I just
cannot do it.

I will close and say again I have lots of figures and I know all
the data, but I really feel that the, only reason that we do not have
people literally in the streets of New York is because of
their own family, frie , and neighbors and the few agencies and
churches that can manage to Five help. But we have poor people
helping poorer people, and it is the only reason you have people
stating alive here.

rman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Kathy Goldman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHY GOLDMAN, DIRECTOR, CANNMUNITY FOOD RESOURCE
Cam, INC.

My name is Kathy Goldman. and I am the Director of the Community Food Re-
source Center in New York City. We have been asked to provide some data and in-
sight into a specific aspect of the current economic and social crisisthe issue of
hunger. In discussing this testimony with my colleagues, the staff of the Food and
Hunger Hotline and others, we boiled it down to this:

Hunger in New York City has reached crisis proportions for two basic reasons: (I)
the failure of federal food and other assistance to reach the number of
people in need and (2) the failure of federal and or local programs to provide ade-
quate benefits to those who are reached.

Some specific examples of the first problemnot reaching enough people. WIC is
supposed to provide nutritional suwatii to t women and women who
are breastfeeding, and to children up to 5 years . e estimate that about 300,000
are eligibleand about 1,4 are being reached. We have pregnant women on waiting
lists to receive nourishing food. We have anemic babies waiting. The damage is done
before they are tver reached by these program benefits, despite the proven value of
WI(' in terms of prevention. Even if the government wants to disregard the human
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element, from a strictly cost-effective t of view, providing nutritious food to
pregnant women, infants and young will prevent severe brain damage, re-

and other consequences which will require costly medical cam for decathis.
Food stamps it is estimated that since 1981 food stamp benefits for 750,000

people have been reduced. In the past two years half the houseladds not on public
assistance who were receiving food been dropped from the program.
That is 50,000 households no longer rowel od stamp benefits.

Child careprior to cuts imposed by the Administration, day care centers
were permitted to serve up to 5 meals chilly to children in their care, under strict
rules about the number of home between meals.

The meals were breakfast, lunch, dinner and a manning and afternoon Snack or
supplement. This lm been cut to two meals and one snack. Children 8 to 6 years old
receive kes nourishment In addition, in many cases kitchen staff is cut and less
fresh food can be prepared. Another aspect of the Child Care Food Program that is
rarely mentioned is the afternoon meals program that povided a snack and dinner
for the children up to 18 and now is available only to them below 12 years old.
Many programs have discontinued it altoffether because they cannot fted some of
the youngsters and not others. Teenagers in homework helper, dropout and other
educational and recreational are denied needed nourishment

School mealswe in New York City have such a mineave programnearly
500,000 eat lunch and 100,000 breakfast tat assume we are reaching
one. But in reality tens of thousands more are and need these meals
1982, 40,000 children were dropped from free meals in the inogram due to the ef-
fects of new regulations. The only ream ithis is such a low figure is because of a
massive outreach effort (=ducted by advocates, the public employee union (Local
372, District Council 37, AFSCME) and the Board of Education. Similarly, the
Summer Meals Program. that much maligned that provides crucial nutri-
tion to children during the months that is closed reaches 200,000 chilthen
only because we outsmarted the new regulations and do MalliVO outreach.

With all that, the program teaches one third of those eligible. While this
is not concerned with the elderly, we believe that families are
by the fact that of the estimated 300,000 elderly persons livingbelow (many

far below) the poverty level, less than 50,000 receive the benefits of Nutrition Pro-

g:eDifor
the elderly. We think these exam p- show dearly that there are hun-

s of thousand' of families and iMuab in New York City who are eligible
but do not receive the benefits due to lack of Federal funds.

The second mejor point of our testimony is that even if families and individuals
receive every poesible benefit of all the Fe&ral food assistance and welfare benefits,
they cannot possibi! live a decent life. They can barely survive from day to day.
This situation did not begin with the Reagan Administration. It has become worse
in the past two years, larger numbers of people are affected, and it is more vises.

If a family of 4 in New York City received- the maximum in all public aseistance
and food assistance benefits their income would be below $9,000. Given the coat of
night utilities, food, clothing, in this city, it is impossible for that amount of dollars
to cover necessities. We are talking about hundreds of thousands of families and in-
dividuals, over 500,000 children barely surviving in this city. What has been the re-
sponse? Federal cutbacks and regulations have 'made it worse. Local administrative
rules and attitudes have further exacerbated the problems.

Only family, friends. neighbors and communities have prevented massive home-
lessness and starvation. Families are taking in other families, even in public hous-
ing. When, as frequentlyppens, people are cut of from food stamps and/or wel-
fare benefits, due to purposeful and -accidental bureaucratic foul -ups, neighbors and
friends provide food. It is when all these resources of the poor helping the poor are
used up that families in desperation call the Food and Hunger Hotline and find
their way to an emergency food pantry or soup kitchen. There are now Si soup
kitchens in New York City, and over 100 emergency food pantries.

The Salvation Army expects to feed 1 million meals this year. double last year's
number. Children's Aid Society is now feeding hundreds of families at dinner pro-
grams in response to the overwhelming need. Volunteers in churches, community
ups and organizations work long hours because they refuse to watch their neigh-
bors suffer The report last April, 1983, by the East Harlem Interfaith Committee, a
group of churches and agencies, is more than eloquentit is heartbreaking and ter-
rifying. We are attaching 3 pages and urge the committee members to and
read the entire report. And when you retol it, try to translate those numbers into
real people. What must it mean when 23.7% of the people responding admit that
they either begged or stole to provide food to their children before they came to that
church`' We have to try to understand what "endemic" and "systemic mean in real
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longer than thirty days. Only 10 percent came to one of the welfare committee agen-
cies to seek help on the first day of their food emergency. The remainder (42.9 per-
cent) coped alone fin. two to seven digs before seeking such help.

y anemia is a primary indicates. of w4Mn deficiency in the diet and
of poor nutritional Saba. In as much ea the number of study households in which
at least one member was reported to have iron deficiency
anemia increased 7.4 times from 1980 to CalgiallanY(Incl diritistesd from 1981 to
1982), one suggest that protein deficiency is an Robles= in Rag
Harlem in food esseigencies. Since the cases which in our 1982
data probably represent only the tip of the iceberg or suites of diet
defkiency. this fi is of deep concern.

Households with in food emergencies whams reported tbat they had had
to resort to or *Welke' fbr fixed have coming to one of the minimittee's
agencM, for also increased in 198a 28.7 percent is mimed with 8.0 penent
in 1981 that they had beggeet 10 percent as compared with 5 permed ha
1981 reported that they had stolen food or for food. Far the first thus since
the Committee's surveys, of hunger begun in 1978, a father reputed that he had
sold his own blood to have money to buy food for his children, and two mothers we-
ported selling their outer clothing to have money to buy food during the winter
months.

The ceases of these human dilemmas
The experience of our Committee suggests that these human dilemmas occurred

because of the following the Reagan inW, budget and other economic
policies; long-term rates of inflation asa unemployment; governmental operations
which fail or act against people at the local level; the severe shortages which exist
in housing for low-income people.

Unemployment among marginally skilled workers continua at record high rates
in New York City. The basic Welfare grant and shelter allowance, which unlike
other kinds of entitled income are not indexed to the Consumer Price Index, would
have to be increased substantially to provide adequately for the food, rent and other
basic budget items they were designed over 10 years ago to cover in New York
State.'

The administration of Welfare under Mayor Koch and the Human Resources Ad-
ministration is prcgreasively dehumanised in the interests of fiscal savings and ac-
countability as the noose of narrowed procedures tightens further and further
around the poor. At the Welfare Center. only Con Ed payments and rentnot
hungerare given unless a household has been burned out by a fire. The
Human Resources 's "churning" campaign chime thousands of wel-
fare cases each month for procedural reasons and then has to reopen them Inter
because the game people are still in need and eligible.

This campaign alone results in savings to the City which are estimated to be $7
million monthly or $84 million annually. Our Committee estimates that this
"churning" campain also results in at least 150,000 New York City children annual-
ly living fir at least a month in the hunger and sometimes homeless conditions de-
scribed in our Fact Sheet No. 2 above.

The families effected by these and other injustices in the Welfare system as de-
scribed in the finding which follows are more vulnerable and at higher risk than
the rest of society because their margin of maneuverability in crisis Is much nar-
rower than in middle income households and even than in those below them be-
cause of their restricted physical mobility with children. Because the members of
our Committee believe that procedural requirements which foster hunger and home-
lessness in fiscally marginal households with children are simply unjust, they _pre-
sented their Feet Sheet No. 2 on households cut of Welfare in 1982 to HRA's Com-
missioner Krauskopf on March 7 and asked him to take specific action. As of this
date these have not been forthcoming.

Our experience also suggests that unless specific legislative and administrative ac-
tions are taken immediately to provide for caring for the needs of the most
vulnerable among New York City low-income households, the number of hungry
and homeless households with children will continue to grow.

'See The InHuman Resources Administration's Churning Campo (April 1983 Tim
CCasey. Coordinating Attorney fur Government Benefits at Community &-ti Services
it'AISI, 335 Broadway. New York City. N Y 10013 To obtain a copy, write or phone: (212) 481 -
7210
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The purpose of this fact sheet
The purpose of this Fact Sheet is to provide a summary of the findings from our

Committee's study of Food Emergencies in 1Wl2 in East Harlem households with
children and to build public support for the following recommendations which relate
to legislative and administrative change at three levels of government and in the
private sector.

Legislative action to increase Federal ding for Food Stamps, Welfare and
and jobs for marginally skilled and their families nationally.
Live action to increase the basic Welfare grant and 'ffig for housing and

jobs marginally skilled workers and their families in New York &ate.
Administrative action by the Koch administration and HRA to treat all Welfare

case cloFings in New York City that are not for reasons of financial ineligibility as
insuspensions which, if persons recontact to re-apply within a specified period of

time, aid would go back to the date of the closing and be effective from the date of
the re-application.

Chairman MILLER. Has Jean Adnopoz arrived yet? Apparently
people are having transportation problems today.

Stella Horton?

STATEMENT OF STELLA HORTON, DIRECIVR, ALTERNATIVE
SCHOOL, NEW JERSEY JUVENILE RESOURCE CENTER

Ms. HowroN. I really can speak without the use of a mike, but I
will take advantage today.

Mr. Chairman and members of the select committee addressing
children, youth, and families, thank_ you for providing me with the
opportunity to speak to you today. My name is Stella Horton and I
am currently the principal of a private school in Camden, N.J., en-
titled Juvenile Resource Center Alternative School. We address the
needs of youth who have frequently had prolonged and serious con-
flict with the juvenile justice system and have been classified in
many instances by child study teams of certain districts as socially
maladjusted.

I would like for yousto consider for a moment the following:
crime, pollution, poverty, drugs, health, housing, hunger, the youth
or the aged. What will take precedence? Of course of those items
cited, it would be difficult to draw up a list of priorities. However,
the public, particularly in Camden City, and in many other urban
districts across the Nation, perceives an alarming need to address
and respond to the needs of youth, and particularly those youth
who are involved in the .itivenile justice system.

There are mixed feelings and. many emotions and attitudes of
various communities, agencies, and the juvenile justice system
about youth who exhibit criminal behaviors. What do you do with
a youth under the age of 18 who has committed a crime? On the
one hand there is the outcry, punish, to those of course who d'
serve it. Often this punishment is in the form of incarceration
the serious youthful offender.

We all understand that incarceration is quite expensive and in
some instances must be done, but what about that percentage of
youth who need not be incarcerated? After 80 years of attempting
to put the interests of juvenile offenders first, a number of legisla-
tures and courts have begun to place greater emphasis on protect-
ing the public from violent young offenders and on imposing adult
punishment on those guilty of serious crimes. There is a feeling
that serious juvenile crime has been increasing and that something
has to be done about it. Statistics compiled by the Federal Bureau
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of Investigation show that during 1979 alone there were more than
2.1 million arrests of juveniles under the age of 18, and this consti-
tuted approximately n.5 percent of all the arrests reported to law
enforcement agencies. Juveniles accounted for almost 40 percent of
arrests for the eight most serious crimes, and I am talking about
crimes that include murder, rape, larceny, and arson. Within this
category, young people who are under the age of 18 and who were
arrested constituted 31.5 percent of all robberies, 15.5 percent of all
aravated assaults, and 9.3 percent of all murders.

The common denominator as cited by the National Council on
Crime is this As a nation, we have grown increasingly fearful of
youth crime and too frequently we see the solution to the problem
of crime in locking up more and more youth. However, there is an
ambivalence, and the ambivalence toward youthful offenders has
really been stated by Leah Taylor in 1980 when she wrote an arti-
cle for the Juvenile and Runny Court Journal. I would like to give
a brief quote from Mrs. Taylor's comments.

On the one hand. interest groups promote rehabilitation efforts as the panacea for
all deviants. On the other, hand punishment promoters advocate harsh penalties as
the superlative deterrent to juvenile crime. And then of course underlying the
debate on rehabilitation versus harsher penalties rests the uncomfortable premise
that nothing works in juvenile delinquency prevention.

It is not to be overlooked that a large percentage of convicted
youth are best and most inexpensively served by community-based
units of the juvenile justice system, and this is what I would like to
speak to for a few moments. There is an organization, the Juvenile
Resource Center, Inc., better known as JRC, that serves as an alter-
native to incarceration for youthful offenders in Camden County,
N.J. For the past 4 years, this agency has provided troubled youth
with a variety of psychosocial rehabilitative services to help them
maintain themselves successfully in the community. Some of these
services are prevocational, some emphasize employment and train-
ing, and we have a wide range of educational and counseling serv-
ices which include adult basic education, G.E.D. or the high school
equivalency preparation, learning disability remediation, individual
group and family counseling. There are also programs aimed at
providing youth with the acquisition of independent living skills
and also which provide a variety of recreation and socialization ac-
tivities.

All of these services, every service has been designed to meet the
total needs of the youth, and these services are provided in a non-
threatening, supportive environment. We have a counseling compo-
nent, as I stated, coupled with the educational component, and we
address education nontraditionally, because frequently school has
become a setting that is unhealthy for children and other living
beings, and that is not to indict the public school system, either. I
am a product.

The counseling component emphasizes family counseling as a
core part of our curriculum. Youth who are enrolled in the pro-
gram are counseled daily in groups as well as on an individual
basis, and if there is a need to bring the mother, to bring the
father, to bring the brothers and sisters, to bring members of the
extended family into the counseling component, we will do that,
too,
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Our experiences over the past 4 years, and we have been operat-
ing for the past 6 years, but specifically addressing the needs of the
juvenile offender for the past 4 yearswe have determined that
many youth may be maintained in the community with the proper
community support system. Approximately 80 percent of our cli-
ents obtain private employment in the private sector of businesses
in Camden County. Approximately 70 percent of our youth receive
G.E.D.'s or the high school equivalency diploma. Fifty-five percent
of our youth are what we call reintegrated to traditional schools or
vocational schools or in many instances they go on to higher educa-
tion, colleges and community colleges.

We have a recidivism rate that is very low. Less than 20 percent
of our youth are reincarcerated. That statistic stands up to the na-
tional average, where the national average has a recidivism rate of
approximately 50 percent.

Much of our agency's success without a doubt is contributed or
attributed to dedicated staff, who believe and know that the majori-
ty of young people labeled delinquents can grow and develop into
productive citizens.

In an effort to combat the ever growing and projected cutbacks
as evidenced by the Reagan administration, our youth-oriented pro-
gram, JRC, has recently developed businesses in which our youth
are employed. One is a sandwich business located in the city of
Camden called "The Lunch Box." The other business is a pizzeria,
"Little Bo Pizza." And we recently opened our bakery entitled
"Granny's Goodies Bakery." We just purchased an 18-acre farm in
which we have youth involved in horticulture. Many times these
are men referred to as "city slickers" but on the farm they learn
new ways of coping, new socialization skills, and even more impor-
tantly, new survival skills.

I also in summary have a few suggestions to offer to anyone who
is placed in the decisionnmking position as you members are. One,
I suggest that there be development of Cabinet-level departments
to implement service plans for high-risk youth. Second, support co-
ordinated efforts with financial incentives for those agencies and
departments working together. Third, mandate cooperative efforts
by withholding funds from those agencies and departments who
refuse cooperative efforts. Fourth, support the development of pri-
vate enterprise to support service agencies. Support the merger of
county agencies to create multiservice models. There should be no
new juvenile beds until community alternatives are fully explored.

I have a few additional suggestions that accompany my testimo-
ny, but I am going to stop here and say thank you for providing me
with the opportunity to speak to you today.

In closure, Juvenile Resource Center is also one of four programs
funded by the Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency Prevention
under Project New Pride. I thank you.

(Prepared statement of Stella J. Horton follows:I
PREPARE[) STATEPAENT OF STELLA J HORTON, JUVENILE RESOURCE CENTER, CAMDEN,

N.J.

Thank you fur providing me with the opportunity to speak before you today
Mr Chairman. consider, for a moment, the following: Crime, Pollution. Poverty,

Drugs, Health or Flouring. the Youth or the Aged. What will take precedent?
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Of course, of those cited, the public, particularly in Camden City and in other
Urban districts, preceivee an alarming need to address and respond to the increase
in 4tialve:ile crinw.

are mixed feelings and attitudes by communities, agencies, and the justice
system about youth who exhibit criminal behaviors. On the one hand, there is the
outcry, "Punishment", to those who deserve it Often this punishment is in the form
of incarceration for the serious youthful offender. Incarceration is expensive and, in
some instances, must be done for that small percentage of youth who must be jailed
after conviction.

After 80 years of attempting to put the interests of juvenile offenders first, a
number of legislatures and courts have begun to place greater emphasis on protect-
ing the public from violent offenders and on imposing "adult" punishment on
those guilty of serious crimes. is feeling that serious juvenile crime has
been increasing and that something has to be done about it.

Statistics compiled by the Federal Bureau of Investigation show that during 1979
there were more than 2.1 million armlets of juveniles under 18. constituting 22.5 per-
cent of the arrests reported to law enforcement agencies. Juveniles accounted for
almost 40 percent of arrests for the eight most serious crimes, including minder,
rape, larceny and arson. Within this category, young people under 18 were arrested
for 31.5 percent of all robberies 15.5 percent of all aggravated assaults and 9.8
cent of all murders. The common denominator, as cited by the National Coo on
Crime is this: "As a nation, we have grown increswingly fearful of youth crime and
we see the solution to the problem of crimein , up more and more Louth.
The ambivalence toward youthful offenders makes e=cy making difficiat
On the one hand, interest groups promote rehabili as the panacea for
all deviance, on the other hand, punishment 'promoters advocate harsh penalties as
the superlative deterrent to juvenile crime. Underlying the debate on --rlidation
vs. harsher penalties rests the uncomfortable premise that"nothing works in juve-
nile delinquency prevention." (Leah Taylor, Juvenile and Family Court Journal,
May, 1980)

It can not be overlooked that a large percentage of convicted youth are best and
most inexpensively served by community-based unite of the juvenile justice system
which counsel and educate youth. emphasizing their participation in employment,
recreating and survival living skills.

There is an organization, the Juvenile Resource beater, Inc., (JRC) that serves as
an alternative to incarceration for youthful offenders in Camden County, New
Jersey.

For the past four years, the agency has provided troubled youth with a variety of
psycho-social rehabilitative services to help them maintain themselves successfully
in the community. Some of these services are pre-vorationaL employment and train-
ing, a wide range of educational services including Adult Basic Education ARM.
GED preparation, learning disability remediation, individual, group and family
counseling; programs aimed at the acquisition of independent living skills; and a.va-
riety of recreation and socialization programs. All of these services are ftten to
meet the total needs of problem youth and are offered in a non-threatening. sup-
portive environment. We have a counseling component coupled with our educational
component. The counseling component emphasizes family counseling as a core part
of the curriculum in its implementation. Youth who are enrolled in the program are
counseled daily in groups, as well as on an individual basis. If family members are
present, we consider the total setting that the youth is in. We will even have family
members, mother, father, other brothers and sisters to come and participate in the
family sessions.

Our experience over the past four years indicates that many youngsters can be
maintained in the community with the proper community support system. Approxi-
mately eighty percent (80 percent) of our clients obtain private employment, seventy
percent (70 pretend obtain G.E.D.'s, fifty-five percent (55 present ) are reintegrated
back to traditional public schools, and less than twenty percent (20 present) return
to institutions. Much of the agency's success is attributed to a dedicated staff who
believe that the majority of young people labeled "delinquents" can grow and devel-
op into productive citizens.

In an effort to combat projected cutbacks in governmental funding for youth ori-
ented programs. JRC has recently developed a sandwich making business in down-
town Camden. This small business effort, called the Lunch Box, employs ten (10)
JRC clients and anticipates making a small profit the first year. Additionally, we
have another economic venture, Little Bo Pizza and Granny's Goodies Bakery, that
provide a positive alternative for troubled youth in Camden County via employ-
ment
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Thank you for attentively listening to me and I request to submit to your commit-
tee and into the Congressional Record my foll transcript after editing.

Finally, I offer the following suggestions for inclusion in any decision making rel-
ative to serving youth and their families or communities.

(1) Develop cabinet level department to implement service plan for high risk
youth.

(2) Support coordinated efforts with financial incentives for those agencies and de-
partments working together.

(3) Mandate cooperative efforts by withholding funds from those agencies and de-
partments refusing cooperative efforts.

(4) Support development of private enterprise to support service agencies.
(5) Support merger of county agencies to create multi-service models.
(6) No new juvenile beds until community alternatives are fully explored.
(7) Use jail for dangerous repeat offenders.
(8) Support successful, cost-effective alternatives to institutions, such as work re-

lease
(9) ragprarriarnor offenders out of jail and in lees costly, more effective community

pmrams. Again, with a $30,000 price tag and a 75 percent failure rate for jails, it
not be hard to find better alternatives.

(10) Free up *ice to deal with more serious offenders by allowing community
agencies to deal with status offimders (runaways, curfew violations, etc.). Most
Police Departments are forced to emend an inordinate amount of time chasing noisy
teens off corners, busting parties and processing other minor offenders.

Many of these minor offenders could be handled by community agencies. In 1979,
only 16.5 percent of all crimes reported had an arrest made for that crime. Police
must have more time available for crimes protection and detection. This can not
happen with our current system.

Chairman MILLER. At this time for the purpose of introduction of
the next panel I recognize Co an Fish.

Mr. FISH. Thank you, Mr. "rman. I am honored to introduce
Miss Victoria Best, who is the executive director of the Dutchess
County, N.Y. Youth Bureau, a position she has held for some 7
years. She is also on the board of directors of Statewide Youth Ad-
vocacy, Inc., and also she is a member of the New York State Divi-
sion for Youth Special Advisory Council on Runaway and Homeless
Youth. She will focus on the problems of alcohol and drug abuse
and offer preventive strategies to reduce the rate of addiction
among our American youth.

STATEMENT OF VICTORIA BEST, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DUTCHESS COUNTY YOUTH BOARD

Ms. BREIT. Thank you very much, Congressman Fish. I thank the
members of the committee for asking me to speak.

I would like to begin by first offering some remarks about the
youth bureau system in New York State. A youth bureau in New
York State has a broad legislative mandate to promote the physical
and social well being of all youth under the age of 21 years in its
municipality of jurisdiction. Its mission is to promote, establish,
and maintain a unified local system of youth development and de-
linquency prevention services. Through our community develop-
ment approach to the provision of services and youth advocacy ef-
forts, youth bureaus and their repesentative boards work to insure
that appropriate resources are available to the greatest possible
number of youth.

This unique statewide system should be carefully examined by
this Committee as it considers cost-effective administrative models
for the coordination of publicly supported programs for children,
youth, and their families.
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The Youth Bureau in Dutchess County, N.Y. has enjoyed local bi-
partisan support of its efforts and, in 1983, $1.1 million in State,
local, and private funds were distributed through us to community
based youth-serving agencies and organizations. Programs designed
to prevent and/or treat the problem of alcohol and substance use
are just one of the many efforts that we support through our limit-
ed grant capability.

I have been asked to present my perspective on the problem of
alcohol and drug abuse and those preventive strategies which theo-
retically reduce the rate of addiction among adolescents.

Briefly, between 9 and 10 percent of all adolescents in any given
community in this country are substance abusers. In Dutchess
County, a relatively affluent area in the mid-Hudson Valley where
scientists, dairy farmers, and construction workers live side by side,
drug and alcohol abuse, as measured by the i umbers admitted for
some form of treatment, peaked in the early 1970's, declined a bit
between 1974 and 1978, and has been increasing slowly but steadily
since then. Because adolescence is a time for tation, risk-
taking, and rebellion, teenagers will by al and drugs as long
as they remain available. But the real concern should be that 10
percent of the population who rely on alcohol and drugs as pana-
ceas.

Youth practitioners the problem is not really increas-
ing, it is changing. Poly abuse, for example, is more common
among teenagers today. Alco ol, particularly inexpensive wine and
beer, is the drug of choice among young teenagers, and more fe-
males are receiving treatment for alcohol problems than ever
before. A higher percentage of frequent users and abusers are from
families where one or more of its adult members are also abusers.

Drug and alcohol treatment services are most effective when the
entire family is involved. Peer - group counseling is another modali-
ty often selected for teenagers because of its social reinforcement
qualities. Self-help groups like Alateen and Tough Love, which gen-
erally evolve from community concern provide support networks
and information to families with common problems.

Drug and alcohol prevention strategies can be effective when
substance abuse information is combined with behavior skills de-
velopment. Young people who lack self-esteem, confidence, and con-
structive coping mechanisms are more likely to use drugs and alco-
hol to escape from anxiety or any other emotional response to prob-
lems. Therefore, programs designed to reinforce a child's self-con-
cept will have a more lasting impact than those which attempt
only to teach the consequences of addiction.

But drug and alcohol prevention programs have not been funded
to measure their effectiveness over time. Organized longitudinal
studies are essential if we hope to institutionalize prevention ef-
forts of any kind in our schools and our communities. The Govern-
ment's role in the prevention of antisocial behaviors among our
young people must be to subsidize formal studies of select program
designs which engage the cooperation of parents, school officials,
and the general community, and then Government must support
those models which stand up to rigorous testing. Until we stabilize
public funding of substance abuse prevention programs, we will
continue to spend vast amounts of money on law enforcement and
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crisis services, and sacrifice at least 10 percent of our Nation's
teenagers to the physically and psychologically destructive effects
of alcoholism and drug addiction.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Victoria H. Best follows.]
PIIXFARLD STATEMENT OF VICTORIA H. Bier, DUTCHESS COUNTY YOUTH BURNAU.

Pouormszetne, N.Y.

A Youth Bureau in New York State has a broad legislative mandate to promote
the physical and social well ',Mac of all youth under the age of 21 years in its mu-
nicity of jurisdiction. Its mum= is to promote, establish and maintain a unified
load system of youth development and delinquency prevention services. Through
our community development approach to the provision of services and youth advoca-
cy efforts, Youth Bureaus and their representative Boards work to ensure that ap-
propriate resources are available to the greatest Feasible number of youth.

This unique statewide system should be carefully examined by this Committee as
it considers cost-effective administrative models for the coordination of publically
su irted for children, youth & their families.

Youth reau in Dutchem County, New York has enjoyed local bi-partisan
support of its efforts and, in 1983, 11.1 million in state, local and private funds were
distributed through us to community serving agencies and organizations. Programs
designed to prevent and/or treat the problem of alcohol and substance abuse are
just one of the many efforts that we support through our limited grant capability.

I've been asked to present my perspective on the problem of alcohol and drug
abuse and those preventive strategies which theoretically reduce the rate of addic-
tion among adolescents_

Briefly, between 9 and 10 percent of all adolescents in any given community in
this country are substance abusers. In Dutchess County, a relatively affluent area in
the Mid-Hudson Valley where IBM scientists, dairy farmers and construction work-
ers live side by side, drug and alcohol abuse, as measured by the numbers admitted
for some form of treatment, peaked in the early 1970's, declined a bit between 1974
and 1978 and has been increasing slowly but steadily since then. Because adoles-
cence is a time for experimentation, risk-taking and rebellion, teenagers will try al-
cohol and drugs as long as they remain available. But the real concern should be
that 10% of the population who rely on alcohol and drugs as panaceas.

Service practioners argue that the problem isn't really increasing, it's changing.
Poly-drug abuse, for example is more common among teenagers today. Alcohol. par-
ticularly inexpensive wine and beer is the drug of choice among young teenagers
and more females are rceiving treatment for alcohol problems than ever before A
higher percentage of frequent users and abusers are from families where one or
more of its adult members are abusers.

Drug and alcohol treatment services are most effective when the entire family is
involved. Peer group counseling is another modality often selected for teenagers be-
cause of its social reinforcement qualities. Self-help groups like Alateen and Tough
Love which generally evolve from coummunity concern provide support networks
and information to families with common problems.

Drug and alcohol prevention strategies can be effective when substance abuse in-
formation is combined with behavorial skills development. Young people who lack
self-esteem, confidence and constructive coping mechanisms are more likely to use
drugs and alcohol to escape from anxiety or all other emotional response to prob-
lems. Therefore, programs designed to reinforce a child's self concept will have a
more lasting impact than those which attempt only to teach the consequences of
addiction.

But drug and alcohol prevention programs have not been funded to measure their
effectiveness over time Organized longitudinal studies are essential if we hope to
institutionalize prevention efforts of any kind in our schools and or communities
The government's role in the prevention of anti-social behaviors among our young
people must be to subsidize formal studies of select program designs which engage
the cooperation of parents, school officials and the general community. Until then,
we will continue to spend vast amounts of money on law enforcement and crisis
services and sacrifice at least 10% of our nation's teenagers to the physically and
psychologically destructive effects of alcoholism and drug addiction

Chairman MILLER. Next, Barbara Kelley, who is the Area 1

Council Member for the Association of Junior Leagues,
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STATEMENT OF BARBARA KELLEY, AREA I PUBLIC POLICY
LIAISON, THE ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC

Ms. KELLEY. Representative Miller, members of the select com-
mittee, I am Barbara Kelley, the public policy liaison for area 1 of
the Association of Junior Leagues. This area encompasses the
region frcmi Maine to New Jersey. During the past year I have
served as the chairman of the State publk affairs cmnmittee of the
New Jersey Junior Leagues, and for the next 2 years I will serve as

t of the New Jersey chaffer of dm National Committee for
tion of Child Abuse. I am a wife and mother of two children.

In addition, I am *vileged to serve on the recently created New
Jersey Governor's 'Use on Children's Services Planning. Its
predecessor, the Governor's Commission on Children's Services last
October released a report, a call to action, linking with need,
after 3 years of study assessing the needs of in New
Jersey.

The Junior Leagues in New Jersey were extremely active in ad-
vocating for a mechanism to implement the commission's findings
so that they would not remain on the shelf. The result is the new
Committee on Children's Services Planning. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before you on behalf of the Junior Leagues.

I would like to focus my comments on the commission's findings
in New Jersey. As our Governor just stated recently, New Jersey is
a microcosm of the Nation. The needs of New Jersey's 2
children are not being met adequately, especially those of the poor,
urban, black, and Hispanic. There are clear inequities in the provi-
sion of educational and social services to minority children. Pro-
found societal changes have increased the !wed for support serv-
ices. These changes in society are reflected in part in an increase
in the number of single-parent families, which jumped from 14 per-
cent of all families in New Jersey in 1950 to 36 percent in 1978.
Divorce rates have risen by nearly 500 percent in the last decade,
and the incidence of child abuse has Firm by 1,000 percent since
1970, according to the New Jersey Division of Youth and Family
Services.

Dwindling Federal funding and growing need compels us to focus
on delivery of service to the 400,000 children up in poverty
in New Jersey. Services for children are fragmen , uncoordinat-
ed, and sometimes duplicative. As a result, the service system fails
to allocate resources efficiently. We continue to rely on costly insti-
tutional care for children even though many would be better
served in cheaper community-based programs. Another important
factor is the grossly disproportionate rate of incarceration of black
and Hispanic children.

There are grave disparities in the current system of financing
public education. Effective programs and services for children with
special needs are necessary regardless of where children live. Black
children represent only 18 percent of statewide student pulation,
but they constitute 29 percent of all students suspended. The very
serious problem of underenrollment of New Jersey Hispanic chil-
drenfor example in Newark, as many as 80 percent of the His-
panic school-age children may not be enrolled in school, according
to a study by the New Jersey Department of Education.
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In our State as in many others, current benefit levels for AFDC
do not cover minimal survival needs, especially when the govern-
ment has reduced funding. lations deny benefits to youth aged
19 to 21 years who are attending high school, trade school, or col-
lege.

Are we doing more to separate families or keep them intact? A
greater commitment to funding vocational services for unemployedyouth is required, as New Jersey's youth jobless rate of 23 percent
is well above the national average of 19 percent. We also need an
emphasis on providing child care for those children who have
working parents. Approximately 200 day care centers exist in New
Jersey, which roughly represents only 10 percent of the need.

Few services exist to address drug and alcohol abuse, despite asharp increase in drug and alcohol abuse among young people. A
lack of funding for lead poisoning screening programs exists, al-
though lead poisoning is a major childhood disease problem in New
Jersey. Funds are available to screen only 13 percent of the 200,000
children who are a high risk.

This is a capsule of the report. The Junior Leagues in area 1 are
addressing their community needs by responding with projects,
leadership, and financial support. To mention just a few, the
Junior League of Hartford, Conn., through involvement with
GATE, an alcoholic drug abuse and prevention program, sponsored
a prominent speaker to address parents of elementary school-age
children concerning their own prevention of substance abuse.

Members of the Junior League of Scarsdale, N.Y., work in the
high schools talking about substance abuse. The Junior League of
Berkshire County in Massachusetts provided seed money for the es-
tablishment of a year-round child care program at the Pittsfield
Girls Club which will offer all components of child care from infan-
cy to 14 at one site. The Junior League of Orange County, N.Y.,
raised funds to assist a newly formed task force on child abuse in
Orange County. The New Jersey State Public Affairs Committee
has played a leadership role in a task force on day care. Junior
leagues have drafted legislation, we have planned and designed
conferences to educate and train child care advocates.

My own league, the Junior League of Montclair-Newark, in 1

year provided funding for psychologists for children at a rape-
trauma syndrome center, cut through redtape to make possible the
opening of a community-based home for adolescent girls, estab-
lished a family life library as a resource in the communitx, provid-
ed kitchen facilities for the families at a battered women s shelter,
supported a child care center for the Ilth year, having invested ap-
proximately $50,009 over the years, and provided support for an
emergency-services-for-families agency in Newark. These were the
programs just affecting children. In one year we returned $80,000
to our community, mostly in Newark, and provided thousands of
hours of volunteer service.

This is a small picture of what Junior Leagues are doing. We
also play an active role on local, State, and Federal levels studying
the needs of children and families and then advocating for critical
issues.

I was just at a workshop last month at Clinton Institution for
Women, the only prison for females in New Jersey. Quite a few of
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the inmates participated in the wo One of the women
looked at me and said "Do you know an hyt ing about sexual child
abuser I said a little bit. She said, "I am really concerned, my
daughter is being abused by the uncle she is living with, and I see
the same thing happening that happened to me. Do something
about the cycle. Look where I ended up. Somebody _has to stop it."

In turn, I implore you. Prevention is the key. We must protect
children, but we must take the initiatives to provide preventive
services to stop abuse from occurring. Child abuse and neglect can
be prevented. Support programs can be established, child care fa-
cilities, parenting programs. Federal funding is essential.

in all parts of the country support and continue to sup-
port the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, the
authorization of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and
Adoption Reform Act, and the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Act. We are vigorously advocating for an increase in
the title XX Social Services Block Grant, and the funding for new
Medicare coverage for low-income women and their children as-
sumed in the recently passed budget resolution. The 42 Junior
Leagues in area 1, will be happy to assist you in providing any re-
sources, programs, data, or projects. The leagues in all parts of the
country which represent 148,000 women are there to be used as a
resource. I urge you, take bold initiatives in seeking care for needy
children, please assume the leadership in advocating for prevention

"Maizilrisnan MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Barbara Kelly follows:I
PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARBARA KELLEY. AREA I PUBLIC POLICY LIAISON, THE

ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES, INC.

Representative Miller and members of the Select Committee, I am Barbara Kelley
of Montclair, New Jersey, the public policy liaison for Area I of the Association of
Junior Leagues, which encompasses the region from Maine to New Jersey. During
the past year, I was the chairman of the State Public Affairs Committee of the New
Jersey Junior Leagues. During the nest two years, I will serve as president of the
New Jersey chapter of the National Committee for the Prevention of Child Abuse. I
also am a wife and mother of two children. In addition, I am privileged to serve on
the recently created New Jersey Governor's Committee on Children's Services Plan-
ning. Its predecessor, the Governor's Commission on Children's Services, issued a
report, "Linking Policy with Need," which assessed the needs of children in New
Jersey. This call to action was released lad October after three years of study by
the commission. The Junior Leagues in New Jersey strongly advocated for a mecha-
nism to implement the commission's findings so that the report would not remain
on the shelf. For this reason, the New Jersey Junior Leagues and other advocacy
groups in New Jersey successfully lobbied for the establishment of the Committee
on Children's Services Planning,

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the Junior
Leagues in Ares I. I would like in this time period to focus my comments on the
findings of the governor's commission in New Jersey. As our governor stated recent-
ly. New Jersey a microcosm of the nation.

The needs of New Jersey's two million children are not being met adequately, es-
pecially those who are poor, urban, black and Hispanic There are clear inequities
in the provision of educational and social services to minority children. Profound
societal changes have increased the need for support services. The changes are re-
flected in part in an increase in the number of single-parent families which jumped
from 14 pertent of all families in New Jersey in 1950 to 36 percent in 1b114. Divorce
rates have risen by nearly 500 percent in the last decade; the reported incidence of
child abuse has grown by IMO percent since 1970 according to the New Jersey Divi-
sion of Youth and Family Services iDYFS, Dwindling federal funding and growing
need compels us to focus on delivery of service to these 400,000 children growing up
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in poverty in New al . The service system fails to allocate resources efficiently-
services for children are ted, uncoordinated and amnetimee duplicative.

We =tines to rely on costly institutimml care for children even though many
would be better sm in less expensive onnmunity-based prqgrams. Black and His-
panic children aho are int:meliorated at much hl gInir rate than whits children. In
addithere are grave &parities in the current system of financing public educa-
tion in New Jerway. There should be equality _44 pews= and services to popula-
tions with special needs reipodless of whale a easy live.

A pattern of
dren is apparensrMimb=icherldren represent 18 percent a the

in the schools attversely affecting ininosrtiayescviht

student population, they constitute 29 of all suspended. There alsois a very serious problem of of New Jacoby llispenic children. For
example, in Newark, as many se 80 percent of the Hispanicsehool-fie children may
not be enrolled in school according to a study by the New Jersey Departmert of
Education.

In New Jersey, as in many other states, current benefit levels for AFDC do not
cover "minimal survival needs," especially since the federal government has re-duced Are we (hang mote families or keep them intact?
tions deny iC benefits to youth 19-21 years who are attending high
trade schools, or collage. We doue. t such policies help children learn to become
self-sufficient or selfsuppenting. di greater commitment to vocational serv-ices for also is required; New Jersey's youth rate of 23percent isualZaiTie Multinational average of 19 percent.

In addition. we need an emphasis an meeting the child care needs of those chil-
dren and families with working wants. Approximately 200 day care centers exist
in New Jersey an amount estimated to meet about ten percent of the need.

Few services exist to addrees thu4 and alcohol abuse despite a sharp increase in
the problem among young peepki also is a lack of funding for lead poisoning
screening programa. Although hod poisoning is a major childhood disease problem
in New Jersey. funds are available to screen only 13 percent of the 200,000 children
who are considered to be at high risk.

This is a capsule summary of the commission's findings. Similar problems exist. Iam in .111 the dates covered by Area I. The Junior in this area are
heir community needs with projects, rah p and financial sup-

,- o..,:nuori just a few examples of Junior League activities:
The Junior League of Hartford. CT is involved with Gate/Hartford Drug Educa-

tion Prevention, a program offered to community groups and parents of elementary
school age children concerning their roles in the prevention of substance abuse.

The Junior League of Scarsdale, NY sends speakers into high schools to talkabout substance abuse.
The Junior League of Berkshire County, MA provided seed money for the estab-

lishment of a year-round child care program at the Pittsfield Girls Club. The pro-
gram will provide child care from infancy to 14 at one site.

The Junior League of Orange County, NY raised funds to assist a newly-formedtask fr: on child abuse in Orange County
re Jersey State Public Affairs Committee iSPACi played a leadership role
Force on Child Care, drafting legislation, planning and designing confer-

. .6 to train child care advocates
1 he Junior League of Monclair-Newark, my own Junior League, supports a varie-

ty of children's programs. During the last year, it provided funding for a peniwlo-
gut for children at a Rape Trauma Syndrome Center, cut through the red tape to
make it possible for a community-based home for adolescent girls to open, estab-
lished a family life library as a resource in the community, provided kitchen facili-
ties for the families at a battered women's shelter, continued support for a child
eare center in which it has invested approximately 960,000 over an 11-year period,
and provided support for an Erne Services for Families Agency in Newark.

Although the activities of the Junior attest to our belief that voluntarism
can play an important role in assisting c ildren and their families, we are well
aware that ongoing government support is needed to provide basic services. For this
reason, Junior Leagues play an active advocacy role at local, state and federal
levels. studying the needs of children and families and advocating for legislation ad-
dreaming critical issues

Junior Leagues in all parts of the country supported the establishment of the
Select Committee on Children. Youth. and Families. We su pported. and continue to
support. the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980. the reauthorization
of the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act, and the
'Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act We are vigorously advocating for
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an increase in the Title XX Social Services Block Grant and for passage of the Do-
mestic Violence Prevention aadjervices Act. We also are pleased that the budget
resolution recently passed by tiMm-.. 'rem includes funds for a new Medicaid initiative
for low-income women and children.

Above all. I want to stress the importance of developing effective prevention pro-
grams. The importance of this was highlighted for me last month when I conducted
a workshop on institutionalized women and their children at the Clinton Institution
for Women, the only female prison in New Jersey. Quite a few inmates attended.
One inmate asked if I knew anything about child sexual abuse. She told me: "I am
sure my daughter is being abused by her uncle it happened to me. I see the cycle
starting again and look where I am. Please, someone has got to stop it!" This
woman. injured by this pattern of abuse. was powerless to stop it. She begged me to
stop it In turn. I say to you: prevention is the key! We must protect and safeguard
the needy.

This committee has an awesome task. The Junior Leagues in Area I will be happy
to assist in providing resources of programs, data, projects, and to work in partner-
ship with you. The 243 Junior Leagues throughout the United states, representing
14$.000 women are willing to help you in your endeavors. I urge you to take bold
initiatives in seeking care for needy children and to assume the leadership in advo-
cating for prevention programs.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you today.

Chairman MILLER. Next the committee will hear from Mrs. A. L.
Carlisle, who is the chair of the Maine Juvenile Justice Advisory
Board.

ST "MENT OF A. L CARLISLE, CHAIR., MAINE JUVENILE
JUSTICE ADVISORY BOARD

Mrs. CARLISLE. Mr. Chairman and members of the select commit-
tee, my name is A. L. Carlisle, and I am honored to appear before
you today as chairman of Congressman McKernan's Task Force on
Children, Youth, and Families. I am also a full-time wife and the
mother of three teenaged sons. I am a volunteer serving as chair-
man of the Maine Juvenile Justice Advisory Group, as well as
chairman of the National Coalition of State Juvenile Justice Advi-
sory Groups

When-cenigressman McKernan was appointed to the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families, he formed a task force to
advise him on issues relating to children, youth, and families in
Maine. This task force is a bipartisan group consisting of 28 mem-
bers with a wide variety of experience and expertise in issues relat-
ed to children, youth, and families. The task force has developed a
preamble or a framework within which to work and a list of funda-
mental questions which we are recommending the Select Commit-
tee address. I have copies of these two items for you. The task force
has also developed a list of issues for each of the three task forces
which your committee has formed. Those lists will be sent to you
shortly

The intervention issues. which we have identified and, with great
difficulty and much reluctance placed in priority order, include do-
mestic violence, juvenile justice, substance abuse, mental health
services, substitute care, adolescent pregnancy and parenting, the
role of schools and peers, and em?rgency food and shelter. The eco-
nomic security issues, also in priority order. again with great diffi-
culty. include financial assistance programs, employment opportu-
nities. housing. health care, and food assistance.

Since Congressman -McKernan serves as a member of the Pre-
wilt16)11 Task Force. most of our efforts will focus on prevention
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issues. We have identified prevention issues, which I will sharewith you, but they are not yet in priority order. They includehealth education, education, health services, substitute care, familyliving, and the development of jobs.
I was asked to summarize the state of children, youth, and fami-lies in the entire State of Maine. Obviously that is not possible todo in 5 minutes or even probably 5 days. However, I do have someinformation I would like to share with you about some of the issuesI just mentioned. From 1975 to 1977, out-of-wedlock births in Maineincreased 24 percent. Over 95 percent of the teenagers who chooseto have their babies choose to keep their babies, leading to the phe-nomenon of children raising children. A 1980 survey conducted byfamily planning showed that only 7 percent of all clients under 20were seeking to become pregnant. That means 93 percent of familyplanning clients did not choose to become pregnant.Domestic violence includes spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect,and sexual abuse. It cuts across all socioeconomic lines, and it isfound in both urban and rural areas. It is cyclical. Many abuserswere themselves abused as children. One program found that halfof the sexual-abuse perpetrators were sexually abused as children.The cycle, to quote an earlier testimony, must be broken. Reportsof child maltreatment increased 166 percent from 1976 to 1980. It isbelieved that the actual occurrences are at least three to four timesgreater than reported. The number of reported sexual-abuse casesjumped by 42.3 percent from 1979 to 1980. It is estimated that onlyone in five cases of sexual abuse is reported.There are increasing numbers of homeless people, people wholost their homes when they lost their jobs. This story is a familiarone to many of you in big cities. It is not familiar to us in Maine.We have bag ladies now. We have a number of people who have novisible means of support. A task force in Portland has been formedto try to provide shelter before winter arrives. The welfare appli-cants for the month of June alone jumped 53 percent in Portlandover last June. We are now finding families turning their childrenover to the custody of the State, not because they do not want thembut because they cannot afford to take care of them. They cannotfeed them, clothe them, or shelter them.

We have 9,000 substance abusers in Maine, and substance abuseis a factor in 50 percent of our highway fatalities, 62 percent ofchild-abuse cases, 40 percent of all divorces, 60 percent of all crimi-nal justice convictions.
I was asked to speak briefly about juvenile justice, and I wouldlike to add a few things to what has already been said this morn-ing. The Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act is theonly Federal program dealing with juvenile delinquency. PresidentReagan and his administration have recommended no funding forthis program for the last 3 yearsunder President Carter it wasfunded at $100 million. Congress, to its credit, restored partialfunding at the level of $70 million last year and the year before. Itis hoped that it will again do so this year. Without that funding,programs about which you just heard will not exist. Community-bas;ed programs will fall by the wayside, and States will be resort-ing once more to locking up children in spite of the fact that it is
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far more expensive both in terms of money and cost to human
lives.

Each State which participates in this act must have a State advi-
sory group, the members of which are appointed by the Governor
for their interest, experience, and expertise in juvenile justice. The
responsibilities of the advisory group include developing and imple-
menting a statewide juvenile justice plan, advising the Governor
and legislature on matters relating to juvenile justice, and ensur-
ing compliance with the mandates of the act.

Maine is in full compliance with the mandates of deinstitutional-
ization of status offenders and separation of juveniles from adults
in facilities, and it is working on the removal of juvenile offenders
from jails. The Maine JJAG testifies before the legislature on bills,
recently assisting in the defeat of a bill which would have lowered
the juvenile age to 16. Federal funds are used as seed money for
various programs, such as group homes and emergency shelters,
demonstration programs, a community-based diagnostic evaluation
program, crisis intervention programs, school-based programs,
training programs, et cetera.

JJAGJAG has also been extremely involved in primary preven-
tion programs in an effort to test the theories which are currently
being promulgated as the most effective way to prevent delinquen-
cy. Under the current administration, the person who was just ap-
pointed to head the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre-
vention has indicated that the Office of Juvenile Justice will not
continue to fund or support prevention programs. The point that
was made by the lady to my right, that we need to find out what
works, to continue studies, will not happen. We were in the middle
of a 3-year project, part of a national research and demonstration
program, to test effective approaches to prevention. The evaluation
of the effectiveness of these various approaches will not be complet-
ed, because the funds have been eliminated. We have been told pri-
mary prevention is not a function of the Office of Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention. It does not appear to be a function of
any other office, either.

Recisions regarding the juvenile justice program are made by
citizens of each State, based on State and local priorities. It is an
extremely effective program. If it is not continued, juveniles within
our system and the juveniles we hope to prevent from coming into
the system will be irreparably harmed. Juvenile arrests in Maine
are declining slightly. In 1981, 11,482 were arrested, in 1982, 9,745.
Only 117 or 1.2 percent of the juveniles arrested committed violent
offenses. Most juvenile offenses in Maine are property offenses. In
1982, 2,0(K) juveniles were detained in county jails in Maine.

There are other quick points I would like to make. Maine is the
largest New England State. It has a coastline of 3,500 miles. It has
a population of slightly over a million, and 98.7 percent of the pop-
ulation is white. It is a very rural State. Portland is Maine's larg-
est city. It has 60,000 people. There is a tremendous difficulty in
the delivery of and accessibility to services. Transportation is a real
barrier. There is little or no public transportation. The nearest
service is often many miles or many hours away in good weather.

Maine is also a very poor State. In fact, when you take the per
capita income and factor in cost of living, it may be the poorest
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State in the entire country. A study done by Maine's Department
of Human Services on children's deaths in Maine for the years
1976 to 1980 was just published. Its main finding was that
children die at a rate three times greater than nonpoor chit. ,n.
These ratios are statistically significant at the 0.001 level for both
causes of death and by age group. Congressman McKernan's task
force urges you to closely examine and take into consideration the
im of poverty on children, youth, and families.

you.
Chairman Mmurs. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of A. L. Carlisle follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. L. CARLISLE., CHAIRMAN OF CONGRESSMAN JOHN R.

MCKEEHAN. JR:8 TARA FORCE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee,lny name is A. L. Carlisle,
and I am pleased to appear before yyoauu today as Chairman of Congressman John IL
McKernan, Jr.'s Task Force on Children, Youth and Families. I am a full-time wife
and the mother of three teenage eons. I am also a volunteer, as Chairman of
the Maine Juvenile Justice Advisory Group and of the National 'tam of State
Juvenile Justice Advisory Groups. I am a past president of the Junior League of
Portland and just retired as Chairman of the United Way Social Planning Commit-
tee.

When Congressman McKernan was appointed to the House Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families, he formed a Task Force to advise him on issues relat-
ing to children, youth and families in Maine. The Task Force is bipartisan and con-
sists of 28 members, with a wide variety of experience. The members include direc-
tors of programs for children, youth and families; educators; clergy; low enforce-
ment; businessmen and women, attorneys; health professionals; concerned citizens.
A list of members is attached. Most of us are parents, some are single- parents, some
are grandparents and some are youth.

The Task Force has developed a Preamble, or framework, within which to oper-
ate; some fundamental questions, which it believes the Select Committee should ad-
dress: and a list of issues for each of the Select Committee's three task forces.

The Intervention Issues are listed in priority order, with Feat difficulty and re-
luctance, and include: Domestic Violence, Juvenile Justice, Substance Abuse,
Mental Health Services, Substitute Care, Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting, Role
of Schools and Peers, and Emergency Food and Shelter.

The Economic Security Issues are also in priority order, again with great difficul-
ty and reluctance, and include. Financial Assistance Progr Employment Oppor-
tunities, Job Creation. Job Training and Retraining; ousing; Health Care; and
Food Assistance.

The Prevention Issues are still in draft form. Since Congressman McKernan is a
member of the Prevention Task Force, we will be concentrating on prevention
issues. The Prevention Issues so far identified, but not yet in priority order, include_
Health Education, Education, Health Services, Substitute Care, Family Living, and
the Development of Jobs.

The complete lists for each of the three areas are attached.
I would like to share some specific statistics and comments relating to some of the

above issues. Much of this information is from the Social Planning Committee's
Needs Assessment Report, published by the United Way of Portland in May, 1982.

The Greater Portland Community identified five areas of concern: Adolescent
Pregnancy. Domestic Violence (spouse abuse, child abuse and neglect, and sexual
abuse( Housing. Substance Abuse, and Idle Youth (youth unemployment and juve-
nile delinquency r

In the area of adolescent pregnancy, the following information may be of interest
to you. From 1975-77, there was a 16% increase in adolescent pregnancies. A 1980
survey by Maine Family Planning showed that only seven percent of all clients
under 20 were seeking to become pregnant. One in ten teenagers between the ages
of 15 and 19 become pregnant each year, and, in 1979, one of seven births was to a
teenager Out-of-wedlock births increased 24 percent from 1975-1979. Over 95 per-
cent of the teenagers who give birth choose to keep their babies, leading to the phe-
nomenon of "children raising children"

The risk of maternal death is 60% greater in young teens, and their babies are
two to three times more likely to die in their first ye_ar. Seven and a half percent of
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the babies born to teenage mothers, seventeen and younger, suffer from low birth-
weight, the cause of the greatest number of deaths in the first year of life and a

r contributing cause of disability in children.
ty percent of teens who have their first child at 17 or younger never finish

high school. !n 1980, 48% of Maine's AFDC payments went to single parents who
are. or were at one time, teenage mothers.

There is usually no financial assistance available to a pregnant teenager until the
baby is born. Lack of such assistance can cause difficulty in meeting the medical,
nutritional and, sometimes, the housing needs of a pregnant teenager. There are
few services available to teenage mothers. One such , the Portland YWCA's
Teen Parent Resource Center, serves 20-25 clients and as a waiting list of at least
that many.

Domestic violence cuts across all socio-economic lives and is found in both urban
and rural areas. It is also cyclical in that many abusers were themselves abused as
children. Portland's Family Crisis Shelter reports that 64 percent of spouse abusers
were abused as children. Community Counseling Center's Sexual Abuse Treatment
Program has found that half of the sexual-abuse perpetrators were victims of sexual
abuse. In addition. studies indicate that four out of five convicts were abused as chil-
dren

The reports of child maltreatment to Maine's Department of Human Services in-
creased 166 percent from 1976-80. and the actual occurrence of abuse and nw,lest is
believed to be three to four times greater than reported. In Cumberland County,
Maine's most populous county, reports of physical abuse increased 353 percent from
1975-1980

Approximately five percent of child-protection referrals to the Department of
Human Services involve sexual abuse. The number of reported cases of sexual abuse
jumped by 42.3 percent from 1979 to 1980. It is estimated that only one in five cases
of sexual abuse is actually reported. Ninety-nine percent of the offenders are male,
and the highest percentage of perpetrators are natural fathers.

There is no accurate statistical information available on spouse abuse, but is is
estimated that there are 48,000 incidents a year. The Cumberland Domestic
Violence Hotline calls increased 41 percent from 1980 to 1981

The supply of low-income housing is not adequate to meet the demand. There is a
two-year waiting list for decent, affordable housing for families with children. Many
landlords still discriminate against children, in spite of a recently-passed law forbid-
ding such discrimination. More housing is built for the elderly than for families, be-
cause such housing is less risky for developers and easier for town officials and
abuttors to accept.

In rural areas. there are fewer housing units available, and a higher percentage
of the units are in need of repair. Federal repair funds are allocated to metropolitan
areas or to target areas in specific towns, ignoring the very real need of such funds
for rural areas. Portland has developed a loan pool with local banks for housing re-
habilitation. This pool consists of half Federal Community Development funds and
half private bank funds, Cumberland County and some outlying towns have estab-
lished a Rural Rehabilitation Program with Community Development funds

There is an increasing number of homeless people, particularly in the cities.
Many of these people lost their homes when they lost their jobs. They come to the
cities searching for jobs and shelter, neither of which is available. Portland has just
formed a Task Force to consider the means of providing shelter to these people
before winter

Welfare applicants for the month of June in Portland increased 53 perceat over
last June. Parents are beginning to turn their children over to the custody of the
State. because they can no longer afford to feed, clothe and shelter them.

Substance abuse is a serious problem in Maine. In 1980, it was estimated that the
cost of alcohol and drug abuse in Maine exceeded $210 million annually. Substance
abuse is a factor in ro ) percent of all highway fatalities. 62 percent of child abuse
cases. 21) percent of all hospital admissions, 40 percent of all divorces and *10 percent
of all criminal justice convictions

There are an estimated 90,000 substance abusers in Maine 60,000 problem drink-
ers or alcoholics and 30,000 drug abusers or addicts. In 19S0 -1981, it was estimated
that three percent of adolescents and eight percent of adults suffer from alcoholism
Iii 197n. cirrhosis of the liver was the tenth leading cause of death in Maine

The rate of alcohol use among adolescents is increasing, and such use is being
rioted at an earlier age The State is promoting chemical -free graduation parties,
and the number of schools and communities hosting such parties increases each
',ear Fur t he first time, no graduating seniors this year died as a result of an acci-
dent invtil% mg alcohol About half the schools in Maine now have school-community
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educational programs involving teachers, administrators, parents, students and
members of the community.

Another issue of concern in Maine is unemployment, particularly among youth.
Maine's unemployment rate is about ten percent. The youth unemployment rate is
about 23 percent. From 1976 to 1979, the youth unemployment rate averaged 13.4
percent more than the national youth unemployment rate. From 1970-81, the popu-
lation of youth in Cumberland County aged 16-19 increased by 16.9 percent, while
the number of unemployed increased by 279.7 percent.

Unemployment among youth from poor families is more than twice as high as un-
employment among all youth. Between 1970 and 1979, the percentage of the popula-
tion living below the poverty level in Cumberland County increased 30 percent. The
number of children under 18 living in poverty increased 48 percent during that
same period. The unemployment rate for female youth is even higher than that for
all youth.

I was asked to discuss the Juvenile Justice Advisory Group which I chair, and its
activities, as well as juvenile delinquency. Each state which chooses to participate in
the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act, must have a State Advisory
Group, the members of which are appointed by the Governor for their experience
and expertise in juvenile justice. The responsibilites of the JJAG include developing
and implementing the State Comprehensive Juvenile Justice Plan, advising the
Governor and the Legislature on juvenile justice issues, awarding juvenile justice
funds to carry out the plan, and complying with the mandates of the Act.

Maine is in full compliance with the mandates to deinstitutionalize status offend-
ers and to separate juveniles from adults in adult facilities, and it has developed a
plan to remove juveniles from jails. The JJAG is also involved in several cooperative
efforts with various State departments and community organizations. These efforts
include the development of a Statewide Prevention Plan, an evaluation of existing
group homes and emergency shelters and the joint development and funding of
projects. The Federal money is largely used as seed money, with the State and local
communities continuing many of the pro It is also used for pilot projects, such
as a community -based diagnostic evaluation project and primary prevention
graosjedects. Decisions about funding projects are made by citizens (JJAG members)

on State and local priorities.
The JJAG is currently funding two primary prevention projects. The first is locat-

ed in three schools in Washinton County, which is Maine's poorest county. One
school is expanding the Bridge Builders project and assuming the costa for a peer
counseling team. The second school is working with its school board to include
project costs in the school budget. The third school is working with the community
to establish a youth center. In addition, the project sponsors an annual Washington
Cour), Teen Conference and is developing an experimental media skills instruction
program. In one school, the number of students being retained in the eighth grade
the focus of the project) dropped from eight to two. Court Intake records indicate

that the number of arrests in the three communities is declining.
Projects, Inc., involves thirty youth at a time in community-service work to low.

income elderly and other needy individuals and groups. In the first seven months of
the project, r.14 youth were involved, half of them working with low-income elderly.
The project is also working with three public schools to help them develop and im-
plement their own community-services programs and with Rockland to involve
youth in city improvements.

Unfortunately, the evaluations of the above two projects, as well as two others
previously funded by the JJAG, will not be completed due to the fact that the Ad-
ministrator of the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention does not
believe the Office should be involved in prevention.

The JJAG has also funded two Homebuilders Projects with the Department of
Mental Health and Mental Retardation. These projects provide crisis intervention
teams to work with families which have a child in danger of being removed from
the family Out-of-home placement of the child has been avoided in over 85 percent
of the crises

The JJAG's Jail Monitoring Committee, which consists of representatives of the
Departments of Corrections, Human Services, Public Safety, Mental Health and
Education, the Sheriff's Association; the Association of Chiefs of Police; County
Commissioners. the Judiciary; the University of Maine; community-based organiza-
tions, and JJAG members, has developed a plan to remove juveniles from adult
jails Legislation will be proposed and alternatives developed so that the 2000 juve-
niles currently detained in county jails can be more appropriately placed.

The number of juveniles arrested in Maine is declining. In 1981, 11,422 juveniles
were arrested In 1982, the number dropped to 9.745 Juveniles accounted for almost
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25 percent of all those arrested. There were 117 juveniles arrested for violent crimes
(murder, rape, aggravated assault and robberyi. Juveniles accounted for 42.9 percent
of arrests for inaex crimes (violent crimes defined above, plus burglary, larceny,
motor vehicle theft and arson) but only comprise 28.8 percent of the State's psla-
tion under 18. Maine's problem is the property offm., not the violent dnder.

These problems must be viewed within the context of the fact that Maine is a
rural state. Maine is New England's largest state, with a coastline of 3500 miles. Its
population is slightly over one million and is 98.7 percent white. Portland is Maine's
largest city, with a population of 60,000. Because of its large area, many .ommuni-
ties and families are isolated. There are tremendous difficulties in both the delivery
of and accessibility to services. Lack of transportation is a real barrier, since there
is little or no public transportation. Since most services are centered in urban areas,
the nearest service is often many miles or several hours awayin good weather!
Many federal programs do not take distances and lack of transportation into ac-
count. Surplus food programs, for example, are net much help if individuals have no
way to reach the distribution centers.

Many federal programs allocate funds on the basis of population or to metropoli-
tan areas. Rural states often suffer on both accounts, particularly if "metropolitan"
is not broadly defined.

In addition to Maine's being a rural state, it is also e poor state. When the cost-of-
living is factored into the per-capita income, Maine is one of the poorest states in
the country. The Task Force is extremely concerned about poverty and its effects on
children, youth and families.

A recent study, Children's Deaths in Maine, Final Report 1976-1980, published by
the Maine Department of Human Services in April, 1983, found that poor children
die at a rate three times greater than non-poor children. The major causes of death
are, in order, disease-related grouping, accidents, homicide and suicide. Maine's
overall children's death rate is significantly lower than the U.S. rate (92.5 vs 110.4/
1()0,(X10 r.

Maine death rates for low-income children were found to be substantially higher
than the corresponding rates for other children for all causes except suicide and for
all ages. The differences in death rates were found to be statistically significant fat
the 0.001 level) for all age groups and all causes except homicide and suicide. The
small number of deaths (under 101 in the low-income or the other populations from
these two causes precluded the calculation of death rates for use in test of statistical
significance."

The following charts are based on 1,038 children, aged S days to 17 years.
Causes of death: Rata*

All causes 3.1 to 1
Alt accidents. 2.6 W 1

Motor vechicle 2.2 to 1
4.9 W 1

Drowning 4.0 to 1
Other accidents,. , 1.S to 1

Suicide... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .., ... ..... . 11.0 to 1.6
Homicide 15.0 to 1
Disease-related causes .

'3.5 to 1
Congenital anomalies .. 3.7 to 1
Perinatal conditions... 2 3 to 1
Other disease related. 3 6 to 1

Age groups
s d.iys to 4 years... '2.9 to 1
5 to 14 years._ 3.2 to 1
15 to 1i years 3.0 to 1

' Kati included for rilugruttvr ps,:rpttic unly

The 'low-income' children's population was defined as those Maine children and
their families who receive services from the Department's income security (AFDC
and Food stamps and Medicaid Programs.-

The Task Force urges the Select Committee to carefully examine the impact of
i)overty on children. youth and families.

Chairman MILLER. It is my understanding that Jean Adnopoz is
now here. Please come forward, so that you can testify before we
start the questioning. Ms. Adnopoz is the Executive Director of the
Coordinating Committee for Children in Crisis and a research asso-
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date at Yale Child Study Center. Welcome to the committee. Your
statement will be put in the record, in its entirety. An effort to
summarize it will be appreciated.

STATEMENT OF JEAN ADNOPOZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE
COORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN IN CRISIS; RE-
SEARCH ASSOCIATE, YALE CHILD STUDY CENTER

Ms. ADNOPOZ. Thank you very much. I am pleased to be here. I
am Jean Adnopoz of Hamden, Conn. I am the executive director of
the Coordinating Committee for Children in Crisis, and a research
associate at the Yale Child Study Center. My agency makes avail-
able a range of supportive services for abusive, neglected, and at-
risk families within the 20 towns of south central Connecticut. Its
goal is to maintain children within their own homes whenever pos-
sible. Clients are referred to us by public and private agencies
when intrafamilial or environmental stressors have jeopardized the
parent's ability to meet the developmental, psychological, and cog-
nitive needs of their children.

The agency has provided service since 1977. During the past sev-
eral years we have noticed that the demand for our services has
increased, but contrary to much that has been reported in the
media, we have not witnessed a marked increase is serious physical
abuse; rather we have noticed increased referrals of families who
are so severely stressed by environmental factors that they cannot
provide adequate care for their children. These families are almost
exclusively poor, and dependent upon public assistance, primarily
AFDC; many of these families had been able to participate in the
work force prior to the implementation of the policies of the cur-
rent administration.

Today it is more advantageous to some families to be on welfare
rather than to work. A family of three on AFDC receives $400 a
menth, plus medicaid, food stamps, and energy assistance, all
income supplements. A family which earns $400 a month loses all
benefits. As a result we are seeing a number of families who have
had to give up work, suffered damaged self-esteem and feelings of
inadequacy as a result, and come to agencies such as ours to learn
how they can continue to provide health care, food, clothing, and
decent housing for their children. Unfortunately, some families
have been so distressed by their deteriorating economic status that
they have failed to claim available entitlements and, as a result,
have denied their children care.

Homelessness is the major problem facing families whose prob-
lems are environmental. Many families cannot afford to pay
market rents, which have increased at a rate that has not been
matched by housing assistance such as section 8; rent security
money is no longer available, and section 8 funding in general has
been severely curtailed.

In the late seventies we were able to assist families to make ar-
rangements for rental sharing, thereby reducing the individual
family's rent cost and developing some form of family support.
Today this idea is no longer feasible, new regulations now mandate
that redetermination of food stamp eligibility be related to rent re-
ceipts and utility expenses; any reduction in the cost of rent and
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utilities reduces the size of the clients' food stamp allocation. Even
if the family chooses to move to a smaller apartment to save
money, the net result will be to reduce the family's ability to pro-
vide other basic necessities for its children.

Other policy changes which have driven parents from the work
force include the elimination of the allowances for job-related uni-
forms and for transportation costs to and from work. In addition,
reduction of available low-cost day care programs as well as the
loss of subsidies for such care has had a severe impact on families
trying to be self- sufficient. For some children inadequate day care
which fails to offer stimulation has been the result too often.

Living in public housing units in itself has caused stress for fami-
lies; maintenance has deteriorated and unsafe and unhealthy con-
ditions have become common, as Federal urban housing develop-
ment dollars have been severely curtailed. Lead poisoning and pica
are often the direct results of falling plaster and crumbling walls.

Reduced energy assistance programs can be counted upon to
bring a rash of referrals in October and November as the weather
changes and families become frustrated by the lack of heat and the
inability to warm children coming home with colds and other ill-
nesses.

Some families request placement of their children when they
were unable to find adequate housing or maintain the utility serv-
ice. Our agency will do everything we can to help these faimilies
remain together and solve their problems in order to prevent the
further trauma of separation from their children.

Every day our client population reminds us that this Country
has been turning back the clock, setting aside its hard-earned
knowledge of children and families, of child development, of health
and mental health. At this time we fear that the long-range effects
of public inattention to children for care, protection, and nurture
will plague us for generations.

I would like to turn for a moment to some of the intrafamilial
problems which come to our attention. In some instances children
are learning patterns of response which are violent and assaultive,
or are being seriously damaged in their own homes as victims of
physical or sexual abuse. In other instances families are rejecting
of, and unresponsive to their children; we have noted an increase
in adolescents requesting out-of-home placement with the approval
of the parent. Battered women's shelters are serving hundreds of
children who. if not attacked themselves, have been taught that ag-
gression is an appropriate means of conflict resolution.

Because we know that parenting is a learned skill, our agency
believes that we must find noncoercive and nonstigmatized ways to
make information and support available. Schools, health, mental
health, and child welfare programs for families in order to break
generational cycles of poor parenting should be asked to collabo-
rate in a major effort to educate the young so that they can become
nurturing, caring parents and break the cycle of abuse and neglect
which will surely perpetrate itself if we do not attempt to change
its course. The families that we see are not serious abusers of chil-
dren. Rather. many present as depressed and unable to change. In
some families we find a pervasive sense of hopelessness and de-
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spair. As a society, I believe we have a responsibility to help these
families find a brighter, more productive future.

I have with me an article that appeared in yesterday's New
Haven Register and which speaks to the direct result that poverty
has on a family's ability to raise its young. I hope you will find it
helpful. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Jean Adnopoz follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEAN ADNOPOZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COORDINATING Com-
MITTEL FOR CHILDREN IN CRISIS; RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, YALE CHILD STUDY CENTER

I am Jean Adnopoz of Hamden, Connecticut. I am the Executive Director of the
Coordinating Committee for Children in Crisis, and a Research Associate ofthe Yale
Child Study Center. My agency makes available a range of supportive services for
abusive, neglecting and at risk families within the twenty towns of South Central
Connecticut. The agency believes that children are best served if they can be main-
tained within their own homes. Clients are referred to us by public and private
agencies when intra-familial or environmental stressors have jeopardized the par-
ent's ability to meet the developmental, psychological and cognitive needs of their
children.

The Agency has provided service since 1977. During the past several years we
have noticed that the demand for our services has increased, but contrary to much
that has been reported in the media, we have not witnessed a marked increase in
serious physical abuse; rather we have received referrals of families who are so se-
verely stressed by environmental factors that they cannot provide adequate care for
their children. These families are now almost exclusively poor, and dependent upon
public assistance, primarily AFDC, although many families had been able to partici-
pate in the work force prior to the policies of the current Administration.

Today it is more advantageous to families to be on welfare than to work. A family
of three on AFDC receives $400 a month, plus Medicaid, food stamps and
assistance. all income supplements. A family which earns, $400 a month loses
benefits. We are seeing a number of families who have had to give up work, suffered
damaged self esteem and feelings of inadequacy as a result and come to agencies
such as ours to learn how they can continue to provide health care, food, clothing
and decent housing for their children. Some families have been so distressed by
their fall to dependent status, that they have failed to claim their entitlements and
as a result, their children have not received care.

Homelessness is the major problem facing families whose problems are environ-
mental. Families cannot afford to pay market rents, which have increased at a rate
that has not been marked by housing assistance, such as Section Eight, rent securi-
ty money is no longer available from the State Human Resource Agency, and Sec-
tion Eight funding in general has been severely curtailed.

In the late seventies we were able to assist families in making arrangements to
share rental, thereby reducing the individual rent cost and developing some family
support today this idea is no longer feasible as new regulations mandate that re-
determination of food stamp eligibility be related to rent receipts and utility ex-
penses; any change downwards reduces the clients' food stamp allotment. Even if
the family chooses to move to a smaller apartment to save money, the net result
will be to reduce the family's ability to provide for its children.

Other policy changes which have driven parents from the work force include the
elimination of the allowance for job-related uniforms and the allowance for trans-
portation costs to and from work. Certainly the reduction in available low cost day
care, and the loss of subsidies for such care has had a severe impact on families
which are particularly self-sufficient For some children inadequate care which fails
to offer stimulation has been the result.

Living in public housing units in itself has caused stress for families; maintenance
has deteriorated and unsafe and unhealthy conditions have become common, as fed-
eral Urban Housing Development dollars have been severely curtailed. Lead poison-
ing and pica are often the direct results of falling plaster and crumbling walls.

Reduced energy assistance programs translate for us into a rash of referrals in
October and November when it suddenly gets cold and families have no heat, chil-
dren begin to get sick and families become frustrated and desperate.

Some families have requested placement of their children because they were
unable to find adequate housing or maintain the utility service. We will do every-
thing we can to prevent the further trauma of separation for these children
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Everyday our client population reminds us that we have been turning back the
clack, setting aside our hard-earned knowledge of children and families, of child de-
velopment and our intuited sense that the long range effects of public inattention to
children's need for care. protection and nurture will plague us for generations.

We must begin to think not only in terms of guaranteeing each child the basic
necessities of life, but also of helping to prevent some of the intra-familial problems
which come to our attention.

Too many children are learning patterns of response which are violent and as-
saultive, or are being seriously damaged in their own homes as victims of child
sexual abuse, particularly in incestuous relationships. Families can be rejecting of
and unresponsive to their children; for example a regional DCYS office with which I
consult has recently reported a significant increase in adolescents requesting out of
home placement. Battered women's shelters are serving hundreds of children who
if not attacked themselves, have been taught that aggression is an appropriate
means of conflict resolution. Because we know that parenting is a learned skill, we
must find non-coercive. tired ways to make information and support
available. Schools, health.mental health and child welfare programs should collabo-
rate in a major effort to educate the young so that they can become nurturing,
caring parents and break the cycle of abuse and neglect which will surely perpet-
uate itself if we do not attempt to change its course.

SUMMARY

The Coordinating Committee for Children in Crises has experienced an increase
in referrals of families who are in distress because of problems resulting from
changes in housing, entitlements and income supplement programs. These families
are not serious abusers of children, rather they present as depressed and unable to
cope; they exhibit a pervasive sense of hopelessness and despair.

Approximately one third of the Agency's case load is composed of families who
are experiencing severe intra-familial problems, including incest and child sexual
abuse, as well as loss of control resulting in physical battering. In addition to a
range of needed interventions, human service systems need to consider prevention
programs which can help break these learned patterns of parental response.

/From the New Hawn Reguoteri

'rpm Cur's PCKIIU A GRIM PICTURE

t By Dick Con rad

New Haven is the seventh-poorest major city in the country.
Nearly one of every four city residents lives in poverty.
Poverty is more common here than in Boston or Detroit or New York City or

Philadelphia. In New England, only Hartford has a higher percentage of poor
people, according to a 1979 Census Bureau study.

New Haven is a city of contrasts. One of every four New Haven families earns
tri; than $7,:i00 a year. but the same number of families earn more than $24,000.
The deteriorating housing and vacant lots on Winchester Avenue are only a few
hundred yards downhill from some of New Haven's most expensive homes on Pros-
tied Hill
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Income levels have risen In 10 years but remain proportionate.

New Haven does not have a monopoly on poverty in its region, There are 27,976
poor people in the 27 towns surrounding New Haven, more than the 27,021 in the
city itself.

It is the concentration of poverty in New Haven that places heavy burdens on the
city's schools, police, health facilities and social service agencies.

Census figures show that the number of poor people in New Haven grew by 4,200
between 1969 and 1979, even as the city's population dropped by 21,000.

Census data also show that:
One of every three New Haven children lives in poverty.
Forty-two percent of Hispanics living in New Haven are poor, compared with 23

percent of blacks and 17 percent of whites.
Poverty is increasingly becoming a female burden. Nearly three ofevery four poor

families in 1979 were headed by females, compared with 55 percent in 1969.
One of every four people under 55 is poor, compared with one of every seven per-

sons older than 55.
The poor live in every city neighborhood. Five percent of the families in Westville

and Morris Cove are poor, even though family income in those neighborhoods aver-
ages $24,000 a year Nine percent of the families in Fair Haven Heights are poor.
and 10 percent of families in the East Rock area.

The poorest neighborhoods are the Hill and the area northeast of Wooster Square,
the latter dominated by the Farnam Courts housing project off Grand Avenue.
Thirty-eight percent of families in the Hill are poor, and a staggering 48 percent of
families northeast of Wooster Square. Median family income in the latter a+,-
$6,604,

Perhaps the largest single contributor to poverty here is the flight of manufactur-
ing jobs from the northeast, which began in the 1950s.
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In the late 19th century and first half of the 20th century, low-skilled people were
attracted here "because entry-level manufacturing jobs provided some avenue of
mobility to higher-paying job, said Mary Lou Skerritt of the City Plan

World War II boosted mans ff employ:meet, In New Meek by 1947,
half of the city's workers were in its 35,065 manufacturing jobs.

But plants became obsolete, thine was no roam to rebuild in the city. Menu-
facturens could move to the South or Midwest, pay lower wages and taxes and be
closer to raw materials.

Manufacturing employment in New Haven fell to 27,240 in 1960, 20,900 in 1970
and 12,700 by 1979. Today, only about 14 percent of city kibs are in the manufactur-
ing sector.

'The city has become less hospitable to penile with low-level skills," said %mitt.
Companies that once employed beginning workers "are looking for pexple who al-
ready have ail's."

Skerritt said the poor cannot find the jobs that would enable them to move to
better areas.

"Earlier groups moved upward and could get out," said Skerritt. "Now, because of
the shrinking job market, there's no place to move up tin employment). With the
cost of housing in the suburbs, many 'people can't afford to leave the city. And you
can't deny the fact of racial prejudice.

The number of poor people here continues to grow. "I don't think it is migration
as much as people staying and having families," said Merritt.

The city's black population; El percent of which is poor, increased from 9,600 in
1950 to 40,000 in 1980. There were few Iliapanies in New Haven or to 1950, but
that segment has doubled in the last 10 years to 10, some sal there
are more than 15,000 here.

City Chief Administrator Officer David L. Warren said New Haven almost has
been a victim of its bwri generosity.

"New Haven has tried to cut a better deal for people of limited education and
income," he said.

"We rank 30th in the nation in subsidized housing. One of five persons in New
Haven lives in a subsidized unit. One-third of the city budget goes to education, and
one in 10 city dollars goes to human resources."

New Haven, he said, "has not been a town hostile to poor people." But he said the
city will have to decide "at what point it will not expand the resources that attract
or retain poor people. I don't propose we are at that point yet."

In April. Mayor Biagio DiLieto appointed a Special Commission on Poverty to
study poverty in New Haven and make recommendations.

Nearing the end of its work, the commission is frustrated.
The commission cannot solve the problem of poverty in New Haven," said Chair-

man Douglas Rae
"Even if we had the whole power of the city and the whole power of the state, we

couldn't totally prevent the economic events which affect our population. Without
thyme pt werr4. our aims must be modest

4'1,7 u H4
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Chairman MILLER. Let me address a question or two to Ms. Ad-
nopoz and Mrs. Carlisle. Both of you have talked about families
that are trying to have their children placed outside the home, or
these moves are generated by adolescents that are seeking to be
placed with their parents' permission out of their home. I assume
economic concerns that the family has, and whether or not the
basic necessities for those children are available are factors. Could
you elaborate on these points? And others of the panel, if you have
information relating to this, I think it would be very helpful.

This is a somewhat different case where an agency asks for the
removal of children because of various conditions that exist. In this
instance you are talking about people, if I understand what you are
saying, coming forward and suggesting that their children would be
better off, not necessarily because of abusive situations, but be-
cause of their inability to simply hold this family together.

Ms. ADNOVOZ. That is right. We do see some cases in which the
family is so strained and overwhelmed by what is happening and
feeling so unable to provide for its members that it finds few op-
tions left. Parents then say to the State, I cannot , my
kids and place them. Hopefully I will get it together, wi e able to
find a place to live and can bring everyone back together.

To see a family separated because adequate housing is not avail-
able or the family does not qualify for assistance is particularly dis-
tressing.

The reasons adolescents ask for out of home placement vary.
They are not simply economic; much has to do with the relation-
ship between the child and the family. As a panelist has men-
tioned, children have been running away from home for a long
time.

Chairman MILLER. Mrs. Carlisle.
Mrs. CARLISLE. The families who are voluntarily giving up their

children to the State are doing so for strictly economic reasons.
They simply do not have the money to feed them, to clothe them.
or to provide medical care for them. In some cases, they have diffi-
culty finding a place to live. In spite of a law that was passed by
the legislature last session prohibiting discrimination against fami
lies with children in rental housing, landlords are still doing it.
You still see advertisements in the paper saying "no children al-
lowed" or "adults only.' In order to shelter their children, some-
times the only option families have is to give them up.

Another thing we are finding is that it is sometimes one or two
children in a family, usually an adolescent. In these cases it is not
necessarily because the adolescent is the more difficult one with
whom to five, though I do have to admit to times when I would be
willing to send my three teenagers out to anyone who would take
them, but rather because they are older and parents believe, Per-
haps, more capable of surviving on their own. It is similar to the
last century when children used to be sent to the mills in Massa-
chusetts to work when they were 12 or 13. Some of these adolescent
children are teenage mothers and the family simply cannot afford
a baby in the house. The mother and the baby are then going to
agencies and being placed in a foster home. They are both still chit.
drf'n, and they find a foster home licensed to take care of two chil-
dren
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Chairman MILLER. That is a pretty grim picture.
Mrs. CARLISLE. It is.
Chairman MILLER. The other thread that runs through the testi-

mony on this panel is poverty. For low-income families, the already
existing stresses seem to start to magnify because of poverty re-
lated problems. For example, Ms. Goldman tells us of the large
number of people that come to the East Harlem Project who simply
have not eaten prior to coming in for their allotment. What might
have been a family problem with adolescent acting out becomes
also a problem of a hungry teenager in that household. I think it is
somethirg that this committee has to focus on. There appears to be
a division taking place in this country with respect to family stress.
Ms. Carlisle makes the same point, citing the report of the Econom-
ic Opportunities Commission, which points out that poverty is ac-
celerating, especially for female-headed households, and their abili-
ty to cope is eroding

Congressman
Mr. FISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, research. Both Ms. Best and Ms. Carlisle talked about the

need for research, and are there anyI will confess I was hopeful
when I saw the Yale Child Study Center that you would be the re-
search source, but I gather that you are an operational unit, just
like the others.

Who is doing the research now? Aren't the Ford Foundation and
the Carnegie Foundation involved today?

Is there any, whether it is publicly funded or privately funded,
institute or university or foundation that your groups look to? Any-
body can reply.

Ms. IloirroNT. I can specifically address that question as it relates
to Project New Pride under the Office of Juvenile Justice Delin-
quency Prevention, that Juvenile Resource Center in Camden, New
Jersey is part of.

The Higher Pacific Institute and Research Evaluators in Lafay-
ette, California, has compiled the data addressing the success of
Project New Pride under OJJDP.

The preliminary reports that were published ;n 1981 and 1982
are available. The final report documenting the successes of Project
New Pride has not been published.

That information should be available in 1983, 1984, but Pryor is
the research component that evaluates specifically Proicct New
Pride, MI

Mr. FISH, Is OJJDP part of the Department of Justice"
Ms. Fle)wroN, Yes; it is.
Mr Ftstt. Did they explain so you, Mrs. Carlisle, when they s.ed

;hat they weren't going to fund your prevention efforts. why the
Congress called the act the' Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pre
vention Act?

Mrs. CARLA:41,F. I asked that question and pointed out that it was
half the title of the act and that it was mentioned over 7 tiows trt
the lxidy of the act was informed that the Office of Juvenile vlus
Lice should be more like the Department of Justice; that its main
purpose was to protect society; that its duty was to apprehend,
prosecute. and punish juveniles; that rehabilitetion does not work,
that the juvenile justice system has been a totel failure., that Kt
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mary delinquency prevention, which is what we are talking about
here, is not a function of the Office of Juvenile Justice, but should
be done by the other Federal and State departments; and that it
was impossible to do anyway; and it didn't make any sense; and Ju-
venile Justice didn't have enough money to do that.

Instead, it is going to concentrate on serious offenders.
Mr. FISH. Are we going to get a copy of what you just said, be-

cause the former testimony didn't track what you said.
Mrs. CARLISLE. I am going to send you a complete copy of the tes-

timony.
Ms. KELLY Perhaps I can tell you about a study being done by

the Children's Defense Fund and the Association of Junior Leagues
called Child Watch, which is documenting the budget cuts across
the country. There are different groups really taking care of it in
each State.

The findings of the various Child Watch projects will be coming
out shortly. They have done their first one or two rc..1;nds of inter-
views, but they are really trying to assess where th budget cuts
have hit.

Ms. Brun. Congressman Fish, I don't think it is so much that we
believe that more research needs to be conducted, and particularly
that targeted quantitative analysis of problems.

We have done it time and time again. Academic institutions have
been studying social questions for years and years.

That is the American way. The problem is that we have no poli-
cies governing our care and concern for children. We have agencies
and communities and Government agencies, public and private to-
gether, usually not together, wanting to help and taking a look at
the question, but not getting any kind of general assistance from
the Government that says that this way, which we have tested lon-
gitudinally, that is, we have tracked a bunch of kids from kinder-
garten to 12th grade, we have a control group.

We understand that these kinds of curricula in the classroom
make a difference in the behaviors of that child, knowing, of
course, there are lots of environmental variabilities that you can't
control for and over time things within our society do change, but
we can consider those as well if we care to.

The problem is that there are, once again, no policies that cross
our Nation through its institutions that presents a public attitude
toward the protection and defense of the welfare of children, and so
our fiscal austerity that fluctuates from administration to adminis-
tration, and our outcry against increases in taxation takes prece-
dence over any kind of common denominator of concern for people.

That is what is constantly disturbing to those who find that the
money flows for one administration, stops another, and that a new
program model must be designed under a discretionary pot of
money from some Federal department that decides all of a sudden
it has got some extra dollars to throw around.

The work of Dr. Albert J. Solnit, past Director of the Yale Child
Study Center, underscores the need of children to be raised in a
consistent manner by a psychological parent to whom the child can
relate for all of his or her developing years. We should acknowl-
edge that children need to be cared for, protected, and loved. The
provision of such care may help to prevent juvenile delinquency
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but it will also help prevent a whole range of other issues and
problems that face children.

So to me pr mention means a commitment on the part of this
country to providing support services for families in a voluntary
manner, so that they can do the best job they can for the children
who live within their own homes. It means assistance and public
support so that families are insured basic necessities. Once we are
able to do that, to make that a primary commitment of ths coun-
try, we hope to see children who experience fewer difficulties and
are less likely to enter the criminal justice system.

Mr. FISH. Thank you. This is addressed to Ms. Horton.
You stated in your prepared testimony a large percentage of con-

victed youth are best and most inexpensively served by community-
based units of the juvenile justice system, and then we talk about
Juvenile Resource Center, Inc.

How are youth referred to you?
Ms. HORTON. We receive youth through Juvenile Justice, through

judges, probation officers. As I stated earlier, sending districts,
school district child study teams frequently will evaluate a youth
in the State of New Jersey, with a school psychologist, a school
social worker, and a learning disability teacher consultant and will
make the referral to the center.

So. basically, we get children from school systems and also
judges, probation officers. We have also received referrals from Di-
vision of Youth and Family Services.

Mr. FISH. So it is not a prerequisite that the person has been in-
carcerated?

Ms. HoRTON. That is correct.
Mr. FISH. How many are?
Ms. HotyroN. Out of a population at two centers. we would have

approximately in a given year less than a 100about 50 percent of
our youth may have been previously incarcerated.

Mr. FISH. On the question of the expense, you say more inexpen-
sively served by community-based units. Can you compare the cost
of your program to the cost of institutionalization?

Ms. HORTON. Most definitely, without a doubt. In the State of
New Jersey, to incarcerate a youth we are talking about approxi-
mately $23.000 for 1 yeer.

That community-based program with Juvenile Center Services,
we are talking about providing adequate comprehensive education-
al and counseling services for a 1-year period of time for less than
$6.000.

Mr. FISH, Would you give my best to my cousin and your Gover.
nor, please?

Ms. HORTON If I see the Governor. I will do that
Chairman Mil.) loll Mrs. Boggs.
Mrs. BocGs Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is fortunate that I am

limited in time. because I am just dying to ask every :me of you all
sorts of questions and to thank all of you most sincerely, not only
for your testimony today, but for what it represents and the
amount of work and study and research that you have extended for
so many years

Ms Best. of course, we should add the continuity of study to the
continuity of care and continuity of funding
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It is essential to both of the other areas. I keep hearing the
theme of homelessness and hopelessness. Because one of my duties
on Appropriations is HUD, I would like to address my questions es-
pecially to the homelessness aspect.

Mrs. Carlisle, I first became interested in the enormity of the
problem of domestic violence because of working with bag ladies,
with trying to provide a home for homeless and destitute women.

The moment the home in Washington, D.C. was opened, the
doors were pushed in by women who were also victims of domestic
violence, and so I feel very sad that even in rural Maine we are
finding the necessity of having homes for bag ladies. Thank heaven
you are taking the preventive measures of locating some places
before the severe winter sets in.

What can we do about the homeless?
What can the Federal programs in housing do to alleviate the

problems of homelessness?
Who would like to start off?
Mrs. CARLISLE. Housing is not one of my areas of expertise. How-

ever, I do have some information on it which we discovered when
the United Way of Greater Portland, through the Social Planning
Committee, did a needs assessment report, and one of the five
areas identified by the community was housing.

One of the reasons that housing is in such short supplyin fact,
there is a 2-year waiting list for decent, affordable housing in the
Portland area--is that there is much more housing built for the
elderly than there is for families and that happens because devel-
opers find it less risky in terms of a return on their investment
both in maintenance of the buildings and because it is more attrac-
tive to town officials and to abutters.

consequently, there appears to be a push to elderly housing, for-
getting about housing for the family. Now, I don't know enough
about housing to know if the Federal Government with its HUD
money, puts any restrictions on guidelines in terms of how much of
that money should go to family housing and how much to elderly
housing, or not, but that has been a real problem for us.

Mrs. BoGGs. They are separate programs with separate funding
and separate numbers of units.

Mrs. CARLISIA:. Or something to that effect-
Mrs. BoG Gs. They already are.
Mrs. CARLISLE. Well, somehow it is not working and I do not

know enough to tell you why not. The other problem is that in
rural areas there are fewer units available, they are in much great-
er need of repair and the rehabilitation housing money is targeted
to metropolitan areas

Maine s bigest city is 60,000 people. It has to be a very liberal
definition of metropolitan for us to even qualify.

Mrs. BoGGs. There are those of us who have tried to make sure
cities of less than 50,000 people are adequately protected under the
programs. but it doesn't always work.

Mrs. CARLISLE. One thing that Portland did was to develop a loan
pool with local banks for housing rehabilitation. This pool is com-
posed of half Federal community development funds and half pri-
vate banking funds, and they use that together to provide funds for
rehabilitation units
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Mrs. BOGGS. Ms. Goldman, do you have any suggestions about
homelessness?

I know that you have dealt with crises in so many situations
here in New York.

Ms. GOLDMAN. That is not my area of expertise, but I will say
that I think some of the statistics that have been citedfor exam-
ple, the fact that there are admittedly 17 percent of people in
public housing projects in New York City who are doubled up, 1.'7 per-
cent of the units have more than the family that is scheduled to be
living there actually living there.

The same thing is happening in the nonpublic housing with large
numbers of people having to double up because of the burnouts and
so on, and I think it goes back to the question that Congresswoman
Mikulski raised beforeI mean, there is something very off-base
about being able to pay $2,0® a month, which, frankly, you could
place those people in apartments on Columbus Avenue, Park
Avenue, or places where the neighbors might not be too happy, but
in terms of money, $2,000 a month is ridiculous.

The same families are allowed $218 maximumI even brought
with me a newspaperI just took a look at the daily news ads
trying to find someplace that got near to $218 a month.

Well, it was ridiculous. There is nothing advertised, even if it
doesn't say no kids and all that, that isn't at least $350.

I am not talking about terrific neighborhoods now. I am talking
about places where you would have to live.

So that people are taking other money to do this. The big ques-
tion issomebody mentioned before if you were spending another
few hours here and we could take you on a little ride up into the
Bronx or east New York or Brownsville, and guarantee that we
could get you back, you would see miles of really excellent, basical-
ly excellent housing just gouged out, just empty, tremendous build-
ings that if just some of that money that was talked about before,
that $7 million figure that you came to, was spent on rehabilitating
that housing. but instead of that you have this situationalso, I
just want to point out that in New York, for instanceeverybWy
comes here and says, well, the problem is so big you can't deal with
it

I am worried about the single individuals that you see and so on.
But here we are dealing with homeless families, and I gather the
same thing is true outside of New York City.

Of course. we deal with it in larger numbers, There just has to be
public funds. It is not going to be done by the private sector.

Mrs. BoGGs. One problem that was somewhat addressed, but not
really out on the table, was the percentage of Hispanic children
who are not enrolled in school that Ms. Kelley talked about, 80 per-
cent of the Hispanic children not enrolled in school.

I think this perhaps te-slches on a problem that we have not ad-
dressed. and that is the illegal aliens and the refugee families who
are in our midst. By any chance does the percentage of Hispanic
children not enrolled in schools have any bearing on that situa-
t ion?

Ms KFI.I.Y No: that is not where that figure came from. These
were Hispanic children primarily well, in Newark, but they were
legally there

9.1
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I think it is part of the cultural and the ethnic way of Hispanics
sometimes that we don't know how many of them there are. The
services aren't there to even really talk to them sometimes because
of the language barrier, but these were really children who should
have been in school and it was easier for the education system in
Newark not to have them in the school, so why go out and look for
trouble.

Mrs. BOC.IGS. With family, friends, and neighbors taking care of
each other, of course, that often includes refugee families, and ille-
gal alien families.

Ms. GOLDMAN. When the school lunch regulations were changedto insistthe requirement was made that the social security
number be listed on the application for free or reduced-price meals,
and it had a devastating effect in that particular community in
New York because even though legally you could say none if youdidn't have a social security number, hardly anybody was foolenough to do it who didn't want to have some problems.

So a large part of the number of children were withdrawn from
participating in the programs. It is things like that that happen,
either people don't realize it is about to happen or maybe they do
realize it and it is one way of cutting down on the program.

But it had a terrible effect here.
Chairman MILLER. Congresswoman Mikulski.
Ms. MIKULSKI. As usual, Mrs. Boggs has asked many of the ques-tions that were on my mind. Let me, first of all, thank the panel

for their excellent testimony.
What is also impressive is the number of people who have volun-teered their time through the Junior League and Congressman

McKernan's task force.
Mrs. Carlisle, I know that your governor is doing an outstanding

job chairing the National Governors' Conference on the problems
and concerns of children.

Mr. Chairman, the National Governors' Association has just put
out some booklets on the topic that I think would be wise for our
committee to get.

I have two questions. One for Ms. Goldman, and one for Ms.
Horton. Ms. Goldman, in your testimony you referred to something
called the churning campaign. Could you tell me what the churn-
ing campaign is?

It didn't sound so good to me.
Chairman MILI.ER. In most contexts, it is an illegal term to de-

scribe when you are churning something.
Ms. Gou. It is an illegal activity. Unfortunately, it is being

conducted by city government.
When we refer to churning, what we are talking about is as fol-

lows. Families who are participating in the welfare and food stamp
programs, as you know, have to constantly be either recertified, or
now with this devastating monthly retrospective reporting that the
new administration has put through, you have a lot of regulations
that you have to stay with.

What happens is that if somebody for some reasonI am talking
about eligible people now, OK, who get knocked off the program,
they get put out of the program temporarily for some reason, some-
body didn't put in a form, the family was burned out and moved,
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for example, and they didn't get some kind of a thing that they
were supposed to return, for a variety of reasons, whether it is
human error on the part of the client, human error on the part of
the people in the administration, computer error very often, which
just kicks somebody out, they do not receive their benefits.

These are not ineligible people, so the reason for the term
"churning" is that they then come back into the system a month
or 2 months later. However, two things have happened in the
meantime.

One is that the city has saved an estimated $7 million a month
in churning the people out, and second, the people have been made
miserable and have been made totally dependent upon the emer-
gency services that are provided voluntarily in their communities.

Ms. MIKULSKI. Is there a deliberate policy? The Harlem group de-
scribes it as the human resources churning campaign. A campaign
is a conceptual framework consciously arrived at and deliberately
implemented.

Is that it?
Ms. GOLDMAN. In my opinion, yes. I am not one of the people

that wrote that particular report, but I happen to believe that
strangely enoughlet me back up for a second to answer this. The
emphasis of the Federal Government on the food stamp program is
not to make sure that people have adequate food.

The emphasis is on fraud, waste, and abuse, on getting those out
who aren t eligible, on finding those people and on lowering your
error rate, and lowering your error rate in your State or in your
city, because if you don t lower it to a certain percentageI have
forgotten what it isby 1985, then the city is going to have to pay
the difference.

That mentality, the mentality of "get the cheats"we have 22
million people on food stamps. Don't tell me that they are cheating.

The point is that that kind of mentality is then translated to the
city officials, who are then also running around trying to make
sure that they are keeping people out rather than looking at this
system as a support system.

So in that sense, yes, I think it is deliberate, the fact that they do
not have the attitude that we are calling for, which is find a way of
giving economic security and support to the families, not worrying
about whether they are getting a nickel more or $2 extra in a
given moment.

So I think it is deliberate or they would have figured a way of
not doing it.

MS. MIKULSKI. It is not publicly stated as a municipal policy'?
Ms. GolAmtAN. Hardly.
Ms. Mixtl.sKi. Ms. Horton, your commentary that institutional-

ization of a juvenile is about $2:i,000. That is like putting them in a
hotel.

We could send that boy or girl to Oxford, Harvard, or Yale for
$23,00 a year

Ms. Iliiii.roN Promote that among your colleagues. That is fan-
tastic.

Ms. NIIKUU414.1 Your program seems to be working.
Ms. I !ORTON It is.
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Ms. MIKUISKI. You said in your - I" " that there is a feeling
that we do' not know what to do people. Could you tell
me why you think your I '*1'

Obviously, something is a at mars that is not happen-1).44 II
ing in some others, and I also wonder if it is because of these busi-
ness ventures that are a key component where kids learn country
things.

Ma Honors. Definitely. I would say that our businesses contrib-
ute at least employment for 45 to 50 of our daily enrollees. That
em II t does impact the lives of the youth.

a y, though, there are other factors. Our approach to
iroviding instruction and counseling to our enrollees is nontradi-
lonaL

Granted, every program may have a counseling component,
eery program may have an educational component. It is the dif-

usence in the nature of the that makes the difference.
When I say nontradi mean nontraditional in the sense

that we implement John Doer's philosoplat.learn by doing. The
community becomes a laboratory for the

We do not believe in what is frequently refired to as a took -by-
four education, that is, the two sides of a textbook and the four
walls of a classroom.

You are in the community daily learning metric systems, becom-
ing aware of what constitutes such a high prostitution and pimp
rate in Camden by having roving reporters.

This summer I have a summer component workingthe summer
proyam is not referred to as summer school. We call it a video ex-
penence.

Our youth who have been classified and turned down by the tra-
ditiaueal as incompetent are writing TV skits, are writing
shows.

We have a called mission em
We have a video component, and are ab le to see themselves.

program
Students go through a comprehensive prevocational skills pro-

gram, a comprehensive evaluation of their skills before they enter
the program is also in place, and finally, we work from the educa-
tional premise of what we call having an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to education.

What that means is nothing is learned in isolation. The content
area that is covered in math is also covered in literature, is also
covered in communications, is also covered in science.

So there are some key elements that makes our program work.
We also have data generated through Pryor that shows of all the
projects under Project New Pride for the past 3 years, the program

tests, and post tests that there is at least a 1.5 increase in
in Camden, N.J., came out No. 1 because we showed

levels of all of our program enrollees and at least a minimum of 0.
or 6 months increase in math levels.

So we do have that data.
Ms. MiKULSKI. That is terrific.
Mrs. CAR . May I add something to that? I think it is impor-

tant to recognize why some pro kds work and some do not, and it
was not mentioned by our mdest speaker here, and that is the
staff director of the program and his or her staff.
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They make all the difference in the world, and, obviously, the
reason this program works is because of her.

Ms. BEST. We were all saying that as the question was being
asked, but one last point on just that. We hear a lot these days
about education, and the salary of school teachers.

A lot of people would believe that the competency of the school
teachers may be correlated to the salary they receive. Whether or
not that is something you believe in, youth service practitioners
are paid less than any other career that requires MS.., Ph.D. de-
grees by and large at entry level.

My sister-in-law works for IBM, and they pay $1,000 a day to
consultants coming in to teach, yet we have children being cared
after by school teachers getting probably less than $25 a day for
their services.

Ms. HowroN. That is right.
Chairman Maim. Congressman Morrison.
Mr. Moaatt3oN. I wanted to just give a little bit of information in

response to Mrs. Carlisle's point about housing and housing for the
elderly having consumed, perhaps, a disproportionate share or at
least a large share of the housing assistance available.

The House of Representatives has just passed a housi authori-
zation bill called H.R. 1, in which that problem is to
some degree. A new housing assistance program has been originat-
ed in that bill, and if that bill becomes law, included in that assist-
ance program is a requirement that each State divide its housing
assistance in such a way under that new program for new construc-
tion that the family housing component be at least as large a pro-
portion of the funding used as the proportion of families in sub-
standard housing compared to those of the elderly.

That is something I personally fought for in that bill and I think
it is particularly important. If any of you have any relationship
with your Senators, urp them to move that housing bill because
our problem is that the Senate is not inclined to pass the bill.

If that is the case, we will continue to be on this year-to-year
funding in terms of housing programs, so there is something con-
crete that can be done on that particular problem.

Congresswoman Boggs points out to me, as well, that in that
housing bill we also restore the 25 percent of income rule with re-
spect to assisted housing, section 8 public housing, from the moving
it up to 30 percent, which is in progress right now.

That would make a significant difference in the affordability of

INthe
c housing. We don't address the overall supply need nearly to
xtent that it is needed.

I would like to particularly thank Jean Adnopoz from the child
center and the Committee on Children's Crisis for coming here
from my hometown of Hamden to testify today.

There is a consistency of talking about poverty as one of the key
elements of problem families, families with problems and children
with problems. To what degree is a dependency situation either as
reflected in single parent status and dependency on State aid as op-
posed to employment make a difference, in addition to or instead of
the poverty indicators?

Ms. ADNOPOZ. Child abuse and neglect is not something which is
found only in poor families.
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I think that if we were to leave here with the im ressitan that
this is a problem only of the poor, that we would realy be doing a
disservice to the of this country.

I think, though, that problems are exacerbated within poor fami-lies because there are so few ways in which these families can fmdrelief. If you are poor, it is not possible to ship kicks off to summer
camp or to have somebody come in for a couple of weeks while you
take a nice vacation.

Mr. Momusox. Ms. Horton, if I could explore your project for amoment. The new pride program, that is essentially a demonstra-tion program?
Ms. Howrox. It is a replication of Project New Pride in Denver,

Colo. Project New Pride in Denver started some 10 years ago with
Tom Janus as the executive director of that project, and what OJJ
decided was to replicate in 10 different cities across the United
States the basic concepts of Project New Pride, and that started 4yea= ago.

Juvenile Resource Center in Camden, NJ, was one of the 10 m-lication programs. The fourth year funding, as was reported mA-
er, it has been suggested that there be zero

However, Congress did appropriate fand&his year, which
is the last year of fundhiff, Project New in Camden, N.J.,
along with three other projects, one in Pensacola, Providence, and
Denver, itself, and Camden, N.J., were charged with this last year
of funding.

Mr. MORRISON. As I understand those cksnonstratitan -type pro.
grams under OJJDP, there is some expectation that in some way
or other you are supposed to be picked up by some other source of
funding in order to continue the program, which in your case is
clearly demonstrated to be a success.

Is that a reality? Is thzt to happen and if so, how do we
assure that it happens and we don't lose the benefits of what has
been built up with the demonstration money?

Ms. Hoirrois. You and I know that not only is the Federal Gov-
ernment cutting, but everyone else across the Nation is also cut-e and that means at the State level the possibilities of the State

up a tab that was previously funded by the Department of
S'ustice is nil.

We are funded at a level of $250,000. Now, that is for 1 year of
funding. The State will not pick that up.

It is the projection, you are 100 percent correct, it is the pro*-
tion that the States or someone else will take up that decrease.

What we are is that the Department of Justice, that
corrections in the to New Jersey begin looking at, because ad-
ditional moneys were appropriated to the Departnient of Justice,
that the Department of Justice look at cost effective ways within
the community, for example. Juvenile Resource Center.

The reality of it happening, I do not think, is that great. We
were charged with responsibility because we knew it was seedm.

Woneyewere charged with the responsibility of becoming institution-
alized and we have in a sense done that because what we have
started doing is serving the need of chasidfied youth, and we are an
approved, certified private school addressing the needs of the
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handicapped as approved by the New Jersey Department of Educa-
tion.

I just happen to also be a board of education member, so what we
have done is become a private schooL So individuals who refer stu-
dents to Juvenile Resource Center alternative school, and that is
just one componentthe alternative school only services 48 youth.

We are becoming institutionalised in the sense that we become
the red t of tuitions.

Mr. ORRISON. dark one of the major_ points that you have
made is that the juvenile justice system iWelf could do a better job
and save a lot of money if it would place many more juvenile of

in a program like yours than in an incarceration type facil-
ity.

Ms. Howrox. That is right.
Mr. MORRISON. We hear over and over awn that that is true.

What is it that we should do to cause the State of New Jersey to
take that turn and to pick up your funding by diverting le to-
wards you rather than to continue down the road of buil more
juvenile beds, the way things are going now?

Ms. HoirroN. If the House Appropriations Committee could be in-
fluenced to just do that, appropriate x- -amount of dollars to effec-
tive community based programs, there is no such allocation cur-
rentlybut appropriate earmarked dollars for community based
programs, and you see, what also happens is there are moneys allo-
cated to school districts, and that money is skiinmedallocated to
school districts to educate_ youth who are incarcerated at Skjlman,
Jameshurg, et cetera.

That money is taken right off the to for youth who are incarcer-
ated. We are saying why not give JRC money right off the top be-
cause we have a proven track record.

What could be done in rnse to that question?
Have an appropriation. Mso, free up some of those beds for

minor offenses. Begin freeing up some of those beds that have ad-
dressed or incarcerated status offender, free up those beds for the
more serious.

We are not saying that the serious offenders should not be incar-
cerated. He should be.

Chairman. Mims= Congressman McHugh.
Mr. McHunn. I think that most of my questions have been an-

swered. There is a thread through all of your testimony, I think,
consistent with what the chairman said earlier. There are threads
here that we keep getting reminded of.

One is that where we know something works, we should try to
disseminate information and focus our nding.

Ms. Horton, you have talked a great
fu
deal about your school and

that is one of the examples. One or two quick questions.
This is a residential facility?
Ms. Hoirrox. No. It isn't. We are a day treatment facility. We op-

erate between the hours of 8:30 and 5 o'clock.
However, we have many activities beyond that. Just to give a

quick example. At the beginning of the school year, each year I
have a 5-day camping trip, day and night, that all staff must par.
ticipate.

However, we are simply a day treatment facility.
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Mr. McHuGH. You mentioned the program that started in
Denver and then there were some others. Is there information get-
ting out to other communities in your State and other States about
this kind of activity and program?

Ms. HORTON. Yes. Information is getting out. I must say that in
the more recent guidelines, OJJ has suggested that 15 new sites
across the Nation be implemented in 1984. So the information is
being disseminated.

However, there is no money affixed to that suggestion. Here,
again, it is the hope, I guess, that States or others would sponsor
those programs.

The information is getting out. I have testified before many,
many, many State, county, Federal committees, so if nothing else, I
have been spreading the word around.

Mr. McHuGH. Along those same lines, I noted with interest, Ms.
Carlisle, that you mentioned something that Portland was doing
which we have done in upstate New York, using community devel-
opment funds and some local banking resources to provide for re-
habilitation.

In some cases, the poor family has been able to gain ownership
through sweat equity by rehabilitating a property with these funds
and it is an example of where there has been some imaginative use
of limited resources.

I am not sure where else it is being done, but I am pleased to
hear that it is being done in Portland as well. It is very effective in
my hometown. Finally, Ms. Goldman, I was particularly interested
in what you said at the beginning of your testimony about the WIC
program.

Last year Congressman Weiss and I, and a few others, actually
had to bring a lawsuit against the administration to require them
to reallocate WIC funds.

It is in the law that they are supposed to do that. Now you men-
tioned something which I was not aware of, that they are coming
up with some regulations which would enable them not to reallo-
cate, but rather to do something else.

Ms. GOLDMAN. Not to reallocate, but the formula is being
changed by which the initial dollars are being given outthis is a
proposed regulation, and as usual, we have about 10 days to re-
spond.

It is very complicated in terms of the actual regulations and how
that formula has been arrived at in the past and how it is now
being suggested that it he arrived at.

That is being changed so that there will be a new allocation, but
under a new set of guidelines, that will cut out about $20 million
on the New York program. It is an entire change being done
within the legal limits, so to speak, but in regulation.

Mr. McHuGH. You don't happen to have a copy with you today,
do you?

Ms. GoLnmAN I just happen to have a copy.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Rowland.
Mr. RowiANn. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Adnopoz, in your testimony you talk about redetermination

for the eligibility of food stamps and how even if a family chase to
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move to a smaller apartment in order to better themselves, they
would have their eligibility redetermined.

It seems to me that this is one thing that we find so often in Gov-
eminent programs. When people attempt to do something to extri-
cate themselves or to improve themselves, the Government penal-
izes them to the extent that they are unable to get out of the
system.

Could you briefly comment on what you think we might do to
improve a situation such as this?

Ms. Ammar.. I would be happy to, because I think that this com-
mittee needs to pay particular attention to the kinds of regulations
that the individual States have instituted following some of the ad-
ministration's policies.

States have taken Federal budget cuts of various kinds and made
them even more stringent by using the regulatory process over
which legislators have no direct control. I think that it would cer-
tainly be in the interest of children to take a close look at the types
of regulations have been promulgated.

For example, in Connecticut stepfathers are now financially re-
sponsible for the step children, who previously had been eligible for
AFDC, this has created substanial burckns and stress for families.

Other regulations reduce the numbers of clients eligible for as-
sistance, threaten withdrawal of homemaker services and under-
service family integrity.

Mr. ROWLAND. Hasn't the Supreme Court decided that we can't
eo that?

Chairman Maim. Our position with respect to Federal regula-
tions is much more restricted than it was before. I believe Ms. Ad-
nopoz was talking about the case where State regulations try to re-
strict spending restricting by participation.

Ms. ADNOPOZ. The States have been more restrictive than the
Federal Government.

Chairman MILILZR. This is something that we are seeing in many
States. They are trying to protect their budgets, and becoming even
more restrictive with their regulations. We should be alert to this
trend.

Mr. ROWLAND. I have another question. Ms. Best, you talked
about the drug problems that we are having here. I am interested
to know what are the drugs that are principally being used by
teenagers now in this area.

Ms. Bow. Well, as stated in the testimony, agencies in our
county are reporting that more young people are coming in as poly-
drug users, which means that there is no one single fad drug, as we
might have believed was true 10 years ago in certain parts of the
country.

I would say alcohol right now because it is inexpensive and
readly accessible to the younger teenagers seems to bethat
seemsmarihuana is thereinterestingly, in the age group be-
tween 18 and 21, if you want to cut off at 21 to assess the juvenile
treatment, between 18 and 21 we are seeing an increase in metha-
done treatment, which must mean there is an increase in heroin
use.
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That was shocking to me. I don't think heroin, for instance, iscommonly found among younger teenagers. I hope that answersyour question.
Mr. ROWLAND. Are Quaaludes a problem here?
Ms. BEsr. Yes. They are available. Pills of any kindthose arethe kinds of things available on the street corner at the lunchbreak, at the study hall. Marihuana, where quantity may be inquestion, alcohol, accessible in the evening after school hours fromthe local proprietor, are the ones that kids are using more fre-quently and are abusing.
Pills, Quaaludes, for instance, something like that. Acid, youdon't see that much. Angel dust, we heard a lot about for a longtime.
We don't experience that that much for our community. I thinkthat is true for an urban center. The drugs that are available inquantity are the drugs that kids are using, and that is alcohol andmarihuana.
Ms. GOLDMAN. May I make a comment? I assume that everybodyis the same as I am, that we are quite hungry, and I would benasty enough to remind all of us that if you were a food stamp re-cipient, you would have 47 cents to spend for lunch.
Chairman MILLER. is Ms. Matty Cooper here?
Thank you very much for your testimony.
The committee will reconvene at 2 o'clock.
[Whereupon, the task force recessed at 1:25 p.m., to reconvene at2 p.m. the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman MILLER. The next panel will cover prevention and eco-nomic security issues. The panel will be composed of Leah Lubin,Peter Negroni, Donna Davies, Geraldine Nicholas and DeanLaBate.
Leah represents the Children's Campaign for Nuclear Disarma-ment from New Haven, Conn. Welcome to the committee.Your written statement will be placed in the record in its entire-ty. Feel free to proceed in the manner in which you desire.

STATEMENT OF LEAH LUBIN, CHILDREN'S CAMPAIGN FOR
NUCLEAR DISARMAMENT

Ms. LutttN, I am here today to testify about children's fears ofwar. I am glad to have this opportunity to let our feelings beknown.
Many children are frightened by the threat of nuclear war. Theyfeel helpless and scared that their future is in the hands of a fewpowerful leaders.
Some children feel that they cannot seriously plan for theirfuture because the very existence of the Earth is threatened. Withall the nuclear weapons in the world today, just one could go off.If that happened, deliberately or accidentally, it would probablybe the start of an all-out war. Other children I have talked to have

also expressed fear of a nuclear accident.
Now that many weapons are controlled by computerized systems,the chances are even greater that one could go off accidentally.
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This just intensifies our feeling that we have so little control over
what will happen to us.

Many of us are afraid of the idea of civil defense. We feel that it
lulls people into thinking that it is possible for us to survive a nu-
clear war.

We are afraid it gives them the notion that we can be prepared
to somehow protect ourselves. Reports from responsible scientists
have stated:

There is no effective civil defense lisping. nuclear war. The blast, thermal and ra-
diation abets would kill even those in shelters, and the fallout would reach those
who have been evacuated. Medical disaster planning for nuclear war le mesainefeso.
Most hospitals would be destroyed, most medical personnel dead or injured, and
most supplies unavailable. The vast majority of the survivors would die.

We are worried about the American policy of military in
Lion in v a r i o u s p a r t s o f t h e w o r l d . As a r e s u l t o f t h i s, w e .. 1,4 be
forced to fight in a war that we had no part in making 1. we
don't believe in. We also think there is a strong possibility that
conventional war could lead to nuclear war.

The threat of war affects not only our future, but our lives today.
So much money is being used for military while funding.
is being taken away from education and f programs that help
people to survive, such as welfare, food stamps, social security and
medicare.

I am feeling the effect of these cuts directly in my own life. Even
though my mother has a full-time job, without social security survi-
vors' benefits, she would not have been able to support our family
for the last 8 years.

My sister will be just 17 when she graduates from high school
next year, and her is will be cut off then. She wants very
much to go to college, t probably won't be able to.

The same thing will be true for may brother and myself in a few
years. In addition to losing our social security benefits, there is less
Federal funding available for student loans, grants, and work-study
programs.

I would like to read to you a letter written to President Reagan
last year by an 11-year-old New Haven school child:

don't like nuclear war because they are wasting money on bombs and weapons
instead of helping people in America, like schools, programs for the aging, energy
resourres. and decreasing taxes.

In the winter, in my school and other schools, in some of the classes it is cold. I
don't think that is right because you can't work right, you can't study right because
you are wearing your jacket and you feel uncomfortable. Sometimes I wonder why
they are wasting your tax money to make bombs and weapons, and I wonder why
we are not friends with Russia and other places. Do they know how we feel? Do
they know how the Russian children feel? I think they don't .

There are many children who feel helpless about the threat of
nuclear war. They think there is nothing they can do so they just
try to ignore the threat, to put it out of their minds.

But there are many others, like myself, who know that the chil-
dren's voice can and should be heard. That is why the Children's
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament ICCND] was formed in May
1981 by a group of concerned children in Vermont.

As the founders of CCND put it
We are children who fear for our lives and the lives of ail the children on Earth.

We decided to start (TI' D because we felt scared and hopeless about the threat of
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own life. Even though my mother has a fulltime job, without Social Security survi-
vors' benefits she would not have been able to support our family fbr the last eight
years. M,y sister will be just seventeen when she graduates from high school next
year, and her payments will be cut off then. She wants very much to Irtothercollem
but probably won't be able to. The ease th will be true for my
myself in a few years. In addition to losing our Security benefits, there is lees
federal Binding available for student loans. waftr,and _work etudy programs.

I would like to read to you a letter written to Pre Reagan bet year by an
eleven-yearold New Haven achoolchild: .

"I don't like nuclear war because thw're wasting money on bombs and wagons

resources, tans. In the winter, in my school and othearloolseneM
instead of rnrying in America, HU schools, elblIneee let the

some of the clangs it is cold. I don't think that is right-because you can't work
right, can't study right because you're wearing your Jacket and you feel ascots-
f . Sometimes I wonder why they're wasting your tax money to make bombe
and weapons, and I wonder why we're not Mende with Russia and other plates. Do
theT know how we feel? Dr they know bow the Russian children feel? I think they
don t . " (Doreen Merritt)

There are many children who feel helpless about the threat of nuclear war. They
think there is nothing they can do so they just try to ignore the threat, to put it out
of their minds.

But there are others, like myself, who know that the children's voice can
and should be heard. 's why the 's Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
(MIDI was formed in May of 1981 by a group of concerned children in Vermont.
As the founders of CCND put it:

"We are children who fear for our lives and the lives of all the children an earth.
We decided to start CCND because we felt scared and hopeless about the threat of
nuclear war . Our first action was a children's letter-writing We
asked kids all over the country to write letters to President Reagan the
nuclear arms race. A group of thirty children took the letters to the
House . and read each of the 2832 letters aloud to the press and to people pass-lit then there have been two more letter-writing cam and there are now
more than seventy a:ND chapters throughout the world. A part of what we
do is to try to educate other people, children in particular, about the nuclear threat
and to thlicise, as much as we our strontopposition to the arms race.

I feel it is wry important to friendly ties with of other countries
so that we will be able to settle our diffetences peaceably. young people from
a New Haven group called "Children's Coalition for Peace" ve been invited to a
children s peace conference in Sweden this summer. We will be the guests of the
Swedish people while we are there for ten days in August. For the past few months
our group has been working very hard in the community to raise the money for our
transportation costa. and we have almost reached our goal.

We will soon be meeting with eight Swedish and eight Russian children. We will
share our fears of war, our ideas and hopes for peace. and discuss ways in which we
can work together toward world peace. An important part of this venture will be
sharing what we have learned with others in America on our return. We are very
excited about going and feel privileged to be part of an international citizens' effort
toward peace.

Chairman MILLER. Geraldine?

STATEMENT OF GERALDINE NICHOLAS. DIRECTOR. NAT AZAROW
DAY CARE CENTER, BROOKLYN

Ms. NICHOLAS. I am Geraldine Nicholas, director of the Nat
Azarow Day Care Center located in the Brownsville section of
Brooklyn, N.Y. When one mentions this area of New York City,
negative images come to mind.

Yet, despite these conditions, since Nat Azarow Day Care Center
opened in 1969, people come from these same streets who are seek-
ing independence and control of their lives. We, at the day care
center. witness repeatedly how Government funds used for its
ation become the best possible investment for governments yiel
calculable returns.

''I
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From this depressed area of Brooklyn, at a time when nation-
wide unemployment is at s high point, and when morale of poor
people is at its lowestof 95 families with 105 children, 36 parents
are working, 19 parents are in vocational training programs, 6 pri-
mary caretakers are grandparents-2 of whom work, 4 are ill-9
parents are looking for work, 12 parents have drug/alcohol related
problems, and 1 foster parent has an emotionally `disturbed child.

At least 10 of the parents who are now working formerly re-
ceived public assistance and attended training programs. Twenty-
one of the working parents pay weekly fees ranging from $2 to $34.

Nineteen of the working parents work in private industry. None
of the working parents are eligible for food stamps or medicaid and
most have minimal or no I lth coverage. One parent who works
has multiple sclerosis, another has a child who suffers from cere-
bral palsy.

Fifteen other parents are coping with tragedy, children with
identified disabilities, et cetera. The 12 parents with drug/alcohol
problems have gained new respect for themselves by being accepted
in their own right as parents and users of day care services.

Economic security for the parents described above is not won
easily, or once gained, held on to firmly. The majority of these par-
ents are young, have parents and siblings who are also struggling
to survive and who can offer little tangible and moral support.

The support that is needed for them to effect positive changes
must come from their community and take many forms. The avail-
ability of training programs, mental health programs, drug/alcohol
oriented programs, social services, preschool and afterschool pro-
grams such as group day care for infants to age 12, Head Start,
family day care, all day kindergartens, public schools with effective
administrators and teachers, et cetera, within a community helps
to set the climate, provide the role models, generate the positive
force to give parents a different point of view.

Government and private funds used for the above programs are
monies which are recycled back into the economy.

There is not just one solution to how a parent achieves economic
security. This is a well known fact but yet not one that godern-
ments acknowledge in the way that funds are allocated.

Every one of the programs I cited have sustained serious cuts in
their funding. There seems to be no long-range Government com-
mitment or belief in the work they accomplish.

In the past year and a half, as I have stated, more of the parents
who apply for enrollment at Nat Azarow Day Care Center are
working parents. They have used welfare assistance, training pro-
grams, day care, et cetera, to bring stability to their lives.

However, they will soon join the ranks of parents now independ-
ent who return to tell us how much it meant to them to receive our
support at a time when their spirits and morale were at a low ebb.

In the group day care program today we are feeling particularly
handicapped, because we no longer have social service staff who
can give the daily, onsite guidance from which parents benefit.

When a parent is pulling him or herself up by their bootstraps,
those bootstraps are often fragile and easily broken given the nega-
tive forces which must first be overcome.
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Another aspect of the group day care program which often
hinders staff from being more effective and discourages parents is
the eligibility certification process which a parent must complete
before admission and again in three or 6 months.

Should parents who are suffering from cancer, who are identified
drug/alcohol abusers, are receiving mental health counseling or
psychiatric care, or have identified heart/pressure problems, et
cetera, be required to have their eligibility recertified, face to face,
every 3 months?

Should it take a year for a decision to be made to have working
parents have a face-to-face recertification once a year with a mail-
in procedure in 6 months during that same year?

Why does the Government continue to try to cut funds for the
child care food program from which the group day care program
receives its money for food for children who may be in care from 7
to 10 hours a day?

On this last pointI was late getting here today because I got a
call yesterday that our center was broken into and burglarized.
This has happenedI can't tell you how many times.

If a government has a genuine concern about minority males
who are not working, are leaving school at an early age, et cetera,
why isn't it supporting training programs in and out of schools
which are geared to specific vocations and training for specific ex-
am inat igns?

Can governments afford to continue gearing training programs
to the needs of women, thereby helping to perpetuate more genera-
tions of males who feel impotent, enraged, et cetera?

Tragedies occur too often where husbands or male friends see
their spouses moving ahead of them or with today's high unem-
ployment becoming the main breadwinner.

In addressing the topic of economic security for the parents and
the Brownsville community we serve, I have stressed the;key role
day care programs can play in helping parents achieve this goal.

I have also tried to show how important other human services
are to help parents and communities begin this process and build a
firm foundation for success.

Thank you.
Chairman. MILLER. Thank you.
(Prepared statement of Geraldine Nicholas follows:)

PtcEpAREO STATEMENT of GERALDINE NICHMAS. DIRFA-TT)R, NAT AZAKt)w DAY CAKE
CENTER. BROOKLYN, N Y

I at/1 Gtrilitilnt Nicholas, director of Nut Azarow Day ('are ('enter located in the
Brownsville section of Brooklyn. New York. When one mentions this area of New
York City, negative images corn? to mindburned out. abandoned buildings, crum-
bling tenements, garbage strewn vacant lots, desolate streets, drug addicts, alcohol-
is. truant youngsters. unemployed adults, pregnant teenagers. highest population
rieving public assistance These are the images that stand out; these are also the
realities for the people who live in Brownsville. Yet despite these conditions, since
Nat Azarow Day Care ('enter opened in 194;9, people come from these same streets
who are seeking independence and control of their lives. We, at the day care center,
witness repeatedly how government funds used for its operation become the best
possible investment for governments yielding calculable returns.

To illustrate this point I would like to tell you about some of the parents at Nat
Azarow Da, :'are renter From this depressed area of Brooklyn. at a time when
nationwide unemployment is at a high point, and when morale of poor people is at
its lowest of 95 families with 105 children, 31; parents are working, 19 parents are
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in vocational programs, 6 primary caretakers are grandparents (2 of whomwork, 4 are , 9 parents are looking for work, 12 is have drugialcohol related
problems, and 1 foster parent has an disturbed child, Despite their
varied reasons for seeking care, time parents share a common bond in wanting edu-
cation and care of their children in an appropriate setting while they are

At isleast 1 of the parrts who are now working formerly received public assist-
ance end attended training programa 21 of the working parents pay weekly fees
ranging from $2 to $34. 19 -41 working parents work in private industry. None of
the working parents are el' for food stamps or Idedk2dd and most have mini-
mal or no health coverage. One parent who works has multiple scierads, another
has a child who suffers from core "'al palsy.

Fifteen other parents are coping with , children with stifledetc. The twelve parents with drte/ problems have gaineci new respect for
themselves by being accepted in their own IVA as parents and users of day care
services.

Economic security for the parents described above is not won easily, or once
gained, held on to firmly. The majority of these permits arceri6volfzehave ts
and siblings who are also struggling to survive and who can andmoral support. The support that is needed for them to effect changes must
come from their community and take many forms. The a of training ino-grams, mental health programs, drug /alcohol oriented programs, social armee,and afterechocd such as group day cant for infants to age 12,

fa:nill daY cars, vtlinkinderffartens, schools with effective ad-minietratom teachers, etc. a community to set the climate, provide
the role models, generate the positive force to give parents a different point of view.

Government and private !Undo used for the above programs are monies which are
recycled back into the economy. Programs which help parents to become better par
ents, children to become more emotionally stable result in parents and children who
will need less use of special services. Working parents who have apprtTriale, avail-
able preschool and after of cane for their children can hold onto their tabs while
at the same time their children are receiving proper education and care. Them arejust a few examples.

There is not one solution to how a parent achieves Demon* security. This is a
well known fact but yet not one that governments acknowledge in the way that
funds are allocated. Every one of the programs I cited have sustained serious cute in
their funding. There seems to be no long range government commitment or belief in
the work they accomplish. In the pastyear and a half, as I have stated, more of the
parents who apply for enrollment at Nat Arerow Day Care Center are working par-ents They have used welfare ass Leta nm traininir day care, etc. to tiring
stability to their lives. However, they will soon join ranks of parents now inde-
pendent who return to tell us how much it meant to them to receive our support at
a time when their spirits and morale were at a low ebb.

In the Group Day Care Program today we are feeling particularly handicapped,
because we no longer have social service staff who can give the daily, on-site guid-
ance from which parents benefit. When a parent is pulling him or herself "up by
their bootstraps", those "bootstraps" are often fragile and easily broken given the
negative forces which must first be overcome.

FACTS CONCERNING THE NEED FOR DAY CARE IN BROOKLYN

1. Waiting lists for group and family day care.As of May and June 1983 the veri-
fied waiting list for Brooklyn consisted of 2,288 families.

2 Referrals under the NYS Child Reform Act.-998 children were enrolled in
Group bay Care as of May 1989. These families were referred by the Department of
Special Services for Children or by individual under contract to this de-
partment. The day care centers in the B e and East New York section of
Brooklyn receive the largest number of these referrals of cases involving child
...Leme, neglect, etc.

Economic Information.Pereent of total population receiving public assist-
ance Bedford Stuyvesant, Bushwick, Brownsville, 30% East New York, Crown
Heights, 20-29%; East Flatbush, 10-20%; Flatbush under 10%.

4 Underseroed Areas.The East Flatbush and Flatbush sections of Brooklyn have
large populations of "working poor" a change from several years age when more
"middle clam" families lived there. These areas only have day care slots for about
40 infants, 765 preschool children, and 160 schoolage children.Geraldine Nicholas,
Director Nat Azarow Day Care Center.
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Another aspect of the Group Day Care Program which often hinders staff from
being more effective and discourage parents is the eligibility certification process
which a parent must complete before admission and again in three or six months.
Governments may allot funds for a worthwhile program and then set up an eligibil-
ity process designed to catch the minority of persons who may be ineligible. Should
parents who are suffering from cancer, who are identified drug /alcohol abusers, are
receiving mental health counseling or psychiatric care, or have identified heart/
pressure problems, etc. be required to have their eligibility recertified (face to face)
every three months? Should it take a year for a decision to be made to have work-
ing parents have a face to face recertification once a year with a mail-in procedure
in six months during that same year?

Why does the government continue to try to cut funds for the Child Care Food
Program from which the Group Day Care Program receives its money for food for
children who may be in care from 7 to 10 hours a day?

If a government has a genuine concern about minority males who are not work-
ing, are leaving school at an early age, etc., why isn't it supporting training pro-
grams in and out of schools which are geared to specific vocations and training for
specific examinations? Can governments afford to continue gearing training pro-
grams to the needs of women, thereby helping to perpetuate more generations of
males who feel impotent, enraged, etc.? Tragedies occur too often where husbands or
male friends see their spouses moving ahead of them or with today's high unem-
ployment becoming the main breadwinner?

In addressing the topic of economic security for the parents and the Brownsville
community we serve, I have stressed the key role day care programs can play in
helping parents achieve this goal. I have also tried to show how important other
human services are to help parents and communities begin this process and build a
firm foundation for success.

Chairman MILLER. Peter?

STATEMENT OF PETER NEGRONI. COMMUNITY SCI1001.
SUPERINTENDENT, DISTRICT 12, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. NEGRONI. My name is Peter Negroni, superintendent of dis-
trict 12 in the Bronx.

For those of you not from New York, welcome to New York, but
for those from New York, you are here in the Big Apple.

One would have to be completely isolated from the realities of
our time not to understand that the immediate future holds cer-
tainty of substantial changesome would call it reformin the
process of education.

"Prodded by President Reagan and other elected officials," writes
Gene I. Maeroff, education commentator for the New York Times,
June 26, 1983, "the public increasingly wonders why more cannot
be done to raise academic achievement, get better teaching, and
produce high school graduates more adequately prepared for jobs
and college."

"Teachers,", the writer goes on, "are therefore having to make
hard choices about merit pay, master teacher plans, job tenure, ac-
countability and tax credits."

We cannot escape the challenge of this new public mood; both as
individuals and collectively as a profession we must rise to meet it.
Our response must be based upon the best thinking of each of us.

Added requirements and higher standards are expected for us.
District 12 in the Bronx has been moving with the tide of this
demand during the last 5 years by comprehensive operational plan-
ning in the areas of our vital concerns--curriculum design, compe-
tency testing, classroom management, the design of bilingual and
bicultural programing, integration of the handicapped with regular
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students, lesdb,thip training, overall staff development, and paren-
tal involvemen;..

Our planning is forward-looking, utilizing our experience to
update and fine tune our concepts of the way we must go if we are
succesfully to the challenge. That challenge being to educate
every to the fullest no matter what the ethnic back-

or economic condition.
The separate schools of the district all have their own compre-

hensive operational plans, which are in line with that of the dis-
trict.

But this is all a matter of writing of scenarios and of stage set-
ting. The performance itself will be that of the individual teacher,
who should recognize that what he does or does not do drastically
affects the performance of everyone else in his school and his own
claim to merit and effectiveness.

It is performance that counts: The play's the thing. Teachers now
have a most demanding and critical audience.

From the perspective of the superintendent of a school district
that has steadily and dramatically improved its academic achieve-
ment for the last 5 years, I can tell you that effective schooling for
all youngsters is attainable.

District 12 in the Bronx under my supervision was a prototype of
a system beset by all the problems of urban education; declining
enrollment, fiscal crisis, low reading, and math scoresthe whole
dismal litany. It was, therefore, imperative that we move immedi-
ately to turn the district around.

The record shows we have done just that: New York City stand-
ards of achievement are pegged to citywide testing in reading and
mathematics. Here is the record of my district.

You can see the improvement we have made in the chart. Our
approach for this district which is 99 percent minority was compre-
hensive, but its focus was on the instructional dimension.

We developed a competency-based curriculum in which the mate-
rial was divided into four 10-week cycles, with an exit test at the
end of each. In conjunction with and in addition to this, we devel-
oped:

One, a districtwide use of one basic test in reading.
Two, a system of instructional management in reading and

mathematics, incidentally, using computers.
Three, enrichment and remediation models.
Four, retention and promotional policies.
As we all know, the suspension of children from class or from

school for whatever reason is the ultimate confession of our failure
to meet some deep-rooted needs. Therefore, the search for alterna-
tives to suspension becomes a prime twee of our concern.

We have explored these alternatives, formulated proposals, and
are instituting them in our district on the widest possible scale.
Suspension will no longer mean being deprived of an educational
setting.

Rather, it may mean a restructuring of one's program to more
appropriately deal with the problem that got him or her suspended
in the first place.

Five, a scope-and-sequence handbook for parents.
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Six, a report card system where a parent is required to pick up
the report card and confer with his or her child's teacher on its
meaning.

Seven, midyear standardized testingresults which were ana-
lyzed with school staff and explained to parents at a midyear con-
ference.

Eight, development of home study kits for parents to further sup-
port the program of the school.

Nine, a leadership training institute for principals.
Ten, staff development plans that include additional time. Five

half-days have been appended to the school calendar.
Eleven. the use of technology to enhance instruction. Computers

and television are now becoming commonplace in our work.
Twelve, the use of an identified school improvement model in

every school.
Thirteen, districtwide instructional policies in the area of home-

work, lesson plans, notebooks, observations and goal setting and
pacing.

Fourteen, open enrollment policies.
Fifteen, alternative schools.
Sixteen, literacy centers. The high number of minority students

being placed from regular education programs to special education
classes requires us to seriously contemplate our preventive efforts.
Thus, we have embarked on a creative mainstreaming model.

The literacy centers are an extended day approach that deal
with the academic deficiencies for both regular and special educa-
tion students. The approach includes peer tutoring, parent and
community volunteers, diagnostic testing, and prescribing.

Here we can isolate the impediments to learning and provide
specific solutions.

We recognize that what we have accomplished thus far can be
evaluated only in context, in where we go from here. Our future
holds not merely better reading scores but the use of reading in lit-
erature programs; not merely mathematical calculations, but their
reasoned use in problem solving; not merely scientific experimenta-
tion, but the thinking skills needed to draw conclusions.

Application of the finger exercise of reading and mathematics to
the production of the areas of literature and science is the only
proof positive of our effectiveness. This is where what we are doing
really registers and really counts.

Who says great days do not lie ahead of us? I say we are in the
best of times, when complacency must give way to the growth that
can come only with challenge. Here are some suggestions and some
caveats for us.

One, we must set clear and viable goals and expectations for our-
selves, our children, and our parents.

Two, we must enlist the collegial planning and support that will
lead to a revitalization of our profession.

Three, we must become involved in developing a sense of commu-
nity in the world of schools. We must become involved not only
with an intense examination and correction of our failures, but
also with the celebration of our success.

Four, we must set out to develop a sense of order and discipline
^ouplecl with a sense of seriousness. We must understand that for
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our children education is the difference between life ani4 ---tween dependency and independence.
As a profession, I am sure we are up to the challenge.
I
were

left for you a boxful of materials that we developed whilewe doing these things.
Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Dr. Peter Negroni follows:]
PRzPAZD STATEMIDIT OF DR. PleFint J. NIGRONI, CoMMUNIT1 EitimansTaNDENT

Dane= 12, Damen, N.Y.
One would have to be completely belated from the realities of our time not tounderstand that the Immediate future holda certainty of substantial changesomewould call it "reform' in the process of educatim.
"Prockled by President Reagan and other elected offkials," writes Gene I. Meer-off, education coransentator for the New York Times (June 26, 1988 the public in-creasingly wonders why more cannot be done to raise waders:de t getbetter teaching and produce high school graduates more achaquately prepared forjobs and college."
"Teachers," the writer goes on, "are therefore : to make hard choices aboutmerit pay, master teacher plans, job tenure, ammo and tax credits."We cannot escape the challenge of this new public 'mock both as individuals andcollects as a profession

u we must, rise to meet it Our response must be basedpon the bea thinking of each of us.
Ackled requirements and higher stanchirds are for us. District 12 in theBronx her been 'I with the tide of this during the last 6 years by cons-planning in the areas of our vital concernscurriculum

_competency testing, classroons management, the design of hilirgual an d bicultural Programming, in of the handicapped with regular students, leader--ship training, overall staff t and parental involvement. Our planning isforward looking, utilising our experience to update and fine tune our concepts of theway we must go if we are successfully to meet the cluillenge. That challenge beingto educate every youngster to the fullest no matter what the ethic background oreconomic condition.
The separate schools of the district all have their own comprehensive operationalplans, which are in line with that of the District.
But this is all a matter of writing of scenarios and of stage setting. The perform-ance itself will be that of the individual teacher, who should recognise that what hedoes or does not do drastically affects the performance of everycme who in his schooland his own claim to merit and effectivenese. It is performance that counts; "theplay's the thing." And teachers now have a most demf and critical audience.From the perspective of the superintendent of a school district that has steadilyand dramatically improved its academic achievement for the last five years, I cantell you that effective schooling for all youngsters is attainable. District 12 in theBronx under my supervision was a of a system beset by all the problemsof urban education: declining enrollment, meal crisis, low reading, and math scores,the whole dismal litany. It was, therefore, imperative that we move immediately toturn the district around.

The record shows we have done just that: Nen, York City standards of achieve-ment are pegged to city-wide testing in reading and mathematics. Here is the recordof my district:

PERCENT Of STUDENTS AT OR ABOVE GRADE LEVEL

19Th -T9 197440 IS8D- 81 1381 -82 1981 -83

Realm;
25.2 30 9 36.1 37.4 45.5Math

36.9 499 523

Our approach for this district which is 99% minority was comprehensive, but itsfocus was on the instructional dimension.
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We developed a competency-based curriculum in which the material was divided
into four ten-week cycles, with an exit test at the end of each. In conjunction with
and addition to this, we developed:

1. A districtwide use of one basic test in reading.
2. A system of Instructional Management in reading and mathematics.
3. Enrichment and remediation models;
4. Retention and promotional policies.
As we all know, the suspension of children from class or from school for whatever

reason is the ultimate confession of our failure to meet some deep-rooted needs.
Therefore the search for for alternatives to suspension becomes a prime area of our
concern. We have explored these alternatives, formulated proposals, and are insti-
tuting them in our district on the widest possible scale. Suspension will no longer
mean being deprived of an educational setting. Rather it may mean a restructuring
of one's program of =we appropriately deal with the problem that got him (her)
suspended in the find. place.

5. A Scopeand--Sequence handbook for parents;
6. A report card system where a parent is required to pick up the report card and

confer with his/her child's teacher on its meaning;
7. Mid-year standardized testingresults which were analyzed with school staff

and explained to parents at a mid-year conference;
M. Development of Home Study Kits for parents to further support the program of

the school;
9. A Leadership training institute for principals;
10. Staff development plans that include additional timefive half-days have been

appended to the school calendar.
II. The use of technology to enhance instructioncomputers and television are

now becoming conunonplace in our work.
12. The use of an identified school improvement model in every school.
13. District-wide instructional policies in the area of homework, lesson plans, note-

books, observations and goal setting and pacing.
14. Open enrollment policies
15. Alternative schools
16 Literacy CentersThe high number of minority students being placed from

regular education programs to special education classes requires us to seriously con-
template our preventive efforts. Thusly we have embarked on a creative main-
streaming model. The literacy centers are an extended day approach that deal with
the academic deficiencies for both regular and special education students. The ap-
proach includes peer tutoring, parent and community volunteers, diagnostic testing
and prescribing. Here we can isolate the impediments to learning and provide spe-
cific solutions.

We recognize that what we have accomplished thus far can be evaluated only in
context, in where we go from here. Our future holds not merely better reading
scores but the use of reading in literature programs; not merely mathematical cal-
culations but their reasoned use in problem-solving; not merely scientific experimen-
tation but the thinking skills needed to draw conclusions. Application of the "finger
exercise" of reading and mathematics to the production of the arias of literature
and science is the only proof-positive of our effectiveness. This is where what we are
doing really registers and really counts

Who says great days do not lie ahead of us? I say we are in the best of times,
when complacency must give way to the growth that can come only with challenge.
Here are some suggestions and some caveats for us:

I We must set clear and viable goals and expectations for ourselves, our children
and out parents;

2 We must enlist the collegial plannning and support that will lead to a revital-
imtion of our profession;

;; We must become involved in developing a sense of community in the world of
schools We must become involved not only with an intense examination and conec-
tton of our failures but also with the celebration of our success

4 We must set out to develop a sense of order and discipline coupled with a sense
of snousnesti We must understand that for our children education is the difference
between life and death, between dependency and independency.

As a profession I am sure we are up to the challenge

Chairman MILLER. Ms. Davies.
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STATEMENT OF DONNA DAVIES, COORDINATOR, REGIONAL
CHILD ADVOCACY TEAM, CONN.

Ms. DAVIES. Thank you.
Chairman Mniza. Do you have somebody with you?
Ms. DAVIES. Yes, I do. Josephine Segatori is here as a representa-

tive of parent aid programs in Connecticut.
I am Donna Davies. I am the coordinator of the regional child

advocacy team and president of the Connecticut Association for the
Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect, a State
chapter of the National Committee for the Prevention of Child
Abuse.

Mr. Chairman, and committee members, I thank you for the op-
portunity to talk with you today concerning the community efforts
across the State of Connecticut to prevent and treat child abuse.

The Department of Children and Youth Servkes is the State
agency which is required by law to receive and handle cases of
child abuse, neglect, and child sexual abuse. In Connecticut, com-
munities realize that this task is not only the concern of one State
agency, but is the concern of everyone who cares about children;
schools, day care centers, hospitals, police, physicians, youth serv-
ice bureaus, as well as civic groups, churches, and the business
community.

Looking at these recently acquired facts, it is easy to see why
there is concern.

Between 1979 and 1981, there was a 106-percent increase in child
abuse reports nationwide.

Last year, child abuse related deaths increased nationally. In
Connecticut they went from three in 1981 to nine in 1982. These
are only the ones that we know about which have been caused by
child abuse.

Many States fear that child abuse incidents will continue to rise
as economic pressures faced by families, including unemployment,
increase.

At least 35 States indicate that they are seeing more serious
cases of abuse and the amount of reported child sexual abuse is
dramatically increasing.

The problem is too great for any one department or group of
people to deal with alone. Because the problem of child abuse is
multifaceted, we realize that no one person's testimony is going to
be able to cover all aspects of the problem. Today I would like to
talk to you about the community based services in Connecticut
which work to prevent child abuse.

The State of Connecticut began to realize that reported cases of
abuse were increasing and communities were alarmed. The first re-
sponse of the community was to look to the Department of Chil-
dren and Youth Services to do something. Then they began asking
what causes child abuse and how can we prevent abuse of children.
They started talking to the day care centers, schools, clinics, and
the physicians focusing on what can we do together.

In 1979, the child abuse legislation was enacted on a Federal
level to give money to the States to be used in their child abuse
prevention programs in the community.
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Attached is the model that Connecticut has put into place. The
model consists of the three community based programs: A child
protection team, a parent aide program and a parent's anonymous
support group, being available for parents and working cooperati-
vely with the State agency mandated to handle the cases of abuse,
the Department of Children and Youth Services.

In the beginning these programs were dealing with active abuse
cases, focusing on treatment. Over the past 4 years we have been
able to move from only focusing on treatment, to cases before they
need to be reported to the department of child and youth services.

We have begun to educate communities to recognize child abuse.
We have talked to the child care centers alerting them to what it is
that parents are talking about when parents complain about their
children being unnlanagable. Many day care centers, crisis nurser-
ies, and schools now offer parenting classes to teach normal child
development and parenting skills.

We have talked to places doing unmarried mothers programs,
about what the community can do to support these mothers. We
have seen a shift from treatment to prevention in many programs.

Federal money was used to seed each of these community-based
programs. Without this support, they would not have happened.
What is in place in each area across the State is a child advocate.
Whether it is from a parent aide program, parents anonymous
group, or a child protection team.

As an advocate, I am very unpopular at times because I make
noise on behalf of kids. A coordinator's responsibility is to the chil-
dren living in each region. We pull together all the people who are
working around children and act as a catalyst for improvement of
services. Federal money is presently used to pay a salary for each
coordinator so that in each area there is a catalyst who focuses on
child abuse prevention. Federal dollars also help support some of
our parent aide programs and a portion of the statewide parents
anonymous budget.

We are concerned that as the Federal budget cuts keep coming
down and affecting the States, at some point the Federal Govern-
ment will say this is the State's problem. The Juvenile Justice
people are talking now about just dealing with the end result of
abuse and neglect of children, wait until the child acts out and
then incarcerate. Many agencies and institutions across the Nation
are saying we have enough to do dealing with treatment cases;
don't even talk about prevention.

Prevention is a good idea, but too expensive for our budget. We
feel there needs to be seed money to act as a catalyst to keep
things guing on the side of prevention. Only if there are advocates
not alined with departments who can speak on behalf of the chil-
dren, with the support of their own communities, only then will
prevention keep moving foward.

The Connecticut Association for the Prevention and Treatment
of Child Abuse and Neglect [ CAPTCAN] is a private, nonprofit
group of citizens who are concerned about child abuse. CAPTCAN
has been instrumental in the past few years working with legisla-
tors, child welfare service providers, and representatives from the
Department of Children and Youth Services to stress the need for
community-based services providing an early intervention and pre-
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vention focus. This group will continue to speak out on behalf of
children in Connecticut. Today, we as a group, urge you to continue
the Federal child abuse money which has seeded so many effective
services in Connecticut.

Thank you.
Jo, would you like to add anything?
[Prepared statement of Donna Davies follows :I

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONNA R. DAVIES, COORDINATOR. OP TIM REOIONAL CHILD
ADVOCACY TEAM--CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICED, INC., MANCHEETIM CONN.

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members, I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before the members of this subcommittee concerning the community efforts across
the State of Connecticut to prevent and treat child abuse.

The Department of Children and Ycnith Services is the state agency which is re-
quired by law to receive and handle cases of child abuse, neglect, and sexual abuse.
In Connecticut, communities realize that this task is not only the concern of ale
State Agency, but is the concern of everyone who cares about children; chi),
care centers, hospitals, police, physicians, youth service bureaus, as well 'vie
groups, churches, and the business community. Looking at these recently acquired
facts, it is easy to see why there is concern:

Between 1979 and 1981, there was a 106 percent increase in child abuse reports
nationwide.

Last year, child abuse related deaths increased, nationally.
Many states fear that child abuse incidents will continue to rise as economic pres-

sures faced by families, including unemployment, increase.
At least M states indicate that they are seeing more serious cases of abuse and

the amount of reported child sexual abuse is dramatically increasing.
Known fatalities resulting from child abuse have increased in Connecticut from 3

deaths in 1980, 8 in 1981, to 9 deaths of children in 1982.
Indeed, the magnitude and complexity of this problem is far greater than any of

us imagined. Last year, nationally, 1.1 million children were abusred. neglected, or
exploited. Each year between 2,000-5.000 children are killed by their parents or
caretakers.

A continued focus on child abuse Is the only way to be sure that these children's
voices will continue to be heard. In the past 9 years, the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment and Adoption Reform Act (Public Law 98- 247; has helped states and
communities begin to reach these children:

To be certain that they can be protected.
To reach families early and strengthen them so children can return home; and
Ultimately, perhaps most importantly, to begin to identify ways and means of pre-

vention.
Since Connecticut first qualified for these federal child abuse dollars in 1974, a

unique and effective system of community-based child protection resources has
emerged. Connecticut's Model System of Child Protection Resources is based on the
collaboration of the public and private sectors. The system is made up of a variety
of programs, the core elements of which include a multidisciplinary team, parent
aide services and parental self-help gran

A child protection team, such as the Regional Child Advocacy Team, is composed
of a paid coordinator and several volunteer child welfare professionals from the
fields of medicine, education, social work and the law. In 1976, Connecticut had a
team operating that served 11 towns. Currently, there are 25 teams serving 150
towns. Of these 25 teams, 7 were seeded with federal child abusd dollars

tgrants of approximately $10.000 and were used as models for the developmei=lit
other! supported by state and local agencies. During 1981, an estimated $260,000
Wilk donated through in-kind services by professionals on these teams. During 1982,
45C families received services through the teams in Connecticut.

Parent aides are professionals who provide nurturance and instruction to parents
in order to build parental competence. The service is provided in the home, several
times per week over several months and includes 2A-N-.ur telephone availability. In
1977. Connecticut had one parent aide program. Presently, there are 18 programs.
During 1982, 517 families received services from 66 aides, paid and volunteers. Two
of these programer, both of which use volunteer parent aides were started with feder-
al child abuse dollars. The others were developed in response to the needs of fami-
lies in specific areas with support from state and local agencies.
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Parent aide services are among the key methods for keeping children in their own
homes after a crisis in the family. The estimated cost of providing parent aide serv-
ices for one family for one year is $1,200. The cost of providing foster care is esti-
mated at $2,000: group Lome care is $7,000412,000. Although it is not possible to
eliminate the need for out of home services entirely, parent aide services can signifi-
cantly reduce the numbers of children needing more costly types of care which re-
quire separation from their families.

Parents Anonymous of Connecticut is part of an international network of self-help
groups for abusive parents and parents who feel they need help in raising their chil-
dren so that they do not abuse them or neglect their needs. Of the 1,400 chapters of
Parents Anonymous nationwide, 37 are located in Connecticut. Connecticut's Par-
ents Anonymous groups serve approximately 925 families per year at an annual
cost equivalent to $59.00 per family. Parents Anonymous makes extensive use of
volunteers. The 60 professionals who served as resource people to Connecticut's 37
groups donated approximately $185,000 worth time last year.

Although the federal child abuse dollars wted as a catalyst in Connecticut, the
$94,000 received could never become the sole funding source for this type of re-
source system. In fact, state and local funding, in-kind contributions, corporations
and foundations are each essential to make possible an ongoing operation of Con-
necticut's public/private resource system.

This year, Connecticut appropriated $350,000 in state general funds for communi-
ty based child abuse tion and treatment programs. Another $60,000 was ap-
propriated for the diens Trust Fund to support child abuse prevention pro-
grams. in Connecticut we are also grateful for the growing interest and support
which corporations are providing to these programs. Throughout the state private
sector funding has increased both in the number of corporations providing fiscal re-
sources and the amount of funds provided. Approximately 25 percent of each pro-
gram's funding comes from local sources: corporations, local government, private in-
stitutions, civic groups, and private foundations.

In order for these public/private partnerships to grow there must continue to be a
focus on child abuse. The continuation of federal child abuse dollars to be used as
seed money for community will provide this focus. As each of the 80 pro-
grams acme Connecticut has loped, community support has increased. needed
changes and expansion of programs have occurred as these programs acted as advo-
cates for children, and new models of service more responsive to community needs
have developed with support from these programs.

The Regional Child Advocacy Team was established in Manchester in 1978 as a
cooperative effort between the Community Council. community service providers,
and the Department of Children and Youth Services. The community was concerned
with the number of child abuse cases from Manchester and decided to do something
about it. The Team accepts referrals from any mandated reporter in the area who is
concerned about a child and feels there is a need for comprehensive service delivery
to the family to avoid maltreatment of the child.

The two foci of the Team are; Consultation and care service coordination to pro-
fessionals working with difficult cases of child abuse or a child at risk. Primary pre-
vention of child abuse through increased awareness and development of early inter-
vention strategies enhancing the community network of public, private and volun-
teer services

Since it began in 1978 the Team has expanded to serve 12 towns with three
teams. Referrals continue to be revived from the community (50%) and from the De-
partment of Children and Youth Services. We are seeing many of the families re
ferret.' are in need of at least five different services ranging from preventive health
care for infants. developmental assessment for preschoolers, specialized family day
care for toddlers and young school age children, homemakers services for handi-
capped mothers, parent aide services for the many single young mothers in our com-
munities. support groups for parents who really do not know how to parent, and the
list goes on indefinitely. This does not mean we need to initiate new services to fill
all these needs. what it does mean is that those in the community who are working
with the family must know where and how to get help for them.

There have been gaps in services identified by the Team and we have supported
the development of new programs, or changes in existing programa, to better serve
families The Team initiated a volunteer parent aide program in 1979 when we saw
many of the mothers referred really needed more support than could be offered
through weekly counseling sessions in order to maintain a home for their children.
In 1981, Time Out For Parents, a crisis nursery for parents to use in order to relieve
stress at home when child care was needed, was developed by the team in response
to community needs Parenting classes at the two local hospitals, conferences to in-
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crease profest'onal awareness, development of resources to be used to prevent child
sexual abuse, and task forces to look into ways to improve interagency case han-dling of child SOMAl abuse cage.) have all been Team work during the past fewyears.

There is no one way to prevent child abuse, all systems in the community mustwork together to 1Yrovide the services, educate the public, and chat") policy which
can Import families. Community based programs are the focus of the work in each
community where they work.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPHINE SEGATORI, PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
SPECIALIST

Ms. Smerotu. I have one page that I would like to read to you.I am Josephine Segatori from the Lower Naugatuck Valley. My
title is parent aide program specialist.

In the Lower Naugatuck Valley we have a parent aide program
which consists of three full-time parent aides serving five towns.We always maintain a waiting list and we always have the frustra-
tions of whr.t do we do with the cases on the waiting list.

We actually need six parent aides to cover five towns, so you
know we see many during times of crisis where there is little we
can do for a family because of not having enough parent aides,Parent aides are paraprofessionals in the social service field.
They receive training in child development, communications, crisis
intervention, parent effectiveness training and systematic training
for effective parenting.

Referrals come from hospitals, Head Start programs, women, in-fants, and children programs, Department of Children and Youth
Services workers, physicians, and public health nunws.

In one case a parent aide saw a child choking. The mother pan-icked and ran away from the child. The parent aide was in thehome making a visit and came to the aid of the child, thus saving
her life.

When the danger had passed, the aide worked with the mother
to teach her how to deal with a situation like the one that had just
occurred. That way, the mother would not panic, she knew what to
do and as a result, she became a better parent.

In another case, another parent aide made a home visit and sawthat the 3-month-old baby's ankle was discolored. The parent aide
advised the mother to take the baby to the emergency room at alocal hospital.

The attending doctor diagnosed the problem as a broken ankle
with internal bleeding.

Another example of the importance of such workers is a parentaide made a home visit and found a 5-month-old baby that wassick. She asked the mother if she called a doctor.
The mother said the baby had been sick all night but felt he

would be all right. The parent aide convinced the mother to take
the baby to a doctor. Shortly after the visit the baby was hospital-ized with pneumonia.

If there were no parent aide services, what would have happened
to these children? It is too frightening to think about.

Ms. DAVIES. Joe is an example of one of the programs that wehave seen starting up. We have parent aide programs across the
State.

Chairman MII.LER. Thank you.
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(Prepared statement of Josephine Segatori follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOSEPHINE &GATOR'. PAR/RYT AIDS PROGRAM SPECIALIST,
PARENT CHILI) RESOURCE CENTER, INC., SHELTON, CONN.

Parent aides are pare - professionals in the social service field. They receive train
ing in child development, ands ystematic training for effective parenting.

Referrals come from hospit Head Start programs, Women, Infants and Chil-
dren Programs. Department of Children and Youth Services workers, physicians
and Public Health Nurses.

In one case a parent aide saw a child choking. The mother panicked and ran away
from the child. The parent aide was in the home making a visit and came to the aid
of the child, thus saving her life. When the danger had passed, the aide worked with
the mother to teach her how to deal with a situation like the one that had just oc-
curred. That way, the mother would not panic, she knew what to do and as a result,
she became a better parent.

In another case, another parent aide made a home visit and saw that the three-
month-old baby's ankle was discolored. The parent aide advised the mother to take
the baby to the Emergency Room at a local hospital. The attending doctor diagnosed
the problem as a broken ankle with internal bleeding.

Another example of the importance of such workers is a parent aide made a home
visit and found a five month old baby that was sick. She asked the mother if she
called a doctor. The mother said the baby had been sick all night but felt he would
be alright. The parent aide convinced the mother to take the baby to a doctor.
Shortly after the visit the baby Was hospitalized with pneumonia.

If there were no parent aide services what would have happened to these chil-
dren? It is too frightening to think about.

Parent aide programs in Waterbury received nine referrals in two months.. Water-
bury is a city where it is common to have thirteen year olds giving birth to babies.
That places the infants at a high risk since a child is now mothering a baby. She is
no more equipped to handle a baby than any other child. These nine referrals are
all newborn to thirteen months old. The waiting list is often as long as twenty cases
and they sometimes wait for two or three months because the program is under-
staffed.

Parent aide programs in New Haven have twenty-four on the waiting list. There
are waiting lists all over the state.

In Connecticut there are 17 such programs and all are under staffed. Children at
high risk can not afford to wait. The children who I have talked about are just a
small sample of the problems we see daily.

STATEMENT OF DEAN LaBATE, DIRECTOR. ADOLESCENT CLINIC,
WILLIAM F. RYAN COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER, NEW YORK
CITY

Mr. LABATE. Chairman Miller, Mr. Weiss, welcome home again,
members of the committee.

Good afternoon, my name is Dean LaBate. I am the director of
the William F. Ryan Community Health Center's adolescent health
care program, known more widely and commonly as the "Teen
Health Project." We are located on West 100th Street, between
Amsterdam and Columbus Avenues, just a few short blocks from
where today's hearing is being held.

Our program, funded by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, Bureau of Community Health Services, provides
comprehensive, ambulatory health care, health education and com-
munity outreach services to teenagers and young adults, 12 to 21
years old. All services of the teen health project are confidential,
although parental consent and involvement are strongly encour-
aged.

If I may note, when we first began our program in 1979, we re-
ceived a special grant from the Bureau of Community Health Serv-
ices to serve an adolescent population. Two years into that pro-
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due to b cutbacks, separate funding was eliminated.Cnboard and , tion of the Ryan Health Center decided
to maintain the adolescent program because of its popularity
among the adolescents, and of course, the community.

The teen health prt+ict has for the past 5 Tears been a truly suc-
cessful answer to an overwhelming community, and indeed nation -
wide, need, that of specialized health care services to a very unique

tion-- adolescents.
rate of teenage pregnancies, based on the size of the adoles-

cent female population, has slowly and steadily risen in New York
City. But here on the upper westaide of Manhattanthe Riverside
health districtwhere quality comprelmnisive, affordable and per-
sonal health care is available in some degree to the AA:descent pop-
ulation, there has been a leveling off, and even a slight decline in
the rate of teenage pregnancies aurae 1976down 18.5 percent or a
net of 100.

Since 1976, a number of crisis intervention, pregnancy weven-
tion programs for the sexually active and/or regnant teenager
have sprung up which insure that certain essential medical, prena-
tal, delivery, parenting education, parenthood counseling, at cetera,
services are made able to the t adolescent.

While we applaud these efforts an certainly see the need and
importance for these services, we at the Ryan Community Health
Center believe, as has been our experience, that a more compre-
hensive, holistic approach to prevent unwanted teenage pregnan-
cies is needed on a much larger and wider scale than what we are
currently providing.

This approach, which we have employed, emphasizes pregnancy
prevention through routine, comprehensive health maintenance
made readily available during after-school and evening hours; it
protects the confidentiality of the teenager while strongly encour-
aging family involvement; it is affordable to the teenager and not
financially prohibitive; it is easily accessible and provides a com-
fortable, nonthreatening atmosphere.

It is staffed with dedicated individuals who are extremely sensi-
tive and understanding to the special needs and problems faced by
today's young people. It does not label itself as a pregnancy preven-
tion program, thereby limiting and frightening many teens away.

In our estimation, more than likely, only the very highly moti-
vated adolescent might participate in a program specifically de-
signed for the prevention of pregnancy.

Allow me to list some of the comprehensive services provided by
the teen health project: routine health care and health mainte-
nance; immunizations; physician examinations for school, camp,
jobs and/or working papers; testing and treatment for sexually
transmitted diseases; complete contraceptive care, including educa-
tion, counseling, and methods; pregnancy testing and confirma-
tions; gynecological care, including PAP tests; prenatal care refer-
rals; WIC program referrals; parenting education programs; post-
partum care; one-to-one counseling; social services assistance; out-
reach activities to local schools and youth programs, as well as
street corner outreach, thereby trying to get to the unaffiliated
youth; and referral services to other young adult programs, such as
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GED and equivalency programs, job development and placement
programs, substance abuse programs, tutorial programs, et cetera.

A teenage parenting program will soon be established at the
center. Those requiring or requesting other specialty services are
referred in-house to the appropriate Ryan medical provider or de-
partment, such as dental, mental health, urology, neurology, der-
matology, ENT, et cetera.

An important and effective aspect of the teen health project is
our enploynt and use of adolescent youth counselors/outreach
workers. Their functions are many and varied, but their main pur-
pose is to establish a personal, one-to-one relationship with each of
our adolescents, which helps us to personalize the health care serv-
ices which we provide.

In order to be more effective in the delivery of our comprehen-
sive services, we have networked with the following community-
based coalitions: The Westside Task Force for Youth; the North
Manhattan Coalition for Adolescent Health; the NYC Task Force
on Teenage Pregnancy headed by Carole Bellamy the New York
Coalition Concerned with Adolescents and their Families; Planned
Parenthood of NYC; the Riverside Church Health Advisory Board;
Community Planning Board No. 7Manhattan, Youth Committee;
Community School Board No. 3Manhattan; and the NYC Gener-
al Social Services Advisory Council, Youth Committee.

All in all, there are approximately 150 different community
agencies and p involved with these various coalitions.

Since 1979 we ve registered an estimated 4,000 of an estimated
50,000 teens and young adults who live, work or attend school on
the upper westside. Roughly 12 percent. 480, are between 12 and 14
years old; 62 percent, 2,480, are between 15 and 18; and 26 percent,
1,040, are between 19 and 21.

We have generated over 22,000 medical encounters, visits, within
the einic which averages out to roughly five or six medical visits
per registrant.

The ratio of females to males is approximately 2 to 1. Our ethnic
breakdown is approximately 40 percent Hispanic, 38 percent black,
15 percent white, 4 percent Haitian, and 3 percent Asian-Oriental.

Our current active caseload of adolescent users for this year is
620, with more than 3,200 medical visits recorded. Clearly we have
just scratched the surface.

Approximately 45 percent of our total number of registered ado-
lescents have taken advantage of our family planning education,
counseling and/or contraceptive care services. Understandably, 95
percent of these are females.

The majority of the adolescent females receiving contraceptive
care are self-referred, 65 percent; the remainder, 35 percent, are re-
ferred to these services by a medical provider or counselor or
school official after confidential discussions regarding their sexual
activity.

It is important to note that we do not promote sexual activity,
but rather sexual responsibility for those who already are sexually
active, or considering their sexual involvement.

Our experience in dealing with this population has shown that
the number of adolescent females requesting as their primary con-
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cern, birth control education and counseling has been substantially
increasing over the number requesting pregnancy testing.

This suggests to us that given the opportunity to obtain this in-
formation and service in a setting such as ours is preferable to a
teenager than having to sttend a pragra where one might be la-
beled and stigmatized as being sexually active by her peers, family,
or others.

Of the 1,620 adolescent females who are receiving contraceptive
care, approximately 307, 19 percent, have been diagnosed with posi-
tive pregnancies. Roughly half are referred for prenatal care serv-
ices and half, at their request, for terminations of their pregnan-
cies. This also fits in with the statistics of New York City.

An understandable, yet unfortunate trend exists in the area of
adolescent perinatal care. Our experiences indicate that the majori-
ty of the older-17 and upadolescents who find that they have
missed a menstrual period will usually seek out assistance from us
shortly after their last menstrual period was due.

This obviously allows us to make whatever :'.:meats are
needed or required early enough on in the young si 's first tri-
mester. The unfortunate side is reflected in the trend which contin-
ues to exist among the younger-16 and underadolescent females
who also discover that they have missed their last menstrual
period.

Because of many factors, including fear, ignorance, misinforma-
tion, confusion, and many other reasons, this younger pregnant ad-
olescent will not seek out assistance until later in their first, or
even later in their second trimester.

The danger here lies in the fact that most all adolescents at this
age are considered high-risk pregnancies.

Comprehensive health care services should be as accessible and
available to our teenagers and ung adults as it is or should be for
other segments of the population. Maintenance of one's health is a
learned experience which, unfortunately, many adolescents are un-
familiar with.

Most of what they learn is taken from family and peers and only
in the best of circumstances is the information regarding their
bodies, their sexuality, and their health in general, only half-true
and reliable.

Certainly, it is ultimately the responsibility of the families of
these young individuals to inform, educate, assist, and support
them in these endeavors.

It partly becomes our responsibility, as a provider of comprehen-
sive health care services, to make certain that all types of health
care services are available to them.

Speaking as a health care administrator, I must realistically also
be concerned with the cost effectiveness of a program such as ours.
Without hesitation, I can attest to the fact that our system of
health maintenance, which includes pregnancy prevention services
as part of our overall ambulatory health care program, if effective,
is absolutely more cost effective in the long and short run.

I sincerely hope that this esteemed committee will review this in-
formation and stand firm in your commitment to continue and in-
crease the Federal dollars required to fund comprehensive commu-
nity health centers and programs such as ours which emphasize
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ambulatory health maintenance and preventive health care and in-
corporate pregnancy prevention and education services to the teen-
ager, and young adult as part of an overall health care system.

Thank you for this opportunity.
[Prepared statement of Dean La Bate follows:]

PREFAB= STATIOMNT OF MAN Lane, DIRBGFOR OF THE WILLIAM F. RYAN
Coinwrionev HFALTH CaNTESIII Anmesciner HNALTH Ceas Paocatzei

Good afternoon, my name is Dean Last.. I am the Director of the William F.
Ryan Community Health Center's Adolescent Health Care Program, known more
widely and commonly as the "Teen Health Project". We are located on West 100th
Street, between Amsterdam and Columbus Avenues.

Our program, funded by the United Batas Department of Health and Human
Services, Bureau of Community Health Services, provides comprehensive, ambulato-
ry health care, health education and community outreach services to teenagers and
young adults, 12 to 21 years old. All services of the Teen Health Project are confi-
dential, although parental consent and involvement are strongly encouraged.

The Teen Health Project has, for the past five years been a truly successful
answer to an overwhelming community and indeed nationwide needthat of spe-cialized health care services to a very unique populationadok3scents.

The rate of teenage pregnancieis, based on the size of the adolescent female popu-
lation, has slowly and steadily risen in New York city. But here on the upper West-
side of Manhattan (the Riverside Health District), where 'ty comprehensive, af-
fordable and personal health care is available to the t population, there
has been a leveling off, and even a slight decline in the rate of teenage pregnancies
since 1976, (down 13.5 percent or a net of 100).'

Since 1976 a number of crisis intervention, pregnancy prevention programs for
the sexually active and/or pregnant teenager have sprung up which insure that cer-
tain essential medical, pre-natal, delivery, parenting education, parenthood counsel-
ing, etc. services are made available to the pregnant adolescent. While we applaud
these efforts and certainly see the need and importance for these services, we at the
Ryan Community Health Center believe, as has been our experience, that a more
cnozerlhensive,

holistic approach to prevent unwanted teenage pregnancies is
on a much larger and wider scale than what we are currently providing.

This approach, which we have employed, emphasizes preventionthrough routine, comprehensive health maintenance made availaLrr crringafter - school and evening hours; it protects the confidentiality of teenager while
strongly encouraging family involvement; it is affordable to the teenager and not
financially prohibitive; it is easily accessible and provides a comfortable atmosphere;
it is staffed with dedicated individuals who are azterniely sensitive and understand-
ing to the special needs and problema faced by today's _young people; and it does not
"label" itself as a 'Pregnancy Prevention Program" thereby limiting and frighten-ing many teens away. In our estimation, inure than likely, only the very highly mo-
tivated adolescent might participate in a program specifically designed for the pre-vention of pregnancy.

Allow me to list some of the comprehensive services provided by the Teen HealthProject; routine health care and health maintenance; immunizations; physical ex-
aminations for school, camp, jobs and/or "Working Papers"; testing and treatmentfor sexually transmitted diseases; complete contraceptive care, including education,
counseling, and methods; pregnancy testing and confirmations; gynecological care,
including PAP test; pre-natal care referrals: W.I.C. program referrals; post-partum
care; one-to-one counseling; social services assistance; outreach activities to localschools and youth programs, as will as street corner outreach; and referral services
to other young adult programs, such as G.E.D. and Equivalency Programs, job devel-
opment and placement programs, substance abuse programs, tutorial programs, etc
Those requiring or requesting other specialty services are referred in-house to the
appropriate Ryan medical provider or department, such as Dental, Mental Health,
Urology. Neurology, Dermatology, ENT, etc.

An important and effective aspect of the Teen Health Project is our employmentand use of Adolescent Youth Counselors/Outreach Workers. Their functions are
many anti varied; but their main purpose is to establish a personal, one-to-one rela-
tionship with each of our adolescents.

'Boum,. Bureau of Health Statist es and Analysts. Dept. of Health. N.Y ( 1976 and 19*)
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In order to be more effective in the delivery of our comprehensive services, we
have networked with the following community-based coalitions: the Westside Task
Force for Youth; the North Manhattan Coalition for Adolescent Health; the N.Y.C.
Task Force on Teenage Pregnancy; the N.Y. Coalition Concerned with Adolescents
and their Families; Planned Parenthood of N.Y.C.; the Riverside Church Health Ad-
visory Board; Community Planning Board No. 7 Man h at t an Youth Committee;
Community School Board No. 3Manhattan; and the N.Y.C. General Social Serv-
ices Advisory CouncilYouth Committee. All in all, there are approximately 150
different community agencies and programs involved with these various coalitions.

Since 1979 we have registered an estimated 4,000 teens and young adults who
live. work, or attend school on the upper Westaide. Roughly 12 percent (480) are be-
tween 12 and 14 years old; 62 percent (2,480) are between 15 and 18; and 26 percent
(1..040, are between 19 and 21. We have generated over 22,000 medical encounters
(visits) within the Clinic which averages out to 5 or 6 medical vista per registrant.
The ratio of females to males is approximately 2 to 1. Our ethnic breakdown is ap-
proximately 40 percent Hispanic, 38 percent Black, 15 percent White, 4 percent Hai-
tian, and 3 percent Asian/Oriental. Our current active caseload of adolescent users
for this year is 620, with more than 3,200 medical visits recorded. Clearly we have
just scratched the surface.

Approximately 45 percent of our total number of registered adolescents have
taken advantage of our Family Planning education, counseling and/or contraceptive
care services. 95 percent of these are females. The majority of the adolescent fe-
males receiving contraceptive care are self-referred (65 percent); the remainder (35
percent) are referred to these services by a medical provider or counseler after confi-
dential discussions regarding their sexual activity. It is important to not that we do
not promote sexual activity, but rather sexual responsibility for those who already
are sexually active. or considering their sexual involvement.

Our experience in dealing with this population has shown that the number of ado-
lescent females requesting as their primary concern, birth control education and
counseling has been substantially increasing over the number requesting pregnancy
testing. This suggests to us that given the opportunity to obtain this information
and service in a setting such as ours is preferable to a teenager than having to
attend a program where one might be labeled and stigmatized as being sexually
active by her peers, family or others.

Of the 1,620 adolescent females who are receiving contraceptive care, approxi-
mately 307 (19%) have been diagnosed with positive pregnancies. Roughly half are
referred for pre-natal care services and half, at their request, for terminations of
their pregnancies.

An understandable yet unfortunate trend exists in the area of adolescent perina-
tal care. Our experiences indicate that the majority of the older (17 and up) adoles-
cents who find that they have missed a menstrual period will usually seek out as-
sistance from us shortly after their last menstrual period was due. This obviously
allows us to make whatever arrangements are needed or required early enough on
in the young woman's first trimester. The unfortunate side is reflected in the trend
which continues to exist among the younger (16 and under) adolescent females who
(tiro discover that they have missed their last menstrual period. Because of many
factors including fear, ignorance, misinformation, confusion and many other reasons
this younger pregnant adolescent will not seek out assistance until later in their
first, or even later in their second trimesters. (The danger here lies in the fact that
most all adolescents at this age are considered high risk pregnancies.)

Comprehensive health care services should be as accessible and available to our
teenagers and young adults as it is for other segments of the population. Mainte-
nance of one's health in a learned experience which, unfortunately, many adoles.
cents are unfamiliar with Most of what they learn is taken from family and peers
and only in the best of circumstances is the information regarding their bodies,
their sexuality and their health in general, only half-true and reliable. Certainly it
is ultimately the responsibility of the families of these young individuals to inform,
educate. assist, and support them in these endeavors. It partly becomes our respon-
sibility. as a provider of comprehensive health care services, to make certain that
all types of health care services are available to them.

Speaking as a health care administrator I must realistically also be concerned
with the cost effectiveness of a program such as ours. Without hesitation I can
attest to the fact that our system of health maintenance, which includes pregnancy
preventiot. services as part of our over-all ambulatory health care program, if effec
tive, is absolutely mom cost effective in the long and short run

Thank you for this opportunity to speak with you
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Chairman MILLER. How long have you been involved in the chil-
dren's campaign, Leah?

Ms. Luso'. A little over a year.
Chairman MILLER. Is this a local or statewide campaign?
I realize there is a national campaign. Are your local friends in-

volved as well?
Ms. LUBIN. Yes. Well, the Children's Campaign for Nuclear Dis-

armament is an international organization. The group I am in-
volved in is just based in New Haven.

Chairman MILLER. How many young people are involved in that?
Ms. LUBIN. About 20.
Chairman MILLER. Ms. Nicholas, lets talk about the makeup of

parents at your day care center and how long it has been open?
Ms. NICHOLAS. Since 1969.
Chairman MILLER. Has it had the same makeup?
Ms. NICHOLAS. Now we are including more working parents. I,

myself, was very surprised, given the unemployment statistics,
given the area that we are in, where the unemployment rate is the
highest.

Chairman MILLER. So, in fact, you are seeing an increase in the
number of parents who are working who are looking for day care
services?

Ms. NICHOLAS. That is right. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Do you turn people away?
MS. NICHOLAS. Not at this time of the year. Perhaps by January

we may have reached our full enrollment. But I keep a close watch
on it. Sometimes with young children who are ill, I am able to
juggle, but we do at some point have a waiting list, but not too long
a one.

I know many times legislators feel that working parents, particu-
larly poor working parents, only find jobs that are subsidized. Yet
most of our parents work in private industry, for the banks, tele-
phone companies, factories.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Negroni, are you suggesting that
children can learn, too, and that our expectations have simply n
too low. Is that a fair characterization of what you have shown in
district 12?

Mr. NECRONI. Yes. I think many places across the country have
proven that all youngsters can learn. For too long we have had
lower expectations and it is time that we began to understand that
the expectations that we g ) into a situation with very often will
lead to the results.

Chairman MILLER. Expectations, plus some resources and you
might have success?

Mr. NEGRONI. Resources are important. If you were to ask me
the question do you think money is the answer, I would say no.
Certainly we need money and we might need additional money, but
that is not the only answer, because I remember when I was a
young teacher in 1963, 1964, and 1965, there was more money than
one could handle.

I remember being in a program where someone said you have to
nd $40,000 in 4 days, because there was so much money around.
money is not the key. It is how you use the money and the qual-

ity of the programs.

4 1
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I think we do need some more money in education. However, it is
extremely important that the programs we implement be keyed to
success and that we not use money just for the sake of using
money.

I think that is why the public is so putting more money
into education, because of the sixties anadthe money we spent. The
money in chapter I is allotted based on the needs of the youngsters,
so my district has been losing chapter I money consistently as I get
better, so the districts that do more poorly get more money every
year.

Because conditions in my community are a little more difficult
it is an economically deprived community, 99-percent minority,
that has all of the social problems that one can find in any urban
center --I need additional funds to keep doing what I am doing, yet
I am continuously losing chapter I funds and I have lost funds
every single year.

So I have to do more with less. It seems the better I get, the less
I get in terms of money.

Chairman MILLER. Your program seems to rely rather heavily on
parental involvement, both in monitoring the students and work-
ing with the students during the course of the school year.

Mr. NigoaoNi. Yes. One of the things when I became a superin-
tendent 5 years ago, I didn't believe that is had such an
impact on learning and I thought that we d do it all.

One of the problems is that there is a tendency to say that be-
cause the parents don't participate, then the kids can't learn,
therefore, it is not your fault.

Consequently, I kept saying that parents were not important,
that we could do the job without them. I have found that the more
I involve parents in the processand research indicates this
throughout the countrythe more you involve parents, the better
the students get and the better the community becomes, and the
parents are very ready to become involved no matter where they
are at.

I was speaking in Pennsylvania recently about the high involve-
ment of parents. One of the people in the audience raised their
hand and said you mean to say that welfare parents get involved?

That was a sincere comment on the part of that person, yet I
would say that in the report card system, over 95 percent of the
parents come in to pick up their report cards and have a confer-
ence with their teacher, so it is possible to get people who are poor
to relate to the schools.

I think the conditions have been such that they have been kept
out of the schools, and it is our role to get them back into the
schools.

I think they are willing partners and willing to come back.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman
Mr. Negroni, have you been able to do any kind of follow up to

track the kids as they go on to high school to see what their per-
formance is?

Mr. NEGRONI. One of the problems is that New York City is sepa-
rated into a centralized, decentralized system, therefore, I don't
have responsibility for high schools.
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We have tried to track them, looking at them in junior high
school, and attempted to keep track of them in high school, and
have not been successful because of the difference in the school
system.

One of the problems that I see with respect to special education,
and it is a high school problem, right now the referral rate of all
the youngsters referred to special education in New York City,
almost 97 percent of the youngsters, are sure to be placed into spe-
cial education.

We spend millions of dollars going through a proems where we
examine youngsters that should be in special education. It seems to
me if you are putting in 97 percent of the population after you ex-
amine them and you are spending all that money, you should
really stop and give the money to preventing thembecause they
are all going to go there anyway.

Somehow or another, our numbers are off and increasing much
too quickly. When you look at the numbers of terms of high school,
you will find that of the 97 percent of youngsters-97 percent of
the youngsters referred going into special education, only about 5
percent of the special education population ends up graduating
from high school.

So you are almost sayingthis is in New York Cityyou are
almost guaranteeing by putting a youngster in special education,
you are almost putting a stamp of nongraduation from high school,
so I think we have some problems with looking at why youngsters
are in special ed.

That is a very important notion that we have to begin to look at.
I don't think that the youngsters that are going into special educa-
tion are being properly placed.

It is just too large a number. We have to look at the prevention
kind of programs and the regular education programs.

The greatest prevention to special education is a good, solid back-
ground in the regular program.

Mr. WEISS. Over the course of this past year or year-and-a-half,
we have had a big controversy about notifying parents before the
kind of educational programs that you conduct, the contraceptive
assistance programs, are, in fact, provided.

What is your program's experience with parent participation and
the parent a role?

Mr. LABATE, As I said in the report, we do not mandate, as had
been the intent of Congress from the beginning, any type of paren-
tal consent or involvement. When a young person comes into our
program, we strongly encourage them, through the use of our coun-
selors, and all our staff to inform their parents of what they are
doing.

If there is a problem in discussing this with the parent we will
make arrangements to assist them, and talk with their parents
about it.

We make arrangements with parent/teacher associations in the
schools to come and talk about the program. Nothing is a secret.

Our involvement with parents so far has been fairly low. One of
the things that we would like to do is provide classes for parents of
teenagers and maybe for children, also.
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We want to focus on the adolescents. We would like to start a
program for the parents of adolescents and how to talk to their
teenagers about sexuality, their bodies, about their sexuality, a lot
of things that parents have a difficult time discussing with their
kid.

One of the programs that I had attended was run here at the
Frederlek Douglas Community Center, which was exactly that, a
parenting education program for parents of teenagers.

It was in to see how much misinformation the parents
of these teenagers and that they were then giving their teen-
age's-

So I think it is very important to have parents involved not only
in the whole process of the clinic, but providing programs for the
parents of teenagers, as well.

Mr. Wilms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLE& Mrs.
Mrs. Boons. Leah, I like to congratulate you for saying

that you were part of a citizens' effort, not a young people's effort,
because that is what you are and I am glad that you used that ter-
minology.

Can you tell me where the chapters are outside the United
States?

Ms. LUBIN. Three chapters in Japan, with one in Hiroshima.
There are several chapters in Sweden, a few in France, and one in
England. We have received correspondence from children in many
other countries, including Russia, asking for information about our
organization and how to start chapters of their own.

Mrs. Bows. Thank you very much.
Ms. Nicholas, from time to time we hear that the term about

burned out people. Has there been a very large rise in burned out
situations in the last couple of years?

Ms. NICHOLAS. I think there has been some leveling off because I
think most of the tenements that were the most vulnerable have
been burned. When you travel through Brownsville, you see that
most of the area is completely desolate.

They have taken down most of the buildings that were burned.
There are a few tenements left, but that does mean that there is a
housing crisis.

The center is located in a housing project and it is located near
several other housing projects, but some of our parents do come
from some of the poor housing that is still left in the area.

Some of them have quite a difficult time trying to relocate, par-
ticularly those parents who have large families or some of the par-
ents who may be in drug maintenance programs.

The abandonment of units, of course, caused a great deal of diffi-
culty within the whole housing complex. They have become centers
for dope and for crimes and for fire hazards because of the kind of
litter that is deposited there.

What many people don't realize, too, for some of that same poor
housingthis was the case even several years agothe people, and
some of them are working people, pay high rents, not low rents.

They are not getting those apartments for nothing.
For people receiving public assistance, the Government is paying

a high rent for those kinds of buildings that you are describing.
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So that while they are still standing and while people are still
living in them, I believe money is being made on them. Many
times, too, these buildings are not being serviced.

I talked to a young parent today who lives in a city managed
building where there is no hot waterI forget what else she men-
tioned.

She will be trying to find someplace else.
Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you very much.
Dr. Negroni, your parent involvement, your home study kits for

parents, can you tell us some of the materials that are within those
kits?

Mr. N Kamm. I left some of the kits here so you will be able to
look at them. Basically, we worked with committees of parents to
prepare the kits so they had input into the preparation.

The idea is to peg when a youngster fails a course, a parent
knowsreally don't know what to do. These kids are pegged to
working with the four 10-week cycle, so there is a kid, for every 10-
week cycle there is a training program for every 10-week cycle for
the parent.

Mrs. Boons. We have heard over and over again today that sus-
pension is really our failure and over and over that juvenile justice
should use seed money for prevention and some of the coordination
of the programs that can be done between education and the juve-
nile justice programs.

Mr. Nsortobri. One of the things we say in the schools is you can
pay me now and educate properly or pay me later and have the
kids in prisons because you haven t given them a way of earning a
proper living.

The people attempting to make a living, in the underworld, in
the underground economy, are doing it because they have no other
way. For too long we have aid that they do it because they like to
do it.

We haven't provided the avenues for people to be prepared to
work in a world as complex as ours and it is our failure, and we
will pay one way or the other.

Mrs. BOGGS. Mr. LaBate, in your wonderfully comprehensive
health care training and actual care of adolescents and your coun-
selors and outreach workers who are adolescents, which is probably
the very best of involving adolescents in the program, do you have
any alcohol and drug-abuse components to your health care?

Mr. Lams. Within our own clinic, within the adolescent clinic,
the counselors that we have have, been trained to deal with some
of these issues on a limited basis.

We do have a mental health department within the center where
we have trained professionals, social workers, psychologists, psychi-
atrists, who can more effectively deal with the problem of drug and
alcohol abuse.

Because we are unable to offer all services under one roof, (be-
cause of a limited amount of funds that we have) we have been
able to network with a lot of community agencies. There is Veritas
drug program, Phoenix House, all on the westaide.

There are alcohol abuse programs that we can refer a young
person to and follow-up on them to make sure they do not get lost
in the system.

29-497 0 - 84 9
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So although we can't provide it ourselves, we can refer the teen-
ager somewhere where the service can be provided and we can

Mrs. Boons.
of them.

Boons. You say you are teaching the young people about
their bodies and how r bodies function.

What about the dreadful effect that alcohol and drug abuse has
upon the babies?

Mr. LABATE. 'raking that a step further, for the pregnant adoles-
cents attending the prenatal clinics, they have an interesting cur,
riculum based on what is happening to their bodies during the time
of pregnancy. Much of the information goes into the negative a.
fects that alcohol and drug abuse has on their bodies and on them-
selves, and on the child that they will be bringing into the world.

I think that is well taken care of in the prenatal clinics that we
refer to.

Mrs. Boom Mg. Davies, and, Ms. Segatori, you have told us
about the severity that seems to be increasing in child abuse cases
and the number of deaths that are the result of child abuse.

Do you find that the emergency rooms, for instance, of hospitals
and so on are more acutely aware of what may be child abuse cases
than they previously were?

Ms. Mynas. I wouldn't say that they are acutely aware. I would
say that there has been a big improvement.

I am speaking from the State of Connecticut. There have been
programs like ours across the State for a number of years now.

One of their goals has been not just to work with their own
group of people, but, to reach out into the community and educate.
It is an ongoing process to raise the level of awareness.

There are still many, many cases that do not go to the right
agencies, that are not referred, that do not get services.

IMy
background is in nursing.

worked for 14 3rears and saw too many cases of spiral fractures,
highly suspicious burns, children with repeated bruises which were
never reported to DCVS, the parents were never offered services.
We only treated the medical problem.

We are saying to the workers in all settings, take the blinders
off, there are systems that will work with you, don't be afraid to
see abuse as a symptom and let's start working with these parents
when they come in the first time.

Some centers are more aware than others if they have a program
right in the hospital, but there is a lot of work to be done.

Mrs. Boras. Ms. Segatori, do you think that your group could
make them more aware with the specialists that go out into the
communities?

Ms. SISCIATORI. Yes. I am from a small town. What we found
when we started the parent aide program in small communities,
that people that are in the medical profession and educators are
not aware of what some of the signs are in child abut*, and neglect,
and what I have done with some of my colleagues is in the small
areas we are doing education work, getting into the emergency
rooms, the pediatric units.

This past April I put together two workshops for the educators.
The response of that was could we have this ongoing. I have seen
these signs, but wasn't aware it was child abuse or neglect.
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So we are getting into all the areas that need to be educated.
Mrs. BOGGS. I think we have two situations here that are meet-

ing to make your way very important in that regard. One is that
there is more child abuse because of the stress upon' families who
are unemployed or whose resources are so reduced.

The other is that when that happens, there is less money for
medical care, and since the families can't afford medical care, we
see them bringing children more and more into the emergency
rooms for rar medical care, because they can't afford to take
them to the pediatrician.

So the combination of those two situations, it would seem to me
that it would make it especially important for you to keep up your
important work.

Ms. &MAWR'. The school systems, what is happening, kids are
going to the nurse in schools with their medical problems, and
when the nurse speaks to them they find out there are a lot of
problems in the home and a lot of these children are worried or not
getting medical attention because of the situation at home.

From my statistics from vgtritziwith several superintendents of
schools, we are doing some and finding that it is the econ-
omy, either the mother or father is unemployed and there is just
no money.

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Musa. Ms. Mikulski.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LaBate, just to be sure I understand your program, the teen

health project, is that a HMO for teenagers or does it only provide
services around pregnancy, although you call it a HMO?

Mr. LABATE. No. We are a community health center, which is
much like a HMO, but I believeI may be corrected herethat we
have different legislation that funds these types of programs, com-
munity health centers.

If I am also not mistaken, there is at least one community health
center in each congressional district in the country. I know we
have about seven in New York City.

The teen health project is as comprehensive as I said it was. It is
not just a pregnancy program that is labeled as a comprehensive
program. We provide all those health maintenance and preventive
care services that I described.

Ms. MIKULSKI. Let's say that there is a 15-year-old living in the
community who wants a doctor for him or herself for an evalua-
tion. It could be anything from acne to mental health counseling.
Will they just come in your one-stop shop for teenage health?

Mr. LABATE. Practically, yes. I would say so. Considering the
range of services that we have and the types of outreach that we
do and the publicity within the community, we have become pretty
much a one-stop center for most of the health care problems that
are faced by the young people in this neighborhood.

We have adolescents coming in to us for other types of problems
because they heard from other teenagers that someone came intn
the clinic, and received a health care service. In addition, one of
the counselors may have talked to them and was able to get them
into a job placement program or GED program.

So we have become more than just a health care center.
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Ms. Mumuna. So somebody waiting in the waiting room could be
there for everything from acne to VD., to needing a health certifi-
cate to be able to get into a school or program.

Mr. LaBarz. That is right That is what I feel is the main attrac-
tion to the program, that we don't label ourselves, although it is a
part of the program, as a pregnancy prevention program.

The other teenagers sittim in our room could be there
for anything, and, therefore, the negative 4 attached to being
there for a pregnancy test or birth control or V.D. is minimized by
the fact that they could be there fin any number of things.

This is why we have more teenagers attending our wogram than
other types of p7a.i;e that exist.

Chairman Mu How nnmh do you charge?
Mr. Lal3arz. We nmdicaid, and charge a flat fee of $2 for

each medical visit we expect dm teenager to 4 . The Ryan
Health Center has a sliding fee scale whk:h we , so we
could serve as many teenagers as postale.

Ms. Mmutazi. What about the utilization by males and females?
Mr. Lallarz. We have a 2-to-1 ratio of females over males. We

have a high number of males became we do physicals, routine im-
munizations, and sports *yokels. That information attracts a lot
of young males.

We have tried and will try again, come September, to start up a
parenting program involving the young fathers.

Ms. MIKULIKI. If I may just continue this br a little longer, Mr.
Chairman, last week we held hearings on teenage pregnancy and
we had a splendid social ckimographer testify.

She gave a rather extensive profile on teenage women and the
need for counseling and services, but I asked her, gee, we always
focus on women, what about the guys, since it seems to be a part-
nership, no matter how temporary.

She told me that from the standpoint of a social demographer,
that very little was known about the young men in terms of the
counseling and in terms of the outreach. Has that been true ofyou
and would you have any recommendatimui on communicating and
doing outreach with the young men?

Mr. Lawn. I think it is very important to soniehow in the out-
reach efforts and in the publicity of things to inform the young
men of the neighborhood that this is a service that they may also
use.

Therefore, when we go to a street corner or a school or the parks,
we make sure we have information available to the young men.
When a young lady comes in and requests information about birth
control, we ask her, does she have a is she married, is
there a partner that she would like to to the birth control
education program.

Ms. Minium. What happens?
Mr. Lallarz. Very often she comes alone. I would say maybe a

quarter of the time they will bring their boyfriend, or partner, with
them to attend the birth control education class or later on will
send their boyfriend or partner to the counselors to talk about
birth control methods available for young men.

We will oftentimes talk to the young men about the use of con-
doms.
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Ms. MucuiSKI. You feel that the primary care center would be
another way of involving them?

Mr. Lam's. I do.
Ms. MIKU1111[1. We have talked about parental involvement., the

day care work, and Dr. Negroni's work. It seems to me a key com-
ponent of your program is the use of the parent aides, but also the
Parents Anonymous.

It seems to me that the services for getting parents involved in
some type of therapeutic program is one of your biggest challenges.

What approach, what motivation and how do you do that that we
could learn from?

Ms. DAVIES. Our legislation in Connecticut stresses maintaining
children in their homes, or as close to the home as possible, to pre-
vent not only the violence of child abuse, but the trauma of remov-
ing a child from his own family. This is the basis for a lot of the
programs that are in the model system in Connecticut.

We know that it is extremely traumatic to a child to remove him
at any age from that primary parent, whether it is a biological or
psychological parent. We must do anything we can to prevent that
while still protecting the child.

This plan may not always appear to be the most cost effective,
but the bottom line is that most of those parents reported for abuse
and neglect want to keep their children at home and the child does
need to belong to the family.

The quickest answer is sometimes foster care, but what we find
out when we offer parent aide services and a support group is that
a very high percentage of these parents want that service and can
use it effectively.

There is a parent aide program in the city where I work which
covers a 15-town area, with 25 parent aides. They are constantly
being begged to take cases. Parents call for themselves asking for
these services. Instead of calling to ask to have the child removed
and put into foster care, which was done in the during times
of stress, some of those same parents are now calling and saying "I
want to get into the program, I want an aide."

MS. MIKULSKI. Is that also true of the sexual abuse and incest?
MS. DAVIES. Those cases are very difficult to deal with and part

of it is because of a lack of knowledge about it.
We don't understand all the dynamics and there is no one treat-

ment or cure. The more centers which open, and we have excellent
programs in our area, the more people come for help by referring
themselves.

The community is concerned and hesitant to work in conjunction
with some treatment centers. We are afraid to treat the children in
their home because it is so awesome to think about a 2-year-old
being sexually abused by a parent.

But many treatment centers and Parents Anonymous groups are
offering treatment while the child remains at home. The in-home
treatment requires an extensive cooperative network in order to
protect the child while, at the same time, working for change in
the family and that is where our multidisciplinary teams come in.

Chairman MILLER. Does Federal money support Parents Anony-
mous')
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MS. DAVIES. The Federal money that was used as seed money
helps to support the executive director in Connecticut. All other po-
sitions are voluntary.

They just received a grant to put in a treatment for children
component into their in Connecticut in the next year.
This money was supplied through block grant funds.

Chairman Marini. Congressman McHugh.
Mr. McHtrou. That was one of the qmstions I had about the im-

portance of Federal money enabling some of the key people like
yourself to be = t of governmental agencies at the State
and local level, so ,t you m,M be an advocate for the children as

How
said.

How does that work exactly? The - - who are getting Federal
money, how does that money come to them to maintain this
kind of independence?

Ms. DAvnis. I gave you a model wheel. The State of Connecticut,
when they received the Federal child abuse dollars hired a
in the Department of Chiblren and Youth Sonvic'es to the
distribution and monitoring of

At that point, it was w, . in 4' community sup-
I which totals timusands thousands of a year of pro-

time and inkind private agency support, as well as hun-
dreds of volunteer hours, they were going to have to leave some
ownership to the communities. The t established a pro-
gram director of the Cfnmetkut 6 1 " 'a cuotection project in
the State Department.

The program director of Connecticut children's protection project
is the overseer of the grants. The teams, the parent aide programs,
and the Parents . groups are all owned by the communi-
ty. We receive . V LiStaistance and cooperation in working
with the State department frcen the rogram director, but we are
really owned by each of our communities and that makes us very`ye to community needs.

r. Mr. La.Bate, I want to be clear on the sources of
your . You mentioned medicaid and cases where that is
available an of course, the minimal fee that you charge.

What is your primary source of funding?
Mr. LABATE. The primary source of funding for the Ryan Health

Center is the Federal Government, t of Health and
Human Services, Bureau of Community th Services.

1 believe it is Federal don NO, which funds community
health centers. As I said -4 I we had a separate grant to service
a d o l e s c e n t s when w e fi r s t s t a r t e d t .. but that was elimi-
nated after the first year of funding due to v - cutbacks. We
have had to rely on the operating budget the Ryan Health
Center, as well as additional grants to supplement the program.

We have a very small grant from the New York City Communittyy
Development Agency that assists us with mune of the outreach
work and some of the nonmedleal pieces of the

We have also received small grants from . . , to help us
with the publicity of the program. That money is not available
through the Federal Government.

In order to be effective, you have to have some kind of publicity
and outreach.
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Mr. Mc Hums. Dr. Negroni, I am sure that your testimony is of
interest to all of us, given particularly the kind of publicity and re-

rt we are hearing all the time in terms of education and how
it is.

You have been able to accomplish miraculous things under the
most difficult circumstances. You have outlined a long list of things
that you have done, and we don't have time to get into all of those.

I will ask you about one thing, the open enrollment policies.
Could you describe briefly how that works in your district and ac-
complishes the things that you have described?

Mr. NEGRONI. One of the problems that I had in my district was
to attempt to foster a little competition among the junior high
schools. I did not do this in the elementary schools.

We began to set up schools with a focus where parents might
select where they wanted to send their youngsters and it was very
structured.

So it wasn't anybody could go anyplace. It took 2 years to imple-
ment and we were able to move youngsters around and not close
any schools and yet people were picking the schools they wanted to
go to.

In selecting the schools, since the parent has had an input in se-
lecting the school, he feels better about that school and I have
found it successful.

I have also been able to close schools that I felt were ineff ive.
Now, that is a political problem in reality, how do you close a
school?

I think we are probably the only district in the country that has
admitted that there are certain schools that we could not improve
because of the conditions, attempting not to blame any group of
people, but saying conditions are such that it cannot work here, we
are going to close them up.

There is a movement in New York City to do that with high
schools. I have done that with junior high schools, reopen them
with another focus and it worked very well.

Mr. McHtran. You seem to have done things with considerable
flexibility in your school district. Row do you get this flexibility
and are other districts doing it like you are doing it?

Mr. NEGRONI. The renaissance that I speak about in District No.
12, I think, is something occurring throughout the country and in
the city of New York, however, to a lesser extent in some places.

I feel that one does not worry about where the power lays, one
assumes that one has all the power to do all the things that one
has to do to do the job and power is responsibility. So I attempted
to do what has to be done for youngsters and hope that in doing
that, when I do step on people's toes, they will understand that the
end is what counts and that is that youngsters are beginning to be
educated.

The answer is I have been bloodied at times, but I believe that
unless we begin to do this there will be no change. I think that I
am not unique either in the city of New York or in the country.

I think that people are willing now to stand up in many areas
and say, "enough, we are going to attempt to make changes that
are good for kids."
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I believe in the same form that the people from Connecticut be-
lieve, that I am an advocate for 4 not for parents neces-
sarily. I am an advocate for parents I I with respect to youngsters
and I help parents so I can eventually help youngsters.

I see the youngsters in my charge as my main amcern.
Mr. McHuGH.-As know, most of the responsibility in educa-

tion rests with the school districts and the States. Is there
anything in your experience at the Federal level which has been

helpful, or to the contrary, has been a particular prob-
so from the standpoint of Federal legislation is there some-

thing given rnir . _ that we should know about?
Mr. l'izaitosn. e 4r I .14 91. more than likely the next 3 days

here. I will say that some I e the in chapter I have become
helpful because there has been some flexibility in chapter I a. that
you have school wide proicrann

One of the problems with chapter I; it was the tail wagging the

cbtople were their schools around chapter I, rather
than around the and city money, so now there is some flexi-
bility. The Public Law 94-142 is one of the best pieces of legislation
coming from the Federal Government in terms of giving these
young people their rights.

However, I think it is due time for us to begin to look at the leg-
islation with some changes definitely in order at this time. I am a

with Bank Street in recommendations to the Federal Gov-
member of a panel of su entstend who in New York City work

Gov-
ernment.

We have called for a White House Conference on the Handi-
capped because we feel that there is a need now not to alter Public
Law 94-142 to the extent that it would not have the impact that it
has had, but certainly to begin to look at its impact and to begin to
make the changes.

One of the problems has been that each State has interpreted
Public Law 94-142 in its own way, so that what you find when I go
to Texas to work on a particular project, I fund that special educa-
tion is being implemented in a very different way than it is in New
York City or Connecticut.

So we need to look at the problem with the intent of improving
the situation, certainly assuring that we are responsible for young-
sters from the cradle to the grave when they are handicapped.

We have to to_look at that in total.
Mr. McHuGH. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MiLum. Thank you.

want to thank all members of the panel, and I want to ask
Leah if when you return from your conference in Europe on nucle-
ar war, you might submit to us what you learned and what you
found out since we are going to keep the record of this hearing
open for another month.

We would appreciate it if you would consider doing that.
Ms. LUBIN. Yes. When we return. we plan to put together a slide

show and talk which we will present to New Haven schools and
other groups that are interested, and we will be sure that you get a
copy of it.
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Mrs. Boma. Also, since we have an in-house expert here in Leah,
could we ask her what she thinks of some of the testimony that has
been given to us today and are they addressing some of the needs
of adolescents?

MS. LUBIN. Yes. I think a lot of it sounds great. I think what he
said about schools not needing money isn't true.

Mr. NIXIBONI. They need money. They certainly do.
Ms. Lusiri. But it certainly has been interesting, what has been

said.
Chairman Mniza. Thank you.
The committee stands adjourned, and thank you all for your par

ticipation.
tWhereupon, at 3:35 p.m., the committee was adjourned subject

to the call of the Chair.]
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DOWNTOWN WELFARE ADVOCATE CENTER
Orli UNi OM SOUAll soon gOS NEW 111011C N.Y. 10003

11AL41011illISTRATION Of PUBLIC ASSISTANCE

IN NEM YORK:

CHAPTER I

TOE IN-HUMAN moon= ADMINISTRATION'S

mum= CAMPAIGN

BY

TIMMY J. CAM*

This is the first in a series of articles on bow pub-

lic assistance is sal-administered in New York. One out

of eight persons and almost one out of three children in Bow

York City - 330,000 adults and 300,000 children - depend on

public assistance due to unemployment, lack of child care,

disability, and age. They are victimized by an adminis-

trative system in which lawlessness is rampant, emergency

needs are ignored, and aid is withheld from tens of thou-

sands of persons who need it and who are eligible for it.

The author is the Coordinating Attorney for Govern-
ment Benefits at Community Action for Legal Services (GALS),
335 Broadway, New York Ckqr. New York 10013. Kurt DeSato,
a student at Columbia University Law School, assisted in
the research for the article. Judy Kessler and Amy Merman
from CALK and Dr. Anne Lou Dehavenon from the Sant Merles
Interfaith Welfare Committee, provided helpful comments on
a draft.
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THE BRA CHURNING_CARPAIGH

In 1976 the New York City Human Resources Administration

(BRA), the city agency which maI-administers public assistance

in New York City, began a massive "churning' campaign to reduce

public assistance costs by terminating needy and eligible peo-

ple's benefits. Since 1976 it has continued that campaign at

an accelerating rate severely harming hundreds of thousands of

needy people.

"Churning" is the name coined by BRA to describe what

happens to the public assistance caseload as a consequence of

HRA's practice of closing large numbers of cases for what HRA

calls "administrative* reasons. Public assistance case open-

ing and case closing statistics seem to indicate that each

month tens of thousands of people become financially eligible

for assistance and enter the public assistance system while

tens of thousands of others become self-sufficient and leave

the system. It appears, therefore, as if the composition of

the public assistance caseload changes very rapidly.

This appearance is an illusion. Most of those whose bene-

fits ft4A terminates are not self-sufficient but people who are

needy and financially eligible for assistance at the time teir

case is closed. Most of those whose cases NRA opens are the

very same people whose cases BRA closed a few months before.

The public assistance caseload is, in SRA'. word, being

'churned". By this 'churning' URA reduces public assistance

costs since no benefits are provided to the needy people whose

cases are closed from the time their case is closed until the
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tiMe it is re-opened. That usually takes at least one month

and often any months.

This article viii demonstrate that BRA has known for a

decade that many of those whose cases it closes for administra-

tive reasons are needy and eligible for public assistance. BRA

has nevertheless continued to close more and sore eases for

administrative reasons as a fiscal relief measure. New York

consequently now leads the country in case closings for adminis-

trative reasons. By such closings BRA each month now makes des-

titute between 15,000 and 30,000 needy people, half of whom are

children. They suffer severely and are often forced to steal

or to beg to survive.

'failure To Comply and 'Whereabouts Unknown' Case
closings

BRA now closes between 19,000 and 20,000 public assistance

cases a month, about 6% of all the cases receiving aid, termi-

nating assistance to approximately 40,000 people monthly. This

is more than twice as many cases as BRA closed monthly in 1975

when the caseload was approximately the same else as it is now.

Case closings have increased because ARA closes far more

cases now than it did in 1975 for two administrative reasons:

"failure to comply" - meaning that a recipient has allegedly

failed to comply with a request made by ARAI and 'whereabouts

unknown' - meaning that a recipient has allegedly moved without

informing AAA of the new address. About SOS of the cases AAA

closes are closed for one of these reasons. 'Pailure to comply'

case closings account for about 60% of all case closings and

'whereabouts unknown" case closings account for about 20% of

all case closings.
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BRA first substantially increased case closings for 'failure

to comply" and 'whereabouts unknown' in the early 1970's. This in-

crease resulted from a decision by URA to more frequently mail

letters to public assistance recipient* instructing this to come

to an SRA office or to return an enclosed questionnaire in order

to verify their continued eligibility. each time SRA mails such

letters to the public assistance caseload large numbers of needy

and eligible people have their cases erroneously closed. Some

recipients never receive the letter because SRA mails it to the

wrong address. When those recipients therefore don't keep the

appointment or return the questionnaire, URA closes their case

either for 'failure to comply" or for *whereabouts unknown."

Others return the questionnaire or keep the appointment but have

their case closed for 'failure to comply' even though they have

complied. Still others have their case closed for 'failure to

comply' because they were too sick to keep the appointment.

As early as 1973 ORA realized that many of those whose cases

it was closing for 'failure to comply' and 'whereabouts unknown"

were needy and eligible people. Its own data systems showed that

as the number of cases closed for administrative reasons incre-

ased so too did the number of cases re-opened within a few months

of the case closing. Thc HRA Office of Policy Research in that

year prepared a report for the BRA Commirt:ioner explaining the

direct connection between case closings and case re-openings. It

was that report which apparently coined the term 'churning':

For the past several years, the NYC welfare
system has been trying to control the explo-
sive growth in the welfare rolls. Part of
the mechanism for reducing the rate of growth
and finally reducing the size of the rolls has
been to tighten administrative procedures
affecting client eligibility.
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This tightening has two 'erectus clients find
it harder to get an the voile and clients re-
ceiving assistance ere sore likely to have their
assistance terminated by administrative action...

(Prom our files) we see that administrative
closings were the most likely to reopen rapidly...
These rapid re-openings are also the most likely
to be for reasons unrelated to changes in client
need...

This phenomenon of administrative churning, or
rapid turnover of cases largely mire to
changes in client needs, distorts the sta-
tistics on case openings and closings (aed)
seriously distorts any analysis of client
behavior... (emphasis added).1

In 1976 two factors coincided to provide BRA both a greeter

than normal incentive to close needy people's cases and an excuse

for doing so. The first factor was the City's looming fiscal

crisis." The City pays 2S% of the cost of one of the two public

assistance programs SRA administers - the hid to Families with De-

pendent Children (AFDC) program - and SO% of the cost of the other

1. Preliminary Findings On Short-Term Case Dynamics, SRA Office
of Policy lesearch, p.18, (April 1971).
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2

the Boom Relief program. Any reduction in public assistance

costs would therefore help alleviate the fiscal crisis. The

almond factor was directive by the federal and state govern-

ments - which each pay part of the AFDC program's cost - that IRA

reduce AFDC overpayments. As consequence of that directive, IRA

could and would respond to criticisms of its case closing prac-

tices by claiming that they are necessary for USA to reduce AFDC

overpayments.

In 1976 URA therefore greatly increased the frequency of its

appointment and "questionnaire" mailings. The ;Indictable re-

sult was a sharp increase in the number of cases closed for "fai-

lure to comply and for "whereabouts unknown." The former incre-

ased from 3,900 to 7,600 a month and the latter from 1,700 to

3,100 a month between the last quarter of 1975 and the third

3

quarter of 1976.

2. There are about 250,000 AFDC cases - 750,000 AFDC
recipients - in New York City. The typical AFDC case is
a mother and two children, at least one below school age.
There are about 110,000 Home Relief cases in New York City.
Tne typical Nome Relief case is a single person who is

unemployed or disabled.

3. Statistics compiled !tom the IRA Quarterly Case Turnover
Re rt, p.18. Table 6 (c) (August 19783. The nuebers in the
est are rounded to the nearer hundred.
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In the years since 1976 MM has continued to increase the

frequency of its appointment and questionnaire° mailings. As

shown in Table 1, by this simple expedient it has produced a con-

tinuing increase in the number of cases closed and in the case

closing rate (number of cases closed per 100 cases receiving aid).

lifts 1

441,449e Meothly Defile feeletemee flat
Caseload. ihrewefe neetbil 811 Case Gists,
And Average 110441117 94 CNN Closlag Mete
$n 14121.0,144 Drem OATS", 1111 4

moms email/ heerese 104114 Messes mentnly34 Caseload 311 Cam Cooley DA Come Closing
Mate (few 100 4480,1

1171 171402 9.700 2.9

1971 754.000 11.400 3.11

1377 354400 17.100 4.11

1375 340.000 14.100 4.3

1171 311.000 17.300 5.2

13.0 332.000 17.400 1.2

1991 334.000 11.300 8.5

In 1981, the last full year for which BRA data was available.

case closings averaged 18,300 monthly and the monthly case closing

rate averaged 5.5 per 109, almost double the 9,700 monthly case

closings and 2.9 per 100 monthly case closing rate in 1975. In the

first 11 months of 1982 the increase continued. Case closings eve-
5raged 19,800 monthly and the monthly case closing rate 5.8 per 100.

4. The statistics in Table 1 were compiled from the SRA
Public Assistance Reportibl for the period 1975 to1981. Caseload sTatisfasare rounded to the nearer tbousand
and case closing statistics to the nearer hundred.

5. Statistics compiled from the uRA Monthly Statistical
Report for November 1982.
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In november 1982, the most recent month for which BRA data was

available. BRA closed 10.000 cases for 'failure to comply' alone -

.300 more cases than the total number of cases it closed in an

average month in 1975 - and SSA closed almost 4,000 cases for
6

' whereabouts unknown.'

Due to NBA's massive 'churning' campaign, New York ranked

first among all states in the proportion of AFDC cases closed which

w ere closed for 'failure to comply' and 'whereabouts unknown" -

rather than because the family had been determined to be no longer

financially eligible - in the last quarter of 1980, the most recent
7

period for which nationwide data is available. In thie period 611

of the am cases closed in New York were closed for either 'fai-

lure to comply' (S41) or 'whereabouts unknown (271), more than

one and a half times the 511 average proportion of cases eloped
6

for these reasons in the other states exclusive of California.

7. BRA to responsible for more than 600 of New York's AFDC
case closings. The statewide data therefore reflects SBA's
practices. The limited information available on case closings
elsewhere in New York State suggests that the case closing pro-
bloom in New York City are also quite common throughout New York
State.

8. Statistics compiled from Applications and Case Disconti -
nuances for AFDC October - December 1911erTahle 5, p.11-,
b.s. Department of Health and Human Services (December 1982).
California is excluded from some of the text's comparisons
because it is engaged in a churning campaign of its own.
slam it has approximately 1Se of all AFDC cases, its inclu-
sion would understate the real difference between case closings
for administrative reasons in New l'Ork and case closings for
such reasons elsewhere. California ranked second to New York
in the proportion of AFDC cases closed which were closed for
' whereabouts unknown' and 'failure to fly.'

29-497 0 - 84 - 10 .14q
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Although New York had but 9.611 of all AFDC cases Nationwide, it

was responsible for 18.4% of all cases closed nationwide for 'where-

abouts unknown', although New York had but 11 of all AFDC cases

in the 49 states exclusive of California, it was responsible for

16.81 of the case closings for "failure to comply' in these 49
9

states.

'general assistance' is the generic name for public assistance

programs like New York's Rome Mallet program which ere entirely

state and/or local programs. There is no nationwide data on case

closings in other states 'general assistance' public assistance

programs. It is most likely, however, that Hew York also leads the

country in general assistance 'failure to comply' and 'whereabouts

unknown' case closings. ORA closes proportions' ay two and a half

tines as many Rome Relief cases for these cesson4 as it closes AFDC

cases for t n.'0 reasons. It is unlikely that it is simply coinci-

dental that the City pays proportionately twice as much of the Nome

Relief program's costs as it pays of the AFDC program's costs.

9. Id.
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Most Of The People Whose Cases Are Closed By BRA Are
Reedy People

In each of the five years from 1977 to 1991 BRA closed approxi-

mately 100,000 more cases than it bad closed in 1975. Yet despite

500,000 more case closings, the public assistance caseload declined

by only 20,000 cases from 1976 to 1981. The reason, as shown in

Table 2, is that most of those whose cases were closed for adminis-

trative reasons were needy and eligible, re-applied, and had their

case re-opened.

Table 2

Averse* Itoetaly Pantie Assistance 12%1
Case Oprelase, &semi Monthly Number
awe rreportias as se Case Opsainge
Which Oars Pap Osesiess ass loomage
mosso moose And Prepostian Of Pa
Ciao Openings Mich Were Re.-Oossitas
In Mmilme4 City Um 1272 to all, 10

ay.aostaly
total PR
Cs.. Open-
lags

Ae.1100t012
V% law
Openings

:3:::ticm ::41,10_1411/a/17 Taco:ft";

Opinion's Openings Re -epee-
70 50441 1494 To
Openings total

Openings

--------

1575 13300 4900 .S4 0400 .44

1970 14400 2200 .40 71100 .82

11177 111400 5000 .3S 10400 .25

1171 15400 1400 .25 10300 .118

1479 14400 57 110 .34 11100 .114

111180 111000 2200 .34 11400 .20

1991 19500 2300 .3S 12000 .22

10. The statistics in Table 2 were compiled from the SRA
Quarterly Public Assistance Reports} for the period 1975
to 1981. The case opening statistics are rounded to the
nearer hundred.
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Between I975 and 1981, the average number of cases opened

monthly increased by 6,200 from 12,300 to 11000. More than

the entire iperease in case openings was due to an increase in

case re-openings. Nov openings actually declined. The 12,000

cases which NSA re-opened in en average month in 1981'squalled

between $09 and 'OS of the between 13,000 and 15,000 cases which

Rah closed in an average month in 1981 for "failure to comply"

and 'whereabouts unknown.'

The strikingly parallel increases in case closings for adminis-

trative reasons an case re-openings and IIRA's own internal studies

demonstrate clearly that most of those whose cases are closed for

administrative reasons are people who are financially eligible for

assistance. host conservatively estimated, at least half of the

people whose cases SRA closes for administrative reasons are needy

people. As many as Me may be. SRA now terminates aid to bet-

ween 30,000 and 33.000 persons a month for 'failure to comply"

and 'whereabouts unknown.' This means therefore that each month

It make destitute between 15,000 and 30,000 persons. Self of them

are children.

Seedy Persons Suffer Severely When Their Public
Assistance Benefits Are Terminated 14.11.
Public assistance recipients depend on their benefits to meet

their basic needs. When their benefits are terminated erroneously,

they have no money to pay for food, rent, clothing, utilities, or

anything else. Ryon if their case is re-opened within a few months,

a family whose benefits are erroneously terminated will almost

always face a food emergency in the interim. it may be evicted

and made homeless or may have its utility service disconnected

because it can not pay for rent or for utility service when it

Is not receiving aid. Two studies suggest that MRA's case clos-

ings practices are one of the principal causes of food emergen-

cies and evictions in the City.
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The charitable agencies which belong to the East Harlem Inter-

faith Welfare Committee (EHIWC) since 1979 have administered a ques-

tionnaire to persona who come to them for emergency food in order to

determine the reason for the food emergency, how long there has been
11

no money for food. and how the family has coped with the crisis.

In 1982, 138 (211) of the 667 families surveyed by EHIWC reported

that their food emergency resulted from a termination of their public
12

assistance benefits. One hundred twenty had already re-applied or

indicated they were about to re-apply. Those 120 households included

450 persons: 162 adults (3 pregnant) and 288 children. Twenty seven

children were less than a year old and 183 between age 1 and age 10.

39% reported that they had been without regular income for food for

less than 7 days, 22% for between 8 and 15 days, 23% for between

16 and 30 days, 8% for between 31 and 89 days, and 8% for more than

90 days. Sixteen families (13.30) reported that they had stolen food

or money for food to survive and 27 (22.51) that they had begged for

food or money to, food to survive. The reasons these families gave

11. Those agencies includes The Cast Harlem Family Problem
Clinic, Little Sisters of the Assumption Family Health Services,
Resurrection House, Saint Cecilia's Parish Services, Saint
Francis de Sales Parish Services, and the Salvation Army Commu-
nity Outreach Program. The discussion in this paragraph of the
text is based on the EHIWC Fact Sheet 82 - Households With Child-
ren In Food Eaerganciee In 1982 Who Had-Been Cul Off And were
Re-applying for Welfare (March, MI). A copy can be obtained
by writing to East Harlem Interfaith Welfare Coamittes, 2050
Second Avenue, New York. Wow York 10029. As explained in the
Fact Sheet, because of a huge increase in food emergencies in
'982 EHIWC completed the food emergency questionnaire only for
households with children rather than for all persons with food
emergency as in previous years.

12. !18 (481) of the 667 households were receiving public
assistance. The food emergencies in those cases were caused
by the inadequate public assistance benefit levels.
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for why their case had been closed included; failure to keep appoint-

ment at URA due to hospitalisation, due to non-receipt of the appoint-

mmnt letter, or due to late receipt of the appointment letters fai-

lure by SRA to properly record a new addressi and failure by
13

NM to record receipt of questionnaires that had been mailed to ic.

The Community Service Society (CSS) in September 1979 nought

with the cooperation of URA to contact 190 households whose cases

IRA had closed in July 1979 for alleged failure to keep a 'face-to-

face' eligibility recertification appointment. The impetus for the

study was CSS's concern, confirmed by the study, that he URA pro-

cedures resulted in the termination of aid to persons who were needy
14

and eligible. Ss of the addresses furnished to CSS by URA were

non-existent or non- residential. 45 of the cases for which a

correct closing address was furnished by IIRA bad already 'moved'

without leaving forwarding address, the typical pattern when

someone has to leave because rent is owed.

Of the households CSS was able to locate and interview, 95%

reported they had been eligible at the time their case was closed.

a 'substantial' but unspecified proportion that their case had

already been re-opened or was in the process of being re-opened,

and 35% that they were behind in tent. The reasons reported for

13. For only one of the 54 families for which ESIWt recorded
a reason for the case closing was that reason a (mistaken)
determination of financial ineligibility.

14. Recertification Pilot Study: field Eepzience and
Survey Results, Community Service -Society ( ril. no)

1 5 1
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why a case had been closed Included: non-receipt of the appointment

letter (154)1 that the appointment had been kept but the case closed

nevertheltss (304)s and refusal by SRA to re-schedule an appointment

missed due to illness or job responsibilities ( not given).

The potential for health damage when needed aid is terminated

is also high although no studies have focused on this issue. Pub-

lic assistance benefits are about 2SS below the official poverty

level. Many, it not most, recipients therefore do not have nutri-

tionally adequate diet. Serious health problems, substantial pro-

portion of which are stress - related, are far more prevalent in the

public assistance population than in the general population. A hun-

ger crisis or homelessness even for just a few days can exacerbate

medical problem. Should this happen, medical treatment could well

be unavailable. Recipients depend on the Medicaid program to obtain

health care. When MRA terminates public assistance, it almost always

simultaneously terminates Medicaid eligibility.

why BRA Terminates So Many Eligible People's
Benefits

It is not inevitable that BRA terminate aid to so many needy

and eligible people in order to exclude those who are ineligible. It

could modify its procedures in ways which would reduce substantially

the number of needy people whose cases are closed. The problem, as

illustrated below, is that MRA doesn't want to reduce that number.

Since 1976 URA has terminated aid to hundreds of thousands

of needy people who, due to BRA's faulty procedures, were erroneously

determined to have failed to comply with the "face-to-face' eligi-

bility recertification requirement which was the focus of the ASS
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study discussed earlier. BRA is required to provide recipients

a written notice of its intent to close their case for failure to

comply with the 'face-to-face" requirement ten days in advance of

the date the closing will take effect. State public assistance

regulations require BRA to cancel 'he case closing it during that

ten day period a recipient comae to sn BRA office and demonstrates

that she is still eligible.

Many of the eligible people whose cases BRA closed for failure

to comply with the 'face -to -face' requirement could then have

avoided the case closing. They did not avoid it because they were

not aware that BRA was legally prohibited from closing their case

if they went to an BRA office within ten days and demonstrated

their continuing eligibility. They were not aware of this booed*,

BRA would not include this information in the case closing notice.

It actually required a lawsuit against BRA simply to get it to

include this information in the case closing notice. It is only

since De-weber 1982 that it has done so.

The reason that BRA is not interested in reducing the number

of eligible people whose benefits are terminated is, as explained

in its 1973 report quoted earlier, that it reduces public assis-

tance costs whenever it closes case. Pros the early 1970's and

even more so from 1976 it has been politically acceptable in New

York for BRA to reduce public assistance costs by whet can on] be

characterized as stealing from the poor. Conservatively estimated,

BRA reduces public assistance costs 57 million monthly by termi-

nating eligible people's benefits.
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What Can Be Done About The BRA Churning
Campaign

The New York State Department of Social Services ( NYSDSS) by

simple change in the state public assistance regulations could

substantially reduce the profit BRA makes by closing eligible

people's cases and lessen the harm that results when this happens.

Most of the eligible people whose cases BRA closes eventually have

their case re-opened. Under the current NYSDSS regulations, how-

ever, BRA need only provide than benefits from the date the case

is re-opened even if they demonstrate that they were financially

eligible from the date the Case was closed. Under those same regu-

lations BRA can moreover legally refuse to re-open a case until the

thirty-seventh day after an eligible person whose cast has been

closed re-applies.

NYSDSS could change its regulations to require that MBA and

other local public assistance agencies provide benefits back to

the date an eligible person's case was closed when the case is

re-opened. This change would sharply reduce the incentive HRA

now has to close eligible people's cases.

Even were this change made, BRA would still continue to close

many eligible people's cases as it would still make some profit

by doing so. As confirmed by both the CSS and EHIWC studies, some

eligible people who re-apply have their re-applications denied and
IS

others do not re-apply. Little is Known about how such persons

continue to survive.

It. Perhaps the most dismaying fact reported in the EHIWC
Fact Sheet, note 11 supra, was that 18 of the 176 families
Whose benefits BRA had terminated apparently did not intend
to re-apply even though they were obviously needy as shown
by the fact they had come to EHIWC to ask foi food.
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NRA would "willingly" change its procedures to reduce

the number of needy persons whose benefits are terminated
16

if local elected officials told it to do so. Public assistance

recipients have little ability to influence the political pro-

cess an they do not make campaign contributions and most are

children who can not vote. If their interests are to be pro-

tected, others must speak up for them.

16. It is illuminating to compare the response by New York
officials and the media to another case closing campaign with
their response to NRA's churning campaign. About three years
ego the federal government embarked on a major campaign to
reduce Social Security costs by terminating Social Security
disability recipients' benefits. The national and local media
have carried dozens of stories about this campaign, almost all
major City and State elected officials - the Mayor and the
Governor, among others - have decried at, and the State
is now suing the federal government to try to end it. URA's
case closing campaign has gone on for far more years, has
affected tar more New Yorkers, and has hod-a far harsher impact
on those affected than the federal rnt's campaign.
Media coverage, however, has been

government
non-existent, and

the state has not sued SRA to end it. The difference between
the two case closing campaigns is that the federal government's
campaign increases New York's public assistance costs while
ERA's campaign reduces them. Many of those whose disability
benefits are terminated turn to public assistance.
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INTRODUCTION

Although there were about 300,000 fewer children ender age 20 in New fork City in
1980 than a decade earlier, there any stilt nearly two stilton children in ea
City, children for uhem basic health care-vrovencion screening, treatment --
is crucial to proper growth and develops/sat. gamy children receive health care
from individual private providersiothers utilise publicly funded programs which

serve to increase access to health teas. Provision of these service is through
a variety of seigfabostood alnicosem general and some specialgy--baspicals,
and othools, but different programs are available in different neighborhoods. and
each has its own eligibility criteria and fee requirements. La spite of the vide

range of available services and the advances that have bees mote. many children
have health care need' that geman.

Indicators of need for health care shoe a mimed picture --lamunisatioe rates are
childhood communicable diseases are es longer the problem that they were. gut,

although the infant mortality rate in New York City has declined over the years,
rates still are high ia some neighborhoods. Pew fork City's infant mortality
rate Is substantially higher than the national average. as is the proportion of

/ow birth weight infants.

uP

This report describes the major systems of ambulatory health care services
either under public auspice. or utilising public Nadu, which have as their goal
the health promotion and care of the children of New fork City. Voluntary
associations or organisations which soy conduct health screenings for specific
Conditions or provide other health care services are net included is this report.
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INDICATORS OF NEED 1/

The children and youth population--thase under 20 years of owwads up 28 percent
of New York City's residents in 1980, down from a 31 percent share in 1970. In
1980, they numbered just under two million (1,987,796) as compared with nearly
2.5 million (2,414,072) in 1970, a decline of about 20 percent, as illustrated
be

Aimee group 1980 1970
Percent change

1970-80

Total, all ages
Total, under 1 to 19 years

7,071,6)9
1 987 7961.11--

7,894,862

2 474 072111 -10.4
-19.7

Under S years 470,694 615,631 7157
S to 9 years 447,327 631,748 -29.2
10 to 14 years 506,283 624,166 -16.9
15 to 19 years 563,492 602,327 - 6.5

Among the indicators of child health status are life expectancy, infant mortality,
low birth weight, incidence of disarmer, and lomunization status. Selected data
are presented below.

The average life expectancy for a child barn in New York Cit in 1980 is 65.4
years for non-white males, 69.1 years for white melee, 74.2 ars for non -white
females and 77.1 years for white temales; the rate has !screened over the past
decades. Compared with the U.S. average (19791, life expectancy of persona born
in New York City is slightly shorter, with the exceptinfl of non-white females for
whom tte U.S. and New York City rates are the same.

The average infant mortality rate (deaths of infants under one year of age per
1,000 live births) for New York City in 1981 was 15.5, substantially higher than
the U.S. average of 11.7, but down from an average of 19.9 in 1971-75.
Infant mortality rates in some areas of the City, although declining, still are
high, going over 20 in several low-income neighborhoods in 1981.

Low birth weight (under 2501 grams), an indicator of poor health status, occurred
in 8.9 percent of total live births in New York City in 1981 compared with the
national average of only 6.8 percent (1980). Although the number of low birth
weight babies has declined along with the number of birth*, New York City's
rata has remained fairly constant over the peat decade.

Morbidity data, or the incidence of disease, is another indicator. more than
1,500 children in 1981 and over 1,200 in 1982 were reported to be lead poisoned,
based on screening of about 100,000 school age children, but the City Department
of health estimates that there were about 10,000 lead poisoned children who were

I7Kr7n7r7Ws, see p. 15.

2/ For additional data, see Community Council of Greater New York's, "Children
and Youth Account for Three-Fifths of New York City's Total Population Loss
Between 1970 and 19103: Trend Follows Other Large Cities," Census Bulletin
60-3, June 1982.
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met identified se such la 1902, so *attests based oe the preschool populacioe
living in census tracts with deteriorated older housing and co the proportion of
screenings conducted.

According to 19111-62 New Tech City Department of Health Immunisation Program
serval, sheet 97 percent of the eons then 71,000 new entrants (defined as the
latest grads level lo at elementary school. and kindergarten level of day care)
to 1.229 public and ase-pehlic schools set ell of tbe lamenisation requirements
for diptheriav tetanus. polio, measles, rubella sad etas.

Aaterdiag be the *welch Interview Survey. a national survey of a staple of hawse-
holds. children under 17 In Neu Teat City averaged 10.2 days par child per year
of restricted activity resulting free Mesas or injury during 1976-77. Included
in this are an average of 5.6 days per Child per year of bed disability. New rock

C*ty's average is somewhat Dater titan the U.S. average of 11.0 days of reeteicted
activity bat higher than the U.S. average of 5.1 days of bed disability.21

EXISTING SERVICES

basting child health services as defined bare include pongees' that offer
comprehensive health care, prevescioa and screeniag for specific conditioas.
aucticion. and school-based programs. This section of the report is divided into
tie parts:

Comprehensive care

Preventive can

Other ambulatory can

Nutrition

School program,

Handicapped children

11 However, Nov York City data 'may be underestimated Weaves of the uederpascici-
patIoe of bitch, sad °Oat minority groups Lm the survey sample.
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Chi/Ale and Youth (CSV) Stobte.44 provide comprehensive primary care using a team
approaa, with intensive case management and follow-up. Preventive/dlegaostic care
is offered free to individuals without Medicaid coverers only treatment visits
require payment. On the average. 35 percent of the patients are Medicaid eligible.
while 60-65 percent ere medically indigent individuals (above Medicaid eligibility
Levels) who pay !sea according to a sliding scale. la 1981, 622 staff (fell-ties
equivalents)served approximately S5.900 patients (283,057 encounters),deun 12
percent from 1980.

needed originally to the std-1980e directly by the federal government under Title V
of the Social Security Act (the only Legislatively targeted funds for coeprehtosive
health can to children), nowise new eo to the State Mealch Depactueet as part of
the Maternal and Child Mealth (MCM) Ile* Great. gmay4 for one pear, the amount of
funding had been frozen since the early 197x, but since 1979 there also bare been
funding cuts over inflation. In Federal !tarsi Year (FFI) 1983 (ending September 30,
1983). MCM Block Grant fonds to CAT Projects totaled nearly 84.2 million, 18 percent
less than in FFT 1982. and 32 percent less than in calendar year 1980. Projects
also utilise Medicaid and other third party reimbursement, and other funds. Some
projects also receive other federal funds and/or utilise Rational !health Service
Corp. personnel.

nneseinUm Meath Ctat446 provide pediatric cars as part of their health services to
InJividuste and families living in medically umdereerved arese. Patients pay for
services according to a sliding stale or are covered by Medicaid or privets
inference.
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In 1982. meetly 102,000 children and youth under age 20 were seen in Community
Health Centers, up nearly 10 percent Iron the year bettors, and accounting tar about
7 perceet of all patients. Funding to all Community Health Centime in Use York City
totaled about $53 sultan in 1982, with about 45 percent from Section 330 of the
Public Health Service Oct and other federal grapes, 38 percent from Madicaitkand the
remainder from fees, other third party payments, and Bed local funds.

F Cain Ceara.' (NFCCs and the ffisate UAL fictItteett of the

o C ty sic c rat pro case-eanaged primary and
preventive ambulatory care, including pediatric care. Patients either pay according
to Lateen, ere Medicaid eligible or have other Insurance: however. it is MSC policy
not to turn patience sway who cannot afford to pay.

Service end financial data WI not available separately for all MFCCa, but it is
estimated that about LS percent of all visits to these facilities are for pediatric
primary care. Sources of funds include city tax levy, Medicaid and ether third
party reimbursement. lees and other grants.

PREVENTIVE CARE
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Meal apereted by the New
ity Mean r'r preveetive cm tree of charge.

Witatala regard to tastily laceee. The preveneive ewe peeves coneists at a
ecbedula of visits over a child's first els years, and Laclede* Magary, physical
examinations, mod various sereenimaa. Child Welds Station vary ea to More of
service. Pediatric Treatment Clinics are epee from 9,00 as to SAO pm weekday*.
Ms have a small laboratory and pharmmay co the pessises. As of the and of 1962.
of the nearly 111.000 children registered abort 16 pelmet were won.. X percent
were preschooler, me age three. and 46 percent were preschoolers three to pis
year. of age. The total number of Sell vivito* dories City Plead Seer (CPT)
1962 tending Jane SO. 1962) was abort 13A.00O, a decrease of tow perces* free the
pear before. Total "sick cars" visits iecreased by 7.4 percent. tweet Aft*
11.394 to 19.094 visits. Ampenditures tot these service. totaled about $19.4
million (Wiens% administracloo, Cringes, etc.) in CST 1943, Irmo city and state
teed* and Medicaid.

The. Chiff Ne414* Aaapeence Platen (MP) to an initial and periodic seseoeing,
diagnosis. owl treatment peeress for Childress who ere Medicaid eligible. In New

Toth etc,' it L administered by the Neese Isaiseress Adelitistratiess Medical
Assistance Program (MAP). which vetoes lodirtfsaita tar CNN services provided by 97
participating provides* Occluding all City Department at health Child health
Stations). and provides health education through distribetivo of printed materials
on the kind, of esaminetiens childree ahonld have and the interval* at whict they
should be conducted. the program IS for childent elm are not receiving compre-
hensive health service* elsewhere. Newly elisible Nedicald sem/lees receive a
letter one and three months ettee eligibility le established leforeine thew of the
progress. and list of pre4deris. If interested, the ensollee cheeses a provider
and MAP forwards the Leff/routes to that portlier who &MOWS as appointment. Out-

reach ala to ions at lemmas Maintenance Centers and at NAP offices.

Meet 14.000 - 15.000 referrals are projected to be mode by MAP duels% crcAtes.
The number of CHAP examination* perforeed in CPT 1982 totaled about 66,0004
Orly about 10 percent of eligible children now participate in CHAP in New Tort City.
Program cost i estimated at above 93 willies per year (mot including CRAP 'services
given children in foster can or smelled in NIP). MAP is a federally mandated
service of Medicaid. and is tended by the federal severnmeet (SO percent), the Stems
and city (25 pert:est saes).

The louvemsasatine Pupae of the New Toth City Departmeat at health is d with
smentting childree for a series of communicable or preventable diseeseVr
Ls accomplished (1) through the provision of immunisation free to iissitOdwals, and
(2) through the inveistigation of acute Mamie for preventable dime . Abet* IS

lf-ihis number inilede CHAP examination* sites directly by authorised providers as
well as those referred through MAP.

4/ mseelee. mope, rubella, polio, diptheria, osmoses are both amounicable and
preventable. Tetanus Ls preventable only.

5/ The etvisloo of Immunisation doss active 'surveillance (*beet 45.000-90,000 cello per
year) of physicians. clinics. hospitals. day corm (eaters to stimulate the reporting
of vaccine preventable diseases. The Divisive also does caseinvestigatiee et all
'doh illnesses that tippets's' to be swastre or reboil*.
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climate citywide are epee at different times during the vest; hours of ~vice depend
me the time at year, with is greater somber of boars prior to the operdragef school.

Dories the 1960-61 school year. 166,000 thildeso were immunised is velhLn aisles.
Its lamentsation Program also mositore immunisations of school children mad surveys
the immeelsacion status of almoner, school sew artrants--students to die lowest
grade of entry. !Wadies for the berwslastion Prose's is ptlinerliy federal, free
Preventable Disease Crams themes the O.S. Center, for Disease Control. Meal
feeding La 1963 ANWW4t11 to meaely 52.2 million. uP shout them Pormot from 1992.
However, the amount of federal feeds decreased about seam percent, free abort 51.7

.64111m to under $1.6 sillies. In 1963, federal rends accosted tee 'bora 72
percent et the total, compared with an SI patent share the year before. City tax
levy makes op the rase, and these feeds Increased 47 percent. tram about 9412,060 to
$606,000 from 1962 to 1963. Amman mouse of assists/era, in the form of voccinse,
is provided by tbs State Seelth Departmeet.

The Lead Paiao* Cot eta Rename of the Dew Tort City Department of Health coordinates
scrermaieg fir the toxic officio of lead in children. Lead polarised chUdres are
referred fur treatment; sanitarian* and public health svreee sake tome visits to
counsel perms and inspect for peeling paler: sod ocher envtreamaelel oseditiees.

More than 1.200 (*Llama were reiatted tabs lead Wagered is 1962, over 1,506 in
1961, based en stressing appemarmstely 110,000 alllAren each year. reedlike prior
to 1962 bad been Indirect greats from [be U.S. Centers for Disease Control (Child-
hood Lead-Based Paint reisening Frevestio0. As of Jely 1, 1982, dress funds became
pert of the Maternal and Child Health Slott Crane administered by the Hew York State
Oeportanot of Health. is WC 1982, total funding for this program van shout $1.9
million. exist half federal std ball city tax levy.
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apostates outpatient pedtattic
close As Nom 11$),

by 'be reanntly Wald Iltic13. Patients pay 0se beak! care
an alaigalog lee seals. Ot bees Wittig or imeolints coveragalbssmosts

darradot etopstiance IterneamougOr locket ability to
p 1001 Mod year. nom* WIN visits were node in pediatric

411inice is 13 hangtelmemettliiteclimice. and tour Neighborhood Nosily Coo Colon
IMO p.3). Uses ecceeeind ter ma* 13 Oleos of donors Olen nillien total

ppeppegose visit. bp pelisses el au apes side Ms pese.

SLINAoiseoperase
outpatient dipertmang pedietrie elision la 1901

latetiross 109A00 pediatric lids visits espestod by 33 hospitals with

estb titmice in Neerfesb City.

MytaffeLgAlloisede the disponi* sad evelastlee et cardiac. orthopedic.

ate by the Newlith City ilopsetseoe at Nealth°0 Moose
torandivapped Cbildsse in Mulct [halt[ Comes. and the Deperesese hos caosolesst
aresspesesis with komplatele. Widow up to are 21 toy be reieweed by physician or

the @thee& heath wefts ter lase coneuttatises severe for eyeglass preeeriptions at
the eye clinics, so trevessee is prorlded.

la Cylt 1912, 2.100 Childten were seen in the see orthopedic clinics and 14.334 ie the
Casey, clinics. rending is wholly divided between thoState and City.

IIIMMTIOss

The Food Neter Fat rimillacaissi and Chadaan MCI
aliZatally ilailtratil4diedprotocol! whist provides eiseMal esd emaritlent odoceties

to We income pregasat, posepiess. end Woos (sedges moan, and to Wants and
children et+ to ass live. detemsdood to be at entritioaall slat. The progras is goo.

There are 39 WIC local sgeocise (beepitais or health clinical operating in New Tech

City. which distribute SIC ocks tram about SO elm. WIC Cloche ace redeemable for
*pacified toed. as approximately ORO authorised toed venders in New Toth City.

The local egoista* love caseloads whit* range in eiee loin 450 to 25,000. In Merck

1913. about 123.000 mothers and children ware mrolted to the WIC mares. Became.
of limits on Needles. WIC aredso only a portico at the eligible population

estimated at abort 390.500 'other, and children in Mirs Tech City. WIC is adointetered

by the Mew Tart State aspartame at Stealth, which receives Node Iron the U.S. %mart-
ens& at Apiculture. In NIT 1 942. Paw but City received approximmtely $47 million,
including funds for administration. Approximately Oh sdliloa have twee received IOC

Fre 1983.

..*/SCII001. PROGRAM5-,

mouton se public health services is all public choole. all catholic parochial

schools and many ass - public schools (about 1.480 schools. total) is the respecolbitir,

of the New York City Separtmmt of Nealch. The City board of tducstios also provides
soes nerViCd* in Chi public schools and there are State aweigh Deparcst

iroonetratioo program to which local health tan premiders otter services an-site in

selected public and parochial schools.

widens an p acessat eery cos spec school mils for handicapped childless

are sot disclosed in this report.
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Will_marWlestilftof the Paw Ter% City Osparcosoc *female& bee
Wet of lessigg problem of school Children.

Services include new admission onswinericesis,
rase follow-up and oeforre/i serve-teacher CIPISOMMOCIta In the pectod and loath grades. and special, Negation classes

co identify childree etch sespecpari health tombless& etorms-lreslef Celligirgne" toeducate teachers an the role of the school health program and as referral procedures.friesity is Welt to serving elariesstary and junior high @cholas. There awn about
269 sluff. locledimg physicians, soesett, and public health assistenti (clerical).larsnosod fund's. will allow the addition of 16 public health tomes and 13
asetttento in September 196). Personnel are assigned to school districts. Usti isapprawiteme/p ame warm per 6,666-7,606 modest,.

Ices Sept/abet 1962 threttgi. April IOU, ahem 66,600 nee admission seamiostieue mere
conducted is elemenrary and junior high schools. Approsimewaiy,61,7,6 mew admission
ettaudametems were conducted by ocher providers. Cesefollorlemoretageg 202.297,
slightly higher that is 1961-$2.

fhwee-teichor otonearettom numbered 1,616. up29 pescent. !Toni were 529ftwoerofacelry conforming tree Septeeber 19112-March 1963,ewe activity for the Preetoss.

In the htgh schools. there were a total of 15.516 esaminatieee. up swirl? 12 Porcerm-These included new adeieeien. woritias pipers. and athletic Uturerarriercloso6

In Cr! 1962. espondtturee for the School Children Health Pregwom totaled about
$11.7 milli**, Iran city

not

state feuds.

TwrifeZZaetalgegisrone of *Inumerics trYdztialti-mairtaTeertrolkiltartellittin the City. This ie done throws (1) visite by dental hygleaiste to kindergarten
through ninth grads classroom tar referral and follow-up of children in mad of
dental care (based an forma comitiotad by parents), and (2) prevision of dottrel carein 16 niartict tioalth Center dental (lilacs and 06 school-hosed dental clinics.

), Ity scare and city health code, every child **diced tea Moto Tort City school is
required to have a physical esamiostiee prior to or lamedlately after adedesien. A'sal of the Program is to have cbildree under the care of caret& providers sothat the medical rare is comprehensive and has continuity; therefore, the programracsvcages children to have new adaiweian easulnations by *aril& providltts-
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Services are ptev 44 dentist hygienists, 10 full -clot and 00 part -time

4encisteAend 21 IcilmItelassistants. it is projected chat street 5.4,400 school,
child:nal/ will be created by this staff in CFT 1913, up IS percent inns es prior
year, an expansion mode passible by a staffing increase. Above lb percent of all
school children for whaled:motel care wee reported terser: been provided between
June 1981 -Nay 1982 were treated by Health Department staff; the meeetedar (84

percent) used other dentists. However. dental care was reported for less than
third of the elementary and junior high school children; no dental care wee
reported for about 495.000 children. Total empenditures in CFT 1982 were about 54
million with city tat levy supplying mere then half. state feeds and Medicaid
revenue the remainder.

nerteU9e
9
/1s conducted by dosed at Education personnel in the

public schools. New York cat, law requires that heaving and vision screening of

school children be dorm annually. in the 1961-82 academic year, nearly 305,000
children in elementary, junior high, and high school were administered the initial
"sweep" test; about 24.000 failed. Children who tail this test may be given a
"threshold" test by audiologists of the City Health Department's Bureau for Handicapped
Children. Because only about 1.900 of the children who failed, made and kept their
appointment*. during the 190)-84 school year the Department of Health will be providing
"threshold" tests in schools rather than by referral to their clinics. Children who
fail vision screening tests may be referred to eye clinics in District Health Cern:era
(see p.6 ).

Tkt School Health Vemonebtatiat Paljtet is three year demonstration, legislated in

dew Trick State in 1981. to link hea th providers (hospitals and neighborhood health
centers) with schools to selected high risk comeomities. There are seven programs in
Nov rock City live each in the Bronx, Brooklyn, Manhattan; one in Queries) reaching
44 schoolspublic and parochial. elementary and junior high. Begun in April 1982,
each program is staffed and operated somewhat differently. Purse practitioners/
phyeiian'e n4414[80[4 are outhorited to diagnose and treat and issue prescriptions
for mvdicatinns, and along with health sides form the core health team. Other

personnel include physicians; social workers, Match educators, nutritionists, and
dental hygienists. Students may choose to enr011 in one of three levels: Level 1
is first aid treatment, Level 2 is Level 1 plueis physical examination. Leval 3 is
a comprehensive health service. One program has "Wealth Angela" in a schoolfifth
Eradrri who totor other school children in dental hygiene.

As of November 40, 1982. 14.780 students had been enrolled. 54 percent of the
bcudent p.pulation at participating schools. Sixty percent of the participants were
unrolled in Levet 3. 24 percent in Le el 2. and 15 percent in Level 1. The Project

t. edminibcered by the New York State Dupartaent of Health, Bureau of Maternal and
Child frealth. State funding to New York City amounted to $1.8 million in 1982. an
'verse of $700.000 per program. These are supplemented by Medicaid and other third
party in-1.01,1 contributions fres the health providers, and pi-Lusts

philenthtepy.

iqe.s,noolcri and high school students.

9/ Yor4 (it:, (*pavement of thalth pemorandue,
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The Modet School Health Sem/ice* Phortaieloe the dew York City board of Education
is wide up of pilot projects to three Community School Districts. Segue in
December 1981. the goal of these projects is to ensure that medico/ examinations.
vision and healing screenings.aud immuniaattoos ars provided to sew students and CO
sll students 14 grades three, seven, sad ten. Each project has a full-time school
health side who conducts screenings, provides first aid treatment, mmintaine
records, and escorts children to the hospital. This is supplemented in one district
by pediatric nurse associates. under the sepervisioo of a part-time pediatrician; by
public health autumn and Department of Health physicians in another district; and by
a collaborative arrangement with two hospitals in the third district.

From December 1981-June 1982, about 36.000 children in the pilot projects had their
belt and weight recorded. and about 37,000 had their vision tested.

11/
HANDICAPPED CHILDREN--

Tht *diem( lifitatilitatine Pertgaria (1W) administered by the New York City Department
of ilselth's Bureau for Handicappmf Childree is an inmates program for children up
to age 21 who have any of LS handicapping oonditionsAK Thu program bas two
cosponsors: initial diagnostic eveluatioe of up to three visits, and trestment, both
in hospital-based prostate approved for me or more conditions. line following are
paid fors inpatient, outpatimot, and home cars; therapy; appliances/equipment/
devices; transportation; medications on a limited basis.

Theta is an income eligibility test for treatment -- families of four with income above
$18,000 pay according to a sliding fee seals. About 2,500 children are served each
year. Title V of the Social Security Act, Crippled Children's Services provides the
mandate for the MR?. The initial diagnostic component is 100 percent federally funded.
Treatment Is halt state sod half city loaded. Total expenditures (including
administration, for CPT 1982 were sheet $3.7 manioc.

ISSUES APID PROBLEMS

Viewed as public utility, the pleviSiOft of child health services is important to the
growth and development of the City's generations of children and to the City as a

whole. How these services are organised affects how effectively they are delivered.

the otganAzation and de/Al/tea et child health Atkuicte in Maw Ye.* Cit# u emptex

and 049vrnied. There are three major public agencies involved in child health

services. The City deportment of Health, the Health end Rospitals Corporation, and

the Board of Education each provide sometimes different, sometimes overlapping
services. The Department of Health is the City' public health agency involved in

10/ Sources "Interim Assessment of the Model School Health Services Progren,December
1981 - June 1982," Office of Educational Evaluation Report, July 1982, New York

City Public Schools.

11/ See footnote 6.

12/ Children with polio are eligible through adulthood.
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prevention. health permeation, establishment and eamitoring of stmodeate. Scotch

end despite's Corporation 10 the City's health can trseareet syscem. While the

board of Education is seethe:stints opener. lc is imeolved in health care at children
to the public wheels. to addition to these public agencies. there ere
voluntary hospitals, and eon-pa/fit ocassisatioas desired to provide health core
services to medically undeserved attghlterisoods. Some of the latter's services are
in respoese to federal and mane Laitiatinte.

Waco/ger to determined to be the respective roles of the amino health care pro-
viders. the result should be the provialos of quality health core to children.
Wong with a clear defialcio0 of OP1410 OPOIM come coordination and Piet pleeeing.
although Owns mar be goad amedimation and commenicaties among service Provider'
in sots cosonalties, widths', are ewe consortia of species wockiag together. the
current orgaoleatios of mutate makes this difficult. Coordination and joint
planning should be a priority. and attention should he foment os particular
commonicles when the need to soon to be the greatest.

Schoota ahead be aped as major peamt od access to childeem. Coatileatioss and ofaeotag

us fueticulamly thpoetdmt bar Move health emieed where several bereave of the City
Ocala Departmeat. the Sword of Edemas. her awhile schools), and others are
providing school health services--in varlets, degrees to differest schools or
districts. Privets and parochial schools oust also be a part of this coordination

effort. As has been seldom to the campaign to townies all school children, health
care goals can be attained if priority is placed on thee. A smeller commitment could

be eadectaken for harries and violas screenteg, physical esasiostions. and linkage
with primary providers.

finding* of the evelostion of the State-funded school health demonstrative
presume WOW MT emergency mom aid hospital outpatient clinic visits appear to
have bean reduced as tamales *cilia* the school site as their point of entry to
health care. Should Was finding be confirmed and the program's preventives health
care goals be met. efforts should be sale to replicate those programs (tailored to
local needs) its other seboole.

Acceao to health CAM i4 a majors *Woe. Although a wide reale of health services
eai*4 is.sess lee iecoms molshbeeheade. 30 perecat on noes of tin live births
occurred to women with late or no prenatal GM. a proportion that is !stressing in
nose ccenunities. the 141C progrom has sees. funds to serve only about 41 percent ad-
the eligible eothers sediebildren; only 10 percent of the eligible cat Wren participate
in CHAN there are gaps In the provision of school health services. These are all

Illustrations of the Melted access to primary and preventive health care services
for ease New locker*.

Compmehematve and pAewenicve aLtuccea deemeade the need iom om mot a6 sate cv4414

cote. in 1980. Children and Youth Project enrollees had a 30 percent lower
hospitelleatioe rate. sod one-font% the pharmacy costs tempered with Medicaid-
eligible children be the Pity as a venele. Coot savings based en reduced hompitalitatime
and pharmacy casts were eetimeced at see, the $q million le 1000, SS percent of
that year's Title Y funds. Program shown to be effective, both in sleeting health
VAC,' goal% aud cost, should be expended, not, as in the rase oL C 4 Y ftujrcts. reduced.
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liedicaid44 a ti.innigr.amt attune* od (funding 04 child heat*. 64AViet4. Children and
youth under sin 21 accomoted tot about 48 percent of the Hew York City enrollees
geeing health care providers fres October 1, 1979 - Seiteetser 30, 1980. They
numbeced 628.774. about 32 percent of all children and youth in New Tart City. In
commat, Medicaid enrollees age 21 and over seeing providers during this_pqriod
accounted for only about 14 percent of the Cites 1980 population over 21A.1/.
Recent limitations on ell ability for AFDC, which has automatic Medicaid eligibility,
seriously affect access health care by children and youth. The American Academy
Of Pediatrics has issued a Medicaid Policy Statement which recommends minimum
provisions for child beneficiaries, including finanttdred as the only eligibility
requitement (eliminating categorical requirements). undated outreach, and coatineed
-open ended entitlemat-type funding.

CUDRENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Fedelat Padang boa chitd health sehwices has been teducti En the neat new ntata.

The Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, created by Congress to tefil and mmumgd by
Hew York State in July 1982, has lees than the total tends available wader the
separate programs that were consolidated. Children and Youth Projects, footled under
this block grant, received a IS percent cut in 1982, and one Hew York City program
was closed at the and of that year. Federal funds to Community Health Centers also
have decreased. Some new federal funds are expected, Peugeot, from allocatilms
included is the Emergency Jobs Appropriations. 1983 (P.L.98.87. An additional 57-8
million are expected to be allocated to New York State in 1983 for maternal and
child health. The City's allocation has not been determined not has the specific
use of funds. New York City will also receive An additional allocation for WIC
services of $5.37 million.

About $100,300 (evet three years) in federal funds to the State Health Department
will be used for a Preventive Health Education Program to provide technical
assistance in curriculum development to the State School Health Demonstration
Programme. The program will be based in Hew York City and will begin in September 1983.

The State Vepattment o6 Socaal SeAvteits (SDSS) 44 WO36uteg to40(14d 4.49,140v4.4411 atittzat4en

o6 the Child Health Aasuaance Pttagtaa by elimination of tee special claim form, and
development of the capacity to determine. from the billing process, theme children
who have not received OLAP examinations within a specified period of time. SDSS
will notify the parents of these children directly, and the local social services
district for follow-up. Priority will be given to tracking high risk children--
ender six year oldy. and pregnant teenagers.

The Cm [y Depwitment 06 Heath has tong been a phnvidea ei preventive health cant but
has eapeuenccd majot cutbacks 44 6C4V4Ced from 1974 to to. present. In 1974,
12 out of a total of 78 Child Health Stations and Pediatric Treatment Clinics were
closed. a 28 percent reduction. The School Dental Proves had large reductions from
1974 to 1983-72 percent fewer dental hygienists and part -tine dentists in nearly
halt as many school-based clinics and third as many District Health Center dental
clinics.

1)1 key York State Department of Social Services, Division of Medical assistance.
Utilization 01 Health Services by New York City Recipients 1979-80. September 8.
148i, and 1980 Census.
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The Department bee recently reo.garized the School Children's Health Program,

houever, and is begiontog to place r000totd priority on this program. Additiomal
nurses have been approved In lb.. City's PT 1904 budget. The Orpartoonc also by
reversed its plea to slow some Child health stations.

Now Vcsk Cate Health and C4,41.14416 Cutponatkon bed estahlahed a Dtto4ston v6
AsOulaC,Ay Cate ScAer...i Act, hat, a stated crommitoent to .sproving ambulatory care
in tneir system. The :orporation has been oweing in the direction of increased
primary provider ambulatory care. Children Should benefit from this empfssis.

Helga nada adicaimenta an. b..cog 4meleormlid and 'gamed. Now York City Health
and Hospitals Corporaticn is conducting one relating to their outpaLieat care program,
and ch. City Department of Health is proposing to do a health survey in the Fall of
190 in sample of schools to obtain data on morbidity and access to care.

Ssectal conaottta ate Amuck.* to oopotove sent/tee dattvety, advocate and act as a
col.st.toccce ckitd and °then heath Crete Scitvicra. The Bronx Committee for the
Community's Health, Inc. is an organization of 11 health centers. supported by the
Primary Care Development Unit (sponsored by Ca amity Service Society), which is a
demonGtration project to develop abated services and joint program. The PM developed
one of the School Health emovetratiom Programs, funded by the State. In addition, the
commtctee will be working with the Commdttme of firma School Superintendents to design
program,. throughout the groan.

in Menhatcan, seven community health centers have organised the Manhattan Trust whim
will be working on soared services and other service delivery improvements.

01414.'1 :tantzattorly Ate aJvccarcny un a eitywcde at statewide boats. Citizen's

CoMMAttre lot Children at New York, Inc. (Health Section/ is actively involved in
te,otowndationsonchtld health services. including st_nool health

and :MAP, and in an4lyring the state and city budgets as they pertain to child health
.etvices.

The public interet health Consortium of Nev York City, a project of the Religious
Cceeitte. on tic Neu York City Health Crisis. and made up of community, civic, health.
letor and religious groups, is active in analysing the City's health services,
fnndine. sod needs, and in making recommendations to city government.

The Mew York Academy at Medicine committee on Public Health has formed a Working Creep
,q) Bloke, Ut 'nes vt.ose purpose is to analyse and develop recommendation on the
.114..,tio., 01 funds in health block greets in New York Slate.

the chasl,og demqtapkec4 ui New vuth Ctty--an increase in sIng1e parent families and
a growing proportion of working motherspoint to an increasingly high risk child
,elation. These changes alma have Lttpilcstiote. lot the direction of child health

setwicro in Nvw York City.
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ABLATED COUNCIL PUBLICATIONS

Services to Teen Mothers in NOM York City; Needs. liesourteal Issues.
and Trends. June 1982-.

"Children end Tenth Account for three-Fifths of New Toth Citys Total
Population Loss Between 1970 and 1980: Trend Follows Other Large Cities."
Census Bulletin 80-3. June 1982.

Sources for indicators of Need:

U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. 1980 CeRsus of

oliii;kno

Population_.6ensral ation Characteristics. PCB}- t -53$,. Table
25 and 1370-teneue lath's. General reputation Characteristics.
PC(1)-814. Table-244 V. . Department of Health and Hansen Services.
National Center for Health Statistics. Monthly Vital Statistics
Anew New York City Department of Health. Summary oi Vital Statistics
1971, 1981. Service and VIttal Statistics 1975. 1980. ilmustsatioum-A-----.rroirea unpnbilleumfdeta. Lead Poison Control 1Provam 'Challenge of
Lead Poisoning. New Tot* City. 1983." Data from Health Interview Survey.
National Center for dealt* Statistics. U.S. Department of Health and
HMSO Services, in Foundation for Child Development, State of The Child:
Nov York City tt, June 1980.

Towne& and Fokernele is prepared by Donna M. Tapper, Social Welfare Analyst, Research
and Prost** Planning Information Department. For information, call 711-5000, est. 126,
or write Community Council of Greater New York. 225 Park Avenue South. New York.
New York. 10003.
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fiat of Nis brag
GOVIIRNORIS COMMINTTEE CtOLDREN'S SERVICES Pumps]

Its nano' SWIM hues?
CMS=

MOWN' ra. MAW reserree, NMI IOW, SIMS oel. AMA a. raveslitagenspr M104014110 Ceorums

July 28, 1983

Ann Oeeeweter
Deputy Staff Directee
S elect Committee an Childres, Youth 6 ?mollies
Salted States Neese of Sepresostatives
Seem 52-3415, House Office Seildiag lames 2
Mookington. D.C. 20515

Dear es. lesswater

I myelitis* at the return of the Governor's Committee
as Children's Services ?lamming to thank you for your efforts
in seeing that Mew Jersey wee represented at the July 25, 1983
Saw York City hearing on Children, Youth 6 Families in the
Morthemet. I endersteed Eros Sally Orr of the Asevelatiee of
J unior Leagues that it wee throe gh you that arrangements were
made for Urban Kelley, a member of the Governor's Committee,
to testify.

The Governor's Committee was recently established by
alterative Order to propose recemsn.;ations for follow-up on the
report of the New Jersey Commission on Children's Services,
!Ankles Policy with Seed, which Mrs. Kelley hiahlighted in her
testimony as July 25. The members of the Governor's Committee,
which incledee 23 eitisees and professionals fres across the
state, were delighted that testimony was offered on behalf of
New Jeremy's children. Tbe Committee la most interested in
comtgibetlee to the future work of the Pewee Select Committee
on Children, Tooth 6 hotline.

The Governor's Committee ham asked that I submit the report
of the Comeleelon on Children's Services to the Select Committee
so that it may be read into the record for the July 25 hearing.
Roclooed for that purpose is a copy of the report along with
summaries of the report for you and the Select Committee.
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WO mold he met how to proeide any additional War-
maim that tight be belpfel to the Select Omittee tr it.
verb. Flame do net hesitate to cell epos re if we soy melee
you is soy MY

Thank you stela for seeing that II.. Jersey's children wore
represented at the hearing.

Sincerely.

1614%/41414
R. Aliassetre Larson
Director

RAL/on
Earl.

cc! Dr. Anna D. Mayer, Chaarpernon
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A CALL TO ACTION
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THE COMMISSION ON CHILDREN'S SERVICES

LINKING POLICY WITH NEED

SUMMARY

Ths Commission on Children's Services, composed of 21 members appointed by
the Governor, was established by the Legislature in len to review services for
New Jersey's children and to identify methods of Improving service delivery.In addition to conducting fact-finding activities, the Commiakin has worked to
meet these legislative mandates; promote the development of SonmearlitY-basedservices for children that strengthen families. foster cosperstion among the
agencies that provide services, and promote csionunity involvement in planningservices for children.

fifandated to Provers a report for the Governor and the Legislature about thechildren's services system. the Commission completed first-of-its-kindinventory of state -mod services for children and conducted a review of
the services delivery System. This chapter represents an overview of the
findings the Commission hes drawn from its extensive fact-finding activities,
which included gathering nearly 2,000 pages of testimony through 1$ hewing,
and completing survey of ell state departments.

In the course of its review, the Cammission learned that during the past
decade the social services system for children has undergone grad =Pamlico,
eviosoing changes have occurred in the educational system, and health serviceshave been improved for impoverished children. However, the Comasission
identified serum inefficiencies and inequities in the provision of services, and
found many critical unmet needs. Despite the efforts of many concerned
offiCIIS and community members, New Jersey still does not have an efficient
system capable of meeting pressing human needs.

Today, 2,220,000 children and their 1,100,000 fondles call New Jersey home.
For families in New Jersey and across the notion, these are unique WINO with
Profound societal changes and economic pressures that crests severe stresses.
The social and economic forces detailed in this report. such as dramatic
changes in family patterns and deepening poverty, have generated a need for awide range of supports for families. Out vital supeorts such as child cars
service. and crisis intervention services are not available for many families.Further, adequate income supports are not provided for families who areunoile to earn living wage. And, existing resources are deployed in
largely unplanned and uncoordinated fashion that fosters fragmentation ofservices. Ftsources are not unified by policies that promote family-centered
approach and build on community strengths.

Many parents ars finding that they cannot meet their children's basic physical
and health care needs, let alone pay for child cars and cope with their
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duldren's educational end behavioral problems. Hundreds of thousands of
children are growing up without the basic developmental supports that children
require to become productive members of the community.

Although drug and alcohol Anise are on the rise among young people, there
are few services to address these problems. And, increasing numbers of youth
are finding that there is no place for than in either the community or the job
market.

Within this contest, the isesect of societal and economic changes has been
particularly acute for black and hispanic families. And the impact has been
compounded by lingering racism and a troubling failure of the *misting service
system to most the needs of these families and children. As the Cammission
found. black and hispanic children in New Jersey are far more likely than
whits children to grow up in poverty, suffer health problems. attend schools
that do not reset their educational needs. and find the lob market dosed to
them.

Further, data gathered by the Commission point to deer inequalities in the
provision of public educations. and human services to New Jersey's black and
hispanic children. For example:

Grossly disproportionate numbers of minority children are
suspended from public schools.

Slack children are for more likely than white children to
receive the most stigioatidng spocial-education classifications.

Minority children constitute a major proportion of the children
who are placed out of their hawse into the care of public
agencies, and they are far more likely than white children to
be placed in the meet restrictive institutional settings.

White children represent O percent of aH youth arrests for
serious crkess, yet black and hispanic children make up the
overwhelming melerity of the populations in secure detention
centers and in the state's correctional facilities.

Our failure to most the needs of the children growing up in New Jersey
today will bear heavy consequences. As Kenneth 'Coniston says in All Our
Children,

Children who lose a sense of decent future are likely to become
dispirited, angry, withdrawn, enraged. Above all, if they are
excluded from the mainstream of society, they are racy able to
contribute to the wail -being of society as adults.
from the ranks of such craschmned children that I breie
of tomorrow's public wards will be recruited; the criminals. the
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dereficts, the embittered, the vandals, the muggers. For those
American. who espy the privilege of relative affluence, failure to
support a comprehensive child and family policy is like deferring
a heavy tax to their children. For failure to change today will
lay an the nest generation the heavy social costs with a high
=ref, social. and financial price tag. On the one thsv are

of in
-7 we
t :177 s ours

In the wake of 1151111VO cuts in federal funds for human and educational
services, New Jersey faces a monumental task. The shrinkage of resources
descends that the state use its existing resources more efficiently. At the
same time, in contrast to current practice. Priorities meat be set to assure
that sufficient resources are indeed available for those children who are most
In need and that essential preventive services are provided for New Jersey's
children.

The recommendations proposed hers, the result of extensive deiiberations by
the Commission. constitute the Commission's view of what must be done tomake the children's services system more Mansareiono and 'table.While the Commission realised that all s cannot be
immediateiy implemented. we believe they Provide a direction for future work
to improve services for New Jersey's children and families.

As detailed hereafter, the Comeniasksn's findings and recommendations fallwithin two categories; those that address the current organization of ser-
vices and allegation of resources, and those that address critical unmet
needs.

A. SERVICE DELIVERY SYSTEM

Findings (Chapter 4. Part B)

The currant service delivery system, which includes at least 26 difforsnt
state government units as well as thousands of local agencies, does not havefocus for coordination of services at either the state or the local level.
Neither broad policies nor administrative arrangements organize public and
privets programa into a unified system that effectively allocates existingresource,.

Influenced by federal funding patterns, the children's services system hasbean built in piecemeal fashion around categorical programs that tend tofocus on a single problem or need. This perspective discourages treating
the child as a whole person. and it does not promote a family-centered
approach that would build on the family and community as resources for thechild.
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Since the Department of Human Services (OHS) is the maw provider of
services (other than education) for children and families, it would seem the
logical focal point for coordination of services. But the DHS organizational
scheme that waived over the years works against coordination easzng its own
divisions and prevents DNS from serving as S statewide coordinating force.

Further, the current organizational scheme fosters fragmentation and &Wi-
est= of SOrYMINI, both within OHS and through the satire service system
statewide. And the proliferation of categorical programs hiss resulted in
overlapping and wailed sub-systems. Often, the overlap is unplanned, and
clear definitions of agencies' responsibilities for children are not set. One
of the most striking examples of this phenomenon is the raiatihnship between
the county district offices of OHS' Division of Youth and Family Services
(DYFS) and the 21 County Welfare Boards. in this relationship, two
functionally-segregated delivery systems both focus on providing services for
children and families. The parameters of their responsibilities have not been
clearly defined, and disputes over which agency bears responsibility for
individual clients are common.

The system does not provide a Mechanism for integration of service, for
those clients who have multiple needs. Accountability for individual clients,
who may be simultaneously involved with a number of different agencies, is
diminished. Some children never receive the services they need.

Aithouth emphasis has been placed on reducing the number of children
placed .n institutions, sufficient family-support services to maintain children
in their own homes have not been developed. There is an absence of critical
support service in general, and, to the extent that they are available, they
are riot prOvided at the neighborhood level, where families might have reedy
access to them. A continuum of care, including a Ms of community-based
placement alternatives, as well as in-home support SerViCee, has net been
established.

Despite some progress made in curbing unnecessary placement of children in
institutions, the state still relies heavily on institutional care. Nearly 1100
million is spent annually by state departments to maintain children in institu-
tions. Data gathered by the Commission about the characteristics of children
in institutions suggest that many of these children, particularly those in
institutions for the mentally retarded and for the delinquent, could be cared
for in teas costly conseunity-based programs. There are serious questions
as to whether the costs of maintaining institutional beds are draining away
funds that could be used to expand community-based services for children.

Recommendations

The Commission believes that serious problems of organization exist in the
current network of largely autonomous, and often unrelated, service pro-
grams. These problems affect adverseiy the planning and delivery of ser-

I , I.
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vices to chliclran and their wa, therefore, recommend the following
actions:

1. At the county level:

A. Establishment of a county office where citizens can obta4n
information, referral, and access to the full range of services
and income supports available in the county,

S. This office should make as inventory of all government end
privies services to the county. These would include social
and human services, as well as seecialleed services offered by
the health, education, and criminal justice Weft=

C. This office should be developed within the contter of the
other county human services structures that would parallel
the present. or any changed, structure in the stets Depart-
ment of MOSSO Services. Affiliation agreements should be
arranged by the county human services office with the other
related systems.

0. To reduce the problems that result from maintaining two
functionally separate social services systems (as documented
in Chapter IV of the Commission's report), the Stitt should
secouregs and assist mesistise to consolidate social services
provided by welfare boards and by the Clepertment of Hessen
Service* into 8 This unified
system should be iseigily.-W101erllproventioss of thebresivotheningdownfad feesilles/ and ensuring
keallSfv child

E This office should:

Derision linkages with other social services for children
and families, such as those provided by the schools,
courts, jab trebling programs, mental health agencies,
and drug treethient programs.

2 Participate in recording and collecting data as specified
in the oversil county human service, plan and as re
quested by the state

3 Structure service delivery so that the office would be
held responsible Os develop a case plan that reified' the
client's needs. One worker, who participates in the
needs assessment, would be responsible for evoking
appropriate referrals and for follow -up and aftercare,
as floods(
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II. At the state LAMM:

A. Once dm county assumes the responsibility for dtraot social
service delivery, the state can be Imre effectively directed
toward planning: fiscal and &vehement of
measures to enhance accoemitsbi , technical assistance, staff
training, stenderd-setting, ng, sad evaluating the
quality of aarvicas. Thus, the state vesekl be lids to give
stronger Modern!** in planning and improvhig policies to
assure quality, accemihdlty, and equity.

B. The stet* Department of Name Services should radian the
overleap/Vs administrotive boundaries geogrephIcally on a
regional and a county Wei, and should be required to
assess_ within gives* stns frames, which admielatrittlwe
functions new pnevided by its dhrisions can be consolidated.

111. A mechanises should be developed that utilizes citizens, dentitilllertl,
and service providers in the planning and development of these
human service offices.

G. PLANNING

Findings (Chapter IV, Part C)

Systematic planning efforts have genersIty not been carried out to fashion a
contprehensove system for children s services. Rather, each *way, includ-
ing state government units as oriel as local agencies, tends to plan progress=
and act independent of the others.

Further, oversight reviews are not consistently conducted to identify gapsand duplications in services. Existing planning mechanisms do not signifi-
cantly involve consumers, and information is not readily available on the
relevance of services to the corenunittes.

The ampionsentation of a comprehensive Warming process that bates resource
allocation on client needs is hampered by the fact that New Jersey does not
have a statewide data collection system to use for planning purposes.
Currently, there is no method to readily assess needs, profile populations,
and track the use of services statewide. Further, in the absence of such a
data-collection system, there is no accurate way to determine if funds are
being spent on those who need the services.

The range and availability of state-funded services very greatly from one
area of the state to another. and children do not have equal access to ser-
vices statewide. As an illustration, 14 counties are currently viewed as
Doing underfunded i n Ittle XX monies
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Recommendations

I. The state should establish a planning and needs assossment
process involving an stab government deparbeents and Avisions
thet serve etsikifien. To function property, this system should
include a centralized data collection mechanism which:

A. Uses conimen definitions and categorise for descrasing tin
characteristics, such as age, sex. ethnicity and recs. and
needs of children by those who report

S. Regularly reflects the castribution of services to the various
groups of children. This informetitm should be reviewed
annually and analysed to identify unmet mode and gaps In
services

C. Requires the stale departments that servo children, par-
beate*/ the Department of Human Services, to show in their
budgets this percents's* of funds used for services for child-
ren. This breakout should specify percentages of funds for
specific age groups as slat as theme groups identified as high
priority populations

D. Reflects the distribution of services as to various groups of
chacfren

Ile The Govierner's rffice should group counties into a set of regional
units which will he used by all stets departments for all planning
of services fee citildren.

A. Uniform mechanisms for comprehensive planning of services
at the county level must be Instituted and should inn
the intent to which high priority target grams are served.

S. The planning mechanisms must provide for the involvement of
consumers, and seretta providers.

C. MONITORING AND EVALUATION

Findings (Chapter IV, Part 0)

Although there are many different monitoring activities carnet out by the
departments. there is no uniform system to deterenne who is getting what
services at what costs. Further. since evaluations are not consistently
done, information is not readily available on the effectiveness of IlarVIcas.

In short. information is not available to toil how the stets is spending its
money Citizen involvement in monitoring is almost nil.

lsi
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The Commission was able to identify only one example of an on-going mech-
anism that involved citizens -- the Child Placement Review system, which
utilizes community members to review the use plans for children placed out
of their homes by DYFS. The Child Placement Review system has been
effective in improving the quality of case planning for children, but is does
not provide for pre-placement review and considers the placement decision
only after the child has been Placed out of his home. Further, the system
does not provide for the reivew of cm plans for children who are placed
out of their homes into the cars of other public agencies, such as the
Division of Mental Retardation in OHS or the Department of Corrections.

Recommendations

t. The Legislature should study the feasibility of making the follow-
ing revisions in the Child Placement Review Act that was signed
into law April 27, 1982

A. A requirement that Board members attend an initial training
session prior to service on the Board and attend any sub-
sequent training sessions. as deemed necessary by the
Supreme Cosirt

Addition of language to allow for review of pre - placement
cam

C. A requirement that citizen review be conducted for the cases
of children who are placed out of their homes In the can of
the Division of Mental Retardation and the Division of Mental
H..alth and Hospitals

The tinting of reviews conducted by the Division of Youth
and Family Services under PL 96-272 and those reviews done
by the citizen boards should be staggered.

if changes are made In state laws on the placement of children,
the Child Placanient Review Act should be amended so that its
procedures apply to all placements not covered by the act at the
time of any change.

D. EDUCATION

Findings iChaptar V. Part

The current system for financing New .jerseys 2.500 public schools has
fostered grave disparities in otspend.tures tOr education between affluent and
poor :immunities, The System operates to the detriment of children who live
in poor communities Black and hispanic cniidren, the inefority of whom Ilya
rn the 000rest schor.,1 districts, are those most impacted by the system
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Further, current funding formulae do not assure that sufficient funds are
available to cover the costs of compensatory, and special educa-
tion progrems. The existing classification system for speciel education
students stigmatises children and impedes the provision of services based on
student needs.

Funding for education of children pieced in state institutions does not cover
the actual cast of services. There are serious questions about the ,tool000Y
of services for mentally retarded children. Training and education programs
provided for mentally retarded children is stets institutions are of question-
able quality. Further, there are few community-based programs available for
these children.

Data gathered by the Deportment of Education suggest that there is a
serious problems of under-enreihnent of New Jersey's hispanic children. For
swamis, in Newark, as many as 80 percent of the hispanic school-age
children mey net be enrolled in school.

Liss over, available data suggest there is a pattern of discrimination in
suspension misotices. Black children, although they represent only 18
Percent of the statewide student population, constitute 29 percent of ail
students suspended.

Current pollees do not require the schools to work with students who have
academic or behaviortel difficulties. In the absence of strong policies man-
dating that the schools vigswouely work to prevent student dropout. some
schools are not working to retain children who present diofir.isities and some
are actually encouraging children to leave school, fostering student dropout.
Further, existing policies permit schools to rely upon suspension or ex-
pulsion as a means of dealing with troubled or difficult students for whom
alternative services would be more constructive if schools had the respon-
sibility and the resources to work more intensively with those students.

Re commendartiests

. Funding

A. The state's current system for financing public education as
provided for in Chapter 212 should be revised so that the
grave disparities In educational resources among the school
districts are eliminated, so children In all school districts
have equal Menortunity to a thorough and efficient education
as assmistml under the state's Constitution, end so there is
equality of programs and services Is populations with special
needs (e.g. preventive, remedial, and bilingual education;
talented and hanging conditions) regardless of the
child's molds:ice .
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B. The full outset of the problem' should be documented, and a
study shook/ be nude of the underlying CAUSSOS.

C. The Deports Oat of Education should develop a comprohonsive
=treads program that utilizes the services of hispanic com-
munity orbs izations to link familias with the educational
system.

V. Exclusion of Studied*

A. The stets Department of Education should establish softies
and procedures to enminate undue roamer upon suspension
sad other disciptlem-y actions that result In the seclusion of
students from school.

S. The Department of Education should require local school
&dries, throe. ollhor voluntary or regulatory action, to
closings policies and develop special programa to encourege
wheels to retain students who pose disciples problems, as
well as those students who are potential drop-outs, and
should include Incenthres ti reduce the current rotas of
suspension and expulsion.

C. Local school districts with high reties of suspension should be
provided with 'ethnical assistance in estetsifshing slternetivos
to suspension, and a system should be identified to "roward'
them -- perhaps with fiscal incontives -- for significantly
reducing their ream of suspicion.

D. The Departments of Education, Itteasen Services and Health
should davislop strident** for school- rslatsd problems that
result from student drug and alcohol abuse, and the Depart-
ment of Education should advise school districts on alternative
procedures for clouding with such problems.

E. The Deportment of Education regulations should require
schools to give priartty to use alternatives other than pupil
exclusion to address the problem of drug and abetted abuse,
as well as require this schools to refer student substence
abusers to treatment services.

F. Additional emphasis should be pieced on the creation of
programs to address school violence end vandalism, without
excluding children from school. Low-cost programs medals,
which Include programs that use parents, students. and other
volunteers in preventive activities, should be encouraged.

G. uniform modicum for Al suspension and expulsions from school
should be established for local school districts. This local
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seised districts should b. 'squired to make parents and
stsidents aware of these policies by issuing a policy statement
at the steel of us* oohed year.

1. Lace' ached districts; further. should be required to
assinthe lags of all disciplinary actions that result In a

tuapsnsisn or emulsion free wheel. The log
should contain the following Internalises reason for the
Selif0111; age, sex, and race; the eaters and extent of the
sanction; and the pansy which has been violated.

2. The kg of all sospenalese and expeasions should be
forwarded monthly to the county superintendsnt. The
candy superintendent should include this inforwatIon In
his eariterly report to the stets Counnissioner of Educa-
tion.

The DePartennt of Education must tusks kneedisto action to
Identify the true dimensions of the problem of children who
drop out, have chronic allsamces, are suspended or expelled,
or are otherwise not accounted for in school enroltnent.

Record-k. sping precedursis should be changed to Gonad
sectersto date on the total number of children who leave
school anweelly. Load scheel districts should be required VI
lump a precise count of withdrawals from school, not just
withdrawals that are accompanied by Carmel student sign -cute.

E. SOCIAL SERVICES

Findings (Chapter V. Pert C)

Current benefit levels for Aid to Families with Dependent Children AFDC) do
net cover minimal survival needs. New regulations which deny benefits to
youth aged 19-21 years who are attending high school, trade school, or
coils's* are not in keeping with the state s interest in decreasing youth
unensployment.

Few mummified services for adolescents exist in the state. Crisis interven-
tion services to address parent-child conflicts are not uniformly available
statewide, and youngsters are being brought into the juvenile justice
system needlessly on JINS and minor delinquency complaints at great cost to
the public. (DINS is an acronym for Juvenile in Need of Supervision -- a
complaint used to bring youngsters before the Juvenile Court for non-
criminal behavior, such as running away or incorrigibility.)

For young people who become involved in delinquent activities, there are few
alternatives to incarceration. The absence of alternatives to incarceration is
most scuts for poor and nonwhite children from impoverished urban areas --

1SU
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these children constitute the majority of the population in the state's locked
correctional facilities for youth. For youngsters placed in correctional
facilities and in other institutions, there are few aftercare services to guide
their transition back into the community.

While child development services, which address a broad range of health and
educational as well as social needs, are well-recognised as an effective
method of preventing later problems among young people, little 0111Phealls has
been placed on providing these services for New Jersey's children.
Further, there are insufficient early prevention programs to address the
Problems of child abuse and neglect. Few support services exist to maintain
children in their own homes, and all too often families do not receive ser-
i/UM until there is a crisis situation, In many instances, the services
provided are not suitable for black and hispanic families, who comprise the
majority at families under the supervision of the Division of Youth and
Family Services.

Child care needs are largely unmet for working parents. Little stress his
been placed on developing respite care and other support services for single
parents.

There is an acute shortage of fecal homes for teenagers and for black and
hispanic children. Current reimbursement rates for foster care do not cover
the NO costs of meeting a child's needs. Training and support services are
not consistently provided for foster parents.

Rectemendations

i. Imams Maintausarica Programs

A. New Jersey's SFOC program should provide eligible families
with funds sufficient to meet basic survival needs. AFDC
payments should be adjusted annually to reflect the actual
change in the cost of living. The Department of Human
Services should determine the level of funds, and the
Legislature should appropriate funds sufficient to compensate
for any federal reduction.

B. Stole law should be revised to continue AFDC eligibility for
youth aged 15-21 years who are attending a secondary,
vocational, or college program.

11. Services far Ad is

A. Provide Direction

1. The Governor should take a strong leadership role in
helping communities develop solutions which use existing
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IV. Child Care Needs

A. Child core. Including _respite care servbse, should be de.
veloped and ampseded to provide critical soPPorto for
fasmilise. Smiler (Albano, uneeployed peandellbe groups, mid
the sisheels are isms of the MalleUrelill Whisk mild be tapped
to upend child care and respite we remmerces. More sem-
sive use of visionteer orgenizstisee abould be mode In Nevi*.

support far famines.

B. me Legislature should develop logielatien that
and provides lasendvas for private indestry b prerdellee=
we lid Wear swami aerobes to meeting permits.

C. A ender effort diseld be made to exposed Jr training pro-
gram and Jab ploosent servings far single mothers. The
state Department of Labor should be dimpled Is tette steps to
lacrosse the ropresentetlee of mem In existing publicly-
fundsd Jib-trelning pogroms.

V. Fester Care

A. Reimbursement rotes for the we of children pieced In faster
Maness should be Inereemed by the Doliortoont of MAMA So.-
vices. In ardor to asesiapilah Vile, the Legislature sheadd
appropriate additional funds.

B. The Deportment of SWIM Servile should be directed to
establish standmdlisd omeeerehensioe prer1111 for the Vain-
lag 10 foster pareems. CoangstIty members and feeler parents
they'd be involved in IMAM, stInards hr hefting and for
deriving the Training should be reemired for
foster pot arts and

prqprom.
should include orientetten

and speolailiod trebling. Incentives dead
foster parents wilie

C. Recruitment Worts for feeler homes should be targeted to
reflect the racial and eerie oberacieristem of children who
said Plecomesnt. Spode! attests(' should be placed or dr
velessing faster hams far black and hispanic children.

F. YOUTH BAPLOYMENIr AND VOCATIONAL STAVE=

Findings (Chapter V, Part DI

New Jersey's youth unemployment mite of 23 pert ant Is well above the
noticing! average of 19 percent. However, insufficient vocational and he.
training services are provided to prepare youth to enter today's tight Joh
niarlsat.
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Unemployment has became a particularly acute problem for urban minority
youth. For this group, the qmemployment rate ranges as high as GO percent
in some areas of the state.

Recommendations

I. Vocational Services

A. The Governor and the Legislature should mount a strategy,
drawing upon the resources of the Departments of Labor.
Commerce and Economic Development, and Education he
concert with the private sector to allovioto youth SUNIRploy-
wont. Emphasis should be placed on reducing the chnialcally
high reties of titnemploymest among adedrity Inner-city youth.
The Legislature should make funds wend*, to emir, the:

I. Vocational education program are revised to contain the
Rorthillty to adept to the rapidly changolamtachnekegy
and fluotosting olooposts of the so that
programs can be to to the =8 of specific am-
pioyero and geared to curtest and future trends in the
labor market.

II

2. Vocational education programs should, be available for all
youth who are not enrolled is a college premonitory
curreculuo. Special attention should be paid to the
handicapped.

Adequate and relevant basic skills and career preparation
programs should be provided in areas with high youth un-
employment rates.

C. Strong efforts including financial incentives should be made
to encourage arephiymiust of youth by the private sector.

0. Economic develepeeent Irfforts should include methods to
increase entry-level positions with eORortunitloo for advance
anent for youth in the private sector. Additional funds to
carry out this teak should be sought from public and private
source.

G. HEALTH AND HEALTH CARE

Findings (Chapter V. Part E)

Despite advances in meeting the health needs of children, many serious
health problems stilt receive inadequate attention. Today, for instance, the
incidence of infant mortality and low birth weight for nonwhite infants is
double that for white infants in New Jersey.
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Sufficient preventive health cars services are not available to address infant
mortality and other health care issues that affect children. The Wom en.
Infest and Children Supplemental Feeding Program (WIC) program which
provides nutritional services for Pregnant women and young children, is
funded to serve less than 25 percent of the 150,000 eligible women and
children in the state. Further, the Early Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and
Treatment (EPSOT) program, designed to provide medical services for ins-
Ooverished children, is not reaching many of the eligible children.

And, current Medicaid rates of renburseniont pose a barrier to preventive
services for those iemoverished children whom the Medicaid program is
intended to serve. Since the reimburse ant rites are too low to cover the
actual cost of ambulatory care services, many providers will no longer accept
children who are Medicaid patients.

Lead poisoning is a motor childhood disease in New Jersey, with in estimated
220,000 children at risk of the serious neurological problems and learning
disabilities caused by exposure to certain levels of lead. But funds are
available to sawn end treat only 13 percent of the children at risk.

Many children of Vietnam veterans are experiencing health problems that may
stein from Agent Orange contamination. However, measures have not been
taken to identify the impact of Agency Orange on this population.

Substance abuse has increasingly become problem among Nee Jersey's
young people. But there is no uniform statewide policy to address the
problem. Few programs acist to treat drug abuse among young people, and
there are no funds specifically allocated to treat adolescent alcoholics.

Traditionally, children have been given low priority in the allocation of
resources for mental health services. Today, the available services ck, net
meet the current need. Many children are remaining in the community
without receiving appropriate treatment for serious problems which impair
their ability to function. fn-lioni services, day - treatment programs, special
foster homes, and residential treatment service are not available for many
children who need these services.

Recamenanciations

1. Preventive Services

A. New Jersey's Medicaid program should provide reimbursement
mites for ambulatory health care services which should cover
the reasonable cent of the service Provided.

B. Current resource allocation for the support of servkieS for
mothers and children should be reviewed to determine whether
adequate priority has been placed on funding theme services.
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identified ineouldie should be rectified. Particular ton
should be paid to the support of preventive health se

II. Consolidation of Child Health Services
ij

A. The Depertennt of Health, Human Services and tioducation
should be directed Jointly to develop a plan for 'nation
and possible consolidation of the child health sriricee offered
by these three clsoartasents. The plan should specify
mechanisms for Integration of Medicaid funded services se well
as Maternal and Child Health Carve programs and School Health
Services, and should lint-- method ON assure that EPSDT-
eligible children receive xs and follow-up services.

9. Any funds saved throws e....Ainistrative consolidation should
be applied to pay for child health services.

III. Lead Poisoning

The Legislature should appropriate funds to supplement those
available from the federal government to screen all children at risk
of lead Poisoning. The Depart inet of Health should be directed to
develop plan for hapineentation of the screening services.

IV. WIC

A. The Governor should oppose any reduction in federal funding
for the WIC Program.

a. The Governor should direct the New Jersey Departments of
Health, Agriculture, and Human Services, and requests
related federal agencies, to identify methods or explore wave
of providing litivate food for more than 100,000 women and
children whose nutritional needs cannot be met by the WIC
program at its current funding level.

V. Drug and Akohol ,,use Prevention and Treatment

The state Departments of Health, Education, and Human Services
should La directed to develop a coordinated plan for the Proven-
ton and treatment of drug and alcohol abuse among youth. The
plan should specify mechanisms for coordinathaa. of state and local
existing resources and should Include these services: school-
based educational programs, out-patient services, and residential
treatment programs.
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VI. Agent Orange

1 he Duper taints of Health, Moon Services, and Labor should
vim* jointly and cooperatively with the Agent Orange Camodssion
to plats and lamplaiment a comprehensive needs seasesmant of the
health, lineal, and economic conditions experienced by children
who have bean born to veterans who were exposed to Agent
Orange.

VII. Mental Health Services

A. The Initiativee undertaken by the Department of Human
Service to prevent insetutionallzation of
emotionally disturbed children shoe be supported and ex-
panded with emphasis on theme program areas:

1. In-home services such as respite care to relieve parents

2. Day treatment programs

3. Teaching Fondly Homes for theme children who cannot be
cared for by their natural parents

4. Community-based Impatient treatment unite, with priority
on services for children from Essex, Hudson and Mercer
counties.

3. Increased resources for autistic children

G. Increeseci funding to Community Mental Health Canters
and clinics for such preventive services as screening,
partial care, advocacy, crisis intervention services.

S. Continued emphasis shoold be placed on the development of
linkages among the state - funded programs and the local public
and private agencies to assure that comprehensive con-
tinuum of care is provided for ainotionally-daturbed children.

REFERENCES CITED

(11 Kenneth KilliStOrt, All Our Children. Now York: Harcourt, Brace and
Jarrovech. 1973
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID W. CUNNINGHAM, EXECUTIVE &Ezell/a, CONNECTICUT
JuencE Won CMLDIDEN COLIABORATMIN, HAWTFORD, CONN.

I am leashing today as project director and author of luxuagnptaga,
which for the first time identified all empoditures in the Budget of the State

of Ccenscticut which serve children. This budget, which clovers a four year time

frame, wee prepared under the direction of the Ctmmittee on Altaic Elaperdituros

for Ctemecticut's children.

tChildrem:$ Budeet wee developed for Connecticast in order teen*/ child

advocates to better understard how public monies are used to secure services and

resource. to children. Pulling from the budgets of 17 state depertments, A;hildren's

Budget. docunsints how pdblic monies rye secured, allocated, and administered.

First of all, it should be noted that over the four yeas, Lindslagamsm
=prised sivromimately 25% of the State Budget aid in 1903, projected expenditures

equalled $980,586,545 Is than a 3% increase (adjusted to a 27.36 growth in the

consular price index) occured between 1980-1983.

A key aspect of that budget, which should be of interest to the Ctomittee, is

the ratio of federal to state dollars.

A Children's Budgpt is comprised moose federal funds than the rest of the State

Budget. In 1482, it was ccmprised of 14.34 direct federal fundsi When federal funds

which reimburse State expenditures (e.9. for AFDC, Medicaid, Child Support Enforcement)

are included the federal portion is 26.66. There has been a 22.34 real decline in

those federal funds over the past fo years.

The Budget is divided into eight functional areas of SerVi0e8 and resources:

- Education

-Health and Mental Health

-Child Care and Social Service

-Juvenile .7usfrCe

- Inrcele Support

- Ervioyment

-Nutrition

-Recreation and Cult at:,
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Over the part four years there has been a real decrease in funding levels in

6 out of 8 of those functional areas. When them was an increase, and that occured

In the areas of Education and JUvenile Justice, the increase was in State Bottle.

Over 85% of A Chlidren's Budget is allocated =wants Edecation, Income Support

and MUtrition, and Medicaid. Actually, 85.2% is aohnindatered through two of

Cennecticut's State departments, the State Board of Education and the Depart ant of
a

Inoame Maintenance. That leaves Tess than 15% of A Children's Budget which is

allocated to all other program areas (child abuse, juvenile justice, child care, etc.)

Federal monies are most concentrated in the areas of InooMe Support, Medicaid, and

Nutrition. State monies are most concentrated in the area of Education.

The ratio of State federal monies varies in all other program areas, in which

there is also heavy reliance on local and private dollars.

The questions which arise for your consideration out of these findings

are the following:

1. Is it appropriate that the federal goverment take primary responsibility

for the iseues of housing, food and medical care?

2. Is it appropriate that States take primary responsibility for Education?

3. Are there services which the federal goverment should standardize nation-

wide, and is funding a way to ensure standardization?

4. Will the federal governrent pruvide leadership in the development of

innovative progrecr-, and technology, in the areas of Child Care, Juvenile Justice,

special ag".1 Chil welfare?

5. Are there services which should be afforded primarily with State funds, either

for efficiency or for reasons of autonomy?

6. If the State relics or. federal funds fur the st7ecirt of oertain seco,ires,

can it maintain indiv!tual standards, high or riSw7
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It is clear that the federal government must be encouraged to respond to these

questions responsibly and I encourage you to provide leadership in that discussion.

Eery community in this nation has evidence of the suffering, ill-health, and

dysiNection of children. Cerweeticut, like many other States has alarmingly high

infant mortality rates in its inner city minority neighborhoods. This is parelelled

by increasing tganage preganancy rates. Child Abuse in general, and Sexual Abuse

in particular are on the rise. Growing :webers of children are in poverty and living

in female headed, single parent household, in poverty. new programs exist for

children who are locked out of their home alter school because no one is there, or

for children who cannot return honsfrominstitutional placement. There are &emeti-

cally few programs which work with acting out children, especially violent children,

and street gangs.

In the past the federal 'averment has allured for the development of very strong

progress (e.g. runaway youth services) through the use of categorical funding.

I an concerned that the valuable leadership and support is gone.

Instead, there has been a move to dismantle programs and =lensing their impact.

All discussion appears to be caught in a position of disatisfaction with the way

things are. It is my hope that the select committee can shine a light, and rekindle

the productivity and leadership of the federal government.

The real question before you is Nhat will it tike tone** the social service

system of this nation work and how can federal programscontributato that end?"

I hope to be of continual service to you as you assume this most admirable task.
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STATEMENT FOR THE

REGIONAL HEARINGS OF THE

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Opening Hearing

Monday, July 25, 1983

Goddard-Riverside Community Center
593 Columbus Avenue
New York, New York

Submitted by

UNITED NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES OF NE! YORK, INC.
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United Neighborhood Souses, The federation of settlement houses

and neighborhood centers in New York City, appreciates the opportunity

to present statement to the Woos* Select Committee on Children,

Youth, and Families during its initial series of regional hearings.

We hailed the establishment of the Select Committee earlier this year

and were very pleased that one of our member agencies, the Goddard -

Riverside Community Center, was chosen to be the location of the first

regional hearing on July 25, 1993.

As noted by Bernard Wohl, Executive Director of Goddard-Riverside,

in his welcoming remarks, 'settlement houses, like the Select COmmittee,

are distinguished by comprehensive approach to the problems facing

children, youth, and families.' Like the Select Committee, we strive

to bring together the fullest array of resources and opportunities for

children and youth. We commend the Select Committee's efforts to ex-

amine the programs of private agencies and to explore new ways of com-

bining public and private resources on behalf of children, youth, and

families. Based on decades of experience in serving children and

families and of social advocacy on their behalf, UNR believes that

a continuing collaboration of the public and private sectors is the

best way to solve social problems.

Unfortunately, this public-private partnership has been sorely

tested in recent years. Abrupt changes in the funding and direction

of Federal programs and the budgetary difficulties of state and local

governments have undermined many of the cooperative venture, in 'octal.

welfare and have resulted in sharp service reductions for children

and their families. The New York City settlement system and the young
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people it serves have been profoundly affected by the Federal budget

cuts and program changes enacted by Congress since 1911. Many fed-

erally-supported programs in education, training, delinquency preven-

tion, child development, and social services have been eliminated or

sharply reduced. It hat. not been possible to obtain sufficient funds

from our state and local governments or from private sources to make

up for these losses in Federal funds.

UNH is hopeful that there will be an eventual return in Washington

to more generous policies toward children and families. The Select

Committee. whose formation this year was spirred.by the wide national

criticism of recent Federal policies, will be an Important instrument

in redirecting Congress toward a more enlightened position. We hope
/

that future Congressional policies toward children and families ill

embody the principles of equity and fair play, which seem to ha beenZ
given short shrift recently.

Because of its broad mandate, the Select Committee can focus on

systemic problems suffered by children and their families. Far so

many of these children, the underlying problem of racial/ethnic dis-

crimination is the major barrier across the path toward healthy growth

and development. Vital statistics document the evil effects of dis-

criminatory treatment on the children of racial/ethnic minorities.

The data on Blacks reveal maternal death rates triple those of whites.

infant death rates twice those of whites, placement is closes, far the

mentally retarded at rates triple those of whites, teenage unemployment

rates triple those of whites.

In plain words, as long as racial/ethnic discrimination exists,

and children are born and grow up bearing a societal handicap based

on their racial/ethnic identification, all public policies must take
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account of this terrible reality and suit include nendetes for cor-

rective action. The fight for affirmative action and equal employment

opportunity must be resumed in spite of current opposition to this

remedy. Without equal opportunity in the jab market for their parents,

the children of racial/ethnic minorities are denied adequate family

income as well as the positive role models they should have. Without

equal employment opportunit)4 for themselves, youngsters belonging to

racial/ethnic minorities can also be expected to become very frustrated

by education and training which lead nowhere. "Learning without

earning" is an embittering experience.

having acknowledged the dispiOportionate impact of national eco-

nomic adversity on certain racial/ethnic groups, we must also recognise

the fact that the vagaries of the U.S. economy can hurt Children and

families of all groups. The Select Committee is gathering such data

on the growing numbers of children living in households below the

pnverty level. Powerful economic and social forces are placing great

strains on families. Weaknesses in the U.S. economy have caused many

people to lose their jobs. Decease the traditional male breadwinners
4

ate not bringing '$n enough income, mothers of young children, whether

living with husbands or without them, are working outside of theiii

homes. women's wages being only 59 of men's, families dependent

on the income of working mothers are at a real disadvantage.

Women and their children participate in many of the programs of

the New York City settlement system. If not currently receiving public

assistance benefits, many of these women may be just one step sway from

welfare. The struggle to provide for their children and themselves

overwhelms many low-income parents. Single parents, however, oust

make extraordinary efforts to support their families, perform all
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household tasks and other chores needed by their children, and, above

all. give them love and good care. The stress resulting from so mem

denials is very great.

Family stress can be measured in the incidence of several kinds

of malaise, including child abuse and neglect. famiWbreekap, juvenile

delinquency, physical disease, and mental illness. Many program* of

USX and its member agencies are designed to help families suffering

these kinds of problems. We offer programs in home ateneireamente child

day care, and services designed to prevent foster care placement. Being

neighborhood-based, our programs can be mobilised quickly to meet family

crises. Though equipped to help in crisis Situations, eetti*Meht workers

strive to prevent crises and assist families in coping with the stresses

facing poor people in New work City today. One noteworthy effort is

the Settlement Service Center for Families, which USN operates in col-

laborntion with two of our member agencies located in the Drone, the

Claremont Neighborhood centers and Southeast preen Neighborhood Centers.

Serving families with Children at risk of foster care placement or re-

turn to foster care, the settlement houses have been able to strengthen

anu, expand their network of family and children's services with state

and local funds for preventive services.

Many of the children helped by the Settlement Service Center for

Families reside in the large public housing projects surrounding the

two participating settlement houses. Residents of public housing have

been principal concern :f%"lbe New York City settlement system for

many years. Twenty-four of UNR's ter agencies are located in facil-

ities of the New York City Housing Authority. In the high-density pro-

jects which dominate public housing in New York City, the concentration

of social problems has always been a concern. During difficult economic
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times, the problems deepen. Working with the Department of Social

and Community Services of the New York City Housing Authority, UN%

and its member agencies have been providing general social services

to the tenants of public housing for many years.

Our involvement with families living in public housing brings

us into daily contact with the crisis in housing for low-income families

in New York City. The New York City Housing Authority acknowledges that

it has a waiting list of applicants that cannot be filled for twenty

years. The catastrophic dimensions of the housing shortage for low -

income families in New York City are well known to the Select Committee.

We coamend Chairman Miller and other Committee members for taking the

time to visit homeless families temporarily located in hotels and for

publicizing the irrational requirements of the public assistance laws

which allow public expenditures for expensive hotel rooms and not for

more reasonably-priced permanent housing. As it studies the problems

facing the nation's children, the Select Committee will have to devote

considerable attention to the factor of the physical environment. Safe,

Sound housing is a prerequisite to insure the welfare of children. The

unlucky children whose families have become homeless must be a constant

reminder of the failure cf the united States to develop a just housing

policy.

Many other failures to develJp and maintain equitable social poli-

cies are no under the spotlight of the Select Committee. For those

public officials tc, whom these shameful revelations are shocking and

"petplexinq," the new knowledge will, we nupe, be a spur to action.

It has been !did that we have become "an aging, tired, and disillu-

sioned society.' Th,se of us who love children know that there is

nothing like the nercry, lmuOter, and iilusiuns of children to restore

the tired spirits c,f (sit children need us. and we need them.

The cause of the nult,ct c,ompitte it d vital one for the United States

1Vg0Se final decade!; f the twcritleth century, and we look forward
V

pp
a close colt be..wt,n the f dital Government and Ott. private

1
sector on behalf of , and families.
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TESTIMONY ON IMMIX OF
THE PUBLIC EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

BEFORE Tile U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

August 8, 1983
New York, New York Director, Education Rights Project

Submitted by: Paula 3. Hepner, Esq..

The Public Education Association (PEA) is a Not -for- Profit

Corporation chartered by the New York State Board of Regents in

legg to investigate, peke recommendations, and take legal action

wears necessary, to improve, enrich, and advance educational

opportunities for all children in the New York City Public School

System. Throughout its history, PEA has been an influential

citisea voice for better, more inclusive public schooling, and

consistent advocate of educational reform. The innovations it

brought about - parents easocieticea, objective professional

selection, citizen monitoring of the budget process, as well as

substantial modifications of school system practice in such areas

as school curriculum, student rights, end school district reorgan-

ization - have shown both the need for and importance of outside

involvement in shaping education policy. As the Seleet Committee

convenes to take up the urgent issues facing children, youth and

families, the Public Education Association is grateful for this

invitation to present our views and we look forward to a close

working partnership with the committee as it astbarks on its mission.

Rarely has there been a time when so such public attention

has been focused on the subject of education. The focus is timely,

but not coley or primarily for the reasons that have had most
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Public attention. In the search for excellent scientists

and business leaders to compete with other countries. we

must be careful not to risk ngleoting the many young

people at risk of tailing or dropping out of school whose

industry and good citizenship are also needed to keep our

country strong, safe, productive end to maintain its

democratic traditions.

In New York City we are dedicated both to meeting

the needs of the exceptionally talented and improving the

schools so all young people meet their potential. Our schools,

moved by strong community pressure and support from groups

like our own, are developing programs for improvements in

sang areas, for cessple, high School reform, education of

the handicapped, improved teaching of basics in the early
grades. We would like an opportunity at a future hearing

to share our hopes for some of these initiatives. It seems

most urgent at this time. however, to express concern about

the withdrawal of federal support for such enterprising

effort* at the local level.

All children are 'truly needy' when it comas to ed-
ucation. Hut we have yet to d rn the 'safety net for

education progress and eery ces wh ch the new federalism"
plan promised. Keeping mind the crisis in the quality

of public education. which three or four major task forces
have described to us since the beginning of this year, let
us look at what public sAucation critics have done during

the past two years.

Title I - ES-Ea/Chapter 4 - ECIA

Sixteen years ago Congress created Title I, a federal

education program under the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act so that school district, could provide remedial and
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compensatory instruction in reading and math for educationally

disadvantaged children who live in poor neighborhoods. Every

major study of Title 1,-sopLknown as Chapter I of the Education

Consolidation and improvement-Aet, indicates that this program

has bean successful in improving students' reading and math

abilities. Even the Department of education's own five year

study of the Title I program found that students in grades

one to three improved in reading by 10-171 more than disadvan-

taged students who did not participate in Title I programs.

Statistics reveal that approximately 5.1 million children have

been served in Title I programs, yet this represents only

451 of the children eligible and in need of this assistance.

Over the pest two years funding cuts as such as 401 have bean

sought and successfully resisted. with regard to the 1,84

budget, we are again facing a propsed reductive of 4.93 in

funding for compensatory and remedial education, and fighting

to maintain current service levels. We would rather spend

our energies, and measure our success, by enabling new children

to benefit from these programs, rather than keeping those

already in programs from being elimintatd.

Chapter II ECIA -

Chapter II of the Education COnsolidation and Improvement

Act replaced most of the categorical programs funded under the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act. Twenty-nine programs

that were previously funded separately were consolidated into

the Chapter II block grant. tIncludidkessug these categorical

programs are funds for school libraries, teacher centers, basic

skills improvement, career education and most significant of

all, the Emergency School Aid Act which provided funds. to help

desegregating school systems with the cost of eliminating

segregatiA and discrimination. In addition to the budget

cuts that aft-epanied the consolidation, under the 1984 budget
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proposale,several. of the Chapter II programs are our slated

to be discontinued. The savings of approximately 12 million

dollars is well known. The cost to our children is being

overlooked.

Special Education -

The Education for All Handicapped Children act,

P.L. 94 -142,was enacted in 1975 to enable handicapped children

to receive appropriate education suited to their unique

individual needs. Since the passage of P.L. 94-142, an in-

creasing number of handicapped children have entered the

public schools to be educated, retching a record high of 4.2

million children during the 1911-82 school year. In the past

two years, however, P.L. 94-142 has endured more insidious

attacks than any other program in the federal education budget.

Congress, with the help of the people, twice fought against

outright repeal of the statute through a block grant mechanism,

and than defeated annual attempts at recission cuts for the

1962 and 1983 school years. Similarly. efforts to "re- regulate"

away the protections embodied in the statute's regulations

were also defeated. The 1984 proposed budget continued the

appropriation for handicapped education progress at the 1981

level, but people ars justifiably worried about the message

which the federal government's actions convey. Congress, which

took leadership in giving handicapped children an education,

should now be giving states a clear signal to go forward with

their programs.

Tuition Tam Credits -

At a time when social programs in this country are

experiencing the moot profound cutbacks, and the public ed-

ucation system has received. nationally, a no-confidence vote,

the notion of tuition tax credit* has been strenuously prcmoted.
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Though couched in the language of tae relief, this program

will provide special benefits toe.tiny fraction of the

population at coat of more then 4 billion dollars per year.

Since state-aid to publibeducation is in most cases tied

to enrollment figuies, any drop however minute would result

in less dollars for the public school system. In New York

City *inns, 10 percent drop in enrollment could eventually

mean an annual loss of about SO million dollars in state-aid

which would not be accompanied by 10 percent reduction

in cost for staff, heating, maintenance, and so on. This

4 billion dollars could instead replace the $1 billion cut

from the Department of Education budget each year since 1981

and still leave mousy to lucre's* the number of children

served by the most successful federally supported educational

progress. The discussion above report* on only four of

the most.catastrophicresults of the ,newfederallem.° There

have.been similar.attempts to undermine many other federal

education programs such as women's educational equity, Indian

education, vocational and adult education, bilingual education,

migrant education, -and_post-secondary educational programs

including student financial assistance and minority fellowships

for graduate and professional study.

Me have raised what we feel are the critical issues

affecting significant numbers of children in our country. Se

come before you to enlist your support over the coming months

and years to help us stem the tide of mediocrity in the

solutions being suggested (back to 'asics, deeper budget cuts

and private sector initiatives) to revitalise our public

education system, and to urge this committee to develop and

promote sound education platform within its agenda that will

survive long after the 1984 presidential campaign.
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mum rem veva 11223

SEP141983

Sept:mother 1, 1983

It wee a pleasure to meet with you and your colleegues free the
Select Cammittee on Children, Youth and !Nellie. at the hearing held in
Nor York City on July 24, 1983. I thought the dialogue was .emery
useful and hope that your committee felt similarly.

The purpose apt this letter is to follow up briefly ce our discussion
of the impact which the reduction in the federal busmen services budget
are having an Nee York State. There ars several organizations in this
state attempting to eoeitor the impact of the federal cuts on children
and families. Oils no truly comprehensive analysis exists, there are
a few sources of infer mstion I mould like to bring to your attention.

In 982, the Council on Children and Fandlies issued a report
outlining the implications of the cutbacks in selected major programs that
were tang proposed for Fiera Year 1993. Because sent of the gamma
points mode in that report are still vend, I an etmloring a copy. In
addition, as I mentioned in my testimoey, the COuncil perticipetes in an
interagency task force on the federal budget convened by Gevernor Cuomo
to monitor events intindtUagbx, related to proposed ang/Sr acted'
reductions in health and human services proven'. This is chaired
by Commissicrer Cesar %rale', law Week State teptrtaat afal Services.
Over the next mevers1 months, this is planning to produce reports
which will document how changes in the 1 programs are affecting the
delivery of supports and services to Children and families in this state.
I will make certain that any relevant information generated through this
task force will be forwarded to your committee. Also, for your information,

I an enclosing impact reports prepared by the previous administration",
Governor's Task Force an the Federal Budget. While these reports are
somewhat dated, they contair data that helps to explain the nature and
scope of the chengos in this state's human services programs that have
resulted from federal reductions.

other non-state agencies are also attempting to track the impact of
federal cuts on the community. In perticuler, I would direct your attention
to the reports being produced by Child latch, a natiocal monitoring project
organised by the Children's Defense FUnd. In conjunction with thud Match,
the Cemmunity Service Society of New York City has recently disseminated
a document entitled "Child Watch: New Wirt City - Looking Out for America's
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Children°. The report provides factual information, supplemented with
anecdotes from actual cues, about the outcome of changes in Medicaid,
Title Vrteternal and Child Seelth, Crippled Children's Services, and the
WIC program. If you do not already have a copy, I suggest you request
one.

As I indicated to you, in the case of certain programs, New Mork
State and Nod York City helm amponsated for the loss of federal funds by
making adjustments in their pall budgets in order to mitigate the impoct
on families weel are dependant an pOhlio serviome. Nor somple, the state
and the city averted the nocemeity of closing dawn mew mcb-essemt fey
care centers by using otter fends to sake rip for losses in Title AX.
Nevertheless, there are still large numbers of families wasp need day care
and who, although they cannot afford to purchess oars on their eon, have
become ineligible for peblicly subsidised come. Iftfortunatoly, no
document exists that outlines thous program areas in *MAI the state has
sought to preserve a service level thrtieeddlothereise have declined dime
to federal outberks. If any information of this mature is released, I
will see that you receive it.

In conclusion, let me assure you that we will attempt to keep the
committee apprised of any additional informetion pertaining to the effects
of federal budget changes in this state. I wish you sums= with the
select Cramittee's efforts to assist Congress to act in the best interests
of the nation's children and families.

If I can be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to
let me krem.

me. George Miller
Chairman
Select Cermattee on Children,
Youth, and Families

Moon s2-385 House Office
Building Annex 2

Waanington, DC 20515

enc.
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744 Edgewood Avenue
New Haven, Connecticut 06515
October 12, 1983

Bon. George Miller
Chairman, Select Committee on
Children, Youth and Families

N. S. House of Representatives
2422 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Miller:

I apologise for the delay in returning the copy of my
testimony. I have made several corrections on page 193.

I appreciated the opportunity to participate in the hear-
ing held by the Select Committee. Our meeting with the Swedish
and Soviet children this summer was very productive. Toward the
end of our stay is Sweden, the participants in the peace camp
wrote a statement of their feelings about world peace. Mould
it be possible to include the statement as part of my published
testimony? A copy is enclosed.

Thank you for being so responsive.

Sincerely,

144.41"LA,..._

Leah Lubin
Children's Campaign

for Nuclear Disarmament
Central Office
New Raven, Connecticut

LL/js
tinclogures
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Segamber 7, 1003

Dr. DommOtibize
Medias' amd lissIth Research

Aessoisties of lier York City
US Imodaal 17th Floor
Mew Tet$4 Ism Toth 10007

Dear Dr. 041Wriii

This is to emcees mg oppreolaties few year eppeareme before the
Salem Committee seiChildree TOM26 sad laalltaa at Its tadfaaal
boar i la Ma- Talk oat, em Jab 25, 1003. Your participation
cestsibeted to oohing the Matte a Sanglege

The Comities is see in the presses el "Mime the tremeript of
the Maass for piblicatim. It mold be halpfill if you mold go
over the malered copy of yam testimmy is moms that it is accurate.
red mars it o me with my secoseary emweetime.

Is addition, Csegresemea Damelhariett, laihing admority Member of the
Committee, hoe asked that the tallomieg onetime be enamored for the
records

Lm your -eatimemy you state that, "The Sham West Children Program
(VIC) is correetly serving 223,000 participants is Mem Test State.
There are approximately 400,000 pattecipents who ere slip:hie fax
services bat are sot currently perticipatim."

I ammo lam mesa there are 400,000 is who are el/bible for
services int vie are mot carnal, participating. Cos you tell the
Committee her you arrived at this Mom? dad, COM you live the Com-
mittee sate ides of thy these the appose to be eligible are out
perticipettmg? Is It became of lack of SIC resources? Is it a lack
of inforratioe about the program? Is it a lack of their ability to
sederetemi their mods mad the needs of their children? Amy infer-
mottos you might priori** reparding this natter mould be appreciated.

Owe maim, the other embers of the Committee emd I appreciate your
taking the time to give us the benefit of your emperieoce.

Sincerely.

cmosri =Lim
rh,04,000
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1211) 2117-01100

George Miller. Chairman
Select Committee on Children. Youth

and Families
112-385. House Office Building Annex 2
Washington. D.C. 30515

Dear Mr. Miller:

SEP191 3B3

°Bice of tine Director

September 14. 1983

Thank you for your letter of September 7th and your interest In my
testimony given on July 25, 1083.

It is not correct to assume that the 400.000 participants (page 14, line
310) eligible for services are women. This number includes women.
infanta and children.

According to USDA. there are approximately 598, 000 women and children
in New York State who are eligible for WIC. With 125.000 presently
enrolled in the program, 375, 000 are not being served. However, USDA
does not include illegal aliens in its estimate which. when they are added
to the census population. approgimstes 400,000 women and children not
presently enrolled In WIC who are eligible.

The Department of Agriculture estimated the eligible postolation batted en
the 1090 Census of Population and %mins. The population of Infants
and children was determined by tabulating the number of children lass
than five years old and whose family income was below 185% of poverty.
To approximate the number of eligible lenient (pregnant and postpartum)
the USDA then used the 1919 total births multiplied by 1.25 years (nine
months for pregnancy and its months fbr postpartum). "The reaulting
number was multiplied by the percent of total children under 195% of
the poverty level." (USDA. July 1983)

USDA, July 1983, WIC Program Proposed Funding Formulas

214
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George Miller, Chairman September 14, 1883
Select Committee oo Children. Youth and Families

The equation roads as follows: (USDA. July 1983)

"Number of Children (Total Births Times 1.35)
Under 185% of the 4 Times Percent of Children
Poverty Level Under 185% Poverty lavvel"

USDA, July 198h WIC Program P11,90sed Funditql_Forratgas

DOH /me
Enciosures Corrected (In red Ink) testimony as per instruction,

215
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CITIZENS' COMMITTEE FOR CHILDREN OF NEW YORK INC.
tog two 22nd STRUT NEW YORK. NEW YORK 101110 212472-1100

MO

auropsom
titan

MISELVOr

CHILDREN I VICTIMS OF THE NEU NATIONAL POLICY

A Mittens' Monitoring !Import on thn Effect of Cats
in Federally Supported Programa for Children

Initial Field Work ta Noy 1982

August 1982
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INTRODUCTION

This is summary report of Citizens' Coemittee for Children's first field sur-

vey of what is happening to futile, and children who are dependent on social

services in New York City. We looked specifically at income support, health

care and day care programs, seeking to discover how well the "sifety net" is,

in fact, working for this city's poor.

Since the beginning of the Reagan administration both the public and its elected

officials have been confused by conflicting assessments of how the 1981 cutbacks

in federal financial support for social programs will actually affect those who

are dependent upon them. There are those who maintain that social services

funding" cuts will ultimately produce better services or eliminate the need for

them altogether. Others portray a society whiehlis callous to the needs of its

soot unfortunate members and predict a further vides Ins of the gap between rich

and poor.

For over thirty-five CCC has been dedicated to representing the needs of

children by providing them with a voice and a champion and by advocating for

public policy which ensures that their basic needs will be net by a responsible

society. This concern propelled CCC, increasingly inpatient with the conflicting

pronouncements of the bureaucrats, politicians and academics, to move out into

the city's neighborhoods to try to determine first band exactly what children

and families were experiencing.

During the month of May,1982 teamr composed of private citizens who were trained
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as program genitors node site visits to over fifty programs in tour boroughs

of the city. Our volunteers had no professional stake in the programs they

monitored. Their decision to participate in this project wan datessined solely

by their own personal concern over the way the federal budget cuts 'debt be

affecting the city's children. They therefore talked with program directors and

their staff, community activists, and most importantly, clients and their chil-

dren. This report is, by intent, largely anecdotal. We are reporting what we

saw and what people told us. In each of the following sections describing our

impressions, we have first outlined whet reductions is federal funding were

made, and what that has meant for recipients here in Nov York City.

In some respects, May was too early to have started monitoring. In some

the full impact of the cuts made in 1981 for FY '82 had not yet been felt.

In other areas, however. the impact of the cuts had been felt and the world Of

the poor had already been shaken. Our monitors found confusion, fear and anger

at every interview.

Our major finding was that the working poor, those just above public assistance

levels -- frequently, in fact, recent "graduates" of public assistance -- had

been hit the hardest by the elimination of federal subsidies, cuts in food

stamps and AFDC and the closing of Community Health Centers. One volunteer

wrote,

Monitoring for this project is very depressing. We are
taking away the hope of the'poor.

This is the first in a continuing effort by CCC to monitor the changes in gov-

ernmental commitments to social services. in the near future, we intend to

monitor education, mental health, juvenile justice and youth employeent and

training programa, while of course recognizing that all these system overlap

and it is usually the *aim children and young people who are being denied ser-

vices, over and over again.
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I. HEALTH PROGRAMS

FISCAL TtAR 1982 FEDERAL. BUDGET CUTS IN CHILD HEALTH

The health facilities we visited rely on a variety of sources of federal

funding.

The Women, Infants and Children QiIC) Program

These clinics in New York City provide health care and nutritional supple-

manta to low-income pregnant and lactating mothers, infants and young children. They

are funded by the Women, Infants and Children Program, under the thited States

Department of Agriculture.

Despite the Administration's proposals for drastic reductions is VIC funding,

the program fared well in last year's budget action in Congress. Congress en-

acted only slight reductions in funding over the FT'81 levels so that funding for

the program was kept fairly constant this year for clinics hare in New York City.

The Maternal and Child Health Program

The Maternal and Child Health Program, Title V of the Social Security Act,

funds Maternal and Infant Care Clinics and Children end Youth Projects which pro-

vide basic health care to low-income mothers, Infants, children and youth.

The program supports nine Maternal and Infant Care Clinics and seven Children

and Youth Projects hare in New York City. The Maternal and Infant Care clinics

currently 'verve 13,000 prenatal patients, sad provide 9,000 deliveries every

year The Children and Youth Projects served 60,000 patients in 1981.

Last year, Congress voted to fold the Maternal and Child Health Program into

a Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, along with four other categorical health
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progress. Congress also reduced funding for the programs by 301 over funding

levels for FY'81.

At the time of our visits in May, New York State had not yet picked up

these progress as a block grant. (Congress required all states to pick up the

block grant by October 1, 1982 at the latest. New York State chose to pick up

the block grant on July 1st). Because of the federal cuts, New York State has

lost a total of $7.7 million in funding for maternal and child health.

Section 330 Funds for COseunity health Centers

Section 330 of the Public Health Services Act provides funds for community

health centers which provide basic health care to low-income people in medically

underserved areas. In 1981, there were 49 community health centers located in

both urban end rural areas of New York State serving approximately 475,000

patience.

Last year, Congress reduced funding for the program by $137 million nation-

wide, a 291 cut in funding over the levels for FY'81. Consequently. New York State

has lost $6.5 million as a result of these cuts and is estimating that approxi-

mately 50,000 fewer patients will be served by the close of FY'82.

Medicaid

The cuts in Medicaid which were made last year have not, for the most part,

affected recipients directly. Ma =jar reduction in funds is a result of the

decrease in the percentage of federal support for the program. 112 date, this

federal reduction has been absorbed by New York Stets without restricting eligi-

bility or reducing oervices for recipients.

Cuts in AFDC, however, will have a direct impact on eligibility for Medicaid.

Recipients who lose AFDC benefits because of changes in eligibility for that

program, will, in most cases, ale,' loss their automatic eligibility for Medicaid.

Officials are unsure, as of now, how many of these recipients will still be

eligible for the Medically Seedy Program under Medicaid which permits non-AFDC

recipients with excess income to apply unpaid medical bills to that excess jo-

cose in order to become eligible for Medicaid.
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IMPACT Of BUDCET CUTS ON CHILD EXAM

CCC monitors visited a variety of health programs in Manhattan. the Bronx,

Drooklyn end Queens which provide basic health care to children and which rely

wholly or in pert on federal funds.

These include the Women, Infante and Children Ptogram (WIC) under the United

States Department of Agriculture; Community Health Centers funded under Set. 390

of the Public Health Services Act; and Children and Youth (C A Y) Projects funded

under Title V of the Social Security Act. Our goal was not only to form an is-

proud= of the direct effects of funding cuts on these programs, but also to got

a feel for how professionals at these sites value the services offered and what

invert a reduction in chase services has had, or would have, on the children being

treated.

The Value of the Services Provided by the ProirOMO We Visited

We found a deep conviction among the staff at these health sites about the

value and cost-effectiveness of providing this kind of health care to children.

A director of one of the WIC centers in the city illustrated WIC's potential

for saving money by pointing out that the health sod nutrition services offered

by that program cast only about $95 glE mik for each recipient =spared with

over $400 2Er day in hospitalisation costs to care for the pregnancy complications.

pros:store births, and birth defects which are frequently the result if those

services are denied. A director of a children and youth project sad a similar

observation when she told us that hospitalisation rates for those children en-

rolled in her progras had been significantly reduced. Another director of a

community health center said,

It coats us to treat a child for a whole year on his
feet what it cost. for one day of hospitalisation at
the Medicaid rate.
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The Impact on These Progress of Cuts in Federal Funding

We discovered that at the time of our visits, cuts in federal funding for

these programs were already having an effect on services. ranging from the

reduction or elimination of some special services ancillary to the medical

coeponent of the program, but nevertheless important. to the actual closing

of some programs. WO learned fret the people we talked to that the major

victims of these cuts were those patients who were not eligible for Medicaid,

uho have no other insurance, but who are too poor to pay for health care.

According to them. as AFDC has been restricted, this has affected Medicaid eli-

gibility and. as a result, the number of these "medically indigent: as they are

called, has grown. Yet as federal funding for %ealth care programs has been reduced,

these administrators told us that the centers relying on that funding have been

forced to turn these patientsawmy or to raise the fees charged to them

to a level beyond what they can afford.

Community Health Centers:

Some example* of the impact of these cuts on the community health centers we

visited:

-The director of a community health center told us that his staff

had been reduced from 178 to 110. This has led to Ions waits for

registration and appointments. Pediatric outreach programs which used

to go into the schools and into beadatart and daycare centers hsve

beam completely cut out. Psychological end dental Sanded& have been

significantly reduced, and there have been cuts in isally planning

services for teenagers.

-At Another community health center, fess charges to uninsured patients
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have been seised to offset cuts in funding. Due to staffing cuts there

is now a 3-4 month wait for dental appointments, up free a two week

waiting period. Speech and hearing services ben now been reduced

so that 401 of the chAltdren who need speech and bearing senseless

are now unable to obtain them. The full-time nutritionist at the

site has been elisinated and the social work staff has been reduced

Iron four workers to one. In general, the director of the tenter

felt that those cuts had greatly affected the efficiency of her staff

especially to handling such crucial tasks as scheduling, reception

and medical records.

-At yet another community health center, reductions,in Sec. 320 funds

have caused the center to eliminate all hose visits, to close the center

on Saturdays, and to lay off a dozes medical assistants and secretaries.

The reductions in staff have led to loupe waits for appointments. Lastly,

the center has bean forced to raise fees for their uninsured patients.

We learned chat similar reductions, end cheeses in policy toward the medically

indigent, have occurred in the other community health centers. According to officials

at the Department of Health and Human Services, at least in major part because of

the cuts in Sec. 330 funds, several community health centers have been completely

defunded. Where those centers have also received Title V funds for Children and

Youth Projects, they have managed to remain open by greatly reducing services.

However, for other centers not receiving these C i T funds, the elimination

of Sec. 330 support has had a far sore serious impact. One center in Brooklyn

has now closed entirely and another is in danger of closing in the near future.

Host of the directors we spoke to fear that many more centers will be forced to

close if there are any further reductions in Sec. 330 funding.
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Children and Youth Projects

4 We were told at the C 6 Y Projects we visited that reductions in their

federal funding have had a similar impact. At one C 6 Y Project, the director

has been forced to begin collecting fens from the medically indigent to make up

for the cute in federal funding. These "borderline patients" face real

difficulty finding the money to pay for the services. In the words of this

director,

The cutbacks are really penalising those who get off their butts
and work - they're the ones who are really being hurt.

This director went on to say that although the project's overall budget

has retained relatively constant, the project has been forced to rely more

heavily on Medicaid because of the cuts in C 4 Y funding. Yet this has occurred

at a time when, because of new restrictions in welfare eligibility, more people

are losing Medicaid. This director worried that as the demand of those who lose

Medicaid but are too poor to pay increases, the capacity of the C 6 Y Projects

to serve them will decrease.

Another C 6 Y Project director outlined similar concerns. Fees are now

being charged to those not covered by Medicaid. Because many of these patients

cannot accord to pay the new feel, they are not coming in for the full spectrum

of preventive services. There have been reductions in services at this center

too. For example, before the cuts were made, a community outreach team of a

doctor and health worker visited schools and day care center' to provide

services to children. Nov this effort can no longer be made.

One C 6 Y Project has been forced to close because of the cuts end two others

are likely to close if further reductions in Title V funding occur.

Women. Infants and Children Program

While the WIC Programs we visited have not fared as badly in the first round
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of budget cuts an hive the Coamunity health centers and the C & T Projects, vs

were told that taste is tremendous fear about the effects of the cuts in WIC

funding being proposed by the Administration in PT '83, and the proliatel to fold

the WIC Program into the Maternal and Child Realtb block grant. The WIC adminis-

trators we spot to pointed out that the WIC Progree, even at current levels of

funding, only entrees an estimated 132 of those pregnant amen and children who

are eligible for the program. They fear that if cuts are mods this Team, eligibility

for the program have to be male more restrictive. ani that nosy special

services will hews to be eliminated.

Thklepac; ef rap cuts on Childgeg 144 Their Families

The empties, over the impact on patients of these reductions, was apparent

when we talked to staff. Their primary concerns seemed to be the effect of

changes in eligibility on the medically indigent, and the long-term coats, both

in human and fi social terse, of denying primary and preventive health cars to

poor children.

Many staff members worried that as waits for registration and appointments

occur as a resu.t of staffing reductioos, these delays will set as a disincentive

for poor mothers to bring their children in not only for preventive care but also

in then early stage: of an illness when the child can easily be treated at relatively

low cost. They also married that the sass disincentives will occur as centers

are forced to tighten eligibility and raise the fees charged to the medically

indigent. As ace director of a C 4 i Project put it,

If we can't treat then because of reduced funds or if
we have to impose a higher Pee. then they come in later
and later and the probability that they would have to be
admitted to the hospital would be that much greater
and with a such more serious illness. We're seeing
this right now because there are people whose income is so
such 'ems than it eves before, we're seeing children who are
cosine in when they are really sick...
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The directors of the coumunity health centers, in particular, cited the

dual effects of an increase in the numbers of medically indigent, and their own

reduced ability to serve them, as one of the major tragedies of the recent budget

cuts. They pointed to the stress their centers placed on comprehensive health

CAI! and on continuity of care as the ingredients of their success in preventing

health problems among children in these medically indigent families. By

comprehensive health care they mean the provision of a broad range of services

to treat the child, and the family as a whole. By continuity of care they mean

the organisation of a clinic so that a patient sees the same doctor or health

professional and develops a relationship with that person.

Yet the tragedy, as they pointed cut to us, is that more and gore of these

medically indigent patients, who may have lost Medicaid benefits and who are

unable to pay the increased fees at these health centers, will be forced to rely

on the municipal hospitals for their primary health care. As a recent report

issued by Carol Bellamy demonsctated, most of the outpatient departments of these

hospitals are ill equipped to handle the increased volume, are already seriously

overburdened, and are sisply not designed to offer the very ingredients of

comprehensiveness and continuity of care that have enabled the C & Y projects,

community health renters and other program, we visited to be so cost effective.

As one director of C i Y Project lamented,

I'm afraid the wh,le comprehensive medicine idea will just
be lost. There won't be a savings of money - more will be
spent and it will be spent differently - it will be spent
on hospital care.

The Impact on Patients of Cuts in Other Assistance Prnerame

Several of the administrators we spoke to expressed their concern that the

effects of cuts in health care programs will be compounded by the cuts in other

income end nutrition programs. In one breath, an administrator told us shout
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reductions in health services at his caster sod, at the sees time. about

the increased health problems they were seeing as a result of the cuts in other

assistance programs which make the need for those health services that much

more critical.

What finding is that right now, more Waste are being
fed evaporated milk rather than formula.

&lather director cited an increased daubed for WIC because of cuts in food

stamps. A staff member at one of the sites lamested.

can't handle it whoa 11 mother comas in mod says she has roa
out of food stamps and doesn't have any mosey. I can't give
her money but if I have scams silk mound I can give her that.
Mere is a definite Increase in this over the past few mouths.
People coon in and they say "help we because they cut back my
food stamps."

Several workers expressed concern that these cutbacks will lead to an increase

in infant anemia and other health prOblawe.

It is too early yet to !rear the extent of the target of whet sea dons

last year in cutting funding for these !welch case programs. However, the

preliminary accounts givers ue by those we spoke to, as described in this report,

are gris ones.

the majority of our interviews were with administrators of these programs.

We hope to have the opportunity in the near future to speak with some of their

patients about their own first hand experiences, not only with cuts in services

at these sites, but with cuts in the other assistance programa upon which

they rely. We will continue to demonstrate our concern as private citigeos by

returning to these sites, by *peeking with patients as well as staff, and

by sharing what we learn with our elected representatives.
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II. DAT CARE

FISCAL YEAR 1982,FILDIAA1 BUDGET COTS IN DAY CARE

In New York City there are currently 75.370 children served is day care

programs. Approximately 50.000 of these ere served by publicly funded progress.

including both group centers and family day core. The large 'majority of the

families axing public day can are single-parent families of by or moderate

income with one or two children in dip care.

Several major federal child cars programs were emended by the 1981 Omnibus

Budget Reconciliation Act, with significant impact on the care provided

New York City children living in poor making families or whose parents are in

school or training programs. Cuts in the following programa had the greatest

effect on the operations of the day care centers CCC visited and on the children

whose parents we spoke to.

Title XX of the Social Security Act, which subsidizes care in licensed centers

and homes for be and moderate income children. The 1981 cuts reduced funding

from $3.1 billion to $2.4 billion (251 cot) nationally and eliminated a special

$200 Billion amount earmarked for child care. Also eliminated was the requirsssnt

that states match $1 for every $3 in federal Title XX funds. New York State

experienced a 13Z reduction in Title XX funding for day care !mom 1981 levels. New

York City absorbed 93% of this $20.4 million state reduction, or $18.9 million.

The Child Care food Progras, of the United States Department of Agriculture

reimburses child car. centers. featly day care homes, and after-school and head

start programa for meals and snacks. The 1981 cuts reduced this program by appro-

ximately 201 across the board. Among the major changes are the following:

-Reduction in the number of meal types for which a program mss be
reimbursed (from three seals and two snack, to two seals and one snack.)
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-Reduction of 102 in payment rates for meals and snacks served in family
day care homes and lower reisbursement rates for all types of meals
and supplements.

-Termination of Food Service Equipment Assistance Which was used to
purchase and maintain kitchen equipment used to implement the food
program.

-More string:1st application procedures which require applicants
for free and reduced price male to provide the Social Security
nuabers of all adult members of the household on the application.

The AFDC Child Care piqFeeard, which compensates working AFDC mothers for

their child cars expenses, was limited to $160 per month par child. Previously,

the full cost of child care for a workios AFDC mother was disregarded from her

income.

The Comprehensive fmnioveent and Trainimafict (CETA), which provided child

care programs with thousands of child care workers, secretaries and bookkeepers

under its Public Service Employment component, was completely eliminated.

lo response to the day cars funding crisis which these federal cuts engen-

dered, both Pew Tork State and City took various season:* to keep day care centers

open.

WM York City committed $17.9 million in city tax levy funds to ceeemreate

for the $18.9 million in lost Title XI money. New York State, in order to offset

lost federal revenues, instituted a new and higher day care fee scale and re-

stricted eligiblity for public day can services, as follows:

-The fee-entry income level was lowered, which means
that families at begin to pay fear at lower income
level than previously required. This threshhold was
lowered for all family sines.

-The fee itself was increased by $1-$5 per week for all
income levels.

-Second-child fees were instituted, se cont ed to
the flat family fee which had been charged previously.

-The income eligibility level was lowered for all family
sires, resulting in a sore restrictive admissions crite-
rion for public day care.
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IMPACIT BUDGET CUTS OW DAT CARE IN MEW YORK CITY

CCC volunteers visited a number of publicly-funded day care programs

throughout the City in order to ascertain the extant and impact of these Federal

and State changes on the ability of programa and centers to continue to pro-

vide quality services to the children who are enrolled. Parents, teachers and

center directors were interviewed. The following budgetary and regulatory

changes were found to have the most serious consequences for parents and their

children.

Increase in Fees and Mare Restrictive EligibiiitY Steadards

CCC monitors all reported that thee* rwo changes have had the moat impact

on parent.' ability to maintain their children in day care. It was found that

families that had just managed to lift themselves above the poverty line are

now finding that they have lifted themselves above the maxims income eligibility

levels for day cast as well.

Mothers spoke of the new fee scale:

-It feels like a double assault after I lost my food
stases too.

-I now have to pay a family fee for my ten children.
If one of them la sick, I still have to pay the full
family fee. Before. I only paid if both children
really were there.

Day care directors described the impact of the raise in fees:

- Parents are being squsesed

-Few mothers will quit their jobs when they can't afford
day can canters. They'll maks other child care arrange-
ments that aren't am good for their kids.

- Many of our mothers have just gotten off welfare, and
the availability of low-cost day cars was one of the key
factors enabling them to take this step. Draw your own
conclusions about rest 'All happen when they have to pay
fees they can't afford.
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The new eligibility regulations also came is for a large share of comment

frvm parents and directors. One director said.

Families Oho are no longer eligible for the center
cannot afford private day care so they will hire
Bitten, to the obvious disadvantage of the chil-
dren.

One mother, with two children aged S and 3 works as a secretary. She just

recently moved the baby from family day care to the canter, but has now been

determined ineligible because she is 85 over the masimum. She had paid a fee

of SAO per week for the two childree now she will have to pay $80. She wondered

"Is there any point in working?'

Another mother lamented,

Now only students enrolled in two-year colleges are
eligible for day cars; I'm in a four-peer college so
my kids may lose their day care. I always was told

it was good to get my education. I can't understand

why they would do this.

A director described the situation that arose when families became ineligible

for day care programs in the middle of the year because of the new rules. We

talked with a young vases who had experienced this problem. She has an older

child, now in school, who had attended the center. She now has a kindergartner

enrolled. This mother was declared ineligible in the middle of the year end told

US,

It disrupted my whole family. I would have to pay a $40

fee here and for a babysitter for the 10 year old after

school. I work for a 'arse corporation and they agreed
to cancel my increase for the time being and pay it at
the end of the year so that I could remain eligible.

Even more troubling to many crater teachers and directors is that newly in-

eligible and financially strapped parents are resorting to sub-standard, unlicensed.

and unsupervised day care. They told us that no quality alternatives to public

day care exist for these families. "Day cars available" signs have been seen in
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store fronts all over the Bushwick section of Brooklyn. Directors reported

that children are being crowded into unsuitable, unlicensed facilities which

are both unsafe and illegal and CCC monitors heard that such arrangements are

increasing.

Private arrangements are usually more expensive and were frequently found

by parents to be unsatisfactory due to lack of reliability. Amens the more

frightening developments CCC volunteers learned about was the increase in the

number of "latch-key" children, children who return from school alone to an

empty home. Moreover, these older children are being asked by their parents to

provide day care fur younger siblings. One parent told of having no alternative

but to leave her ten year old he alone and responsible for the care of her

infant sister until she returned from work. One mother described the problem

with finding day care for half the day for her 5 year old who attends kindergarten

in public school. Her child is in school for only 3 hours a day; other arrange-

ments must be made for the other 6 hours she is et work. Various mothers resorted

to private ustodial care, while others had to ask their older children to watch

the year old until they got hose.

Sad stories of how the eligibility and fee changes affect individual families

wer. ,sirson an,: a few are presented below!

41e mother we talked to is a single parent with two

,hlidten at the day care center. One child is enrolled

toll tine and the uther is in the after-school prostate.

the used to pay 514 per week but is now paying $41.

he .annot afford things like new shoes and trips to

the dentist. Her medical bills are piling up. se goes to

s6ss.,1 at night in a continuing effort to better herself.
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She fears she will no longer be eligible tar the

center after July unless aka "can work something out"

with her employer. She does have an elderly father

and a stepmother and she said that rather than sin

up her job she would ask than to babysit, but that

would be a last resort.

-Another anther was more desperate - she has one child

at the center for whom she pays a weekly fee of 941, as

increase of $5 over the old rate. She is a single working

parent who is not on public assistance of any kind. Al-

though she has received a raise in salary she finds she

oust dip into her grocery money to pay the day cars tee.

In addition, she fears that the new eligibility require-

ments viii disqualify her for service. She expressed great

fear and frustration about her situation since she has no

family to help her out. In her own words "what do they

sent us to do, go back on welfare?"

-Her despair W44 echoed by another gather who said. "You know we

pay taxes too" as she described her fear of her day care

center cloaing, her frustration at the red tape and her

anger at the increased fees. higher eligibility standards

and cuts in funds for the operation of the canter.

United States Department of Agriculture WPM Cutbacks

CCC monitors found that USDA cuts have hurt almost every center we visited.

Directors and parents repeatedly lactated the loss of USDA subsidies and the
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effects these have had on the kind of food programa they are able to run and an

the children's nutritional health. Many staff felt that dense* to the children's

health and development was virtually guaranteed under the new conditions.

Directors reported:

-Dread and butter can no longer be served with meals
that also contain another starch and we can no longer
serve from the four food groups at every seal.

- The 3:00 snack has been eliminated, and this was a very
important one for our children. The center is open until
6:00 and many children must wait a long time until tiney
get supper.

- We've lost all funding for our cook and cook's helper,
and there is no more USDA money to repair kitchen equip -
sent.

-We used to rely on CETA workers (CoepreheSsive Employ-
ment and Training Act) to help with the Food program,
but now that's totally eliminated.

- The per meal dollar allocation has Owen lowered, so
we were forced to cut out one or two snacks, and we
also have been forced to limit the" uantity and variety
of food we serve.

Parents were concerned:

-The cut of the snack was bad, many children don't eat
dinner 'til late and needed it.

-What about the mothers who can't provide good food at
home for their kids? I know of some children who get
almost their total daily food at the canter.

Center Staff and Operating Reductions

Day care center staffs were seriously cut during the 1975-1976 New York

City fiscal crisis. In 1981 came the couplets elimination of CETA, bringing

a reduction in staff to many centers that were already only marginally staffed.

Toren./ eliminated in many centers, along with CETA workers, were family counselors,

nurses, doct.,rs and students from vocational training programs. In one center,
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janitors, cooks sod bookkeeper, bees beam reduced to part -time, and the director

described this solutles as "typical."

In may canters a doctor or some seed to visit the center on a regular

basis, and CCC monitor, beast parents repeatedly descilhe bastamas of learsiag

difficulties mad health problems of shale children which bed bean spotted by

these canter personnel. nether, es talked to env have to tens their children

elsewhere for immaisatioms and pintimlnissica anninatime. V. spoke with one

nether moo described the mew problems this promote,

I have to take a day off free seek is order to take
care of my child's health problems. I'm in trouble
on ay job become I have to take off for this.

Directors told es that hers ems meson situation.

"Staff morale is very low" ome director noted. The salaries that day care

centers are able to pay me uncompetitive. One director described a situation

is which 7 of 14 staff mambos, bad left to go to public schools because the pay

is batter. Another director said,

The only people interested is our positions are secant
college graduates. who are ineeperienced, but even if
we hire then. turnover is high because salaries ere so
low.

CCC found chat reductions in center staff have had other. sore subtle effects.

One troubled director told of children with special emotional and physical pro-

bless who have to be turned away free the center because a depleted staff can

no longer care for these sore difficult and demendine children. This director

also told of one instance where children were placed in foster care because there

was no help available at the center -- neither assistance for the child nor

counseling or referral for the fondly. Many directors pointed out bow valuable

day care has been in the early identification of and intervention in family pro-
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bless. They reported that.

These services are no looser available and such a lune -
tioo can no longer be served

Staff and directors of center, were fearful of further limitations on their

capacity to run progress that meet minimum standards. director stated that,

the are down to the here bones and the only place left
to cut would be staff, and that would jeopardize mem
pliance with regulations.

Each center we visited has been forced to make decisions about priorities.

Arts and crafts supplies are either provided by parents or are skimming. Parents

are increasingly being asked to provide basic arterials like paper plates, and

is one center parents launder the shorts. There is no money for upgrading ex-

isting materials or purchasing nem equipment. "When a phonograph break*, it's

gone" said one director. Another director reported that she could budget only

$1850 in FT'82 for basic maintenance and repair, including playground, pluablag

roofing and breakage, and this is a center that servos 175 brollies.

Day care truly reflect, a society's investment in fannies, because it pro-

vides assistance and enrichosot to both parents and children. It allows parents,

in most cases mothers, to work or to pursue vocational training and education

while providing a sound educational and nurturing environment for children. The

federal actions to eliminate fiscal support for day mire have begun to undermine

New York City's ability to asks work a viable possibility for low-Income and AFDC

anthers. CCC hopes to return to the canters we visited to find out the full ef-

fects of the cuts on the continued availability of day care for poor families

and thus on the continued participation of single mothers in the labor force.
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111. AFDC SICIFIESYS

iiscAL TEAR 1952 FOAL BUX.ET CUTS IV AMC #11) /0013 SrA$?S

Aid to Families with Dependent Childrem is the nation's basic public as-

sistance program fur children, usually the children of single parent families.

Of the 11.1 million recipients of AFDC, 7.6 million or 692 are children. In

Sew York City, 490,214 children are on AFDC.

Federal funds for the $7 billion dollar AFDC Program were cut by alight y

over $1 billion in FT 1982. Congress enacted a wide ranee of immures which

restricted eligibility and reduced benefits. largely for those AFDC recipients

who are working but whose low wages required supplemental assist/ace from AFDC.

Among the changes are:

- AFDC eligibility was United to those families whose
income exceeds 150 percent of their state's standard of
need. States determine their owe standards of need which
are supposed to represent the amount of Jetsam needed to
most basic needs. The work incentives in AFDC allow
working families to sot partial AFDC gram end still
keep earned income so that their total income can exceed
the standard of need. Feacw York State. like all'ether
states, bases its standard of need on outdated coat of
living figures (to Sew York State the standard of need
is largely based on 1969-1970 cost of living figures)
which weans that the standard of need falls far below
the poverty guidelines. Therefore, this 1502 cap will
make many truly needy families ineligible for AFDC.

- 4he "disregards" which are applied to earned intone
before AFDC benefits are calculated were reduced. Mow
the amount families can tints ea work espouses is capped
at $160 per mooch for child care expenses mid $75 per
month for other work-related expenses, even where
working mother's actual work - related expenses exceed
those figures. The $30 and 1/3 work incentives which
allowed recipients to keep the first 130, and 1/3rd of
the remainder of their earned income before AFDC benefits
were calculated, is now based on net instead of gross in-
come. The $30 and 1/3rd disregard is also now only avail-
able for tha first four months of employmat. After that,
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a recipient's ATDC grant is reduced dollar-for-dollar
for every dollar earned (except for the work expense
and child care diereeards.)

-AFDC eligibility was limited for students aged 18 to
21 mo that now only those 1$ year olds who are expected
to complete high school or a vocational program by their
19th birthday are eligible.

In New York City, it is estimated that approximately 102 of the AFDC case-

load, or 25.000 families, will have their benefits either reduced or eliminated.

In May, at the time of our soeitoring visits. New York State had deferred im-

plementation of sone of the eligibility changes (full implementatioo oust be

accomplished by October let, 1982). Vhile the emotes oo thr:$30 and 1,3rd

work incentive were implemected last winter, the four month period during which

AFDC recipients were still eligible for the work incentive we not due to end

until June let. Thus. it was clear to us at the time of our visits in May that

it was too early to testis of the full impact on clients of these changes in

eligibility.

Another program upon which AFDC recipients rely for basic assistance is

the Food Stamp Peogrsm. Currently,the program provides benefits to 22 stilton

low-iocoas Americans. Approximately half of these recipients are children. In

New York City. 495,000 low-income households receive food stamps.

Last year Congress made sweeping cuts in !Coding for the Food Stamp Program

totaling $2.35 billion in FY 1982 and nearly $7 billion over the three-year

period from FY 1982 to FT 1904. As a result of thee* budget cuts. curly all

recipients are either being terminated hem the program or are constrict smaller

benefits than they would have under the old law. And, &sato, the harshest pro-

visions will reduce benefits for the working poor. inclaing AFDC recipients

who are enployed.
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Amcmg the cheeses to eligibility which were enacted arcs

-The seat* cast -of- living adjustmetti Darnall, made
each January to reflect incresees in food prices. wee
postponed ottpil the following October.

-Food Stamp income limits were lowered for the third
time in the last three peers. realties with incomes
Sores= 130 and ISO percest-of the poverty line (largely
Lhe working poor) who were eligible ter the propos will
row be terminated.

-The sassed Iacono deduction which marking recipients
its permitted to deduct from their Samna for work.-
telated expenses has been reduced Erma 24X of awnless
is 1St. This will result in a decrease in hematite
for all working APOC families.

In New 1.,rk City, 7.000 households Awe beam terminated free the program,

due primarily to the reduction in the grass imams levels. 36,343 households

had their benefits reduced because of the refection to the earned inmate dis-

regard. Lastly, 495,000 households, the =tin! Was Pork City caseload, will

have their benefit levels frozen because of the postposement of the cost-of-

living adjustment.
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mposT of IlUDGZT CUTS OP AFDC SZCITIERTS

CCC monitors visited a number of maws mmintensace centers (IX centers)

in the four largest boroughs of Xew York City. W spoke with directors, with

staff and with recipients. Ws also spoke with staff at a legal aid office, at

several employment and training program's, and at several crisis !storm:mien

and resource centers.

Insect of thatedocttualgi 4gpc Mork Incentswis

What we learned was that those just struggling to get oft the welfare mals,,

were the hardest hit by the cats mode in AFOC, and is Food Stampe. V. were

told by recipiesta that because of the loss of work incentives they now faced

the difficult choice of either confining to work, thereby Weiss befit benefits

for their children, or returning to a total reliance on eelfare. Chas recipient

told se,

I 'tot to get off welfare. I'm glad I' vatting but
I don't earn very meth mousy. low I' told that be-
taupe I work I slay Loss benefits for my hide. Whet
do they vent me to de I's trying the best I cam.

A director of an IN Center, referring to the new rule limiting the $30 and

1/3 earned income disregard to the first four months of employment told us,

I can't understand how they could think that after
four months of employment samehom,magically, a work-
ing A/DC mother's circumstances would so choose that

she would be able to handle such a major rsdoctiom in
her income. to the contrary. I fear that msay of these
mothers will be forced to quit their jobs.

Another disincentive to work, in the view of the directors wv spoke to, Is

the new ceiling on the work expense disregard and the disregard available for day

CSPO.

29-497 0 - 84 - 16
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One director of a canter said.

I think the new flat $75 work expense disregard is un-
realistic. For &Kemple, in any areas of the city two
and possibly three fares are needed to get to work.

The rise in day care fees and the limit on the deduction allowed for day

care expenses was also predicted to have an adverse effect on women who are

trying to work.

Because of these disincentives, sway directors worried that the federal

cuts will not save money in the long rum, but instead will lead to increases

in AFDC costs as AFDC mothers, faced with loss to basic benefits, choose to

return to a total reliance on welfare.

CCC monitors were told that the cuts had also resulted in higher state

costs because of an increase in the number of recipients on Nome Relief, the

state-funded public aseistence program. One director said that his center had

already experienced a significant increase in Hoge Relief cases 1-..ch now re-

presented 40t of that center's caseload. This increase is largely due, accord-

ing to this director, to the change in AFDC eligibility for 18 to 21 year

olds. These young people, made ineligible for AFDC because of this change and

not able to find employment, are now going on Ross Relief.

/apart of Cuts in Trainina and EntloymEnt ftavmme

CCC genitors were also told that the effects of the new disincentives for

work and the changes in eligibility for young people were compounded by drastic

reductions in funding for job training programs. Directors at the 1M cancers

worried that these cuts would cost sure in the long run, not only because those

recipients lucky enough to find employment might now be forced by the new rules

to return to a complete reliance on AFDC, but also because reductions in employ-

ment and training progress would make it that such son difficult for AFDC re-
a
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cipients and young people to acquire the oecessary skills to find employeent

in the first place.

CCC visitors who spoke with employment,guideace and training personnel

were told that many trade school programs, funded by federal CETA money, are

expected to close. Cuts in federal funds have caused loom, in staff and in

service*. We were told about a major appliance repair school, Matmerly with

a capacity for 40 to 4S trainees which has been forced to cut its envellmmst

down to 20. In jewelry trade school which had a capacity for 100 trainees,

current enrollment vas expected to be only 20 this summer.

In talking about her training program, one supervisor reported high rate

of placement for their graduates. She described the recent graduation of a

woman student with particular pride. The student had worked very herd, developed

new skills and was successfully placed in a job that would eventually suable

her to get off welfare. She regretted the fact that because of the cuts, her

program would now be able to help far fewer trainees.

CCC monitors visited TAP centers (Training, Ammeament and Placement Centers/

which screen young people for training programs and which receive federal funding.

Because of drastic cuts in support, these centers have already experienced staff-

ing cuts and this has led to a reduction in the nuaber of placements of young

people they are able to make in training program and in ESL (English as

Second Language) classes. The director, of these centers expressed the seem

concern as did the directors of the Irte011e maintenance centers we spoke to, when

they lamented that with the recant cuts,

Nat only are AFDC mothrs discouraged from working be-
cause of the loss of benefits but fewer and fewer re-
cipients will have the opportunity to train for employ-
ment.

The result. they fear, will be increased AFDC coats. Several of the directors we
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spoke to cited the relatively smell investment in funds for these job training

progress when compered with the costa to the government of providing income

support to the unskilled who are usable to fbmi employment. In the words of

one director,

Like a food program of dollars for pots and pans, cuts
in training programs which may seem small to butsaucrats
in Washington, make difference between living with
pride or living with hunger.

Parents without jobs, young people without training for jobs sad 16-18 year

old drop-outs from the school system fall into a category which one worker

called.

The truly disadvantaged population...who will just be
on the street - they have nowhere to go but on to Rome
Relief and AFDC.

She added that even some young people who are over 17, and in school, are now

being removed from their mother's AFDC budget because of the chenille in eligibility.

Increased Stress on Families - The indirect Effecteol_the Budget Cot!

we made one last, particularly poignant discovery. Over end above the di-

rect effects of the cuts in assistance programs, many directors of Income Main-

tenance centers and others who represent recipients spoke again and again of the

fear, rag., anguish and confusion which have been caused by the change.. In

some cases. this confusion may have caused recipients to loss benefits for which

they were still entitled even under the new tulles. For example, we were told

that during the same period from May,14111 to Februery,1982, 49,0e0 households

stopped receiving food stamps, but only 5,700 households were officially termin-

ated fro& food stamps because of the budget cuts. Analysts attribute this dis-

parity, among °Liam factors, to confusion over food stamp eligibility. Many

elderly and working poor, in particular, hearing reports in the media that they
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were the focus of cuts in the food Scasp Program, did not come in for their

muter reviews assuming that they would be cut from the program.

According to the workers we spots to, other recipients have suffered

terribly from anxiety over the cuts in the benefit programs upon which they

rely. Legal aid attorneys in particular, told us they have seen this effect

on families. one attorney, in talking about his clients, said,

Life is now a pressure cooker. Take a mother making
$100 a week. Because of the change in the work dis-
regards, she is oo longer eligible for a number of
services. Het supermen no longer gives her a fin-
ancial benefit yet she thinks welfare is "the pits."

These attorneys also spoke of the increase in the break -up of females.

In many cases, there is an increase in child abuse caused by the added stress

on these families. One attorney described a vicious cycle of family

tion which he has seen gain end again in recent months,

A woman leaves her husband because he abuse* the chil-
dren sad tries to support her children on her own.
She than finds she can't make ends meet on the assis-
tants available to her. Because she is unable to sup-
port her children, charges of neglect often follow
and the children are then placed in foster care. Once
that happens it is very difficult for the natural mother
to demonstrate that she is able to care for them in
order to get them beck. The mother nay wept the child
hack and be able to give it love but first she needs
a crib -- no crib, no child. The child then suffers
the trauma of being separated from the mother and be-
ing placed in a foster home, and the sovernesat bears
the higher cost of caring for that child in foster care.

diesolu-

itt;;,-,°4

This last observation was also made by an AFDC mother we spoke to who put it this

way.

If I put cy child in foster care gaseous will get 9140 -
$300 par mouth to care for oo . get
twice a month for mi whole featly.

Monitors also visited publicly-funded crisis intervention centers which pro-

vide emergency services to families in crisis. Staff at the centers also cited
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the increased stress on families. They named the lack of affordable, decent

housing as the number one problem mod expressed concern about the cuts for low-

income housing enacted last year. According to one worker.

Poor families are frequently dislocated and often have
to double up in order to have a place to stay. The
Building Department condemns buildings but fails to
help families relocate. Families are often shifted
back and forth from welfare hotels to temporary ahal-
[ere.

Another worker told us that because of the federal cuts lode last year, the wel-

fare °Ult.'s were forced to eliminate a department they used to operate which

assisted families in finding housing. "Nov there is nowhere for these families

to go f.,r

A 60C141 worker at a therapeutic nursery we visited expressed similar con-

tem over the stresses placed on young mothers who are never sure from one

month to the next whether they will have to move,

Often, when they are forced to move. it is to isolated
neighborhoods far from the support system of family and
friends upon which [bees young mothers rely. Unable to
afford the transportation expenses to return to [hair
family neighborhoods, end faced with the difficulty of
supporting their children on an inadequate income, they
become so lonely and scared that their children often
become victims of child abuse. This dislocation has
also interrupted the terratment of young mothers who are
participating in our therapeutic program. Once they are
forced to movo away, they are no longer able to afford
the cost of traveling to our hospital.

Staff at the crisis intervention programs we visited also told us that cute

in fund stamps and AFDC have led to en increased demand fo. assistance at Ow

rolvtgvncy food Lentcrs, s demand which these centers are having a hard time

meeting. They have alresAv seen more families coming in to ask for food because

their f,'d stamps have run out hefore the end of the month. one worker 'old us

hot when chruse was given out, there were long linen of people coming to them
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to ask where they could get the cheese.

One worker we spoke to summed up her feeling* about the plight of the poor

when she said.

Social problems are being generated by something out-
side and all vs are doing is picking up the pieces.
We have been bandaging but now we don't have enough
bandaida.

A Legal Aid director, speaking for his staff, said 2f their clients.

We can't basin to describe the courage of most of these
people under stress, with no Plops for the future, frus -
tratioo and hopelessness, leas and less tolerance in the
Streets, abuse on the increase.

One CCC monitor's account of her diacuasion with two AFDC mothers sums up

what ell of our monitors learned,

Both wanes pictured a life of content stress. They

are always seeking information and worried about money.
They follow the news carefully for inforaation about
what will cause changes in their lives. Coins iron
agency to agency. sad troubleshooting els-ups occupies
much of their Woe. loth women are apprehensive about
the budget cuts. They aspect their rent to go up 1St,
day care to be cut back or elisdnated, WIC and Medicaid
eligibility to be sore strict, and their food stamp
allotments to go down.

Both women look on social services as a social investment
a cheaper alternative for society than foster core, or
jail or specialized can later on. Both seemed bitter
that s foster care mother would get more money to take
(are of a child than the real mother could get.

Both found disincentives to work built into the systea.
By adding to the family income. they could bourse in-
eligible for programs such as Medicaid which their
children desperately need. By working they would end
up losing money.

H.; perhaps most poignant was the picture of her clients lives painted by

rrA, ifiSi intervention w3riterp we interviewed whu said,
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A lot of our families are single parent. If they don't
have the emotional nurturing of friends and family, they
are not getting any of the symbolic nurturing of a stable
food source, a stable source of income, a nice looking
home...some of them live in disgusting, decrepit, dark
basement apartments. They are neglecting their children's
emotional needs because their own emotional needs are

neglected...

I wonder about the others...we at least get those who
can pick up the phone...but I'm sure that* are others
whoa. situations are even more horrendous than the ones

We see...

I don't think people realize how truly grin poverty
really is unless you are out there intertwining in
people's lives. It is not realistic... you read in the
paper, but it doesn't give you the true picture of
how bad it really is...

We were told at some places we visited that we had cost too soon - that

the full extent of the cuts in public assistance which have already been made

will nor be felt until this fall. And still more drastic cute are being considered

in Congress for FY'Ell. We plan to return and Icon% more. We know that even

worse news is yet to come.
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CARA CARE IRFORNATION SERVICES
AT THE WORKPLACE

WRITTEN TESTIMONY
FOR TWE ROUSE SELECT C0NRITTEE
ON CHILDREN, YOUR AND FRAMES

Prepared y:

Macy Melba
Director, Diploma

ad Child Can Project
Pre-School Associatiee
Day Care Firm

Eoployers are finding they most respond to the needs and contemn of

their writing sweets. The workforce hes chomped. Weeen's entry into the

workforce has affected the traditional family. Child core is begiaoing

to be viewed as a parenting concern affecting mothers and fathers when

both of thin are 'Lurking.

The statistics are well known. In IWO only one In eight mothers of

pre-school children was working. Ie IOU one in two is working. Eveo

core startling is the fact that 46% ()footle's with children seder three

are *irking. The treed is coatieliag. By 1920 experts project that 64%

of mothers with 'clung children will be working (Naffarth 1979; Golub Ian.

Of those mothers at eau, one in five lancets that they would enter the

labor force if they could find affordable care.

This social revolution goes further. There hes been an unorecedeetsd

increase In the avatar of single parent fooilies nearly SOS of all
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children tern today can expect to live in a single- parent household during

some part of their :childhood. In fact only 11.2 percent of American families

fit the societal stereotype of the male breadwinner, with a wife at bale

caring for tau children.

At the sang tine the increase in the cost of living makes it an economic

necessity that both parents lark to maintain a ooderste living stem:lard.

According to the brow of later Statistics, a family of for needs $11,40

in income to afford the intermediate living standard. Child car* =penes

fora pre-school age child range Mom 63,000-65,000 per year and have

not been included in any of the 'Wean of labor Statistics family budgets.

Child care has become the need across our entire society. This is

happening at a tine ahem the baby boom generation of the 60's and 70's is at

the rash of their childbearing years. Families are mealier but more families

are having children. sy 1990 there will be 23 million children under six in

the population, up from 17.1 million in 1977.

inip is minding the children? In New York City as in every community

across the country child care services area complicated mix of center care,

family day care and home care. There are publicly subsidised programs and

independent centers, nursery schools, schools and after-school prowess that

depend on parent fees. These along with the unwanted baby- sitters and
40k

individual family day care mothers provide the care used by parents at

every income levels. Families arrangement: are complex, often involving

several. care options in a single day.

Parents at every income level need assistance in meneuverlog through this

eels. Child Care information services assist parents in this process. They
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ere recognised aeon important mechanism bowman, the optimal match

between the supply and demand for child care.

Employers are beginning to understand how such a service can be valuable.

Finding child can can be a difficult and time consuming experience. For

the new parent it is a source of great distress. For the parent with the

school -age child it is the stress of knowing what happens after 3:00 NM when

school is over. Sons have described it as"the 3:30 slowdown!' Major eeployers

who began tracking resignations learned that a number of their employees were

resigning because they could not find child care. Parents have come to our

information service, telling us that their three year old is home alone

because they couldn't sake adequate child care arrangements. While the

perfect solution may not be available, parents need child care while they

work. They want to know that they have mode the best possible arrangement

for their children. With the chsaged work force, it is now more difficult

for employers to ignore work and family coacerns.

A child care inforomtion service can serve as the bridge linking parents

to services and helping them understand how to make a comprehensive search

far care. A child care information service: 1) grovides specific information

to parents on child care options, I) offers consultation to parents on

selecting the most appropriate option to meet their families' needs,and

3) documents the parents' needs ad preferences and problems that parents face

in meeting then.

The Pre-School Association has operated a child care information service

for the pest 12 years. It is new city-wide and services the five boroughs of
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New York City. 'We maintain information on more than 1700 programs. Ey

spring of 1984 we will respond to 4,000 parent cells per year. We expect

this number to continue increasing as the importance of child care Information

services are recognized. Dude:pate funding, not lick of demaselhes kept us

snail. A brief mention In the Daily Nara produced a flood of over 75 calls

in two days. Our Outreach to employers represents an teportant new source

of funds to support child care information and an exciting arena in which

to provide services.

The Pre-School Association launched its Corporate and Union PlembershIp

programs in January. l 3. Fees for our service are based on the size of

the workforce. and the per-employee charge decreases as the size of

the workforce increases. For example. for a workforce of 1,000 the annual

cost is $1,750 increasing to $4,000 for a workforce of 3.000. Any employee

can call us as often as they need to. kle will consult with thin and mail

them appropriate written materials. we keep careful records on each call and

follow-alp with each parent to find out if they made a satisfactory arrangement

and to learn 'Omit how to make our services more responsive to parents' needs.

From these two records we can document the following:

Intake:

Employee data -- work location, sex. age of children and family
site. eligibility for publ it subsidy.

Follow -lip:

Outcomes and evaluation of current care
How.care was located
Use of subsidies and the Child Care Tax Credit

This aggregate information is provided in summary from to the employer on a

;6;51-annual basis. Parents at the workplace are using our service both for
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immediate needs, unexpected problems and for longer range planning of

projected changes in child care. As children grow older their needs change

and parental arrangements must change to wet these needs.

W began a contract with international Paper four and one -half months

ago. Our first contract has prompted other employers to move toward

completion of en agreement with us. The Pre-School Association expects to have

at least three contracts operational by the end of 19B1 and can form starting

four to eight more in the following year. Since several of those under active

consideration are major employers or unions in New York City, each new contract

will present a substantial increase in service.

a substantial increase in service.

Though our Employers and Child Care Project. the Pre-School Association

has had a leading role in developing employer supports for child care in

New York City. an extensive contacts with more than 60 employers in New

Cork has convinced us that plOyers will begin modestly. Information

services represent an Important beginning. They provide an important

service to employees and can begin to document for the sapleser the diffi-

culties that parents face in making child care arrangements for children

of all ages. Since we are in contact with national and out ti-national

corporations in New York City, many ere interested in developing a company

wide policy on child care. This means that they will be looking for child

care information services in each of the cities where they have employees.

Racy major cities have child care information services in place most

are struggling to maintain their fUraling. haay will need to look Weird

larger metropolitan areas to respond to the needs of parents who comae to
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work. Kelm le New fork City, we are developing a service notaerk incorporating

information sere ices in metropolitan area. While Rockland, Nassau and West-

chester are well serviced, Connecticut and hew Anew have sparser amino.

Child care infonsation services rill need to expend across the toiletry.

This will rewire fonds for both start-up aid ongoing suPecrts.

represent one NEMO of partial funding but 'overload meets to he ore that the

tare WV ICS is in place. For this reason the Pre-Scheel ReseCiatise NI 011

Day Care Forum strongly supports fA2241: The Child Care Infatuation and

Referral Act.

Services are moving rapidly toward computerisation. There Is an opportunity

to develop standards for data collection and reporting that can provide ogre-

gate data from Mira) communities and across industries. To de this mill

require funding and technical expertise.

It must be remembered that information is not a substitute for expended

services both must move in tandem. We mark Closely with the provider

community to translate the needs of parents. Information services can

identify parent preferences and help to design the sySten appropriate to

their needs. Services must be of high mutiny and affordable to parents

regardless of Income level.
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STAMM? Or Da. VINOINT J. FONTANA, CHAIRMAN, MAYOR'S TASK Foam ON CHILD
Awn AND Mau=

Continuing Child Abuse Crisis

A well-known study issued by the National

Center on Child Abuse and Neglect reports that over 1,000,000

children a year are abused or neglected in the United States.

Official reports of child maltreatment have steadily increased

during the last decade. In New York State, the number of children

reported as abused or neglected doubled between 1973 and 1983,

from 60,000 to over 120, 000 during the last ten years. The

average annual increase is appormimately 7 to 10%.

A disproportionate number of New York City children

die from abuse and neglect. Approximately one third of the

children reported as abused or neglected in the State live in

New York City, but approximately two-thirds of the children who

die from maltreatment are New York City children, The annual

toll of deaths in the state, following a drop immediately

after the enactment of the Child Protective Services Act of 1973,

has remained consistent: about 100 children a year continue to

die from child maltreatment.

Although we need to continue our efforts to

improve the quality of child protective services, we must also

recognize the limitations inherent in reporting and reactive

intervention. Our current approach to protecting children from

abuse and neglect centers on reporting, which is dependent upon

someone noticing that a child shows signs of possible maltreatment,

and investigation, which is dependent upon someone reporting

what they have noticed. Although official reports have increased

enormously in the last decade, we are still not reaching all of
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the children who need help; continueu Jeathe of children

is evidence of this failure.

We must confront the fact that even the most

perfect reporting and investigation system possible may never

be able to reach all of the children who need protection. Some

children will never be detected in time because parents can

hide the reality of child maltreatment. Parents can learn how

to avoid detection and the system through experience with it;

this happens in all systems, and there is no reason to doubt

that it is happening with the child protection system. But

this does not make us helpless.. There is a way.

Parental Self-Help

The answer has been in front of our eyes for

sometime. The key to true prevention of child abuse and neglect

is to encourage parents to seek help voluntarily before a child

is harmed irrepairably or killed. Experience with various

experimental treatment programs has shown that parents will

seek help if properly encouraged and offered genuine non-

punitive help. This approach builds on the internal motivation

many abusing parents have to find a way out from the hurtfal

cycle of maltreatment. If these parents are reached, we can

begin to close the gap in the protection obtained through

the reporting-investigating system currently in place. Parents

who are not reported can, in effect, learn to report themselves

for help -- if the fe,ir of punishment and retribution is

lessened through supportive help designed to maintain the

family.

Parents under stress which may lead to abuse

frequently seek help indirectly to avoid the stigma associated
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with abusing and neglecting parents. They ask for help without

disclosing the true nature of their problem or their own anxiety

w for the safety of their children. They seek help silently because

they care about their children, they know a cry of pain when they

heard it, they are afraid of their own impulses to harm their

children, and they dimly recognize that they need outside help.

r

Such parents frequently turn to hospitals. Their

requiest for help is hidden in a seemingly meaningless action.

They take a healthy child to a hospital, claiming the child is

sick and should be admitted for treatment, but the examining

physician finds no health problems to warrant hospitalization.

In the past, such parents would leave the child at a hospital,

disappear for a few days, and then return to pick up the child.

In effect, these parents are asking the hospital to take the

child off their hands during a crisis because they fear they

may harm the child. Unfortunately, these pleas for help are

requently not understood, or,if they are, there is no procedure

that allows the sought help to be given.

Indeed, une,er the hospital utilization procedures

in effect to control Medicaid expenditures, admitting such a

child may no longer be possible. Hospitals used to retain patients,

especially children, for "social" rather than medical reasons,

but this practice is now discouraged if not forbidden. When a

child is deemed to have been kept in a hospital without a medical

cause, Medicaid reimbursement is either denied or the daily rate

is reduced fr(la the hospital rate of about $200 per day to a

boarder rate of about $40 per day. Hospitals, understandably,

sue themselves as "losing' money in such circumstances.
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New York City's Islands of Safety Program

In October 1981, the Mayor's Task Force proposed

to Mayor Koch the establishment of a community program to

prevent child abuse and neglect. This program consisted of three

components:

-- a series of crises nurseries located in
various hospitals throughout the City

-- volunteer crisis information and referral
centers located in the schools

-- a city-wide mass media campaign to encourage
parents to seek help voluntarily before abuse
occurs or worsens

Mayor Koch responded by establishing one pilot

crisis nursery, located at the New York Foundling Hospital, and

five schoo-based programs, located in one school district in

each of the boroughs of the City. The purpose of the pilot

programs is to demonstrate whether the Islands of Safety concept

can work in New York City. The Mayor picked the site for the

demonstration crisis nursery after the Health and Hospitals

Corporation raised objections to instituting nurseries in the

regular acute care hospitals under its jurisdiction. An additional

purpose of the demonstration is to test whether there is any

validity to some of these objections, including questions of

cost and parental misuse of the program. Mayor Koch has committed

himself to replication of the Islands of Safety if they are proven

successful.

New York Foundling Crisis Nursery

The pilot crisis nursery at the New York Foundling

Hospital was inagurated, by the Mayor and the City Council

President, in early April 1982. The program is now over a year
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old and has proven that parents will woe its services if they

know about them. The program has operated under one handicap:

4 the city-wide mass media campaign envisioned as essential to

attracting parents has not yet been implemented. As a result,

the daily utilization rate for the program is not as high as

we want it to be and know it can be. Despite this handicap,

367 children were admitted to the Crisis Nursery during its

first year in operations an additional 78 cbildren received

services but were not admitted. The Crisis Nursery's Nelpline

received 2997 calls.

A basic operating assumption of the Crisis Nursery

is the expectation that parents in stress or crisis may need

relief to prevent child abuse or neglect. This assumption derives

from the 'stress model" of child maltreatment, which explains

the causation of many child abuse and neglect cases as a result

of frustration, extreme tension, and even dispair which is

displaced from the crisis situation to the child. In some cases,

the stress itself may stem from issues that are not directly

related to the child. The presenting problems of the parents who

have turned to the Crisis Nursery for help are in accord with

this basic program assumption.

Slightly more than 34% of the cases involved

parental fears of being unable to maintain self-control towards

the child. Slightly more than one fourth (26%) of the parents

experienced difficulty in controlling a child most of these

parents were trying to cope with hyperactive or acting-out

children, including several whose children were setting fires.

In almost one fifth (16%) of the cases, the parent was distressed

over spanking or hitting a child because such a response was

atypical or stronger than customary.
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Perhups as part of a developing national problem,

approximately one fifth (18%) of the cases involved families

who were undomiciled, a number of whose parents had refused to

go to a shelter because of the low reputation or actual conditions

in e shelter. For admission, there had to be an indication that

a child could be endangered because of parental stress or

crisis; the 18% reflects only those situations in which a case

was opened. Other housing problems, including impending eviction,

existed in 22% of the cases.

Various forms of inter-personal c-nflict were

among the presenting problems of the families who came to the

Crisis Nursery. In almost one fifth (18t) of the cases, family

violence was a problem. Most of this violence was between the

parents or a parent and a boyfriend. In several cases, however,

it was between a parent and a grand-parent. In another large

group of cases (23%), there was a significant family conflict

or fighting q, , t least yet, reached the level of

overt violence.

Although the Crisis Nursery was designed to

operate with an awareness that parents may be deterred from

seeking help because of fears that their children would be

taken away from them, we were surprised to discover that

1.% of the parent .-ar to the Crisis Nursery because they

were actively .ng to have their children placed. Most had

applied for placement but had been rejected.

Most of the children served by the program

however, were not placed. A placement occurred in only 28% of

the cases. About three fourths of the cases received services

other than placement. Among the most frequent referrals were:

counselling or therapy (511): day care (20%); rehousing (16%);
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welfare (1311); shelter or temporarWving arrangements MS);

parent education programs (14%); homemaker services (80), and

employment or vocational services (4%).

The experience of the Crisis Nursery, during its

first yoar in operation, demonstrated that the basic conept of

the nursery as an "Island of Safety" is a practical and

realistic approach to the prevention of child maltreatment,

and that it can even work in a large City such as New York. It

has proven that parents can be encouraged to seek help on their

own, that parents will use such a program when they know about

it, and that meaningful help can be provided to them in a non-

threatening caring environment.

Conclusion

Our experience in New York City, coupled with the

experiences of other programs throughout the United States, have

demonstrated that child abuse can be prevented, that parents

can be reached before seriously harming their children.' We have

laid the foundation for developing a new approach to protecting

children from abuse and neglect. All programs that promote

parental self-help, including crisis nurseries, drop-in-centers,

crisis intervention services, and Parents Anomymous, can help

us reach parents who are not being identified by the existing

reporting and investigation system. The parent self-help

approach is the best means we have of closing the gaps in this

system. We can do nothing to restore life to the children who

have died. A fitting memorial to them will be a renewed

da.lic.,ti fir, t() improving the protection of maltreated children

in our nation. This improvement is a crying need for thousands

(,t et,11,1 .n and families, and It is our duty to offer them a

means to escape the trap of child maltreatment.
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August 2. 1983
41k

Ms. Judy Weiss
Research Assistant
House Select Committee on Children.
Youth and Families
House Annex 2, Room H2-385
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Ms. Weiss:

Several members of the New York State Nutrition Watch Committee
recommended that their June 1982 report, Findin s and Recommendations
of the Nutrition Watch Committee. be submitted as additional testimony
to the record of recent hearings sponsored by the House Select Committee
on Children. Youth and Families.

The Nutrition Watch Committee was appointed by Governor Hugh L. Carey
in 1981 to find ways to improve the nutritional status of state residents.
especially children. After months of study, the Committee found that the
problem of "...hunger is again on the rise in New York State..." in part
because the federal government is turning back on its responsibility for
eradicating hunger.

The Nutrition Watch Committee's report is a sobering analysis of
the multiple causes and consequences of malnutrition:

"The shortage of food -- both episodic and chronic -- in
thousands of households throughout the state is an urgent
problem that offends modern society's moral sensibilities
and requires mobilization of its vast resources to address
this threat."

-Federal budget reductions -- in food stamp, school lunch
and breakfast programs and the nutrition program for the
elderly -- are an illusory savings because the long term
effects of inadequate nutrition. and the resultant increase
in expenditures of public health care dollars, will eliminate
any short-term gain."

"Attention to the immediate problem of hunger is no substitute
for the development of realistic approaches for ameliorating
the longer term effects of poor nutrition."

"Inve!;tment of resources in proper nutrition is over the
long run a most cast-effective measure."
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"It is the duty of federal officials to restore public
confidence in food-aid programs and commit their energies
to eliminating hunger in the United States."

As staff director for the Nutrition Watch Committee, I enclose
their report as testimony for the record of the Select Committee's
hearings on July 25, 1983.

JAL:cp
encl.

Very truly yours.

Jo-Ann Lamphere
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Findings and
Recommendations

of the
Nutrition Watch

Committee

Evangeline Gouletas-Carey
Co-Chairperson

Alan Pifer, President
Carnegie Corporation of New York

Co-Chairperson
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To most of us, hunger seems a distant
concern, an issue that afflicts underdeveloped and poor
nations more than wealthy societies Ilke our own. Yet,
the problems of hunger remain a reality in the lives of
thousands of New Yorker's and, indeed, the entire
country. In fact, the threat of hunger Is in
increasing one for many of our most vulnerable
citizens.

Six swathe ago Z appointed a Committee, the
Nutrition Watch, because I believed that the economic
recession and ants in federal foot programs were
jeopardising the nutritional status of New York Etats
residents. I asked the Committee, chaired by
Mrs. Evangeline Gouletaut-Careg and Alan Pifer,
President of the Carnegie Corporation of New York, to
assess the extent of hunger in the State, to determine
the effectiveness of federal food programs, to design a
nutritional monitoring 'paten, and to examine the
effectiveness of nutrition education programs.

The Nutrition hatch Committee concluded its
study in June and issued this report of its findings
and recommendations. The report is a timely and
sobering document whose reading I commend to you.

The elimination of hunger and promotion of
the nutritional well-being of all persons in
New York State are objectives of the highest
importance. The vitality of our State and the optimal
development of our human resources depends on meeting
these objectives. A renewed public commitment is
required.
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Summary
The Nutrition Watch Committee was appointed by Governor

Hugh L. Carey in January of this year because of his concern
that the economic recession and cuts in federal food programs
were jeopardizing the nutritional status of New York State
residents. The Committee's task, as defined by the Governor,
officials of the State Department of Health and the Committee
itself, was to assess the extent of hunger in the state; to
determine the effectiveness of federal food programs; to design
a dynamic monitoring mechanism to review the nutritional
status of at-risk groups; and to examine the effectiveness of
nutrition education programs.

This was a charge of considerable magnitude. Nevertheless,
impressed with the urgency of the situation, the Committee
decided to carry out its work with all possible speed and submit a
report to the Governor by June. This report, therefore, is
restricted to major findings and recommendations. A
supplementary report will be issued at a future date and will
include working papers prepared for the Committee.

As its work progressed, the Committee found itself grappling
with not a single subject, but two rather different ones -- hunger
and malnutrition. Hunger is largely "related to temporary or
persistent poverty and is a condition that can be readily relieved
through income or food supplementation. Malnutrition -- either
undemutrition or overnutrition -- is a more complex and less
easily corrected condition and tends to have long-term health
consequences. There is, for example, a striking correlation
between malnourishment during pregnancy, low birth weight in
babies and the incidence of infant mortality, birth defects and
mental retardation. Cardiovascular disease end diabetes are
closely associated with obesity, a condition that is usually
caused by an improper diet. It is believed that from one-third to
one-half of the health problems of the elderly are directly or
indirectly related to poor nutrition. Although hunger and
malnutrition are related, they essentially are separate public
policy matters. The Committee decided, therefore, to address
first the subject of hunger and then the longer term, more
pervasive matter of malnutrition.

The Committee was deeply shocked to discove that hunger,
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which had been largely eliminated through a variety of
measures including food stamps and other federal programs, is
again on the rise in New York State. Although it was not possible
to carry out a broad survey of the population to confirm the
extent of the phenomenon, the evidence of its existence is clear.
For example, the Salvation Army and other human service
agencies that provide food packages and meals to destitute
people report that requests for assistance have mounted rapidly
in recent months and lines at soup kitchens have lengthened.

The Committee believes the presence of hunger in a
prosperous state such as ours is a deplorable and intolerable
condition. Its existence in the face of plenty must be eliminated.

The length and severity of the economic recession, increased
living costs, reductions in the food stamp program and other
governmeit assistance for working poor families, and the lack
of outreach to needy individuals who are eligible for these
programs all are factors leading to increased hunger in New
York State

The effectiveness of federal food-aid programs in combating
the ravages of hunger is indisputable, yet the programs have
suffered severe budget reductions. For this reason, federal
officials need to be reminded of the importance of investing
public resources in these highly cost-effective programs. The
major social and financial responsibility for eradicating hunger
in the United States must rest at the federal level. Poverty,
specifically, and economic conditions, generally, are not
phenomena over which states have control. More importantly,
social problems and the resources needed to address them are
not distributed equally among the states.

The Nutrition Watch Committee found itself obliged to
consider the fundamental issue of the long-term food supply
needs of New York State residents. The nutritional well-being of
the state's population is, to a great extent, dependent upon
assuring a supply of a variety of foods at affordable prices. This
recognition led the Committee to give some attention to
agricultural marketing and processing opportunities, the cost of
food transportation, the retention of farm land and the
availability of food distribution facilities.

The Committee spent a great deal of time investigating the
impact of good nutrition on health. The promotion of good
nutritional practices among all the people of the state is a
difficult and complex challenge. It involves not only ensuring the
availability of nutritious food at an affordable price, but it also
involves education. People must be educated about what
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constitutes a healthful diet; they must be motivated to make
better consumption decisions and be provided an
understanding of the personal and economic consequences of
poor nutrition. The key to solving many of the current problems
of malnutrition identified in this state is better nutrition
education, a point repeated to the Nutrition Watch Committee
with surprising regularity.

The Committee, therefore, attaches high priority to the matter
of nutrition education for children in the schools, for adults
generally and for future health professionals. However, New
York State has not attached a high priority to the matter of
nutrition education. For instance, New York has 12 medical
schools -- more than any other state in the nation -- yet only two
of these schools require their students to take nutrition courses.
Health professionals should be required to take at least one
basic nutrition education course to ensure their full
appreciation of the importance of nutrition in the human
condition.

The Committee has concluded that the two goals of
eliminating hunger and improving the nutritional well-being of
the people of New York State can be realized through renewed
public interest and commitment. Clearly, a state responsibility
should emerge. Although federal responsibility in the food and
nutrition areas is clear, its commitment must be reinforced.
Likewise, we must draw upon the resources and expertise of the
private sector.

Our recommendations reflect the reality of current budgetary
stringency. Nevertheless, several of them will require the
appropriation of state funds if they are to be implemented. The
Committee believes such expenditures are fully justified since
good nutrition is of fundamental importance to the proper
development and maintenance of the state's human resources,
especially children, and to avoidance of the escalating costs of
medical care for health problems which should never have
occurred. Indeed, investment of resources in proper nutrition is
over the long run a most cost-effective measure. We cannot
over emphasize this point.

Our most important recommendation in regard to the
objective of a nutritionally healthy citizenry is that the state
must encourage the development and implementation of a
coherent and comprehensive approach to addressing the
myriad issues surrounding this objective something it has
never done. The state must seek to remove obstacles that inhibit
client participation in food-aid programs, develop the capacity to
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respond quickly in emergency situations and commit itself to a
tong -range strategy of developing nutrition education
programs. To this end, the Committee proposes that a New York
State Council on Food and Nutrition Policy be established as a
new, independent entity reporting directly to the Governor.
Such a body is needed to provide timely information on the
nutritional status of the population, to stimulate the creation of
innovative public policies and expanded prevention efforts, to
coordinate the work of numerous state agencies with an impact
on nutrition and food, and to forge a better private/public
partnership with the capacity to address these issues.

The elimination of hunger and the promotion of goodnutrition
are objectives of the highest importance to all the people of New
York. We hope the efforts of the Nutrition Watch Committee will
be instrumental in assisting New York State to promote a
nutritionally healthy and productive p4.4;ulation.

/R4v2t-,
Evangeline Gouletas-Carey Alan Pifer
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Thousands Go Hungry
Contrary to popular perception, the hunger problem in

America has not gone away. In fact, the specter of hunger is a
growing reality in the lives of an increasing number of
Americans. The situation in New York State is...no different.
Voluntary agencies and food pantries that provide food
assistance to the needy have reported that during the past year
the number of emergency requests for food has skyrocketed
throughout the state. The shortage of food -- both episodic and
chronic -- in thousands of households throughout the state is an
urgent problem that offends modern society's moral
sensibilities and requires mobiliiation of its vast resources to
address this threat.

The Nutrition Watch Committee's perception of what
constitutes inadequate nutrition changed during the months it
met. Members discovered that the words "hunger" and
"malnutrition" are mistakenly used interchangeably, which in
turn has obstructed the identification of problems and the
development of solutions. The Committee concluded that
although the problems of nutritional risk due to hunger (or the
lack of food) are related to the problems of nutritional risk
caused by improper food choices, they command different
public policy decisions and methods of solution.

"Low-inconie people are, by definition, at
nutritional risk."

-- Jeanne Perry, Food Law Project

All other problems of nutrition are relatively insignificant
when compared to the fact that millions of New Yorkers are
living on incomes that, if not supplemented, prevent them from
obtaining enough to eat. There are more than 2.3 million people
in New York -- 13.7 percent of the state's population -- living
below the poverty level. Even more disturbing is the fact that
almost 25 percent of the children in the state under five years of
age and 20 percent of children ages 5-17 are members of
poverty households. For a family of four, this meant an income
last year of less than $8,400.

While federal food-aid programs are the vital link to survival
for the majority of low-income families, few of these programs
reach all people. In 1980, nearly 715,000 households in New
York received food stamps. Yet, this large number represents
only two-thirds of those eligible for food stamp benefits. Less
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than 35 percent of low-income pregnant women, infants and
children at nutritional risk in the state are participating in WIC, a
program specifically established for this target group. The
meals-on-wheels program and congregate feeding programs
for the elderly are unable to serve the number of people
requesting these services.

Middle-income households usually spend less than 20
percent of their income for food; this figure may soar to as much
as 40 percent in the case of low-income families. in a poor
household, food for an adequate diet cannot be purchased
unless other necessities are sacrificed. Rising food costs have
further diminished the limited dollars available. The New York
City Department of Consumer Affairs reported this past winter
that the cost of feeding a family of four in the city reached an all-
time high of 8109.59 per week.

"Documenting hunger is not easy, and
consequently many people have the
assumption that hunger does not exist."

-- Donna Lawrence, Food and Hunger
Hotline

The incidence of hunger, which had largely been eliminated
by federal food-aid programs, is again on the rise in New York
State. Numerous discussions with and correspondence
received from staff of charitable organizations, food pantry
volunteers and food advocates overwhelmingly supported the
thesis that a rapidly increasing segment of New York's
population is experiencing food crises and experiencing them
more frequently. The evidence most often cited was the
substantially increased demand for emergency food assistance.

"The requests for food will run at about a 45
percent increase over last year."

-- The Salvation Army, Suffolk County

"In January 1982 the Emergency Ecumenical
Food Shelf served 105 people. A month later,
service demand was up 25 percent."

-- Donna H. Drumm, Joint Council For
Economic Opportunity of Plattsburg

and Clinton County, Inc.
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"Since 1980, there has been a 1,250 percent
increase in household food emergencies
experienced by large numbers of children and
their parents and guardians in East Harlem."

Anna Lou Dehavanon, Ph.D., East
Harlem Interfaith Welfare Committee

At the request of the Nutrition Watch Committee, the
Salvation Army conducted a statewide survey which showed a
19 percent increase in the number of people requesting
emergency aid from its facilities during the period of December
1980 to December 1981. The number of persons who cited the
loss of food stamp benefits as the reason for needing assistance

jumped by 93 percent. Diminished income due to
unemployment and reductions in government assistance also
contributed to increased demand.

Many of the charitable organizations that dispense
emergency aid have confirmed the assertion that the
characteristics of needy individuals have changed. Agencies
reported they are serving a new type of low-income person.
According to a church in the Capital District, "Significantly, the
working poor comprise a growing proportion of the families and
persons requesting assistance." These people have always
worked, but they suddenly find themselves lacking funds. The
"new" client is recently unemployed, has never before had to
seek help and is either unaware of what help is available or is
too embarrassed to obtain it.

The Power Of Nutrition
Through life, nutrition affects everyone's health, regardless of

age, race, sex or economic status. Since the adage "you are
what you eat" is true, New Yorkers are in serious trouble.
Lifelong improper food choices and appetites insensitive to
reasonable limits have significantly undermined the health of
New York State residents. For the majority, their productivity
and quality of life have been negatively affected. Ignorance of
and disinterest in the consequences of poor nutrition appear to
be the major hindrances to improving New Yorkers' nutritional
habits. Although the steps to correct the problems of ignorance
and disinterest are longer term than the steps to alleviate
hunger, the necessity of addressing both problems is equally
compelling.
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"After bread, education is the first need of a
people."

-- Denton

There is a well established association between nutrition and
pregnancy outcomes. Medical research has demonstrated that

c:-ical factor in a newborn baby's birth weight is the nutrition
mother. A low birth weight infant has half the chance of

survival of a normal birth weight infant. In addition, low birth
weight infants are three times more likely to suffer from birth
defects and ten times more likely to suffer from mental
retardation than are normal birth weight infants. These
developmental problems are associated with some 10,000
births each year in New York State.

For school age children, poor nutrition can retard their
cognitive development and stunt their gi awth and fail to
generate an adequate level of energy to sustain physical
activity. Obesity is a major nutritional problem for many
children, esnacially those from low-income families. An obese
child is th- les more likely to become an obese adult and
may ever ,f1.' the associated health problems of coronary
heart diseat-,_ a nation's number one cause of death).
hypertension, gout and diabetes.

Six of the 10 leading causes of death in the United States are
linked to malnutrition. Furthermore, it has been estimated that
an improved diet could significantly reduce the incidence of
obesity, heart disease and infant mortality.

The societal costs of these largely preventable diseases in
terms of lost productivity and health care costs are staggering
American industrial firms spend about $700 million yearly to
replace the 200,000 men between 45 and 65 years of age who
are killed or disabled by coronary diseases. Of the persons
hospitalized in this state, the Department of Health estimates
more than 20 percent had a nutrition-related illness. Low birth
weight is a phenomenon which costs parents and taxpayers
millions of dollars a year in both hospital and institutional care
Studies have indicated that up to one-third of total health care
costs nay be attributable to inadequate nutrition. Thus, poor
nutrition contributes to an estimated $10 billion in health care
costs in New York State

The Nutrition Watch Committee has determined that the
nutrition problems of at-risk populations in the state are
aggravated by a lack of public understanding of the importance
of preventive health care There is widespread agreenyht
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among health experts and public officials that expenditures for
the institutional health care system could be reduced if those
programs which promote maternal and child health and prevent
illness were not underfinanced. Ironically, there appear to be
few signs of reversal in the current injudicious expenditure
pattern in which the treatment of illness is emphasized rather
than its prevention. The Nutrition Watch Committee concluded
that giving attention to the immediate problem of hunger is no
substitute for the development of realistic approaches for
ameliorating the longer term effects of poor nutrition.

Federal Food Funds Are
Well Spent

That federal food-aid programs have been effective in
reducing the risk of hunger and gross malnutrition for poor
people in this country is indisputable. Although the proportion of
the state's population living in poverty today is similar to that of
15 years ago, the proportion suffering from hunger in recent
times has grown smaller because of the impact of food-aid
programs Yet, federal budget reductions both those already
enacted and those under consideration threaten to erode the
progress the nation has made in eliminating hunger

-Our first and overwhelming impression is that
there are far fewer grossly malnourished people
in this country today than there were 10 years
ago The food stamp program, the nutritional
component of Head Start, (and) school lunch
and breakfast programs have made the
difference Food-aid programs may represent
tine of the unsung yet most effective anti
poverty efforts of the last 15 years . We are not
dealing with an ineffective tool of public policy,
but an inadequately used one."

f ield Foundation Report. Testimony of
Physicians, 7977

List year, Congress was persuaded to adopt a series of large
budget reductions that had major consequences for millions of
love families Food stamp benefits in New York State
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alone were reduced by more than $125 million. This year, the
budget proposals have been equally harsh. New York State
could lose over MO million for food-aid, health care and
related human services programs.

Recent Congressional action hit particularly hard on New
York State. Cuts in the Older Americans Act will mean that
363,000 fewer meals will be delivered to the state's elderly
resident. Food stamp benefits may be reduced by $190 million.
Potential reductions in the WIC program could mean that
60,000 nutritionally deficient women, infants and children will
lose access to services.

The rhetoric surrounding these federal cutbacks implied they
were directed at a population envisioned as the "undeserving
poor." But the stark reality is that children -- particularly of
working poor families and those headed by a single parent -- are
most adversely affected. Despite the so-called "safety net,"
even the poorest families and the elderly living in poverty. will
suffer. Ironically, these reductions increase the marginal tax
rate for poor families, thus increasing me incentive to quit
working.

These federal budget reductions -- in food stamps, school
lunch and breakfast programs and the nutrition program for the
elderly -- are an illusory savings because the long-term effects
of inadequate nutrition, and the resultant increase in
expenditures of public health care dollars, will eliminate any
short-term gain.

RECOMMENDATION: New York State should continue to
advocate increased investment in human resources and
actively oppose federal budget reductions in food-aid and
nutrition programs. Furthermore, the Committee believes
federal funding for food stamps, child nutrition and the nutrition
program for the elderly should be reinstated to levels preceding
reductions enacted by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981 The Committee is convinced the deep and pernicious
federal budget cutbacks and reductions in progi am eligibility
threaten the nutritional well-being of hundreds of thousands of
New Yorkers

The Committee opposes the President's proposal to terminate
WIC as an independent program and to merge it into the
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant, since such an action
would jeopardize the program's viability and effectiveness.
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RECOMMENDATION: The federal government should
continue to maintain strong leadership in the administration of
food and nutrition programs because malnutrition is a national
concern. It is the duty of federal officials to restore public
confidence in food-aid programs and to commit their energies to
eliminating hunger in the United States. Eligibility standards
should continue to be set on a national basis to ensure equity for
all food-aid recipients. The Nutrition Watch Committee is
opposed to efforts of the present federal administration to
transfer to state governments the legitimate responsibility of
the federal government for funding and administration of the
food stamp program.

RECOMMENDATION: New York State should request
authority from the federal government to distribute national
surplus commodities in ways the state sees fit to meet
emergency food needs. The number and variety of institutions
and volunteer groups eligible to distribute these commodities
should be expanded because the donation of surplus
commodities to organizations which have the funds and staff to
distribute them efficiently is highly beneficial. However, the
Nutrition Watch Committee believes such emergency
distribution is not a suitable or appropriate strategy for feeding
individual families; commodity distribution is only a supplement
to existing federal intervention programs.

State Council On Nutrition
And Food Policy

Nutrition is a major public issue of the same magnitude as the
environment, criminal iustice and education. New York State
has not, however, maximized its potential in promoting the
nutritional status of its people even where available federal
funds have encouraged such an effort.

The state lacks the capacity to coherently and
comprehensively address the myriad issues affecting
nutritional well-being. The majority of state agencies have some
degree of responsibility related to nutrition education, the
purchase and delivery of food, administration of food-aid or the
promotion of New York's agricultural industries. And yet, these
various programs have been independently managed by their
respective agencies and little or no overall thought has been
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given to the synergistic effect of these programs on the
nutritional status of at-risk groups.

"Our nutritional status depends not only on
behavior modification of the individual, but also
on behavior modification of an indifferent
establishment."
- - Richard K. Manoff, Manoff International, Inc.

The Nutrition Watch Committee was concerned to learn that
New York State has not undertaken a deliberate effort to
coordinate federal food-aid for the needy in the state, articulated
a coherent set of nutrition and food policies or promulgated
nutritional goals for its citizens.

RECOMMENDATION: New York State should strengthen
its commitment to ensuring the nutritional well-being of all New
York State residents, particularly those most at risk, regardless
of the availability of federal funding for such efforts. To
accomplish this objective, New York should:

take a leadership role in formulating and directing
nutrition and food policies within state agencies that will
result in better coordination of food-aid and nutrition
education efforts and identification of both short-term and
long-term needs and" solutions;

adopt minimum standards of adequacy for educating
children and health professionals in good nutrition;

maximize client participation in food-aid programs by
removing bureaucratic obstacles;

encourage better and more consistent public information
on nutrition issues for all segments of society; and

provide a mechanism for collecting and acting on
information indicating the existence of critical food needs
among New York State residents.

The evolving federal role in health and human services
necessitates a redirected state role, especially in the areas of
nutrition and food-aid. This changing federal role compels New
York to ensure food programs are utilized fully and efficiently
operated to serve the needs of the state's most vulnerable
residents

RECOMMENDATION: New York State should establish a
State Council on Nutrition and Food Policy. It will be the driving
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force behind the development of both public and private sector
policies that over a period of time will raise the nutritional well-
being of all residents of New York State to an acceptable level.

The Nutrition Watch Committee rbcommends the State
Council on Nutrition and Food Policy be established as an
independent entity. To incorporate policy direction at the
highest levels of state government, the council should be
composed of the commissioners and directors of agencies
responsible for food and nutrition-related issues. In addition,
people who represent the diverse nature of food and nutrition
interests should be appointed to advise the council.

It is recommended that the council identify those persons at
risk of inadequate nutrition, propose policies and programs that
promote adequate nutrition, and increase the public's
awareness of the importance of nutrition. The council also
should provide the Governor and Legislature with an annual
report on the nutritional status of the state's population, and
other reports as needed. The Nutrition Watch Committee
recommends that adequate funds be appropriated to meet the
council's expenses

Access To Food Programs
Public food-aid programs, in the aggregate, have yielded an

enormous benefit for the majority of the state's low-income
residents. These programs, however, are not uniformly
available for eligible needy persons; thus, their effectiveness
varies considerably throughout the state.

One measure of the effectiveness of food-aid programs is the
degree to which they reach those who by law are eligible for
them For example, in 1980. just under two-thirds of the 1.1
million to 1 2 million households eligible for food stamps in the
state actually participated in the program. This participation rate
varied from 68 percent in New York City to an average of 50
percent for the rest of the state.

Outreach activities are important for informing potential
clients about the availabilay of and requirements for food-aid
programs Even during prosperous times, many potential
recipients fail to receive the benefits to which they may be
entitled Today, outreach is especially important because many
people in need have never before requested assistance. In
addition, negative press coverage of social programs, public
discussions about proposals to drastically alter the nature of
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these programs and new eligibility requirements have led to
increased confusion about food-aid benefits.

In 1981, food stamp outreach efforts were terminated in New
York State in response to changes in federal requirements and
the withdrawal of federal funds. During the past year.
applications for food stamp benefits have declined, and the
Nutrition Watch Committee believes this is partially attributable
to the elimination of outreach efforts. The Committee regards
the termination of outreach efforts with apprehension because
the failure to reach an individual in need of food-aid increases
the nutritional risk for that person.

RECOMMENDATION: New York State should sponsor
state-funded outreach efforts to increase awareness among
low-income people of the availability of and eligibility
requirements for all food-aid programs. Outreach is particularly
important to help those people who are newly eligible. The
Nutrition Watch Committee believes that the reinstatement of
outreach efforts will help to promote a better public perception
of the importance of food assistance.

There is considerable evidence that the nutritional health of
women during pregnancy influences weight gain of the fetus
and that low-birth weight infants have higher mortality rates
and are more likely to suffer from congenital disorders. The WIC
program addresses the dietary deficiencies of low-income
pregnant women, infants and children up to age five by
providing coupons which allow the purchase of foods high in
protein, iron and other nutrients. Reliable studies have shown a
dramatic decline in the number of low-birth weight babies born
to WIC mothers and a significant reduction in the prevalence of
anemia among women and children who participate in the WIC
program The Department of Health has estimated that at least
500,000 low-income women, infants and children in New York
State are at nutritional risk, yet the program serves only about
35 percent of them.

RECOMMENDATION. New York State should adopt, as one
of its highest expenditure priorities, the provision of food
supplements to all low-income pregnant women, infants and
children Legislation should be enacted authorizing the use of
state funds to augment federal funds to serve individuals in
need of WIC services. This additional funding should be
sufficient to ensure that all low-income and nutritionally
deficient pregnant women can receive WIC food benefits and
the nutritional instruction that accompanies them
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Nutrition Education
Nutrition experts believe that indifference and ignorance of

proper dietary habits are among the primary reasons for
malnutrition in the United States today. Despite growing
evidence of the effect that proper diet can have on preventing
and treating degenerative diseases, as well r s enhancing health
and well-being, litany individuals do not follow a diet that is
balanced, varied and moderate. Because of the role of consumer
choice on nutritional intake, the quality of nutritional
information available to individuals is of primary importance.
Thus, the Nutrition Watch Committee is concerned that New
York State has not placed sufficient emphasis on the nutrition
education provided to children, to students in the health
professions and to the public at large.

The responsibility for providing nutritional education cannot
be delegated to one segment of society. The Nutrition Watch
Committee believes parents, teachers, health professionals.
private industry, the media and government agencies must
work together to increase public understanding of the principles
of good nutrition and to motivate people to follow such
principles.

"Teaching food and nutrition might be viewed
as the single most important educational
activity of a society. If persons do not learn to
obtain and consume food so as to sustain
themselves and their dependents, all other
!earnings are irrelevant."

--Joan Gussow, Columbia University

Children's habits are developed in the early years. Thus, the
health and well-being of future generations of New Yorkers is
largely dependent upon the ability and commitment of the
educatiohal system to teach children about the importance of
nutrition and its varied components. Children must be taught
that proper eating practices will contribute significantly to their
physical, social and economic potential.

RECOMMENDATION: The Board of Regents should
strengthen its commitment to increasing the nutritional
awareness of children and adolescents in elementary and
secondary schools It should motivate local school districts to
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sponsor expanded nutrition education ventures. The Nutrition
Watch Committee recommends that the Department of
Education:

survey local school districts to determine the quality of
nutrition education taking place in the classroom;

include nutrition questions on the Regents Competency
Examinations, the test required for graduation from a high
school in New York State;

include the provision for a unit on nutrition education
among the criteria for the approval of health education
courses;

review the extent of nutrition education in schools as a
component of its program-monitoring responsibilities in
connection with the reregistration process;

provide vigorous continuing education and inservice
training relating to nutrition issues for teachers and for
administrative personnel;

design, produce and disseminate a greater variety of
creative nutrition curriculum resource materials; and

seek state funds to ensure the continuation of the
Nutrition Education and Training (NET) regional network.

Given the important links between nutrition and health
promotion and the prevention of serious disease, few would
question the legitimacy and importance of including nutrition
instruction in the education of physicians and other health
professionals. Yet, the underemphasis of such teaching has led
to inadequate training of the very individuals whose advice is
most often sought about nutrition. The Nutrition Watch
Committee found it incomprehensible that only two medical
schools in New York State Columbia University and the
University of Rochester have courses in nutrition as part of
their curriculum.

RECOMMENDATION: Since the current aim of medicine
should be to promote good health rather than to respond to
illness. the Nutrition Watch Committee recommends nutrition
education assume a more prominent place in the training of all
health professionals, especially doctors. To foster the
development of nutrition programs in medical schools.
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the state should support the establishment of special
chairs in nutrition at all medical schools in the state; and

state funds should be allocated for special scholarships
and residencies for students wishing to emphasize
nutrition in their medical training. In addition, private
funds should be solicited for such purposes.

RECOMMENDATION: Nutrition education courses should
be provided in all of the health professions schools.

It was apparent to the Nutrition Watch Committee that
nutrition education also is of vital importance for the state's
adult population. In some areas, Cooperative Extension -- an
organisational partnership among county, state and federal
governments -- is the primary vehicle for teaching nutrition
education and food quality and safety. Many corporations
throughout the state have offered their expertise and resources
to create and distribute imaginative education materials.
Nonetheless, reliable nutrition information often is difficult to
obtain.

RECOMMENDATION: The public and private sector should
work together to ensure that the public receives consistent,
accurate and reinforcing nutrition information.

RECOMMENDATION: Public service radio and television
spots, prime time media messages and visual materials should
be developed and widely distributed in order to reach as many
consumers as possible.

RECOMMENDATION: Nutrition education should be
strengthened within existing food-aid programs, especially the
nutrition program for the elderly.

Nutrition Surveillance
The work of the Nutrition Watch Committee has

demonstrated the critical importance of an ongoing method for
collecting information on the nutritional status of New York's
population and its vulnerable target groups. Nutrition
surveillance is needed to identify nutrition problems as they
begin to develop, to understand their extent and distribution
throughout the state and to determine their contributing
causes. A thorough review of such information will enable
government officials to make more informed decisions about
targeting scarce resources.
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A well-designed system of nutrition surveillance could supply
the kinds of information routinely needed by legislators and
policy makers. New York State doss not have such a system;
instead, state agencies routinely collect a multitude of
information which could be used for nutrition monitoring
purposes, but is not so used at present. In many cases the
uniformity and consistency of these data are disputable (e.g.,
school health records). National surveillance data are
impossible to use in New York State because data have not been
adequately analyzed by the federal government and, in most
cases, represent a national sample that cannot be
disaggregated to be meaningful at the state level.

Other essential information related to the state's nutritional
well-being is lacking. This includes the effect of poor nutrition
on acute and chronic illness of the elderly, the long-term effects
rf suboptimal nutrition for children, the accessibility of retail
food stores in certain neighborhoods and Information on what
makes a family nutritionally vulnerable.

To achieve a better appreciation of nutrition problems and
more responsive intervention strategies, intensive and routine
nutrition monitoring is required.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nutrition Watch Committee
recommends that the state design and implement a nutrition
monitoring system. This information will provide the state, on a
population basis, data to guide public policy and evaluate on-
going programs. Using existing data sources, those people most
in need of food and nutritional aid -- geographically, biologically
and socio-economically -- must be identified. These conditions
must regularly be assessed in terms of numbers, program
coverage, nutritional status and hunger indicators. The
initiative undertaken by Cornell University's Division of
Nutritional Sciences for the Nutrition Watch Committee
provides a basis for the design of such a state monitoring
program.

Specifically, the Committee recommends:

that the system be a dynamic one and incorporate early
warning indicators to alert state agencies to possible
emergency conditions;

that funds be allocated to the Department of Health to
compile nutrition surveillance data annually and to issue
reports as necessary on the nutritional status of New
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York's population. Once the State Council on Nutrition and
Food Policy is established, the council may assume this
function;

that measures of geographic accessibility to retail food
stores in an area be included as part of this surveillance
effort; and

that height and weight measurements, important for
measuring nutritional status during childhood, be
routinely collected by school districts, WIC and Head Start
programs. State law governing school health records
should be amended to include a requirement for collecting
such measurements.

RECOMMENDATION: The Nutrition Watch Committee
recommends that New York State conduct a survey of the extent
of hunger and malnutrition, concentrating on infants and
children, pregnant women and the elderly. New York State
should enlist the participation of medical students, nutrition
science students and students in allied health professions in a
survey designed to document and analyze examples of hunger
and malnutrition, as reported by physicians, health personnel,
social workers, community leaders and selected ambulatory
care clinics. The prevalence of anemia among pregnant women
and growth curves of infants and children should also be
evaluated. The Committee believes that the state, private and
voluntary organizations should jointly sponsor this effort to
assess this basic element of human resources in New York
State.

Food Production In
New York State

Over the coming years, the maintenance and growth of the
state's agricultural capacity will be fundamentally important to
New York's ability to produce food supplies at affordable prices.
As the costs of producing and shipping food products from out of
state increase, New York's food production base will play an
enhanced role in the food system of the state. Food costs will
continue to rise in the state and fresh produce will be
increasingly unavailable in urban centers unless sufficient
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attention is paid to assuring the retention of needed farmland
within New York.

"Good nutrition -- the health of people all over
the world -- is important to American
agriculture. Likewise, a productive, reliable
agriculture is important to our nutrition efforts."
-- John R. Blcck U.S Secretary of Agriculture

New York can boast that it ranks second nationally in apples
and grapes, third in milk production and fourth in the production
of vegetables for processing. But the state produces only about
25 percent of the food consumed here. Cheap energy and low
transportation costs have shifted consumer dependence
generally from New York farms to the West and Southwest in
recent decades.

However, the cost of food produced in and transported from
the western states is rising along with the cost of energy and
water. So accessibility to reasonably priced food will depend
more and more on New York's own ability to harness and direct
the agricultural resource it now underutilizes.

Nonetheless, there are significant pressures to convert
agricultural land in New York State to other purposes. (During
the last century, the amount of active crop land in the state
dropped from 22 million to 4.6 million acres.) Present
diminished economic conditions in the agricultural sector,
coupled with depressed agricultural land values and increasing
real property taxes, have resulted in growing pressure to
accelerate the conversion of agricultural land to nonfarm uses.
This problem is most critical in, but not exclusive to, the
remaining production areas nearest urban areas.

The Nutrition Watch Committee believes that agricultural
land retention, especi for those lands best suited to energy
efficient and cost-efte- production, is an important key to
assuring the long-term .,..tritional and food supply needs of
New York residents.

RECOMMENDATION: The state's policy on farmland
retention should be strengthened and programs to achieve this
policy be initiated. The Governor should direct the various state
agencies to use their existing regulatory and developmental
policies to prevent the conversion of the state's most productive
land to other purposes. In addition, legislation should be
proposed to strengthen the existing agricultural districts
program
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RECOMMENDATION: The state should assist in the
development of better markets for farmers by the practice of
direct marketing. This marketing strategy -- roadside stands,
farmers markets and truckload sales -- offers an opportunity for
agricultural producers to sell directly to consumers and small
retail outlets and government agencies. Direct marketing offers
a valuable economic opportunity for growers, and provides
seasonally fresh and high quality produce to consumers who
have access to this marketing channel. Direct marketing,
however, is a supplement, rather than an alternative to
traditional food supply and distribution channels.

Furthermore, New York State should encourage its own
institutions to buy fresh produce directly from local farmers.
New York is responsible for the care, shelter and feeding of
approximately 80,000 people living in state hospitals, mental
health and mental retardation facilities and prisons. Given the
substantial demand for food at such institutions, the cost
containment needs facing all state agencies, and the
increasingly competitive position enjoyed by New York State
producers, the Nutrition Watch Committee recommends that
the state work with the appropriate agricultural interests and
state agencies to ensure that New York producers and
processors have the greatest possible access to this significant
market.

RECOMMENDATION: Building on the existing agricultural
base in New York, the state should work to attract and maintain
food processing industries in the state. The Departments of
Commei Agriculture and Markets and Environmental
Conservation and the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
should work together to ensure that the needs of these food
processing industries are met.

Restricted Food Access
The private sector food production and distribution system in

the United States is the most efficient and cost-effective system
in the world. Yet, the benefits of this food system remain beyond
the reach of many low-income and elderly residents living in
neighborhoods where the cost of quality food is higher than in
other neighborhoods or where there is limited public
transportation. These problems have a direct bearing on
nutritional well-being.
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"When the lest of' the chain supermarkets
closed, we found people being forced to shop at
'mom and pop' stores that carry limited brands,
offer very little fresh produce, and charge higher
prices. Many people have lost the ability to make
best utilization of their food dollars."

-- Christine Braley, Columbia (County)
Opportunities, Inc.

Small neighborhood si are an important source of food for
both inner-city and rur. residents. These stores can
accommodate cultural prefr 'ences and they often offer credit
when family funds are low. Jt the price differential between
these stores and supermarkets averages about 15 percent.
Thus, limited food dollars and food stamps simply do not stretch
as far.

Pr

"We found that the average price in the middle-
income grocery stores (in the Bronx) ranged
from 81/2 to 31 percent lower than in the low-
income stores for the same items (milk, juice,
meat, etc.).-

- Kathy Goldman, Community Food
Resource Center, Inc.

The Nutrition Watch Committee was struck by two issues that
relate to food accessibility for residents of New York City. First,
the cost of being in the retail food business is high in New York.
Fixed charges (such as rent, energy and taxes) for one
supermarket chain was reported to be 45 percent higher in New
York City than in Long Island and 56 percent higher than in New
Jersey -- hardly an incentive to open a food store in the city.
Second, some food stores exist in a hostile, high crime
environment. For many persons, especially the frail and elderly,
grocery shopping is a dangerous activity. In addition, the retailer
must provide additional security, a cost which is passed on to
consumers.

RECOMMENDATION: The state and local governments
should work to improve the physical environment in which food
stores operate. Furthermore, they should initiate discussions
with the distribution industry to assess how to improve the
marketing of foods in areas where access to food is limited.
Public protection agencies must seek more effective ways of
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guaranteeing the safety of both shoppers and retailers in crime-
ridden areas.

RECOMMENDATION: Zoning and land use planning should
recognize food needs and the availability of distribution
facilities, especially those in poor neighborhoods.

RECOMMENDATION:Food cooperatives, community
gardens, group purchasing and direct marketing are all
activities of a self-reliant nature, initiated primarily by voluntary
agencies and community groups. They can influence nutritional
well-being by offering fresh foods at lower costs to individuals
and by assisting agencies or groups of agencies to further
stretch limited food and funds. The Nutrition Watch Committee
recommends that state and local governments provide
supplementary support to such efforts.

The Public/Private Partnership
There are many areas of human need which are primarily the

responsibility of government. Citizens interested in these
needs, when organized properly, can help both government and
those clients being served. These voluntary associations --
social service agencies, public interest groups and advocacy
organizations -- all play an integral role in assuring adequate
food and nutrition for many New York State residents. They are
the backbone of service delivery systems for a variety of food and
nutrition programs, and are the primary advocates for increased
client participation. At the time of greatest need, however, the
capacity of these voluntary associations to respond to
emergency food needs has been severely undermined by
federal budget reductions.

"People come to the food pantries when they
are out of food and have nowhere else to turn."

-- Laurie Cox, Albany Regional Emergency
Food Task Force

Meeting the dramatic increase in emergency food requests
throughout the state is a responsibility that has fallen heavily on
the private sector. Emergency food services from soup kitchens
to food pantries to the collection of food and stocking emergency
food banks are provided by community-based and charitable
organizations. The organizations, relying heavily on volunteer or
borrowed staff, also assumed the primary responsibility and
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financial burden for distributing recent USDA surplus cheese
commodities.

While these myriad agencies have been called upon by
government and needy individuals for increased assistance,
their budgets have been curtailed because of federal cuts in the
majority of health and human SEIM COS programs. And, contrary
to the claims of the present administration in Washington,
private charity -- vital as it is -- is woefully inadequate as a
substitute for governmental assistance. Thus, at this time of
greatest need, diminishing federal dollars threaten to rupture
the historic partnership between government and voluntary
agencies. The Nutrition Watch Committee deplores the damage
being done to this partnership because of federal budget
reductions.

RECOMMENDATION: State advocacy for the restoration of
federal funds for nutrition and human services should recognize
the efforts of the voluntary sector to organize and manage many
food-aid activities throughout the state. The state should initiate
a series of conferences with private sector individuals to
enhance their capacity to address many of the issues and
problems that have been highlighted by the Nutrition Watch
Committee. The emerging new partnership could then:

better mobilize the private sector to make the public aware
of needs in the area of nutrition; and, to generate
philanthropic support of worthy private sector programs,
and to support such programs in other ways;
be independent advocates for the several causes that
have beeniaised in the area of nutrition;
enlist talent on loan from the private sector to be used
from time to time on specific tasks;
cooperate with other groups working on solutions to
ancillary problems which stand in the way of the
alleviation of nutritional distress such as crime,
regulatory concerns and governmental authorizations;
provide help in media relations; and,
help in facilitating communications between the private
and public sectors.
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Conclusion
Food and nutritional issues must move from an era of neglect

to one of debate and action. The elimination of hunger and the
*-1 promotion of good nutrition must be objectives of the highest

importance to all the people of New York.
Broad and vigorous involvement must be sought from public

officials, consumers and the private sector to solve the many
hunger and nutrition problems experienced in the state. We, as
a society, must insist upon full federal participation in these
efforts. The state must commit its powers and resources -- in the
short and long term -- to achieve nutritional well being for all
New Yorkers. Such investment is critical to curtailment of
unnecessary health care costs and optimal development of the
state's human resources.
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Association far Children or New Jamey
17 Accntentv Street Suite 704

Newark, New Jenny 07102
001) 643-3676

Stalinist Before:

The Select Comatose, Children, Youth and Fandltes

Relay, July 2S, 1983
New Ter*, New York

Chairman Natter, Members of the Select Coming, on Children, Youth and

FewIlfes. My name is Ciro Scalers and I am submitting this testimony nn behalf

of the Association for Children of New Jersey of obith I Mao fametive
Director. The Association (ACM) is a state-wide, citisen-basedadvocacy argent-

Ration. Our goal is to Improve and safeguard the lives of Nee Jersey children

by improving than polities and prognmes which affect them. Since MB, the

Association has actively mosltored and studied both state and local system re-

lated to such Issues as child abuse and neglect, fester care, and the

juvenile justice mtge. At the same Meows hese sorhingwith iegislators

to analyse and draft policies steed at ensuring the best possible life for the

children in New Jersey.

I an very pleased to be able to submit this testimony to the Committee

today. ACNJ was one of the endorsing organisations which strongly supported

the establishment of this Committee and applaud your initiative taken on behalf

of the country's children and families.

At this moment I hare two major issues to put fermerd for your consideration.

These issues rise out of a statewide Child Vetch survey which we recently com-

pleted which looked it services for children and families, and the IMPect of

recent federal and state budget cuts on those services.

With the assistance of over 225 volunteers in eight New Jersey counties,

we unvisited a wide variety of public and private providers and parents in

seven service areas ranging from AFDC to health to juvenile justice. Over 960

effects of budget cuts from the of the econosdc recession, it ales apparent
interviews mere completed. nos impossible to isolate the

from the beginning of the survey thousands upon thousands of New Jersey

children and their families are straggling to survive.

m4orlino of the nest pressing concerns facing children from the ever growing

of poor families in our state are:

t 1 . The 1981 O B R A labor in AFDC ell 0111 r had multi le

pp0000rr
MOIR pimple vivo poor unit fill7106

rbsrsahly 19,5271981 children, lost AFDC WWI as of

October 1, 1981 because of the 1505 standard of need eligibility

level. Though the state AFDC caseload has been stub' loving up

to pre-MA level, the character of the rolls have changed. There

Formerly CHILD SERVICE ASSOCIATION and CITIZENS COMMITTEE FORCHILIMEN Of NEW JII6f
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ere much fewer working parents receiving partial AFDC benefits.

Every county weaved reported, at this the, a tremendous in-
crease in the dowsed for emergency fend and other 'Wise.
Deny scup kitchen and flood poetry workers observed thet there
were many more working poor families now approaching this ter
help. Deported cases of child neglect, obey, a parent could
no longer provide basic needs for a child,incemesed in NM
are of the state.

For sorting poor families Oft Jersey, loss of their 'detest
AFDC grants was &particular budship pow the lost all medic-
aid benefits as wall. large mean or Dm. %WNW children
are not receiving andlcol andante writ because
there Is omelet:1n ie State for ooli
familtetwnoie so lomamemmillfy for AFDC.

cally indigent

In addition, welfsmiewters from the eight counties surveyed
reported that charges in the AFDC benefit formula which ve.
stricted income disragerde crested', alleolete ditto:salvo
to writ, rather than locoorosios 'muse self suffichogy.

.1-;AL L.1,1 1; sic c

.....dif71=1U-1.7712i..4-.77-17-1r171 711 rark 77-.
ere mete tenet the ionic amede if ovcimildree.

These are only Moil the most 'organ situations etrivostly impocting de
Nov Jersey children and families. They point out clearly, however, a need for
was a coontry and a statepto reassess our priorities mod recommit ourselves
to the well-helnii of these children who are our future.

Theaseltte Child Vetch report is to he printed shortly. is will for.
ward it to the Committee as soon as It is released. I hope that it will he
of sae help to you in your continuing work on behalf of the notion's children.
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AIX a 1998

August 2, 1993

Memorable Caen. Miller
Chairmen
U.S. Mouse of Representatives
Select *mitts, on Children, Tooth

and families
Room M2-3115 House Office ildg. Annex 2
ershingtem, D.C. 205IS

Dear Consomme Miller:

Thant you very much fOr giving me the ty to testify
before yew Committee last meet. From tthhee moo comments I

have received, I truly believe that the time you and your
colleagues spout in Moe Tort City was omit worthwhile.

During the hawing, several quanta.* were raised regarding
use of

hotels for homeless families at a cost
the applicable state regulation which the

the regular

shelter ellowmace.

According to the New York State Code at Roles and Regulations
which govern the payment of apartment rest and betels in the
public assistance plasm, the sexton elloweble natal allow-
ance for an apartment with beet is $21$.00 per month for a
family is New York City. If no "suitable holoime is avail-
able, the minimum allowsoce for hotel payment would be approx.
!mutely $1,000 per mouth for the use else family ($12 for the
first person and $7 each for each of the three additiomal per-
sons comes to $33 per day times 30-31 days per month). for a
period not to exceed six moths. I have attacked copies of

the ragoistioes for your infOrmation. If you seed any ad-

ditional Women= on this, please let as know.

is are also getting same information regarding the numbers of
children eligible but sot recipients of certain entitlements.
This will be forwarded to the Committee within the neat week
or so.

S ly.

Georgie L. McMurray

At A (10.14/1 Awawo ANIN 0.41010* *maw MOHO.* 01.1*0*.aaf *. OWAAW.
Hewrwe 11. AM1 .0 %mow* ACO( t*KkVell*IIR lave. 111.MR*10111 MICK *WWI Nam
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EXECUTIy; SMART

The Jewish Board of Family and Children's Nervioes, one of

the largest voluntary non- profit agencies in the country,

recently conducted a survey to ascertain the impact that

outs in the funding of public benefit peograme and unemploy-

ment are having on New York City families.

The study was designed to answer the relaying questions:

- Sow many households received some form of
public benefit assistance in 1982?

- How many households receiving assistance
lost benefits or had them significantly
reduced?

- What communities in New York City were
hardest hit by unemployment and loss of
public benefits?

- Which public benefit program was most
often reduced?

In order to answer these questions, the Jewish Board conducted

one week survey of all clients aeon in its network of 12

mental health clinics located throughout the five boroughs

of New York City. A total of 1645 households were surveyed.

Y if,t 2.1*et P4-0141-na-4

- One-third of all households receiving public
benefits lost all or part of those benefits

- Twelve percent of all households experienced
job loss or reduction in work hours
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Nineteen point six percent of all Black, 21.7%
of all Hispanic, and 8.0% of all White clients
were adversely affected by cuts in benefits

- Households surveyed in New York City's work-
ing class and middle class neighborhoods are
being severely effected by cuts in benefits

- Food stamps were the public benefit most
often eliminated.

These findings demonstrate that while minority groups -

Blacks and Hispanics - continue to represent the segment

of our society hardest hit by cuts in human service

programs, middle to lower middle class families, who up

till now have been able to sustain themselves financially,

are beginning to fall through the safety net, creating a

new group of poor in our communities.
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THE SURVEY: BACKGROUND

One of the most frequently cited social policies of the

1980's has become the "safety nets concept, the idea that

government will provide the services and programs needed

to sustain those who really need help. In other words, if

the safety net is indeed intact, no individual or family

will lose benefits or entitlements that are necessary for

survival.

As the largest voluntary agency of its kind in the country,

the Jewish Board of Family and Children's Services is in a

unique position to observe the day-to-day effectiveness --

or ineffectiveness »- of the safety net of the '80's.

Employing more than 500 social service professionals who

each year serve more than 40,000 clients in a wide variety

of programs, JBFCS can provide a microcosm of what is

happening both in other agencies throughout the city and

to New Yorkers as a whole.

As human service budget reductions have gone into effect,

JBFCS staff members have reported increasing evidence of

Trustration, worry, tawny alsIntegra-tion one inclivIdusl

breakdown among their caseloads as the impact of public

benefit losses and unemployment began to be felt.
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Certain questions began to emerge, based on hundreds of

experiences told to caseworkers throughout New York:

- Ace peopl' indeed falling through the
safety net?

- What effects have unemployment and job
reduction had on individuals and families?

- Are some parts of the city harder hit
that others?

In order to answer these and other questions and to provide

for the first time an accurate, statistical look at the

impact of human service budget cuts on the people of New

York, the Jewish Board undertook to survey the typical client

caseload of the agency's network of twelve community-based

mental health clinics. Located in the Bronx, Brooklyn,

Manhattan and Staten Island, the clinics, known as the

Madeleine Borg Counseling Services, serve a large, hetero-

geneous number of families from neighborhoods across the

city. These families seek help from the agency for a wide

variety of prot-ten.,, most frequently !Or marital, parent-

child or persona: adjustment issues which impact on the

quality of family life.

Who Was Surveyed

The direct-service providing staff of the JEWCS Clinics,

primarily caseworkers, were asked to complete a survey of
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the households in their active caseload for the week of

December 6, 1982. The surveya.were all distributed and

collected from the staff during the week beginning

December 13, 1982. A total of 159 surveys were returned

representing information about 1645 households. Of this

number 79.2% were White, 12.15 Black, and 8.4% Hispanic.

Approximately 64% of the total caseload surveyed in this

study received no public benefits in 1982. The remainder

received some type of public benefit or entitlement as

It family support.

What the Survey Examined

The survey was designed to statistically examine several

basic trends in 1982:

- How many households received benefits from
one or more public entitlement programs

- What percentage had been deprived of public

entitlement programs

- Which sections of the city were hit hardest
by public benefit cuts and/or job loss

- Which public benefit programs sustained the

deepest cuts.

The public benefits programs covered by the survey were:

AFDC and Home Relief
SSI or SSD
Medioaid
Food Stamps
Public Day Caro
Subsidized School Lunch
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What the Survey Found

In summary, the JBFCS survey demonstrates that the impact

of cuts in human services and the shrinking job market have

indeed been significant.

perhaps the single most devastating statistic
documented was that almost one7third of those
receivin some form of public oenefits had
reeently_lcost those benefits. Ind more than
12 of households surveyed had ezkerienced
to loss and/Or reduction of work flours in
the past year -- more than one -third higher
than the city average.

The safety net is belag strained even in the city's most

disadvantaged low-income areas - one-third of households

surveyed in these areas lost some or all aid. Furthermore*,

ublic benefit losses seem to be be innin to have what

could become a devastating effect on the marginal family,,

the new poor - middle to lower - middle class families who were

managing to survive with a little assistance, but who are

now falling behind more each day. Their margin of safety

appears to have been lost to them.

We do not know the long-range toll on families of cuts and

unemployment. However, the anecdotal evidence, supported

by the statistical data reported by the JBFCS staff, indi-

cate that frustration and despair confront many, many of

these families, just at the time that the resources to

serve them are shrinking drastically.

The following tdbles detail the specific information 6

determined by the survey team.
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Pregnancy 1645 1302 191 139 6

Prcentaga

ilitat(hAtUimittiaLiskicilandili

79.2 12.1 8.4 0.4

Frequency 541 337 119 85

Pecoantag
Receiving Public
Donafits Moral
for Croup) 32.9 25.9 59.8 61.6'

gonsholds With IntituginpW in Public flanef44

Pregnancy 175 104 39 30 2

Paroantaga Cots
in Public Dan-
fits (Total for
Droop on Public
Senafita 32.3 30.9 30.3 35.3

Proaatage Oats
in Public lane-
fits (Total for
Octal)) 10.6 8.0 19.4 21.7

'Public benefits include WPOCI Some 11411if, SU; Sao Medicaid, 'rood Stamps, Public Day

Cara! and subsidised 'Wheel lunch programs
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The Findings (Table I)

- One-third of all the survey house-
bolds receiving pupal° Sro e is lost
011 or rt of thos :2.seer on_ or es
receiving public benefits oes
differ signifloantiy soros. ethnic
groups,.

- Minority groups - Mischa *AO Riapinlas
who -typiaaliy fare the least-well in our
society - confln a to repro at the sea-
nt of our c_ cad h t h.Ace t the
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0 0

survey
get poorer.,

110 poor a mp y

Table I provides a summary of the caseload reported

and those households receiving public benefits. The

staff was to consider the number of households in

their caseload if they were treating the head of the

household. This method avoided duplication in the

counting of oases.

A total of 541 households received some form of

public benefits. This represents approximately one-

third of the total caseload for the week beginning

December 6, 1982. When this figure is examined

according to ethnic groups, we find 25.9% of White

households in the caseload were receiving some form

of public benefits, 59.8% of the Black and 61.6%

of the Hispanics.
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Of the households solving public benefits, the survey

revealed 175 cases where there had been a loss or reduc-

tion in one or more of the public benefit programs. This

number represents 32.3% or nearly one-third of those

receiving public benefits, and Mb% of the total reported

caseload in JBFCS during that week.

The rate of reduction for families receiving public bone-

fitattoes not differ significantly across ethnic groups.

However, in relation to the proportion of each ethnic

group in the total caseload, 8.01 of all Vhite, 19.6% of

Black and 21.7% of 411 Hispanic clients were adversely

affected by the reductions in human service programs.

Those segments of the New York population who typically

fare the least well comprise the segment of our caseload

hardest hit by the changes in human service programs.
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TABLE 2

RANK ORDER by an3 OFFICE:
The Neighborhood Impact

JBFCS

Households Receiving Households with Loss
Public benefits

Percentage JBFCS

of Public Benefits

Office Office Percentage,

1. Coney Island 55.6 1. Co-op City 44.0

2. Bronx (Pelham) 54.7 2. J. V. Boatman 43.8

3. Bore Park 39.6 3. Manhattan/West 39.2

4. North Brooklyn 34.1 4. hid-Brooklyn 37.8

5. Canarsie 32.9 5. Bronx Pelham 34.4

6. Co-op City 29.1 6. Coney Island 33.8

7. J. W. Boatman 26.4 7. North Brooklyn 33.3

8. Manhattan/West 25.4 8. Staten Island 29.4

9. Mid-Brooklyn 23.1 9. Bore Park 28.6

10. Manhattan/East 22.2 10. Cansrsie 18.4

11. Staten Island 18.0 11. Manhattan/East 16.7

12. Thomas Lakin 12. Thomas Lakin )
Youth Project/ ) 17.7 Youth Project/ ) 14.3
Russian Ldoles-)
cent Project )

Russian Adolss-)
cent Project )

The Findings (Table 2)

- New York's ',marginal families" in workiqg class and
aidne-oissx nokihborboods fake Co-op City, Riverdale
and the Nast Bide of Manhattan -- thostlarely idani
it with the -halp of public benefits -- are being most
Quickly hit by outs.

- Even in New York's most disadvaptaged, low income areas,
such as Coney Island and Bronx Pelham) one-third a the
Households surveyed lost some or all aid.
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The distibution of offices demonstrates graphically what

is meant by the term "safety net." Those offices (Coney

Island and Bronx Pelham) with high proportions of house-

holds receiving public benefits serve sections of New York

which are among the poorest and most blighted. However,

those three offices (Co-op City, Boatman and Manhattan/West)

which lead the list of cases with reductions in public

benefits represent the mid-range of offices with house-

holds receiving benefits.

Apparently, households in those three offices - located

in working class and/or middle class neighborhoods - were

lat eligible for public benefits and were the first

households to be cut. These appear to be families just

marginally making it with the help of public supports.

They then become the families most quickly hit by the

reductions in human services. They are families truly

on the edge, buffeted by shifting governmental policies

and eligibility standards.

For those offices serving the most disadvantaged areas

se ..ht"ro .]lank ex -pars.O.Ax4 brailasholda ranalving

help lost some or all of it.
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TABLE 3

ORDER IN WHICH PUBLIC BENEFIT PROGRAMS
itRE REDUCED DR ELIMINATED

PROGRAM REDrigWrIECUT

1. Food Stamps 20.0%

2. Medicaid 8.9%

3. AFDC/Home Relief 7.6%

. SSI/3.1D 5.9%

5. School Lunch and Day Care 4.8%

The Finding (Table 3)

- One in five families receiving public benefits
haLlpeir food stamps out or Ilimintited.

Table 3 is a rank order of the specific public benefit

programs covered in this survey. .TBFCS staff was asked to

count the number of households who bad some reduction in

each of the benefit or entitlement programs listed above.

-Though one household say be out in more than one program,

the loss of food stamps nevertheless was overwhelmingly

sore frequent than all other service outs. Households who

are only marginally able to sustain themselves are losing

the means by which they are able to supplement the finally '

budget. The new poor are falling...through the safety net.

a
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The Findings (Table 4)

- In the last year. 12 of the households sur-
veyed had a member lose a lob or suffer
significant work hour reduction.

- Job2rr4f zLiorrrrLduct iobasitit tlaffea-
e al n el groups n our caseAolt_, w

the areatest impact on minority Populations:
it ramps from III fel' tbe-WhItepopulatTen
surveyed to 15.91 for the Hispanic to 7b.6%
for the Black.

The impact of unemployment has been significant on the

JBFCS caseload. Table 4 summarizes the figures for

households surveyed where et least one member has either

lost a job or had working hours reduce" through no choice

of his own during the 12 months prior to December 6, 1982.

These figures reveal that 8.6% of the households in the

total caseload had some person 18 years or older lose a

job during the past 12 months. The distribution is sur-

prisingly uniform across ethnic groups with the Black

caseload being slightly higher. When the figures for

the unemployment and work-hour reductions are aggregated,

we find the alarmingly high figure of 12.1%. The cumula-

tive effect of under and unemployment on families is

creating additional stress and economic hardship. These

families now require access to public tenetits anc nummn

services, both of which are simultaneously eroding.
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JBFCS Offiae

1. Nero Park

2. Coney Island

3. Manhattan/Vest

4. J. V. Boatman

5. Manhattan /Bast

6. Co-op City

T. Bronx (Pelham)

8. Canarsio

9. North Brooklyn

10. Thomas *skin Tooth
Project/Russian
Adolescent Project
(Brooklyn)

11. Mid-Brooklyn

12. Staten Island

The Finding (Table 5)

Percentage

15.1%

13.5%

12.6%

10.7%

8.6%

8.1%

T.T$

6.7%

6.6%

6.3%

5.0%

2.1$

roni uns lo ant such

In order to obtain some idea of how unemployment among

the JBFCS caseload distributes itself by neighborhood,

the offices were ranked (highest to lowest) according

to the proportion of the office caseload who had lost .

a job during the past 12 months (Table 5)
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We find three offices well above the national and

regional unemployment figures. The office with the

highest rate of unemployment is the Sore Park office

serving the Orthodox Jewish oommunity. The range of

unemployment figures is also very great (15.1% In

Sore Park to 2.1% in Staten Island). Staten Island

end MidBrooklyn appear to serve neighborhoods of

securely employed households. However, even in an

office such as Coney Island, where the high propor-

tion of households on public assistance is probably

indicative of chronic unemployment (thereby not

reflected in this survey's unemployment figures),

13.5% of the households had someone lose a job during

the past 12 months.

In other words, where things were bad, they got worse.
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1983 MASSACHUSETTS
NUTRITION SURVEY

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
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FINAL MOST
1915 NOS Fag, i

ASSTNACT

The 1963 Massachusetts Nutrition Survey (MSS) ria cross-sectional study

designed to estimate the prevalence of nutritional deficiencies among a
ample of 1429 low-income children (ages 6 months through 5 years 11
months) who live in the Commonwealth and utilise community pediatric

health-care facilities.

The 1962 ems is a point-prevalence study. As moth, it is capable of
describing the nutritional status of the sampled population at a single
point in time but cannot monitor trends in nutritional status. The survey

design cannot evaluate the efficacy of publicly-funded supplemental
programs nor the effect of the loss of these benefits. This survey was

initiated in response to reports of increasing malnutrition in the
Commonwealth which appeared in the media in the Spring of 1912.

The population sampled for the 1963 NNS was not representative of all
children in the Commonwealth. Sather, the survey targeted those
individuals who, because of their sonic- .memoir statue, are most likely

to develop nutritional deficiencies. Children (ages 6 months through 5
years 11 months) were selected because their rapid growth rates make them
particularly vulnerable to nutritional insult caused by insufficient or

inappropriate food intake.

The MNS utilised prospective measures of height and weight but relied on
the retrospective collection of hemstolonical (blood) data from medical
records. The measurements used in this survey are reliable imilicatoes of

growth and anemia and were employed to assess overall nutritional status.

Socio-demographic information, including participation in publicly-funded
supplemental food and.incoms programs, was collected through interviews.

Proper and adequate nutrition during childhood is important for normal

growth and development. This survey documents the existence of malnutri-

tion within the surveyed population. This appears to be a chronic problem

in which long-term, moderate caloric and nutrient deficiency is more pre-
valent than short-term but severe caloric inadequacy.
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MAJOR MOMS

CHAO= MALNUTRITION IS A SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC HEALTH monis III LOW-I ,

PONCHO= CHILDREN IN MASSACIUSETTS.

In the population sampled, 9.01 were identified as having low height-for-
age levels, a measure of chronic undernutrition. This result is signifi-
cantly higher than U. O. standards. It is estimated that there my be
between 10,000 and 17,900 chronically undernourished low-income preschool
children in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The implications of this
level of undernutrition include retarded growth, impaired learning
ability, and increased health problems.

ANEMIA AND OSESTIT NUN IDENTIFIED AS NUTRITIONAL pnosuss AMONG THIS
ONOUP OF MASSACHUSETTS MIME. HOWEVER, ACUTE UNDEENUTEITION DONS NOT
APPEAR TO R A WIDESPREAD MOSLEM.

Anemia is a clinical condition which in children generally results from
iron deficiency. Mews, children who had hematocrits within six months
prior to the survey, 12.21 were music. The prevalence of Childhood obe-
sity, a major predictor of adult obesity and its related diseases, was
8.11 in the sampled population. This is significantly higher than the
national standards for this indicator of poor nutrition.

The prevalence of low weight-for-height levels (i.e., severe, short -term
ndernutrition) identified by the 1983 ANS is 3.011. This suggests that,
at least for this health-care user sample, the problem is not a major
public health concern. Nat including obesity, the percentage of survey
children who had at least one indicator of malnutrition was 18.1%.

THREE GROUPS wERE mum= BY THE 1983 ANS AS SEIM AT PARTICULARLY RIGS
RISK FOR (MALNUTRITION: 1) ALL CHILDREN SALON THE POVERTY LEVEL, 2) PODS
WHITS CHILDREN, AND 3) SOUTHEAST ASIAN CHILDREN.

For all racial groups, children living below poverty were more likely to
be chronically undernourished than higher income groups; however, in the
White children studied, this relationship within the low-income group was
statistically significant. It say be that poor White families say have
special characteristics that increase the likelihood of chronic under -
nutrition in their young children. Further analysis of these data is
needed to explain this finding. The Southeast Asian children sampled had
leve:A of low height-for-age and weight- for - height which were signifi-e

cant3y higher than the other racial groups. This survey was not designed
to establish the causal links between nutritional status and sonic-
demographic variables such as income and race.
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CHILDREN max SOURCE OF PAYMENT POR THEIR HEALTH-CARE VISIT WAS MIDICAID
HAD A HIGHER PREVALENCE OF LOW EEIGHT6408-AGE LEVELS THAN CHILDREN WHOSE
MEDICAL VISIT WAS COVERED BY ANOTHER SOURCE.

12% of children currently receiving Medicaid benefits had low height -for-
age levels. This suggests that Medicaid, while providing low-income
children with access to health care, does not appear to guarantee adequate
nutritional status. The importance of this finding is that the children
on Medicaid are an identifiable target group for nutritional assessment
and intervention.

THE WIC PROGRAM ACHIEVED A HIGH SUMMATION LEVEL. IN THIS HEALTH CENTER
USER POPULATION. HOWEVER, A POPULATION WAS IDENTIFIED IMO IMRE INCOME
ELIGIBLE Al D NUTRITIONALLY ELIGIBLE BUT WHO MERE NOT RECEIVING BENEFITS AT
THE TIME OF TEE SURVEY.

While numerous other studies have established the efficacy of the WIC
Program, this survey was not designed to do so. However, it can be used
to describe the sample population's characteristics with regard to this
Program.

Of those children in the survey population who were JAMBS eligible, 45.8%
were participating in the WIC program as of June, 1983. However, the
survey also identified a population that was income eligible and had
documented nutritional deficits who were not receiving WIC benefits.
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RECOIDENDATIONS

INSTITUTE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO IDENTIFY, MAGNOSE, AND REFER ALL
MALNOURISHED CHILDREN Ili TEE 024MONNIALTH.

The 1913 MRS has estimated that there are between 10.000 and 11,200
chronically undernourished children In the COmmonwealth. To adequately
respond to this problem, the following steps are necessary.

1. sin exrtrair onus COALS FOR 111Z FUND utrzas or NAIRN It111'011.

A long-range state plan to eliminate ealmateltion must be developed
which provides explicit goals and timetables. The Department of
Public Health should be the state agency responsible for coordinating
this effort.

2. OUTREACH TO TSB IDENTIFIED HIDE -RISX GROOS THROUGH HEISTING
nisTrwrroms.

Efforts must be made to establish Indianians forriwtreach to high-risk
populations. Community Health Centers and other pediatric providers
could be the vehicles for outreach and identification progress.
Project Good Health (Massachusetts' MDT program) could set adequate
nutritional status as a priority for the 225,000 Rediesid-recipient
children. These children are already known to the state and ihould
comprise a large and important target group for the early iden-
tification of nutritional risk and for prevention of poor nutritional
outcomes. Other state agencies which have direct contact with high
risk groups should be encouraged to participate in this effort. The
mess media could provide a broad exposure of the outreach effort to
target groups.

3. ALERT AND EDOCATE HEAL= CARE PROVIDERS TO THE FROWN OF
MALNUTRITION.

Educational efforts to alert health care providers of all types and in
all settings, public and private, to the magnitude and characteristics
of this problem must be undertaken. The link between nutritional sta-
tus and adequate medical care must be reinforced. Setter clinical
assessment of the problem through accurate weighing, measuring,
charting of heights and weights on growth curves, and assessment of
anemia are essential. Thorough knowledge of available nutrition sec
vices and close collaboration between nutritionists and physicians is
essential. The Department of Public Health must promote these educa-
tional activities.
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4. MAXIMIZE PARTICIPATION OF ELIGIBLE CHILDREN IN EXISTING GOVERNMENTAL
HEALTH, NUTRITION, AND INCOME MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS. #

The United States is currently involved in a major national debate
over the existence of hunger and appropriate approaches to resultant
malnutrition. Regardless of the outcome of this controversy, there
currently exist, under law, governmental programa with the mandate to
provide supplemental benefits in an attempt to address the specific
problems associated with poverty. The 1923 MKS identified groups of
children eligible for programs like foodstamps. WC, and AFDC who were
not receiving program benefits at the time of the survey. The reasons
for this non-participation are not clear. but maximising participation
would increase available income for these families. Maximising par-
ticipation could be aided by establishing referral networks.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MUST EXPAND ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR WIC MINDING AT A
LEVEL WHICH ALLOWS FOR THE EXPANSION OF CASE LOAD TO INCLUDE ALL ELIGIBLE
CHILDREN.

THE MASSACHUSETTS WIC PROGRAM MUST DEVELOP AN OUTREACH PROGRAM TO ASSURE
THE IDENTIFICATION AND REFERRAL OF ELIGIBLE CHILDREN

Federal funding levels need to be established which will allow for an
increase in case load to serve children at all priority levels. With the
availability of funding, a major outreach program will be necessary to
assure that children who are financially eligible and have documented
nutritional needs receive WIC services. If WIC is to act as an effective
component of a preventive approach to malnutrition, it most be able to
enroll all children, including those with inadequate intake. The
Department of Public Health should undertake a major outreach effort to
WIC eligible children.

ONGOING MONITORING OP THE NUTRITIONAL STATUS or MASSACHUSETTS' CHILDREN
THROUGH A NUTRITION SURVEILLANCE PROGRAM.

Between the 1968 National Nutrition Survey (Ten State) and this 1983
Massachusetts Nutrition Survey, there has been no systematic monitoring of
the nutritional status of children in the Commonwealth. This was due, in
part, to the general feeling that the problem was well identified and that
appropriate intervention programs were in place and effective. The
renewed awareness of hunger and documentation of malnutrition, however,
indicate that ongoing monitoring is a must. Prevention of chronic under -
nutrition requires the systematic early identification which nutritional
surveillance provides. The Department of Public Health is the appropriate
agency to undertake this responsibility.
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MRTNER ANALYSIS OF ALL AVAILAILS DATA FRON TRIS 1983 NASSACRUSCITS
NUTRITION SURVRY SHOULD OR COMPLSTRO.

even within the restrictions of the cross-sectional design, further finely
sis of the relationship between nutritional status and soap-demographic
variables should be completed. fteparieons with other nutrition surveys
should also be undertaken. These further analyses will help establish the
precise characteristics of groups at risk of malnutrition and therebY,
strengthen outreach and policy directions. The Department of Mato
Wealth will seek a group of collaborating academic social scientists and
nutrition policy experts to assist in this further work.
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[Response from Peter Negroniq

A standardized test such as the California Achievement test

is validated in such a wry that if one gave the test to UA0

children at least SO should score on or above grade level and the

other SO below grade level. Thus a review of the reading scores

for the entire city would show that over 50% of the children are

on grade level. This would appear to be excellent on the ser-

vice, however, when one disaggregates the scores we find that

some of the districts in New York City have over TOM of the

youngsters on level while other districts have SOH in level. If

one were to study the scores more closely one will find dispro-

portion of the majority children (Black & Hispanic youngsters)

scoring lower then the minority (Ohite youngsters).
s

In the last five years New York City has shown consistent

gains in Mathematics and Reading, however, this is the entire

system. The gains are were significant than some of the large

Urban Centers and loner than others. The site and variety of

students makes comparison to other systems somewhat difficult.

It would be important to note that systems such as OSshington

D.C. Cieveland, Boston and Baltimore as well as others are

showing gains in reading. Each of these systems uses different

devices to measure growth which would indeed affect results. The

interesting thing about New York is that there appears to be a

new interest, a renaissance so to speak, on the part of staff to

do a better job. This seems to permeate most of the system.

In conclusion, I would expect to see a continued growth in

the Urban Centers. In most systems it will not vary greatly

although there are particular systems that are in a very

serious situation and are going down insteac/tllitadilf

City is truly doing well when one considers al! I hare said An

testimony.

O
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